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The development of new programmes of practice teaching presupposes the 
controlling and evaluation of their basic elements. The purpose of this inves
tigation was to develop a system for teacher education and research. The 
study was based on Flanders theory ( 1965, 1970 I and experimentation 
(Heinila 1970, 1971, 1974, 1976, 1979, 1980, 1983). 

The measuring device ( PEIAC/LH-75 I contains three categorical clusters and 
triple coding was made at six-second intervals. The three clusters observed 
were 1 I teacher 1s and pupil 1 s speech and movement ( 12 categories I, 2 I social 
access and collective movement activity/ passivity ( 8 categories I and 3 I the 
social form of the class ( 7 categories I, altogether 27 categories. 

The construct validity and the objectivity of coding was studied and the 
applicability of the measuring device was evaluated in live and videotaped 
observations of in different aspects of P. E. 

The scores of six trained observers, each having observed 24 lessons three 
times in different situations representing different sex, three grade levels 
and four subjects were analysed. Profiles, matrices of each cluster, 
indices, r-correlations, factors structures ( 7), homogeneous structure groups 
(6 I were produced and compared; the most sensitive clusters, categories and 
discriminating functions identified; the level of objectivity of coding 
(Scotts' Pi and Kendall's-WI and its relations with variables was determined. 

In curriculum evaluation the congruence between intended and actually occur
ing outcomes was studied. The data cover the courses of microteaching, 
whose purpose was to develop the verbal indirect teaching behavior of stu
dent teachers, arranged by faculty in 1974 and in 1976. The subjects were 
male and female students ( N=48 and N=74), in 275 lessons. The observation 
instrument (PEIAC/LH-75) was used in a somewhat modified form: two clusters, 
speech and movement, and altogether 18 categories. The reliability was Scott' 
Pi . 78. The construct validity was analysed by using a multivariate approach. 
The category frequencies, indices and student evaluations of courses 
( Questionnaire I were compared using analysis of variance and t-test and 
chi-square test. The revised 1976 curriculum proved more effective. 

The instrument of interaction analysis and its modification used in the courses 
proved feasible both for research and for teacher training. It facilitated the 
operationalization of intended behavior, code patterns, and helped to teach 
discrimination and to create desirable teaching patterns. 

Key words: teaching behavior, interaction process analysis, observation 
instrument, evaluation, -f"--eliability, objectivity of coding, 
construct validity, sensitivity, multiple discriminate analysis, 
evaluation of curricula , microteaching, congruence between 
intended and actually occuring outcomes. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT, VALIDITATION AND APPLICATION TO TEAQ-IBR TRAININ; OF A 

SYSTEM (PEIAC/LH-75) DESIGNED TO EXPAND THE FLANDERS SYSTEM OF INI'ERAC

TION ANALYSIS FDR DESCRIBIN3 TEAQ-IER-PUPIL INI'ERACTION PROCESS IN PHY

SICAL EDUCATION CLASSES 

Sl.M1ARY 

The main purp:>se of this study was to ( 1) Develop and test a system for 

describing �teraction process in p.e. classes, (2) analyse critically 

the reliability and validity of the constructed system and (3) apply 

the system to teacher education in microteaching. 

The specific character of physical education requires adaptation of 

the FIAC system of interaction analysis and taking into account how 

novement cx:mnunicates and influences. Consequently, three clusters were 

included in the PEIAC/LH-75 system: (1) teacher and student talk and 

teacher's silent activity; (2) students' collective novement activity/ 

passivity and social access; and (3) the social form of the class. The 

clusters contain 12, 8, and 7 categories respectively, al together 27 

categories: The time-sample units were taken at six-second intervals. 

The scores of six trained observers, each having observed 24 lessons 

three times in different situations representing both male and female 

teachers, three grade levels and four subject areas were analysed; 

profiles, matrices of each cluster, indices, r-correlations, fac

tornstructures ( 7), homogeneous structure groups ( 6) were produced and 

were canpared; the nost sensitive clusters, categories and discriminant 

functions were identified; the level of objectivity of coding (Scot

ts'Pi and Kendall 's-W) and its relations with variables was determined. 

The average level of objectivity of coding (Scotts'Pi) varied 

according to cluster: I, .61; II, .65; and III, .69. The interceder 

agreement was .65, within-coder constancy .69, and between-coder cons

tancy .60 when � observations of the videotape recordings (T2 and T3) 

were canpared. The results indicated that the intercx:::>der agreement was 
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sane what higher within the videotaped material than in the live situa

tion. 

The measuring instrument was reliable when estimated by using a 

nonparametric cnefficient of concordance: 23 of 27 categories yielded a 

value of W significant at the 0.01 level (chi-square test). 

In the third phase, the variation of coders was examined. Five 

discriminant functions were identified, three of which were statistical

ly significant. The first accounted for 58 % of the rn::>del 's total vari

ance. The inverse character of reliability and validity was highlighted. 

The validity of PEIAC/LH-75 was assessed mainly in terms of the 

question of construct validity, which was derronstrated by convergent and 

discriminant validitation methods. In this context, a rn::>del was deve

loped to define the overall research strategy for the project. 

In the primary analyses, it was noted, arrong other items, that all 

of the PEIAC/LH-75 categories were used in coding. The results of secon

dary analysis shJwed that the discriminant functions clearly distin

guished between lesson groups. The first discriminant function proved 

much nore pcMerful than the other four, with 4 7 % of the total discrimi

nation of the model. The analysis selected 16 out of the total of 27 

categories and set them in sequence according to hcM much they increased 

the nodel 's discrimination pc:Mer. The categories of the second cluster 

(students' collective activity/passivity and social access) and the 

categories of the third cluster (social form) proved to possess the 

highest discrimination pc:Mer. 

It was established that the various subject areas in P.E. and/or 

the teacher teaching in them are the strongest influence on the shaping 

of the interaction process as well as on theobjectivity of measurement. 

Of all categories situation with closed and open ideas' discriminated 

m::>St clearly. 

It was concluded that (1) the instrument possesses a definite 

degree of construct validity, and that (2) it is sufficiently sensitive 

to discriminate aspects of direct-nondirect teaching behavior. 

In the Application of PEIAC/LH-75 to teacher education the purpose 

was to evaluate and ccmpare two curricula, whose aim was to develop the 

verbal indirect teaching behaviour of student teachers. The congruence 

between intended and actual 1 y occurring outccmes was studied. The curri

cula of courses differed in terms of the follCMing elements: (I) infor-
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mation a1:x:>ut (m:::>dels of) target behaviour (written, audiovisual), (II) 

timing of instruction of theoretical considerations (before/during the 

course), (III) size of training groups (5-10), (IV) len:;rth of microles

sons (5-10 min.), and (V) number of microlessons (2-3). 

The data (X)Ver the <XJUrSeS of microteaching arranged by the faculty 

in 1974 and 1976 and the subjects were male and female students who 

started their studies in 197 1 (N = 48) and in 1974 (N = 74), 275 

microlessons. 

The measurement instrument (PEIAC/LH-75 ), was used in a somewhat 

modified fonn, containing two clusters, speech and movement, with 18 

categories.This made it p::>SSible to give information about target beha

viour, to operationalize model behav iour and to analyze TV-feedback 

using a systematic observation rooth:x:l.. Reliability (.78) was estimated 

by means of Scott's pi-coefficient. The category frequencies, indices 

and student evaluations of courses were compared using analyses of 

variance and t-test (PNJVA), Mann Whitney u-test and chi-square test.

The success of the revised program was reflected in (a) a decrease 

of teacher talk, (b) an in:::rease of teachers' silent didactic activi

ties, (c) an in:::rease in teac.hars' resp:ose behavior, and (d) a decrease 

in content emphasis. The increase of indirect behavior was evident in 

the seccod session, in which the teachers offered the pupils nore opp::>r

tunities to create ideas and solve problems, observed pupil resp:nses 

and took advantage of their responses in the progress of the topic 

treatroont. 

( 1 Thus, the instrument of interaction analysis (PEIAC/LH-75 and its 

m::xlification) used in the a::>urses proved feasible both for research and 

for teacher training. It facilated the operaticnalization, infonuation, 

evaluation and mea.surem:mt of intended behavior a:::xje patterns, helped 

to teach discrimination, and to create desirable teachi.n;J patterns. 

Key words: teaching behavior, interaction prcx:ess analysis, observation 

instrument, evaluation, reliability, objectivity of cx:xii.n:J, 

construct validity, sensitivity, multiple discriminant 

analysis, evaluation of curricula, microteachin3', c:x::n;iruence 

between intended and actually occuring outcx:::xnes. 
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PREFACE 

The project reP<?rted here consisted of phases, which have been 

reported separately within a long time period (1970-1983). 

The purpose of this report is to do follcwing: 

1) create a synthesis of the part reports related to the study project

2 )report the basis of decisions made by constructing the observation 

instnnnent PEIAC- LH/75 

3) present the created measuring instrument

4)report the explorative studies made for determining the assumed 

capacity of the proposed instnnnent for gathering and organizing data 

in physical education teaching event based on a frame¼Drk developed 

after surveying relevant research literature, and 

5)discuss the results both fran developnent and application perspec

tives 

This report is based on the following origin al articles and 

technical reports, which will be referred to in the text: 

Heinila, L. (1970).0pettajan � oppilaiden valisista vuoro-vaikutussuh

teista liikunnan opetustilanteissa (Report No. 22, pp. 80-94 ). Hel

sinki: Liikuntatieteel lisen seuran julkaisuj a. ( Finnish Society for 

Research in Sport and Physical Education.) 

Heinila, L. (1971).Liikunnan opetustapahtuma sosiaalisena vuorovaikutus

prosessina (Teaching of physical education as a process of social 

interaction). Unpublished master's thesis, University of Jyvaskyla, 

l I
Finland. 

Heinila, L. (1974). Developing a system for describing teacher-pupil 

interaction in physical education classes. FIEF Bulletin, 44(3), 16-

20. (Also published in Education physiqie des enfants avant 1 'epoque

de la puberte (1976) (pp. 218-223). Warsaw: Edition Scientifiques de 

Pologne.) 

Heinila, L. (1976, July). Objectivity of coding in� system (PEIAC/LH-

75) developed for describing teacher-pupil interaction in physical

education. Paper presented at the International F IEP Congress of 

Physical 'Education, Jyvaskyla, Finland. 

Heinila, L. (1977). Analysing systems in the evaluation of the teacher

pupil interaction process in physical education cl asses. FIEF Bulle

tin, 47(1), 20-34. (Also published in T. Tammivuori (Ed.), Evalua-
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tion: International Congress of Physical Education (Rep::,rt No. 64, 

pp. 37-58). Helsinki: Finnish Scx::iety for Research in Sp::,rt and 

Physical Education. ) 

Heinila, L. (1979) Application of interaction analysis to the teacher 

education in physical education (Research Bulletin No. 15). 

Jyvaskyla, Finland: University of Jyvaskyla, Deparbnent of Physical 

Education. 

Heinila, L. (1980). Developing a system (PEIAC/LH-75) for describing 

teacher-pupil interaction in physical education classes: Objectivity 

and content validity of coding. In G. Schilling & W. Bauer (Eds. ) , 

Audiovisual Means in SP?rt (pp. 361-370). Basel: Birkhaus Verlag. 

Heinila, L. (1983). Developing a system (PEIAC/LH-75) for describing 

teacher-pupil interaction in physical education classes: Construct 

validity and sensitivity. In R. Telama, V. Varstala, J. Tiainen, L. 

Laakso & T. Haajanen (Eds. ),Research in school physical education 

(Rep::,rt No. 38, pp. 124-132). Jyvaskyla, Finland: University of 

Jyvaskyla, Formation for Prarotion of Culture and Health. 
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G-iAPrER I 

INIBODUCTION 

A central task of the wu.versity is the planning, realizatim and 

evaluation of goal-directed educational prcgram.s. This activity slx>uld 

be long-tenn, a:mprehensive and integrated with general sccial planning. 

It slx>uld also be closely linked with decisicn maki.nJ cxncerni.ng all 

education. 'I'hEJ ultimate aim of educational planning should be the quan

titative and qualitative developrent of educaticn ( Itala, 1969). The 

developnent of educational prcgrams is a rnultistage process at several 

levels and sh:>uld be based on scientific research. 

Attempts have been made since early in this century to apply the 

( meth::xls of scientific research to the problems of sch::x)l learning, 

teacher behavior, and teacher education. Within the behavioral sciences 

there has errerged a sub-discipline of "research on teaching" which Gage 

(1972) has defined in the follCMi.n:] way: 

"Research" is defined as scientific activity ai.nro at 

increasing our p::,wer to understand, predict, and cxxrtrol 

events of a given kind. All three of these goals involve 

relationships between variables . ... "Teachin:]" in turn may 

be defined as events, such as teacher behavior, intended to 

affect the learnin:] of a student. Given these defini

tions of "research" and "teachin:]," we can define "research 

on teachin:]" as the study of relationships between vari

ables, at least one of which refers to a characteristic or 

behavior of a teacher. If the relati01Ship is one between 

teacher behaviors or characteristics, on the one hand, and 

effects on students, on the other, then we have "research 

on teacher effects," in which the teacher behavior is an 

independent variable. If the teacher behavior or character

istic serves as a dependent variable in relation to sane 

variable in the prcgram of selecting and training teachers 

(the teacher education prcgram), then we have "research on 

teacher education." Both kinds of research taken together 

make up the field of research on teachin:]. (pp. 16-17) 

This definition does rot suggest that other kinds of variables are 

mt also useful, and in fact desirable, in research en teaching'. It only 
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specifies that the variables of teacher behavior and characteristics are 

at the center of concern and must be involved. Figure 1 illustrates the 

relationships in Gage's definition. 

Research on Teaching 

Research on Teacher 

Education 

Teacher Education 

Procedures 

Research on Teacher 

Effects 

Teacher Behaviors 

and Characteristics 
Student Learning 

Figure 1. The field of research on teaching. (Gage, 1972, p. 17) 

It has been suggested (Binet, 1918) that everything has been said 

in education while nothing has been proved. It is true that much has 

been done since the early decades of the century, but it is similarly 

true that several problems need to be addressed before practice 

teaching, and indeed, teacher training in general, can be fully 

developed. Only tw:, of these problems wil 1 be taken up here. First, we 

need to have a feasible and comprehensive conceptualization of the 

nature of teaching. Secx::od, we need reliable, valid and practicable ways 

of describing, analyzing and evaluating teaching activities and 

behaviors. Finally, havinJ addressed these problems, we need to apply 

what we have found to teacher traininJ programs. 

Interaction Analysis Meth::>ds 

The recent emphasis on interaction and communication between 

teacher and students and am::rg students, and the subsequent developnent 

of methods of interaction analysis have had a profound impact on empiri

cal research on teaching. At an early stage of this new research 

paradigm, there was a clear interest in studying what contributions 
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interaction analysis might be able to make to teacher educaticn and 

practice teaching. 

Interacticn analysis is a label that refers to any technique for 

studying the chain of classrcx:m events in such a fashicn that each event 

is taken into cx::nsideraticn (Flanders, 1970). The meth:xi is based on a 

conception of teachin'.J as an interperscnal influence wh:::lse :p..rrp::,se is to 

effect pupil learning in line with set objectives. Typical of teacher 

behavior is human voice and rroticn, tut it may also be frozen in the 

form of a beak or film or a set of prograrnned instructicnal materials 

(Gage, 1972). In the study of teacher behavior, this in£luerce can be 

observed on the basis of variable values placed en given dirrensic:ns such 

as teacher-centered/i:::upil-centered, direct/indirect, etc., and event 

sequences can be described, for instance, by means of a timeline display 

(cf. Flanders, 1970). 

Meth:::xis of interacticn analysis are based on theoretical o:in.sidera

tions and thus cx::ntain given cx:inceptual systems. This is true of the 

systems developed by Bales (1950) and Flanders (1965, 1970). Thus, in 

using meth:::xis of this kind the researcher has rot ally made meth:xb

logrical decisicns oot he has also tDurrl him.self to a particular theory 

and set of variables ( Heinila, 197 4, 1977 ) . In this way the measuring 

instrurrent achieves a central significance. It is therefore not sur

prising that interacticn analysis meth:::xis have also proved to be an 

effective tool in teacher traini..ng. 'fuey provide a conceptual scheme and 

simultaneously the means for the operationalizaticn and mea.surem:mt of 

variables. Percepticns and cx:mnunicaticns bea:::rre rrore unified and 

precise, evaluaticn and a:xnpariscn attain higher objectivity. The 

cx::ntents of teachin'.J programs refers to the matter being dealt with, 

such as ccmnand \.wDrds in practice teaching in P. E. , or other fontlS of 

social interacticn, different types of ball games, etc. Form of teachi.n3: 

refers here to the way in which interperscnal a::mrn.micaticn is organized 

(Koskenniemi & Ha.linen, 1970). It may be gra.ip v.Ork, problan solvi.rq, or 

prograrnned teaching, and it may be either direct or in:lirect. In the 

past, in the practice teaching of physical educaticn, attenticn has been 

directed ma.inly to the a::ntents of programs, while the develc:prent of 

fonns of teaching has occupied a seo::ndary p:)Siticn. 
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Teacher E.ducaticn Research 

The pedagcx]ical arrl didactic problems of teacher education are a 

special subarea of what is r¥:M frequently referred to as the "pedagogy 

of higher educaticn". The Finnish national Ccrrmission on Teacher Educa

tion (Vuoden 1973 opettajankoulutusto{mikunnan mietinto, 1975) has 

suggested that the nost :imp::,rtant sectors of research on the pedagogy of 

higher educaticn cx:ncern (a) the problems of the overall aims of higher 

educaticn, (b) the problems related to the develq:ment and investigation 

of instructicn, and (c) the special problems of educational techn:llogy 

and teachin:] meth::)ds. Within this latter area of cxncern, teacher educa

tion, one of the key issues is practice teaching. Researchers and 

teacher educators are constantly faced with the problems of how the 

experience should be planned and developed so that the intended com

petences can be optimal 1 y attained. 

In January 1974 the Department of Physical Education of the 

University of Jyvaskyla·· introouced, en an experirrental basis, a new type 

of practice teaching using microteaching. The new course that emerged 

formed part of the degree requirements and was intended to be given 

during the 1 ast term of the third year as an obligatory a:iurse ( 45 hrs). 

The implerentaticn of the a:xrrse necessitated developnent v.0rk on 

the meth::)ds of interacticn analysis. The a:::nstructicn of the interaction 

rrodel arrl the related observatim inst:r:urrent, PEIAC/LH-75, (see Glapter 

5) that were used with the microteachin:J exercises was dcne during the

period 1971-1973 (Heinila, 1974, 1977). The final instrument was the

result of empirical pilot studies (Heinila, ).970, 1971), based on the

pioneering v.0rk of Flanders (1965, 1970) arrl drawing on the expertise of

the Helsinki DPA project (e.g., Komulainen, 1968, 1970, 1971a, 1971b,

1973, 1974, 1978; Koskenniemi & Komulainen, 1969)

An adapted versim of Gage's rrodel of research on teachin:] illus

trates the place the present research occupies in this field (Figure 2). 
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/ 
Research on Teaching 

� 
Research on Teacher Research on Teacher 

Education Effects 

--------------------------

I 
-

I 

Teacher Education 
' 

Teacher Behaviors I ---- Student Learning ,, and Characteristics Procedures I 
-------

I 

r I 

I 

�ourse on microteaching I 
(1974), (1976) I 

1
I 

I 

I 
Course on Didactic 
Observation I 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

Figure 2. Adapted version of Gage's rrodel of the field of research on 

teaching. 

As can be seen fron the m:xlel, the task of the project is to 

identify detailed, observable teacher behaviors that are related to 

student learn.i.n:]. The task of teacher educaticn is to help student 

teachers get to kn::M, understand and acopt effective teacher behaviors. 

So-called performance-based teacher educati01 programs have been based 

on this outlCXJk and the best kn:::Mrn of such programs are microteaching 

and minicourses such as the one mtroduced in Jyvaskyla. In such a::,urses 

meth::xls of mteraction analysis have been used as a to:)l to help bring 

aoout changes of behavior. It is through the use of these meth:::Jds, that 

this study will examine both the problem of describing the nature of 

teaching and the developrent of techniques to study -t:h3se activities and 
behaviors. At the sarre tirre 

I it will be sh::::wn that the meth:::Jds of 

interacti01 analysis provide a new basis for the selecti01 of the fonns 

\ 
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and cont ents of teacher training so that the occupational demands of the 

teaching profession are fulfilled, and theory and prac tice can be 

brought closer together. 

In sunmary, then, the purp::>se of this report is to give a canplete 

account of a research prog ram on the use of int eraction analysis in 

physical ed ucation. Drawing on earlier reports, (a) the theore tical 

framework of the project and its relation to other work on interaction 

analysis will be described, (b) an account of the const ruction of the 

observation instrument wil 1 be given, ( c) the empirical structure of the 

instrument will be explored, ( d )  the measurement pruperties (reliabi

lity, objectivity of coding, construct validity of coding, and construct 

validity and sensitivity) will be investigated, (e) the application of 

the instrument in a micro-teaching program and for curricult.nn evaluation 

will be described, and finally (f) implications of the study for further 

research wil 1 be discussed. 
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GfAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATIJRE 

Overview 

In order to set the present study in its proper context, this 

chapter will present a review of literature related to research on 

classrcxxn observatic:n. While Binet's dictum, quoted in the introduc

tien, still is not much of an exaggeratic:n as a sumnary of the state of 

education as science, it is true that sore researchers in education 

became interested in analyz.in:J classrccm interactic:n as early as the 

( late 1930's. Since that time, a number of category systems for analyz.in:J 

primarily verbal interaction in the classrcx:m have been cx:nstructed. A 

survey in the mid-sixties by Amicbn and Sim::::n (1965) rer:orted twenty 

such category systems. Once developed, such category systems have been 

put to use in a great number of research studies. Early v.Drk involv.in:J 

systematic observation in classro:::ms has been reviev.ied in the first and 

sea::ind editions of the Handlxx)k of Research m Teaching by Medley and 

Mitzel ( 1963) and by Rosenshine and Furst ( 1973). Medley ( 1982) has 

recently written a review of systematic classrcx:m observatic:n in the 

fifth editic:n of the Encyclopedia of E.ducaticnal Research. Thus, any 

research study which focuses en classrcx:m processes occurs within the 

context of a well-established research paradigm. 

In this chapter we will first discuss the historical developnent of 

research c:n teach.in:J, includin] the developrent of interactic:n analysis. 

Secc,ndly, the trOSt a::mn::::nly used observatien system in educaticnal 

research, the Flanders Interactic:n Analysis category System, will be 

described and discussed. This discussien will be folla,..,ed by a review of 

research in physical educatien which has used interactic:n analysis and 

observatien meth:xls. Finally, these studies will be critically discussed 

in tenns of their success in achievi.rg valid arrl reliable results. 

Historical Developnent of Research en Teaching 

In their article on observation research, Evertsen and Green (1986) 

identified four overlapp.in:J [i)ases of the history of this approach to 
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the study of educational processes. Phase One (ea. 1939-1963) was an 

exploratory phase which attempted to identify teacher-student interac

tions and other related classrcx:m and instructional behaviors. Phase 'I\..Q 

(ea. 1958-1973) was a period of instrument develcpnent, and of descrip

tive, experimental, and training studies. The use of category systems 

and issues al:xJut paradigms for the study of teachin] emerged durin) this 

phase. DurinJ Phase Three (ea. 1973 to present) studies explored teacher 

behaviors that relate to student achievement, usually on standardized 

tests. Phase Four (ea. 1972 to present) runs concurrently with Phase 

Three and is a period of expansion, alternative awroaches, theoretical 

and methocblogical advances, and convergence across research directions 

( in the use of observational techniques. 

This historical review of research on teaching wil 1 attempt to 
explore sane of the \<.Qrk done durinJ these phases of study with parti
cular emphasis en the period of expansion, theoretical and meth::xblogi

cal advances in the use of observational techniques. Phase four, to 

which the present study belc::ogs. 

Early Research on Teacher Effectiveness 

Although research on teachincJ, as defined by Gage (1972), is rela

tively new, research on "teacher effectiveness" has been conducted for 
many years. The early studies were stimulated by the desire to provide 

an objective basis for the selection, trai..ning, anployment, and praro
tion of teachers, but in reality they offered minimal opi;:ortunity for a 

real understand.inJ of teacher effectiveness. In general, as Dunkin and 

Biddle (1974) emphasized, such studies revealed IX) rrore for teachers and 
educators than the disa:)Very that performarce en college examinations 
and in practice tea� are apparently unrelated to subsequent success 

in teaching. Many reasons have been offered by reviewers and critics for 

the failure of these early studies. Dunkin and Biddle have surnnarized 

these as (1) the failure to observe teachin) activities, (2) theoretical 

imp:)verishrnent, (3) the use of inadequate criteria of effectiveness, and 
(4) the lack of concern for contextual effects.

With the develcpnent of the behavioral scien::::es in the first half

of this century, attanpts were made to apply these scientific meth::rls to 
the problems of teacher behavior, sch::x)l learn:i.n:J and teacher education. 
As Dunkin and Biddle p:)int out, perhaps the most significant sh:)rto:::xning 
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of these early studies is that they consistently avoided lcx::>kin] at the 

actual prcx::ess of teachin:} in the classrcx:m. They further suggest that 

if teachers vary in their effectiveness, it must be because they vary in 

the behaviors they exhibit in the classrcx:m. For this reascn, the focus 

of a study on teacher effectiveness must be en the classrcx::m where the 

teachin:] actually takes place. 

Developnent of Analytical Research tvEth:xis 

Durin:J the 1960's descriptive analytical research in general educa

tion increased ccnsiderably and becarre an indeperrlent branch of intel

lectual�- Its general theoretical orientation becarre clearer and 

( acquired a ITDre definite directicn. Research in this area has been 

directed tcwards (1) natural teachirg situaticns; (2) the wh::)le of the 

teacher-pupil interacticn process; and (3) the ccnstructicn of a uniform 

theoretical basis and ccnceptual scheroo, within which the nEMly a<XIU-ired 

empirical data can be placed, analyzed and generalized. (See, e.g., 

Birkin, 1971; Westbury & Bellack, 1971; Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Heinila, 

1974, 1976.) 

This orientation has been greatly influenced by the developrent of 

quantitative iooth::::ds, and observatien research has occupied a key p:::>Si

tion. In this a::ntext, observatien research refers to the analytical 

rreth::::ds based en observatien, durin:J which behavior is observed and 

classified. With this iootlx:d, a classificatia1. systen can be based. en 

( 1 ) theory, ( 2 ) a theoretical m::x:3el, ( 3 ) existing observational systems, 

or ( 4) the results of empirical studies or pilot studies. When the 

focus of research shifted frau teachirg efficiency research tcwards the 

investigaticn of the classrcx:m atnosphere and the regularities of the 

teachin:]-learn.i.n'.J process, observation becarre the rrost practicable 

iootlx:d. 

Developnent of Observation Rea:)rd.ing Inst:rurrents 

In the field of observatim research, the problems of cx:ntent and 

1001:h:Jd are closely related and they sh:Juld therefore be examined simul

taneously. The use of a iooasuri.n:J inst::nlrrent implies a theoretical base. 

Such is the case with, for example, the classic interactien analysis 
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systems by Flanders (1965, 1970) and Bales (1950). When a researcher 

adopts an instrurrent of this kind, he has IX>t a1ly made a metlxxblogical 

decision, but he has also o::mni.tted hiJnself to a particular thEDry and 

group of variables. In the study of teacher behavior, the thEDretical 

base might be the observed variable values placed on given dimensia.s, 

such as teacher-centered/pupil-centered, direct/indirect, etc.; or the 

description of event sequences, for instance, by ITBanS of time-line 

display ( cf. Flanders, 1970). 

Analytical meth::xls based on observation generally include (1) a 

group of carefully specified cate;pries for the classificaticn of the 

behavior under observatia1, (2) a group of starrlardized procedures which 

define the observation prcx:edure, (3) instructicns for processing, 

( ana.lyzing and presenting the data in a meaningful way which corresp::njs 

as closely as p'.)SSible to the original events (Flanders, 1970; Heinila, 

1970, 197 4, 1976) . The cate;pry systan employed will determine the 

ru.nnber and quality of the events, which, defined in terms of interacticn 

analysis systems, are exhaustive and mutually exclusive. 

During the past tv.O decades a great number of recording instruments 

have been developed for the study of teachi.n9'. (For reviev.'S of sore of 

these see, e.g., M2dley and Mitzel, 1963; Sim::n and Boyer, 1970; 

Rosenshine, 1971; Rosenshine and Furst, 1973; Biddle, 1967; and Dunkin 

and Biddle, 197 4. ) Al th::,ugh these instrurrents have a cx::nm:::n p.rrp:)S€ to 

systematically record teacher-student behavior in the classro:xn, there 

are sore major differerces am::o:J them. These differerces relate primar

ily to the diJrensioo or diJrensicns of the classrcx::m activity to be 

reaJrded. Generally, the focus of the instrument reflects the theoreti

cal orientation of the investigator. The particular orientaticn of the 

investigator IX>t cnly guides the general directicn of the research work, 

but is also the key in making decisicns ccncern:inJ the logical steps in 

the developnent of the system. 

Sim:n and Boyer (1970) rep:>rt altcgether 92 different reaJrcling 

systems, of which 79 were designed for observin:J classrcx::::m behavior. 

They suggest foci for cate;pries within recordi.rq instruments and 

classify them as follows: 

1. Affective - the erroticnal ccntent of ccmnunicaticn;

2. Cognitive - the intellectual ccntent of cx::mrunicaticn;
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3. Psych:xrotor - the ron-verbal behaviors, rosture, body

p:x3ition, facial expressions, and gestures;

4. Activity - what is being cbne that relates a perscn to

saneone or scmetlung else (for example, readin] or hit

tirq a ball ) ;

5. Content - what is being talked atx::ut;

6. Sociolcgical structure - the sociology of the inter

active setting, includin] wt-o is talkir¥J to wh::m and in

what roles; and

7. Physical environrent - descripticns of the physical

space in which the observaticn is taki.rq place, includ

ing the materials and equip:rent bein:] used.

( In a review of alm:)st 500 studies involvin:.J the systematic observa-

tion of classrcx:m teachin:], Dunkin and Biddle (1974) identified six 

classifications aCCX)rd.in] to cx:ntent and/or the theoretical "orienta

tion" toward teachin:]. These classificatic:ns are: 

1. studies dealing with classrcx:m climate;

2. studies dealing with managenent and cx:ntrol of pupil

behavior in the classrcx:m;

3. studies dealing with the classrcx:m as a social system;

4. studies dealin:.J with the kn:::Mled:]e and intellectual

aspects of teachin:];

5. studies dealin:.J with lcgic and lin:]uistics; and

6. studies dealin:.J with the SEqUential patterns of class

rcx:m behavior.

Rosen.shine (1971) classified the observaticn instrurents used in 

fifty-one studies into "category systems" and "ratinJ systems." In a 

category systan, each behavior of the teacrer or student was ceded 

whenever it occurred. In a ratin:], or "sign," systan, a.itside observers 

or students estimated the behavior of the teacrer en a five- or seven

p:>int scale. These obsexvaticn systems were als::> classified accord.in] to 

the arrount of infererx:e required of the observer or the person read.in] 

the research rep:>rt. 'I11e tenn inference refers, in this cx:ntext, to the 

process interven.in:] between the objective behavior seen or heard and the 

cx:xling of this behavior en an observatia1al instrurent. category 

systems are classified as "la,,-inference" ireasures because the items 

focus on specific, den:::>table, relatively objective behaviors, such as 
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"teacher repeats student's idea" or "teacher asks evaluative questicns," 
and also because the behaviors are recorded as frrquency camts. The 

rating systems are referred to as "high-inferen:::e" rreasures because they 

lack the specificity of la-.r-inferen::e variables. In general, the cate

gory systems of observaticn have been used nost frrquently. They appear 

to be ITDre flexible than sign observatic:n and ratinJ systan.s, provide 

ITDre data, and have a higher level of objectivity in codi.n;J (Rosen.shine, 

1971; Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). 

The task of the category format is to make it easier to organize 

the v.0rk of observers and to express the purp::,se of the research. On 

the basis of the degree of category specification and clustering, cate

gory fonnats can be divided into three types cx::ntain.ing (1) a number of 

( 1m1tually exclusive categories, which are either unique or ccnstitute a 

dimension; (2) a number of main categories, all or sore of which are

sutxlivided; or (3) a ImJltiple cod.i.nJ system, which a:nsists of a limited 

number ·of categories placed into separate clusters. 

a:nstitute a dimensicn based on sore nodel of th:::::ught 

Heinila, 1971, 1976). 

These generally 

(Flanders, 1970; 

To surnuarize, the preceding review has irrlicated that a large 

number of observaticnal recordi.rg inst:rurrents have been developed to 

investigate classroc:m interactic:n. These can be divided into "category 

systems" or "rating systems." '!he former are regarded as "la-.r-inferen::e" 

systems because of their high degree of specificity, whereas the latter 

are regarded as "high-inferen:::e" systems, because they operate with rrore 

general a:ncepts. 

The w:::>rk of researchers involved in classroan interacticn analysis 

was primarily ITDtivated by a desire to prove that certain preferred 

interacticn patterns are superior for classroan learn.ing. '!he a:ncepts 

"integrative/d:minative," "darocratic/auth::>ritarian," "student-cen

tered/teacher-centered" and "irrlirect/direct," all sprinJ fran a a:::nvic

tion that nost teachers cx::uld be ITDre effective if they v.DUld interact 

with pupils rather than direct than. 

Develq::nent of Interactic:n Analysis 

In this sectic:n, an attanpt will be made to aitline the basic 

assumpticns of the traditia1.al interactic:n analysis paradigm. Given this 
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frame of reference, it sh::::iuld be easier for the auth:>r to present a 

survey of related literature in a succinct form and for the reader to 

follow the exp::X3itim. 

Kuhn (1962) introduced the term "paradigm" to derote the fact that 

sane accepted examples of actual scientific practice, includin:J law, 

theory, applicatim and i.nstrumentatim, all tog-ether provide rrodels 

which give rise to coherent traditions of scientific research. Shar:i.n;J a 

paradigm weans that there is a shared ccmni.tment to the same rules and 

standards for scientific practice. Kuhn sugJests that scientists w:::>rk 

fran nodels aa:ruired throJgh educatim and throJgh exp;:)SUI'e to a cx::mron 

(X)re of literature. This happens often witlDut an explicit kn:Mled;J'e of 

why the nodels have obtained their status. It is even possible that 

( there is rD clear-cut und.erlying l::x::ldy of rules and a.ssumptic:ns for the 

research traditions. 

Kuhn's point is relevant for the interacticn analysis paradigm as 

well. A student of interacticn analysis has rD s:i.n;Jle article or theore

tical exp::X3ition to cc:nsult but, instead, needs to get ao::iuainted with a 

number of paradigmatic articles and research studies. It is partly 

through such "finger exercise," as Kuhn refers to it, that a researcher 

learns fDt.l to implarent an anpirical study of classrcx::m processes. 

Assumptions of the Traditional Interactim Analysis Paradigm 

1. A basic assumpticn within the interactim analysis paradigm is

that the social-erroticnal climate influen:es behavior. In a sch:ol and 

class settirq, this weans that a i:ositive social-errotia.al climate is 

beneficial for alrrost arq aspect of educaticn. Varioo.s researchers have 

used sanewhat different tenuirology to express roughly the sane basic 

a.ssumpticn. 

2. It is generally assured that the social-aroti<X\al climate is a

group phen:xren:n arrl that the teacher's behavior is the rrost irop:>rtant 

single factor in creatin;J climate in the classrcx:m. 

3. The teacher's verbal behavior is assumed to be a representative

sample of his total classrcx:m behavior. As a result of this a.ssumption, 

it is cx:mn:::nly ccnsidered sufficient to observe arrl record cnly the 

verbal behavior of the teacher and students in the classrcx:m. 

4. The decisicn to focus exclusively, or mainly, on the recordin;:J

of overt verbal interacticn is enhanced by the assunpticn that verbal 
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behavior can be observed with greater reliability than ronverbal 

behavior. 

5. It is assurred that the study of classrc:x::m interaction eann::>t be

cbne by means of self-rep:::>rts by the teacher and the students, e.g., 

through questionnaires or checklists. Interacticn must be observed and 

recorded by an observer wh:) is rot simultane:usly engaged in that inter

action. 

6. It has been assurred that observers could be trained to give a

faithful rea::ird of what actually transpires in the classro:m. In addi

tion, it has been assurred that sc:m:>Cn3 trained in the observatia1 metlx:x:l 

cx:,uld also deax1e an observatic:n protocol and, as it were, reconstruct 

the interactia1. 

We have already discussed in general tenns the developnent of 

observation record.in] instnnnents, h:w they have been classified and h:w 

the special terms associated with them have been defined. At this p:::>int, 

we will discuss scxre early studies based on the traditional interaction 

analysis paradigm. Then, since the principal indebtedness of the present 

study is to the Flanders systan, we will describe the Flarrlers' Inter

action Analysis categories (FI.AC) system. We will then narrc,,., the focus 

to give an accx:unt of the interacticn analysis paradigm within physical 

education. Finally we will discuss studies in physical educaticn that 

have used adapted versicns of the FI.AC system. 

Early Studies of Teacher Bel1avior 

The fonnal study of teacher behavior had its origin in the Progres

sive &lucaticn M:lvement under the influence of Harold Andersen (1939) 

and the research grcup o::nsistinJ of Kurt Lewin, Ra1.ald Lippitt and 

Ralph White ( 1939). These early researchers felt a need to make class

rcx:::ms rrore student-centered, to abarrl:n the autocracy of educaticn, and 

to prarote the ideals of dem.Jcracy and group dynamics. The climate of 

the classrc:x::m became very important. 

Using the n:iticn of a "social e:rotional climate," Andersen con

ducted systematic studies into the effects of teacher behavior upon 

pupil behavior. The psych:>logical assumptions of these studies are that 

the child learns less if he is given the answers to his sch:xJl �rk, and 

that he grows less in other respects if the teacher makes all the 
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decisia.s � cxntent arrl �- Andersen quantified behavior 

phenarena arrl thus provided the basis up::n which Flarrl:3rs later dem:n

strated that iooirect teach3.r behavior had a p:)Sitive correlaticn with 

child achievarent. 

Dam.native arrl integrative behavior of the teach3.r was observed arrl 

identified by Arxlerscn with a ea� systan a::ntai.n:iIX] nineteen cate

gories: eleven cbninaticn categories arrl eight integraticn categories. 

Andersen als::> sh::Med that it was p:)SSible to o::::rnpJte an irrlex, or ID

ratio, by dividin] the number of integrative a::ntacts by the number of 

cbn:i.native a:ntacts, arrl that teach3rs ca.ild be � usin] this 

irrlex criteria1. 

Lippitt arrl White ( 1943 ) , to:Je-thar with Lewin, cx::n:1ucted a series 

( of laboratory experim:mts for determ.:i.n:ITTJ the effects of adult teachers' 

influence en the organized arrl voltmta:ry activities of b:Jys clubs. Each 

club was subjected sequentially to an adult playinJ the role of an 

"autocratic leader," a "derrocratic leader," arrl a "laissez-faire 

leader. " The results of these studies a::nf i.rrred or exten::led the general 

�lusicos of Armrscn. As a result of these u-.o basic arrl i.rdeperrlent 

studies, which produced rrutually Sl1W)rt1ve results, the notia1 of a 

�ial eroticrlal climate was establistro. 

Drawin:J UJ:X11 the work of both groups, Withall, thralgh extensive 

analysis, produced an iooex of teaching behavior which, tin..lgh aJ.nost 

identical with the integrative/d::minative ID-ratio of Anders:n, 

a much nore refined category systan of classrcan climate. 

( 1949) defined the o:n:::ept "�ial erroticnal climate" as the 

offered 

Witha.11 

"general 

erroticnal factor which ai.:,;,ears to be present in interacticns occurrinJ 

between individuals in face to face groups" (p. 348). In practice, this 

"climate" is a:nsidered to influerx:e: " ( 1) the inner private w::>rld of 

each individual; ( 2) 'the esprit de CXJrpS' of a gra..ip; ( 3) the sense of 

� of graip and irdividual g:>als arrl activities; ( 4) the 

objectivity with which a problan is attacked; arrl (5) the kioo. arrl 

extent of int:el:pers:oal interactia1 in a gra.xp" (pp. 348-349). 

Wi tha.11 emi;:hasized the imp::)rtarx::e of the teacher's verbal behavior 

in detenn:i.nin:] the classrcxxn climate arrl identified the preliminary 

categories of his research instrt.Jnent by recordinJ regular class ses

sia.s arrl analyzinJ tape-recx:irded lessens. Fran this analysis he devised 
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a systan of classifyin:J the teacher's verbalizaticn into the followin:J 

seven categories: 

1. 1�-�ve statarents;

2. acceptant aoo. clarifyirq statarents;

3. problan-structurin:J statarents or questia1S;

4. neutral statements;

5. directive or oortative staterrents with intent;

6. reprovin:J or deprecatinJ ranarks;

7. teacher self-Sllp[X)rti.rq ranarks. (Withall, 1949, p. 349)

These seven categories ranged fran 1 leamer-supp:irti:ve' statarents ( 1-3) 

thraJgh 'ooutral' statarents ( 4) to teacters' self-Sllp[X)rti.rq statements 

( 5-7). 

( Extensive validaticna.1 procedures followed the develq::xrent of this 

cate:.pry systan to determine the objectivity, reliability aoo validity 

of the climate in:lex. 

The objectivity of Withall's instrument was rernrted in terms of 

inter-jud:]e agreement. Data for cx:11µ.rtin] the indices were obtained by 

OJdin:J teachers' statements cx:ntained in three typescripts 800. the 

percentage of agreement of each of fOJr observers with the investigator 

was canputed. 'I11e percentage agreement of each observer with the � 

percentage of agreement ranged fran 56-% to 75-%. 

Reliability was evaluated by detennining the cx:nsistercy of the 

instrument. Day-to-day variatia1S in the pattern of statements of three 

teachers were ccmpared. The chi-square test was used to check the hyp:>

thesis that ro significant differences occurred fran day to day. 

To detennine the validity of the climate in:lex, farr procedures 

were used: (1) Andersen's Teacher Behavior Cate:.pries as the criteri<n 

instrument; (2) p..ipil evaluatia1S; (3) a Teacher 01.aracteristics RatinJ 

Scale; aoo (4) the descripticn of the class situaticn fran three fraroos 

of refererx::e. 

As a result of these studies, aoo later those of Ned Flan::Jers 

(1965, 1970), the scocol of interacticn analysis was created (Amid:::n & 

lb.lgh, 1967) • 
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'Ihe Flan:3ers In�acticn Analysis 

category Systan ( FIAC) 

Clearly, the research instrurrent m::::>St often used in classrcx::m 

studies is the Flanders Interacticn Analysis category Systan (FI.AC) and 

its m:xlificaticns (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). 'This systan is based en 

social psycoology and the theory of the leader/sulxrrdinate relatioo.ship. 

A krx:Mledge of Flaooers' studies and of interacticn analysis is imp::)r

tant to the understarrli.nJ of this particular approach to evaluatirq 

rreasurinJ instruroonts, Sll"Ce the ch)ice of a systan of classificaticn, 

as well as decisicns cx:n::ernirq its m:xlificaticn, involves adhererce to 

a theoretical frama of ref� as its basis. 

Accord.iNJ to Flamers (1970) the main goals guiding the analysis of 

teachin:J behavior are (1) to help the teacher develcp and cx:ntrol his 

teachin:J behavior, and (2) to investigate relaticosh.ips between class

rcx::m interacticn and teachin:J acts so as to explain sare of the variabi

lity in the chain of events. (Flanders defined an event in tenns of 

tiroo: whatever goes en duri.n;J a three-seccn::i interval is treated as a1e

event and coded as such.) With this in mind, Flanders' theo:ry is an 

attempt to explain teacrer influence and changes in µ.ipil behavior, in 

which the intervenirq hyp:)thetical mechanism is the process of goal 

clarificaticn. Accordirqly, teachin:J is a prcx::ess of clarifyin:J and 

inl)larentirq objectives, in which the teacrer's task is to act flexibly 

so that there develcps a mi.nimun of de� in µ.ipils (Flan:JerS, 

1967b) • In develcpinJ his theory, Flaooers has introduced sare basic 

changes to classrcx:m research by rec:x:n::eptualizinJ the cx:ntinuun of 

teacrer behavior variability, by noderatinJ Anders::n's (1939) "Q:mnit

irent" in which classrcx:m darocracy was always advocated and daninaticn 

avoided, and by �luding in his new observaticnal instrurrent addi

ticrlal categories for jud:JinJ µ.ipil verbal behavior. 

Definiticn of Tenns 

'Ihe followi.ng cx:n:epts are used in describinJ tentative hyix)theses 

of teacrer influen::e (Flamers, 1967b). 

Direct influen::::e ocnsists of statirq the teacher's a-JI1 cpinicn or 

ideas, di.rectin:1 the :p.:ipil's acticn, criticiz.i.nJ his behavior, or justi

fyin;;J the teacrer's a.uth:Jrity or use of that aut::h:)rlty. 
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Indirect .influerce a:osists of oolicitirq the opini01S or ideas of 

the pupils, arol yin:J or enlargirg en tio3e opini01S or ideas, praisirg 

or ermrragin:J the participatien of p.ipils, or clarifyi.nJ and acceptirg 

their feelin']s. 

The v.Ord deperrleoce refers to the essential qualities of a 

superior-sulx)rdinate relaticnship. The opposite of dependence is inde

pendence. I.ooeperrleoce refers to a cx:nlitien in which the p.ipils 

perceive their activities to be "self-directed" (even tlnlgh the teacher 

may have helped create the perceptien) and they oo rXJt expect directicns 

fran the teacher. It is assurred that varia.is degrees of dependence or 

independence exist. 

� deperrleoce refers to a cx:nlitien in 'Which p.ipils voluntarily 

( seek. addi ticnal. wa<ys of a:mplyin:J with the auth:Jri ty of the teacher. 

l 

�um deperrleoce refers to the average classx:ocm cx:nlitien in 

'Which teacher directien is essential to initiate and guide activities 

but the pupils oo rXJt voluntarily oolicit it. Wh:m it occurs, they 

canply. 

Low dependence refers to a cx:nlitien in 'Which p.ipils react to 

teacher directi01S if they cx::::cur, but their present activities, usually 

teacher initiated, can be carri.ed en witlxlut cx::ntinued teacher direc

tien. In the face of difficulties, p.ipils prefer the teacher's help. 

Din'ensim.s of Classrcx:m Lea.ming and TeachinJ 
Cne aspect of the classrcx:m situatien that sh::uld make a differen:::;e 

in the pupil's reactien to teacher .influence is his perceptien of the 

learnin:] goal and the metlros of reaching that goal. Cne can o:::nJei ve 

of a situatien in which the goal and the metlros of reach:i.n:J the goal 

are clear to the p.ipil, and arother situatien in which these are 

tm:lear. Certainly, when a student kn:Jws what he is ooing, his reacticns 

to teacher influexx:e will n:::>t be the saroo as when he is rXJt sure of what 

he is ooin;:J. The student may aloo perceive the goal as desirable or 

undesirable. The attracticn of a goal detennines rrotivatien, an attri

bute which Lewin (1935) designated as positive valexx:e or �ative 

valence. 

01an:Jin::J the node of teacher influence ( direct-i.rrlirect) alcn:J with 

the prcx::ess of goal clarificatien FlarxJers (1970) calls "flexibility." 

Flexibility of teacher acts may explain why direct influen::e may 
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increase or maintain deperrlen:::e in ex10 situaticn, aoo. increase or main

tain irrle� in an:ither. 'Ihis can be illustrated in the follo.<ln:J 

way (Karulainen, 1973): 

M:xle of teacher influence

Direct 

Iooirect 

+ = depenje.rce in::reases 

Process of g:)3..1 clarificaticn 

Urclear Clear + Clear -

+ + + 

- = depenje.rce <bes rot increase 

In a different context, Soar (1968) has shown that the level of 

difficulty of the subject matter presupposes that the teacher uses 

different nodes of influence or flexibility. Creative activity demarrls a 

freer setting and less control in order to be optimally successful. 

Thus, the structure of the subject matter is an important factor in 

detenninirq auth:::>ri. ty in use. 

Later, Fl anders (1970) added to his theory the danain of social 

access, which cx::nsists of social a::ntacts aoo. the rarge of ideas. 'Ihe 

presumpticn of social access for a::mnunicaticn ireans that rcost of what 

takes place in the classrcx:m deperm en cx::mrn.nu.caticn. Wh:> talks to wh:m 

forntS a netv.Drk of o::::nm.micaticn which is closely related to :rnysical 

access, such as the seatinJ arrargarents in a classrcx:m. 'Ihe q;,p::n:tuni

ties to contact other pupils can be at a minumum when the fonnation is 

restricted, whereas if nobility permits p..rpils to select their a::rrmmi

cation contacts the formation is free. When the ideas discussed are 

detennined primarily by the teach:rr, the rarge of ideas is a::ntrolled, 

aoo. when anyth:inJ can be discussed, the rarge of ideas is q;>en. "In rcost 

i.nstarx:es, free social ccntacts also pennit a wide rarge of ideas to be 

discussed" (Fl anders, 1970, p. 316). 

The ireasuranent of social a::ntacts can be made by a.skin; ob.servers 

to make a separate assessment of class formation and to record notes 

whenever this formaticn charges. Similar evaluaticn of ran;;Je of ideas 

can be made by using pupil questionnaires to determine whether the 

p..rpils' percepticns arort expressin:J ideas is ccntrolled or open. 
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� p:)SSible ccnfiguraticns of these fair dilrensicns of classrcx:m 

teachin'.] and lea.i:nin], i.e., goal orientaticn, autl-ority in use, S'.JCial 

contacts, and ran:Je of ideas, is illustrated by the use of the followin;:J 

figure (Flanders, 1970, p. 317). 

I Am�u� I
, ' 

✓ ' 

✓ ' 

Autho<ity 
in.-. 

I T He'- in<tiation I
I 

Social 
contacta 

Social� 

L..__R_ .. _1r�

1

ict_ed _ _.l l.___eon_';.---°'_led_� 
I I 

B---B B B 

( 1 Figure 3. Flanders descriptive nodel. 

Kn::Mi..rq the sequen::e and variety of the p:)SSible ccnfiguratia1S in 

the four domains discussed can he 1 p to predict what wi 11 happen next. 

Flanders used the term variety to refer to the total number of different 

configuratia1S which may occur in the classrcx:xn and the term sequen:::e to 

indicate how many different configuration pairs occurred in a given 

period. 

Flanders sums up his � a:n::ern..inJ the cx:ndi ti01al rela

ticnships which predict educaticnal outa::rres in the fol lowirq �: 

If ... 

And ... 

Then we probably 

a certain goal orientaticn exists 

(rere we begin with the µ.i:pils' g::xtl 

percepticns) 

cla.ssrcx::m interacticn is characterized by 

a) certain auth::::lri ty in use

b) certain S'.JCial contacts

c) and r� of ideas S'.JCial access 

(rere are features of the interacticn) 

expect... certain educaticnal outcaoos, in terms of 

a) µ.i:pil initiaticn and self-directicn

b) average µ.i:pil attitudes

c) average subject matter achievenert:

{Flanders, 1970, p. 320)
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The Flanders Observatien I.nstrurent 
On the basis of his theories, Flanders develq,ed a rY:M observatien 

instrument which was in sane ways an improvement to earlier ones and 
more useful, e.g., as a means of teacher training. Referring to the 
classifications of Simon and Boyer (1970) mentioned earlier, the 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Category System focuses u1:xm the first 
classificatien, "affective." But, as Flanders points cut, it €lll[XlBSizes 
toth the affective an:l. the cognitive d::rnains in the classrcx:m. In spite 
of his �is en the classrcx:m climate, Flanders was very nuch aware 
of the role of the cognitive cbnain in the classrcx:m. "Every pattern of 
interactien has a cognitive an:l. an affective a:::mp'.:Ol?I1t To t.rrderstard 

( what goes on in the classroom is to take both into consideration" 
(Flamers, 1970, p. 270). 

Buildi.nJ en Withal 1 's learn:rr-centered/teacher-centered o:ntinuum, 
Flanders identified his teacher talk categories as representing 
indirect/direct behaviors. Categories 1, 2, 3 and 4 were considered 
indirect behaviors and categories 5, 6 and 7 represented direct beha
viors (Table 1). The o:ntinuance of the :in:li.rect (integrative)/direct 
(dominative) dichotomy introduced by Anderson earlier also allowed 
Fl aooers to a:xnpare teachers in tenns of ID-ratios. 

The analysis of "initiative" and "response," a characteristic of 
interaction between two or more individuals, is the major feature of 
Flanders category system (Table 1). "To initiate," in this context, 
means to make the first rrove, to lead, to begin, to introduce an idea or 
cnx:ept the first t:ilre, to express cne's CMn will. "To resp:xrl" means to 
take action after an initiation, to counter, to amplify or react to 
ideas which have already been expressed, to cx:nfonn or even to a::xnply to 
the will expressed by o�. Flarrlers (1970) suggests that the teacher 
is expected, in most situations, to show more initiative than the 
pupils. His category system was intended to be used to study the 
balance between initiaticn am resp:nse. He pointed cut that a different 
category system would be needed to investigate other problems of 
teaching and learning, such as, the effect on class learning of dif
ferent pupil reactia'lS. 

With seven categ::n:ies of teacher talk arrl cnly � of pupil talk in 
FI.AC systan, nore infonnaticn is provided ab::ut teachers in general, arrl 
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TABLE 1. Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (Flanders, 1970, p. 34) 

Teacher 
Talk 

Flanders' Interaction Analysis Categories• (FIAC) 

Response 

lnitiation 

Response 

I. Accepts feeling. Accepts and clarifies an attitude or the 
feeling tone of a pupil in a nonthreatening manner. Feelings 
may be positive or negative. Predicting and recalling feel
ings are included. 

2. Praises cr mcourages. Praises or encourages pupil action 
or beh�vior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the ex
pense of another indi:idual; nodding head, or saying "Um 
hm 7' or "go on" are included. 

3. Aa:epts cr uses ideas of pupils. darifying, building, or
developing ideas suggested by a pupil. Teacher extensions 
of pupil ideas are included but as the teacher brings more 
of his own ideas into play, shift to category five. 

4. Asks questions. Asking a question about content or pro
cedure, based on teacher ideas. with the intent that a pupil
will answer.

5. ucruring. Giving facts or op!Il1ons about content or 
procedures; expressing his own ideas, giving his own ex

planation. or citing an authority other than a pupil. 
6. Giving Jirmions. Directions. commands. or orders to 

which a pupil is expected to comply. 
7. Criticizing cr justifying .iuthoricy. Statements intended 

to change pupil behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable 
pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is 
doing what he is doing; extreme self-reference. 

8. Pupil-taLk-f'esponse. Talk by pupils in response to 
teacher. Teacher initiates the contact or solicits pupil state
ment or structures the situation.. Freedom to express own 
ideas is limited. 

Pupil Talk 1--------------------------

Initiation 

Silence 

9. Pupil-talk-initiation. Talk by pupils which they initiate. 
Expressing own ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to 
develop opinions and a line of thought. like asking thought
ful questions; going beyond the existing strucrure. 

10. Silence er confusion. Pauses. short periods of silence and 
periods of confusion in which communication cannot be 
understood by the observer. 

"There is no scale implied by these nwnbers. Each number is classificatory; It designates a particular 
kind of cornmuoicacion c:vc:nt. To write: these nwnbers down during observation is co eDumc:race. 
DOC co judge: a position OD a scale. 

(Flanders 1970,34) 
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therefore how teacher statem?nts influerce the balan::::e of initiative and 

response behavior can be studied only with a particular set of these 

categories. In general, the quality of the statements is associated 

with educaticnal outa::roos just as nuch as, if n:::it nore than, quantity. 

By usinJ Flanders' systan, it is p'.)SSible to identify the quantity 

and relationship of r,JPil talk and teacher talk, to classify teacher

pupil behavior, and to record a sequerx::e of verbal events in live class

roan situaticos. The sequerx::e of verbal events can then be displayed in 

matrix form where frequ�ies and relationships of varia.is teacher and 

pupil verbal behavior patterns may be ascertained. With Darwin, Flanders 

has also considered matrices as first order Markov Chains in order to 

canpare tv.o matrices (Darwin, 1959; Flanders, 1967a). Similar ioothods of 

( observaticn and analysis of data have also been applied by Bales (1950) 

and Pankratz (1967) and in physical education process analylsis by 

Varstala (1973). 

Flanders has sumnarized his a-JI1 seven research projects en SJCial 

erroticnal climate together with sixteen other projects that have used 

his 10-category observation system as a base for investigating pupil 

learni.nJ or behavior with an interacticn analysis variable. The results 

obtained by Flanders tend to support the existence of a consistent, 

causal and often significant relationship be� teacher behavior, as 

quantified by the FIAC system, and the social erootional climate, as 

iooasured by attitude scales. Both of these in turn appear to relate to 

achievarent. 

The percent of teacher statements that make use of ideas 

and opinions previously expressed by pupils is directly 

related to average class scores.on attitude scales of 

teacher attractiveness, likinJ the class, etc., as well as 

to average achievemant scores adjusted for initial ability. 

(Flanders & Sim:11, 1970, p. 1426) 

In order to assess the effects of classro::xn interacticn, Flanders 

refers to the rei;x:,rts of 18 research projects, the p.irp:se of which has 

been to investigate at different levels of educaticn the effectiveness 

of using interaction analysis as a means to facilitate learning. A 

general objective of such programs has been an awareness of teaching 

behavior and the develc:prent of flexible teachin:J behavior. The f� 

of these research projects give rise to the followinJ generalizaticos: 
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1. An .individual becanes rrore responsive to pupil ideas ...

by learning hcM to cx:>de with categories of interaction 

analysis and by interpreting displays fran specimens of 

his CMn teaching and the teaching of another person. 

2. Teaching behavior becanes rrore flexible (or variable) as

a result of studying interaction analysis. 

3. The attitudes of college students toward teaching and

programs of the preparation of teachers beccme rrore 

positive for tlx:>se who study interaction analysis 

cx:rnpared with tlx:>se who don't. (Flanders, 1970, pp. 354-

356) 

Interaction Analysis 

in Physical F.ducation Research 

Altix)ugh descriptive analytic research involving interaction analy

sis has gained. considerable popularity am:IDJ educators over the last 

three decades, physical educators for the rrost part have failed to 

ackrcMledg'e the benefits of such research. In rrore than a hundred 

studies reviewed by Dunkin and Biddle (1974) which have dealt with 

applications of the FIAC system and related instnnnents, rx:>ne of them 

were used in the context of physical education. 

After reviewing" 700 American descriptive-analytical studies on 

physical education, Nixon and Locke (1973) concluded that such research 

was in its infancy in the early seventies and had only begun to cane to 

grips with the problems and prospects of fruitful investigation. It has 

consisted mainly of fairly unsystematic surveys of various features of 

teacher-pupil interaction and has generally been colored by attempts to 

improve the effectiveness of teaching. The focus of these surveys has 

been sanetimes on the teacher, at other times on the pupils, and again 

on particular behaviors of lx>th parties, such as teacher talk, pupil 

rrovement, contents of physical education, etc. 

In physical education research, there has been a total lack of a 
'----

unified theoretical basis, or even a general rrodel of the teacher-pupil 
--

interaction ·process. This has been considered a serious drawback, which 

slows down the progress of research. As Nixon and Locke state, "it has 

been difficult to classify, evaluate and co-ordinate investigations" 
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(Nixon & Locke, 1973, p. 1129 ). As a result, our knowledge of teacher

pupil interaction in physical education is rather modest. (See, e.g., 

Mosstcn, 1966; An:lerscn, 1971; Lc:x:ke, 1977; Piercn, 1983). 

Observaticn Inst:ruoonts 

in Physical &lucaticn Research 

In the last decade, there have been attarpts to a::nstruct neasuring 

instrurrents for the observaticn of the teachar-µ.ipil interactive prcx;ess 

in physical education classes. Again Flanders' FIAC system and its 

m::xli.ficatia1S have been the m::)Si: frequently used as in similar studies 

of other cl assroom situations (Locke, 1977; Cheffers & Mancini, 1978; 

and Piercn, 1983 ). 'Ih:l results and experi.en::::es gained fran these rela

tively few studies are suggestive of� directicns for develq:>in;J the 

observaticn i..nstruirent. 

In the develcp:rent of these instrurrents, perhaps the m::)Si: crucial 

questicn has been to decide to what extent the original Flamers cate

gory system should be extended. How many categories, subdivisions, 

and/or dimensions are needed to get an adequate description of the 

interacticn process in physical educaticn classes and en the o� harrl 

tx::M many are feasible? 1--k::M sh:A.lld the adapted, � categJry system 

be used to gain objective coding results? These questions have been 

answered in different ways by investigatnrs whose m::xli.fied observaticnal 

instrurrents have been c:cnstructed for different p.rrp::,ses. It is useful 

to review these instruments in tenns of the features which were m:xli

fied, such as content, format (number of dimensions), categories and 

subdivisicns, as well as ccn:::eptual posture, units of analysis, and the 

metlms used for de� the reliability and validity of the instru

ments. 

In most cases, the purpose of the investigators in constructing 

these m::xli.fied category systails has been to develq:> and test an instru

ment for objective observation in order ( 1) to describe the teaching

learning process in physical education classes (e.g., Cheffers, 1973 ; 

Heinila, 1971, 1974; Nygaard, 1978; Tavecchio, 1977), or (2) to train 

teachers (e.g., Galloway, 1970; Love & Roderick, 1971; Mancuso, 1973; 

UndeI:WOOd, 1977), or (3) to investigate relaticnships between activities 

in physical edlx:aticn classes and student growth (e.g., Dougherty, 1971; 
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Marx::uso, 1973; Kemper et al., 1976; Lamarre & Nygaard, 1977). It sh:x.lld 

be noted that all investigators have considered it necessary, as a 

prerequisite of validity, to extend the original sirqle-di.wensicnal FIAC 

system by ad:::li.ng cne or irore categories or subdivisicns for observirq 

the teacher's non-verbal purposeful activities as well (see also, 

�, 1972; arrl Splinter, 1980). 

Gal lOiraY ( 1962) was the first to attanpt to a:nstruct an observa

tion instrument for physical education studies. After an extensive 

analysis for determi.nirq the best system for the �t of rcnver

bal behavior, he a:rcluded that "ro satisfactory procedure for describ

ing nonverbal corranunication had until that moment been developed" 

(p. 7). He pursued the topic further and developed an observation 

r instrument based on the FIAC system which was designed to enab 1 e an 

observer to use the categories, time intervals arrl gramd :rules of the 

original Flarrers system while recordirtJ the ncxwerbal dim?nsien as well 

( Gal lOiraY, 1970 ). The rev; instruroont in::luded a procedure for recordirtJ 

ncnverbal cues associated with six of the seven teacher behaviors of the 

Flanders 10-category system. Double coding is used for each behavior 

recorded, a verbal axle fron the Flarrers systan arrl a rcnverbal code 

fron the GallOiraY system. 

DaJgherty ( 1971) used a m::x:lificatien of the FIAC system to discri

minate between patterns of teaching. The purpose of this study was to 

cx::mpare the effects of Ccmnand, Task, arrl Irrlividual Program styles of 

teach:in;;J en the developrent of I:X1Y5ical fitness arrl leaITU.OJ of selected 

notor skills. 'Ihe sub-problems were (1) to detennine whether a trained 

observer caild, usi.n;J a m::x:lified FIN:; system, differentiate between the 

three styles of teaching used in the study, and (2) to descriptively 

analyze student attitudes toward the tested styles of teach:inJ. 

For the purpose of the study, an eleventh category, "meaningful 

ncnverbal activity," was added to the Flarrers systan. In additicn, the 

teacher talk categories were subdivided into interactien with the entire 

group arrl interactien with individuals. This d:ilrensicn was rot entered 

into the matrix analysis. A single trained observer was used in this 

study arrl ro infonnaticn was provided en the objectivity of the observer 

mr en the validity of the revised system. H:Mever, the scores fran the 

observaticns were subjected to analysis of varianc:e. 'Ihe results for the 

differences among the styles of teaching indicated that the Task and 
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Individual Program gm.ips had significantly higher ID-ratios than the 

Command group. It was not, however, possible to differentiate between 

the Task and Individual Prcgram styles. 

Gass:n (1972), described the unique settinJ of physical educaticn 

as follcws: 

1. the response of pupils is mainly motor as opposite to

verbal, 

2. the children are rXJt static but are ccnstantly llDVin3',

3. there are constant changes in spatial relationships

between teacher and class, 

4. rrost primary children are eager to rrove and participate

in ccnc:rete activities and a:::nsequentl y have a p:)Si ti ve 

attitude tCMard physical educaticn, 

5. the scope of µipils' resp:nse is broader than the n:JI:mal

classroom with non-verbal dimension being dcrninant

(p. 3).

For observin:J this sett.in:], Gass:n developed a three-di.loonsicnal 

observaticn instrument 'Ihe instrurrent used 22 ca�ies to record the 

verbal behaviors of the teacher and pupils, the locaticn of the teacher, 

and the nature and arroJnt of child activity. To detennine reliability, a 

"three way checking" was used. That is, the data was obtained in 

repeated exploratory interobserver reliability tests between himself and 

two trained observers, using Scott's coefficient. An interobserver 

reliability of .70 was reported and minimum reliability coefficients 

were obtained in each of the three dimensicns. Fran the results of this 

study, Gasson concluded that (1) a reliable instrument had been deve

loped, and (2) there were some indications that some teachers' verbal 

behavior related significantly to child activity and attitudes. 

Mancuso (1973) conducted a study to determine the validity and 

reliability of an observaticn instrurent which a::xnbined the FIJlC systan 

with the Love-Roderick (1971) system. To the resulting eleven partly 

subdivided categories describing the teacher's verbal and nonverbal 

behavior, sh� added five categories describing pupil behavior. This 

si.n]le-dimensicnal systan ccntained 26 categories in al 1. 'Ihe data were 

gathered from simultaneous observations of three observers during a 

twenty-minute tea.chinJ span in a secondary physical education fencing 

class. A time interval of three sea:xrls was used in cx:xling. 'Ihe reliabi-
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lity of the instrument was calculated by using Scott's coefficient. 

Reliability a::)efficients of .92, .91 and .92 were obtained for the three 

pairs of observers. 'Iba investigator assurcro the i.nstruroont to be valid 

because it was based on Flanders' instrument, which was already 

validated. She ccn::luded, h:Jwever, that the developed instruroont was in 

need of refin:3nent 

� (1977) developed a sin:Jle-dimensicnal interacticn analy

sis system containing nine categories. The first four, Teacher Talk, 

Demonstration, Class Talk and Class Movement, were subscripted as 

"response" and "initiate. " In addition there was a category of  

"inactivity." He used two trairro observers for live situaticn record

ings. A reliability coefficient of .96 was calculated using Scott's 

r 1retlxxi en data obtairro in OCM3 lessen recording. 

In their studies, Nygaard (1978) and Larranare and Nygaard (1977) 

used the FIAC systan in its basic, unaltered fonn. 'Ibay ccn:::entrated en 

analyzin:J cnly verbal behavior, applying the system to the observaticn 

of audiotaped material. l'b informaticn cax:ern.:i.ng reliability was sup

plied. 

'Iba sin:Jle-dimensicnal category systan (PEIAS) developed by� 

et al. (1976) a::ntairro 17 categories, three of which were identified as 

Pupil Talk, Acticns, and Perfo:rmarx::es and Dem:ostraticns. In ccnnecticn 

with this systan, a specially developed cx:nµiter program was applied for 

sampli.nJ videotaped behavior in real ti!OO. Observers coded the displayed 

behavior by pressin:J a key en the keyooard of a teletype o:onected en

line with a LAB 8/e computer. The computer was programmed to record 

every one-second interval that the key was "on" until the observer 

pressed a.rut.her key. 

The reliability of the i.nstruroont was detennined by usin:J Sa:>tt's 

E!_. '!he objectivity of the instn.m?nt was cperaticnalized as the degree 

of interobserver reliability and was assessed with the help of the 

K.errlall a::)efficient of o:n:::ordan::e, !!· 'l11ree categ:n:i.es yielded a value 

of !! significant at the .05 level, and twelve a value of !! significant 

at the .01 level. Only two cate:JOries yielded a n::n-significant value of 

w. 

The authors note that PEIAS was not standarized or validated. 

'Illerefore it was not i;:x::,ssible to indicate the a.bs:>lute p::)Siticn of the 

teacher on the continuum directive/n::n:lirective, and a::osequent1y, it 
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was mt p:x:;sible to say anythin:J definitive al:xx.lt the meanin:J of inter
teacher differences. They concluded that it was not Jmown which ratio 
between directive and rx:ndirecti ve tea&er behavior is IIDSt a::nfuci ve to 
learninJ in physical educaticn. This analysis has been cx:ntinued usin;J 
generalizability studies (Tavecchio, 1977; Splinter, 1980). 

01effers' Validatim Study 
N::ne of the precedinJ studies have attanped to test the validity of 

their modifications of the Flanders instrument. Cheffers (1973) is a 
mtable excepticn in that he has ccn:JUCted a a::mprehensive study which 
cx::n::ern.s itself with the validaticn of an inst:rurent designed to exparrl 
the FIAC systan to describe n::nverbal interacticn, different varieties 

( of teacher behavior, and pupil responses in physical education. In 
adapti.nJ the FIAC for use in physical educaticn classes, he cited three 
major limitaticns en the original system which prevented researchers 
fran identifyinJ the patterns of tead'er-µipil interacticn durin;J physi
cal educaticn cl asses: 

1. it is ccn:::erned cnly with verbal behavior;
2. it concerns itself with the classroom teacher as the

sole txxly involved in the tea.chin:J process; and
3. without ground rule provision, FIAC describes only

classes which are cx::rrlucted in traditic:nal tead'er-pupil
interaction on a traditional basis without regard for
such class structuring as individualized learninJ and
gra.xp activity.

� purpose of Cl'effers' study was to determine whether his adapta
tion (CAFIAS) was valid in describing physical activity lessons with 
greater representativeness (cx:ntent validity) than too Flarrlers systan. 
Cheffers' Adaptation of the Flanders Interaction Analysis System 
(CAFIAS) was a d:Juble-category systan all<::Min] too codinJ of behaviors 
as verbal, n::nverbal, or ooth. In Cl'effers' nodel, the teach.in:J furx::ticn 
was n:Jt limited to a-€ individual (the tea&er), rut was identified as 
eitoor the classrcx:rn tea&er, amther student (a:>ded S), or the envircn
rrent (coded E). To indicate gra.xp or individual � interacticn, he 
simply placed either a W (whole), a P (part) or an I (not influencing) 
beside the relevant a:de symlx)l. A five secarl t:iloo interval was used in 

cxxlirg. 

_ _J 
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For a full analysis, CAFIAS required a 60x60 matrix, which 01effers 

reduced to a rrore v.Drkable 20x20 matrix, instead of the Flarrlers lOxlO 

matrix. Thi s  comprehensi ve matrix was calStruct:ed to describe student 

behaviors as beinJ predictable, analytical and ga,:oo playin;J, or unpre

dictable and student initiated. CAFIAS was thus meant to be a very 

flexible research instrurrent for use in describin:J educaticnal situa

tions. 
Six student voltmteers o:::>ded the lessens for reliability testinJ 

after receiving 15 ha.rrs of trainirq to guarantee their proficierx:;y in 

the use of the new r:rultiple category systan. 'Ihree of the students used 

the original FIAC systan, and three students used the new CAFIAS alcn;:J 

with the investigator. � reliability was estimated by determi.n:lnJ the 

( interobserver agreem:.:nt when lessens were co::led usin:] either of these 

systans. � reliability was then determined by sutmitt:inJ cell rankin:]s 

to Kendalls' ccefficient of a:::n:x:irdance, !'.{, and cx:mpari.nJ the matrices 
of the student observers with those of the two main observers. Two 

cx:rnpariscns were made, cne cx:mpari.nJ the main cell (n=lO) and the other 

cx:rnparing the total matrices (n was specified 20x20). 

Al 1 matrices develq>ed for ooth FI.AC and CAFIAS were rep;Jrted to be 
cx::rcordant to the .05 level of significaoc:e and beycod. In two lessens, 
the badninta1 less::n and the creative dan:::e less::n, the CAFIAS matrices 

were significant at the .05 level of significance. Al 1 remaining 

matrices were significant at the .01 level of significarx:e. en the basis 

of these fi.ndirgs, the instrurrent was evaluated to be reliable. 

Measures of face, cx:ntent and a::nstruct validity were made p:ssible 

by conparinJ the scores of trairro interpreters ans-werinJ a questicnaire 

(PAQ). In order to measure the performance of CAFIAS against FIAC, 
matrices were developed fran six carefully selected physical activity 

classes and were presented to the interpreters. � interpreters were 

students who were not familiar with either system and interpreted the 

lessens solely fran the informaticn provided by the matrices (koc:Mn as a 

"blirrl" interpretaticns). 'Ihi..s "live" interpretaticn gra.ip served as the 

, ccntrol gra.rp, allCMi..n'J ccmpariscrls to be drawn between their scores and 

the scores recorded en P.NJ by the two experi.Irental gi:a.JPS. It was fa.md 

that the cxntrol gra.ip (o.itside critericn) S(X)J:'00 significantly higher 

in al 1 interpretations. CAFIAS interpreters were significantly more 

accurate than FIAC interpreters on the total questionnaire (PAQ), on 

►=-m 41'.C JpcQ ... ♦P;l,.4 i .WW 
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those questicns relative to CAFIAS, arrl 01 three of the films of th:)se 

questicns relative to toth systerns. 

Oleffers concluded that observers are able to more accurately 

interpret physical activity classroom behavior when given a CAFIAS 

matrix than a FIAC matrix. It also appears that matrices prepared by 

observers ,;,..Qrld.nJ exclusively 01 the rxnverbal diroonsicns were rDt as 

accurate in representing classroom behaviors as matrices prepared by 

observers viewin:J lessens in toth verbal arrl n:::nverbal dim:msicns. He 

also a:ncluded that further tests were needed to detennine the sensiti

vity and feasibility of the instrument for use in physical activity 

classrooms, such as, e.g., canputer programs to make multiple coding 

systems feasible. 

St.mm3.IY 

Sare observati01 inst:n.nrents have been developed in the 1 ast decade 

for use in physical education studies. The Flanders' system has been 

awlied rrost frequently arrl has been m::xlified to a significant extent by 

varyirg the CXJverage, meth:xi of data CXJllectim arrl cx:xil.ng procedures, 

as wel 1 as the conceptual posture used. When measuring the affective 

dona.in, the results fron � inst:n.nrents are rep::rrted in tenns of the 

basic cx::ntinuum, direct-indirect inf 1 uerx:e. 

Al tl'o.lgh nul tidimensicnal systerns have been used rrost often, the 

relati<X1Ships between clusters have rot been hypothesized nor �li

zati01S fron � relati<X1Ships made. Correlative techniques were rot 

used to analyze the relaticnships between the scores of categ::,ries of 

different clusters. 'Ihe sequen::e arrl variety of teach.inJ behavior were 

analyzed in only a few studies (e.g., Dougherty, 1970; Cheffers, 1973). 

Critical teachin:; behavior based 01. a theoretical m:::>del was discussed 

rarely arrl 01ly in ccnnecti01 with verbal behavior. 

In general, the investigators have cx::nsidered 011 y observer agree

went arrl have neglected the study of validity. 'Ihe validatim process 

used by Oleffers with his multidimensional observation instrument 

(CA,FIAS) has been discussed as an exarll)le of cc:rr{)licated validaticnal 

procedures usinJ different types of IOOaSLirE!l'ef1t to detennine the degree 

of face, cx::ntent arrl ccnstruct validity. 
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A Critical Discussien 

of Interactien Analysis Research

In spite of the encouraging results obtained with observation 

instrurrents, certain diffia.il ties limiting their use arrl awlicaticn, as 

wel 1 as the g�lizatien of results obtained by than, are in general 
associated with these metl'ods. In additien, each observatien meth:xl has 

special problans of its own, arrl its furtner developlelt arrl awlicaticn 

depends en the extent to which these problans can be res:Jlved. Several 

aspects of Flamers-type interactien analyses have been criticized en 

ooth theoretical arrl technical gra.irx]s. 

The most obvious limitation of the Flanders system is that it 

( measures only a limited portion of the total classrocxn interaction, 

verbal. It is based en the assumptien that a tea�'s verbal behavior 

is an adequate sample of his total beha.vior, arrl that it can be observed 

with higher reliability than the rx:::nverbal beha.vior (Amicx:n & Flaxxlers, 

1967b). In discussing methodological problems in classroom research, 

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) cite Flanders in identifying the crux of the 

problem. 

l 

One of the best-known series of generalizations stated 

aro.it teachin:J is the s:>-called "law of two thirds" p:,sited 

by Flanders... . According to this "law", two thirds of 

the tiroo spent in classroc:ms is devoted to talk, two thirds

of this talking time is occupied by the teacher and two 

thirds of teacher talk consists of direct influence" 

(p. 54). 

In his investigations of teaching as a stochastic process, 
Karulainen (1971b) n:::>ted other problans assxiated with the use of this

method. For example, the system is suited only to teaching situations 

where the gra.rp of p...ipils acts as an urrlifferentiated systan urrler the

direictien of the tea�. In additien, this method records interacticn 

cnly in the vertical directien (tea�-p...ipil), when the systan works as 

an undifferentiated whole ( frontal instruction). 1-b,,,ever, h:n:iI.crltal 

interacticn also cxx;urs in graips of p...tpils. Kcnulainen also pointed out 

that, from the standpoint of models of the instructional process, the 

forms of teaching are of greater importance than the problems of sub

ject-specificity. � social fonn of insb::ucticnal process decisively 
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affects the nunber of necessary m:dels" (Karu.lainen, 1971a, p. 21). (See 
also Dunkin & Bidlle, 1974, p. 416.) 

Cne rxJte\-.urthy soluticn for problems of this kin:i in inter-acticn 
analysis is provided by nul tidiloonsional parallel codings. Flanders 
(1967a, 1970) SIJ<Nested the use of matrices of nultidboonsicnal category 
systems for studying interacticn m:dels of critical teachin:J behaviors. 
In analyzin;J other systems, he IUted that each coe is designed tn give 
emphasis to a particular conceptual framework. In multidimensional 
systems, el'Em2.nts are gra.iped into h:m:lgen:::ius clusters, arrl each cluster 
is given a label. The label is usually, by definitia1, en a hi� level 
of abstracticn than the elem2.I1ts maki.nJ up each set. 'Ihen the relaticn
ships between clusters can be hyp:rt:hesized usinJ the sh:Jrthanj labels. 

( Finally, fran these relatia1Ships generalizaticns can be discussed arrl 
predicticns made in an effort tn awly th:m in different situatia1S. 

Some attempts to resolve the problems inherent in interaction 
analysis by nul tidi.rrensicnal aJding and matrix analysis have already 
been discussoo. �ffers (1973) used a "blirrl-live" rreth:xi of validatinJ 
his instrulrent, arrl "outside" arrl "inside" criteria ceded fran a video
taped original sequerx::e of events. The o:rnpariscn was made by usinJ a 
variance analysis technique. Sin::e this kirrl of validatinJ procedure is 
n::it strictly a laooratnry experiment n::>r simply an experiment in natural 
surroundings, they are referred to as "quasi experiments" (Cooley and 
Lohnes, 1976). 

The utility of observation instruments is usually determined by 
, indicatinJ t.l¥3 value of the reliability o::>efficient. Sa:rtt's meth:xi has 
often been used for calculatinJ reliability indices. In nost cases it 
signifies interceder agreaoont, al tha.1gh within-coder o:::nstarcy has also 
been reported in one of the studies (Kemper et al., 1976). The non-
parametric coefficient of concordance, Kendal ls' �, has also been 
applied for assessinJ the reliability of various irrlividual cate:;prles 
or matrices, <:p=raticnalized as inter-o::x1er agreerent. 

Perhaps the most critical problem is the conceptual confusion 
reflected. in these instn.Jlrents. The sinJle-dimensiooal systems seen tn 
ccntain overlawing aspects arrl the categ::)ries are rot nutually exclu
sive. This is, however, properly required if Scott's method is to be 
used for the calculation of the reliability index (Scott, 1955). The 
nul tidirnensicnal awroach is, fran the methodological point of view, 
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more useful than single-dimensional systems. The reliability of the 
different dirrensicns ITUJSt be explored arrl rep:)rted both separately arx1 
in o::mbinaticn. The overall reliability iootlx:rl ITUJSt be SUWlEm?nted by a 
iooth::::ld through which the reliability of 8rr:f in::lividual categ:n:y can be 
detennined. The level of the reliability iruex lll.lSt also be cx::nsidered. 

Reliability coefficients are often based en very small samples of 
events. The number of observers in the reliability tests reported here 
has varied fron two to six.. Usin:J Scott's J2!, the values of inter-coder 
agrearent coefficients in Mmx:u9'.)'s (1973) sin:_Jle-di.lOOnsicnal system of 
27 categories varied between .91 and .92. In Underwood's (1977) nine 
categ:n:y system, a value of .96 was rep:xrted. With this iooth::xl of calcu
latirq reliability, these coefficients sea:n unrealistically high. In the 

( KaTiper et al. (1976) 17 categ:n:y sin:_Jle-di.m:?nsicnal system, the values 
of within-coder agrearent coefficients varied between .67 arrl .90. With 
Gasscn's nultidimensicnal system, a iooan value (@) of .70 for repeated 
inter-coder agrearent tests was rei;ortea, representin:J the reliability 
of al 1 three dimensicns. 

According to Flanders (1967b), a Scott's coefficient of .85 or 
higher is a reasonable level of perfonnance. Dunkin and Biddle (1974) 
have also noted that noderately high reliability has been reported in 
connection with modified single-dimensional FIAC systems. Flanders 
(1970) has dem:nstrated that an in:rease of categ:Jries arrl subdivisicns 
is likely to be related to a decrease in reliability. The same effect 
has been noted in the studies usin:J nul tidiioonsicnal categ:n:y systems. 
The level of .70 accepted by Gassen (1972) seems to be appropriate. 

l_ In the studies reviewed above, the instn:ments have been used cnly
by the develq;,er himself. "Inter-investigaticn reliability" studies are
also needed before making decisions concerning the implementation of
these i.nstrurents for describin:J objectively interacticn processes, for
tra.inm:J teachers, arrl for testin:J hyp:,treses ccn:::ernin:] the relaticn
ships between context, process and product variables (see, e.g.,
Rosenshine & Furst, 1973). A more extensive validity and reliability
analysis can be demanded of the developer of an observation system
interxJed for widespread use. In such studies it wa.ild be appropriate to
use different types of reliability coefficients together, because the
inadequacy of observer agreerents as the sole in:lices of reliability has
been clearly established (Medley & Mitzel, 1963; Komulainen, 1970;
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Mc:Gaw et al., 1972). It is als:J neoessru:y for the user arrl develq:>er of 

observation systems to prov ide an adequate sample of data in order to 

dem::ostrate that the observati.01.S obtained are llrl3ed representative of 

the universe to which they are claimed to generalize (see Cronbach et 

al., 1972). 
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a--rAPI'ER III 

REVIEW OF SOME METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES RELATED 
TO CT.ASSRCXM OBSERVATIC?--l 

Unit of Analysis 

An imp:)rtant decision in developing a rreasuri.n] instrument is the 

selection of the unit of analysis. The choice of the unit of analysis 

for the events of teaching is b::>th a metlxxblogical and a theoretical 

issue. The purpose of the study, the research design, the type of data 

bein_J sought, and characteristics of the observation instrument need to 

( be considered when selecting a unit of analysis. 

Observation instrunents differ in their units of analysis accord.in] 

to the teaching events clDsen for study. Biddle (1967) has identified 

the follc:Min:J four p:).SSibilities used in different recording instru

ments: 

1. Arbitary unit of time - unit based up:n specific predetermined inter

vals of time 

2. Selected naturally

3. Phen::m?.nal units

4. Analytical units

- unit dei;::,errl up:n the cnset and tennination of

key events

indicating a 'natural' break in the sequence

of classrcx:m events

- reflecting the key concepts that are opera

ticnally defined by the investigator.

When the aim in selecting a unit of observation is to make it 

IX).SSible to describe the interaction inherent in different dirrensicns or 

clusters, and to preserve the sequence of events, the choice of the 

observation unit is a multistage process related to the rhythn of the 

events themselves, to the specification of the observation procedures, 

to the a:nstruction of the observation schedule, and to the met:h:::lds used 

for analysis. 

Selection of Statistical Procedures 

There is a variety of studies concerned with the selection of 

statistical procedures. 'Ihis selection process is b::>th a meth:xblogical 
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and theoretical issue and is related to the validity of the rreasur.in] 

instrument ( Flanders, 1970). t-1:::)st investigators use a class as their 

statistical unit. In interacticn analysis a sch:x)l class is o:nsidered a 

social system, an irrlivisible rolistic unit, in which the instructional 

prcx:;ess manifests itself as an interaction process in time, the struc

tural characteristics and sequential prcx::esses of which can be described 

(Bales & Strodtbeck, 1951/1967; Flanders, 1970; Kcmulainen, 1971a, 

1973). 

Statistical analysis produces b::>th primary and seccndary informa

tion. category distributicos and the cell frequencies of sequerx:e 

matrices represent primary informaticn. Frau them can be produced 

'secondary' informaticn, such as indices, factor structures, dirrensic::ns, 

( discriminant ftmctions, etc. Flanders ( 1970) has n:Jted that the utility 

of the resultin:] information depends a great deal en the research 

design, for instance, h::M time perioos are to be canbined into a s.in]le 

currulative display, or h::M such time perioos are related to the pur[X)SeS 

of classrcx::m teach.in]. 

In this a::intext sane variables describe general characteristics of 

the teachinJ-learnirq situaticn and the typical progress of events, 

while others describe differences between teach.in] situaticns. Both 

types of descriptia1 are needed in the develcpnent and evaluaticn of an 

observaticn instn.nT>ent, when assess.in], e.g. , the ccnstruct validity or 

the sensitivity of the instrurrent. 

Statistical procedures can be divided into two general types: 

univariate procedures and multivariate procedures. In univariate proce

dures a s.in]le variable is related to a s.in]le aitccrre, whereas in 

multivariate studies several variables are canbined. The rrost comm 

procedures are simple correlatialS and analysis of variance. 

Observational studies rrost comonly use univariate procedures of 

analysis. The use of multivariate procedures presents serious problems 

in the interpretatia1 of results and therefore th3y have been rarely 

used, as Rosensh.ine (1971) n:Jted in his review of observati01al studies. 

Ha-Jever, these procedures can be used to evaluate the validity and 

reliability of the IOOa.SU.r.in] instrurrents (see, e.g., Kanulainen, 1973; 

Koskenniemi & Kanulainen, 1969; Medley, 1982). 
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Problems of Design 

Studies of teaching utilize many designs, such as the observaticn 

of a sin:]le class over many class periods usin:] many variables. In order 

to organize firrling-s of research 01 teachi.n:], Dunkin and Biddle (1974) 

devised a model that grouped variables into four large classes which 

they labeled presage, context, process and product variables, based on 

the termin:)lo;:w suggested earlier by Mitzel. 

Presage variables concern teacher characteristics such as fonnative 

experiences (i.e., age, sex, etc.), teacher training experiences, and 

teacher properties (i.e., intelligen:e, rrotivatirn, etc.). 

Context variables cx::n:::ern the envircnrental cxxrli.ticns aro..it which 

( the teacher and sch::ol officials can cb little, and to which the teacher 

must adjust, e.g., classroom, sch(X)l and community contexts and pupil 

characteristics. 

Process variables refer to the 'actual activities' of classroom 

teaching, or al 1 observable behaviors of teachers and pupils in the 

classrcan. 

Product variables concern the outcomes of teaching. The most 

frequently investigated product variables are subject matter learnin:J 

and attitudes toward the subject, both of which involve ilrroodiate pupil 

'grcMth' (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974). 

Using these terms Dunkin and Biddle classified the designs of 

research on teaching into four major types: (1) field surveys, (2) 

presage-process experiments, (3) process-process experirrents, and (4) 

process-prc<luct experirrents. Most observaticn i.nstruroonts designed in 

the early forties and fifties were aimed at detennini.nJ relaticnships 

between presage and product variables, that is, teacher effectiveness. 

The validity of measuring instruments is often tested with the use of 

context-process and presage-process experiments. Experiments cx:n::ernirq 

process-process relationships are difficult to control (cf. Dunkin & 

Biddle, 1974; Kanulainen, 1978) because teacher behavior is ccmplex and, 

in part, resi::x:nsive to pupil behavior. In so called performarce-based 

teacher education programs, rnettx:xis of interaction analysis have been 

used as a tool to he lp identify changes of behavior and to integrate 

theory and practice. 
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Process-product expe.rim2nts have proved to be fruitful in classrcon 

observation. In experiments of this kiro, events are manip.11.ated and the 

effects of different classrcxm experierces 01 p..ipil learnin] or atti

tudes are examined. 'This is the kirrl of design runually used by Flarrlers 

in his experiments (Flanders, 1970) . Too develcpnent of paradigms in 

this area has led to a division of the teachin;J process into various 

cx::rnp:ment activities which ccnstitute indepenjent variables, and into 

criteria, such as type of achievement, which are treated as dependent 

variables, as in the studies of Flanders ( 1970) . This approach has been 

manifested in the definition of the 'technical skills' of teachi.n:] ard 

has led to the developrent of microteachin;J ard highly ccntrollable 

arrangerrents for the m:xlification of teacher behavior (Gage, 1972). 

( As part of the Finnish investigaticns into the instructicnal 

process ( DPA Helsinki Project), Kanulainen ( 1978) studied the develop

rrental changes in the interaction patterns of the DPA classes. For this 

purp::,se, he used the ccntent x class x period design in which ccntent 

and period are repeated measures. 'This design was limited by the fact 

that only variables based on unit a::xli.n] could be used. As a result of 

this limitation, other factors which might in£luerce developrent ard 

change are rot identified. Too weth:xblogical examinati01 was ccnfined 

to the FIAC system. A mixed approach to the analysis, usi.ng' both hard 

ard soft data, was necessary in drawi.ng' o::n:::lusi<XlS ard in interpreti.ng' 

the results and differences between classes for the DPA Helsinki Project 

( Kanulainen & Koskenniani, 1978) . 

Reliability Ccrcept in Observaticn Studies 

Each tiwe an insb:ument is develc:ped, it sh:llld be tested for 

reliability and validity. Reliability and validity are rot regarded as a 

property of the insb:ument b..lt as that of measurerrent. Too observer ard 

classification system tog-ether fonn the measurirq insb:ument. The dis

tinction between reliability and validity is a problem in observati01al 

studies. In general, reliability is the agrearent between tv.o efforts to 

measure the sawe trait through maximally similar wetlxx:ls. Validity is 

represented in the agreerrent between tv.o attempts to measure the same 

trait through maximally different wetlxx:ls. 1-bvever, even tt:oJgh a CX)r-
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relation between cliss.iJnilar subtests is probably a reliability measure, 

it is even closer to validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). 

As stated earlier, reliability is rDt a property of an instrument 

but of measurerrent. It reflects the ability of the instrument to resist 

the effects of chance and to provide the sane measurement results in 

varyi.n:J circumstances. The instrument itself is neither reliable rx,r 

unreliable. It is that only when the instrument has been used to (X)llect 

data and the data have been manipulated in sare way to produce scores. 

In observation studies, the cx:n:::ept of reliability has an entirely 

different content and significance fran what it has, for example, in 

psych:metric testi.rg. An observation instrurrent is a set of procedures 

by means of which a trained obser.ver can record and categorize behaviors 

( and features in a quantifiable form. It a::nsists of a number of items, 

to which the observer resp::nds in sare way depenjent on the behavior ( or 

feature) he has observed (RCMley, 1976). categoriz1/9 in observaticn 

research typically ireans the placarent of each ti.Ioo-unit into certain 

classes aC(X)rdin] to a pre-designed plan. Thus, when examinirq the 

reliability of a a:d.ing problem associated with the develq:rrent of 

observation systems, the phase of categorizaticn has to be ccnsidered. 

Because the observer and classificatic:n system tog'ether form the iooasur

.ing instrument, the observer becares an additic:nal � of error of 

measurenent. The measurement results may be nore or less reliable 

dependin'.J en the manner in which the instrument is used, en the subjects 

or features observed, en the number, skill and traini..rq of the obser-

l 

vers, and en the observaticn circumstances. 

As Kanulainen (1973) has rx,ted, "the value of results depends 

crucially on the accurate use of the metalanguage of the classificaticn 

sjStem in the o::xlinJ process" ( p. 11). 'Iherefore, in examinirq the 

reliability of a a:d.ing problem associated with the develq:rrent of an 

observation system, attention must be paid b:>th. to the quality of infor

matin utilized and, at:x::Jve all, to the way in which it is used in the 

a:d.ing process. 

The questicns to be answered, then, are which data yield the relia

bility index, and, sea:.ndly, h::M can it be ccmputed. Orx:e this much is 

aca::rnplished, the adequate level of reliability may be determined. 

The cx:n:::ept of reliability is umersbxxi in various ways, and 

various iretlx>ds have been used to determine reliability in observaticn 
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studies (e.g. Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; l:nm3r, 1972; Rosenshine, 1971; 

Rosenshine & Furst, 1973). These differences in turn are due to varying' 

research objectives and meth::xblo:Jical solutims (�ey, 1971). 

Within the area of classrocm obse.rvatia,. instruments, the nost 

ccmronly used form of reliability measure is observer agreem::,nt. The 

agreement (X)efficient is usually based en whether tv..o (or rrore) obser

vers were similar in their tally of total events of each type usi.n) 

such terms as between-observer agreement, inter-rater agreement and 

inter-coder agrearent ( Rosenshine & Furst, 1973) . Kanulainen ( 1970) 

uses the term inter-coder agrearent to emphasize the objective and 

mechanical nature of obse.rvaticn in ccntradistirx;ti01. to the subjective 

element inherent in judgments. Bellack et al. (1966) and Flarrlers 

( ( 1967b), am:::ng others, specify reliability 01.1 y in tenns of observer 

agreement. 

A second ccmn::nly used form of reliability measure is stability, or 

axier consistency. This term has many different iooa.n.ings, but the cen

tral idea is that the coder must be capable of repeatin:J his cx::x:li.n:J 

later in the sarre wey. RoJghly speaki.rq, it refers to the a:nstarx:y with 

which the saioo observer codes identical audiovisual tai;::>es or transcripts 

at tv..o different times (Rosenshine, 1971). 

In additicn, the ccnsistency of the trait to be measured is receiv

.irq increased attentim. As early as 1953, Borgatta and Bales (1953) 

pointed out that if o:::mrcn elarents exist in the cx:::n:iitim under which 

the behavior occurs (i.e., the task, subject, size of graips, etc.), a 

certain degree of consisten:y in the interacticn pattern may be 

expected. They also pointed out that in observatim studies the tenn 

"consisten:y of ob.served �" becares a rrore corr-ect identifica

tim than "reliability of test." Therefore, indices of observer agree

ment slnJ.ld rot be cited as evi� of reliability. 

The problem with a series of reliability indices is that each of 

them measures the effect of 01.ly cne or b-0 sarrces of error. The ranJe 

of sources of error with the nn.iltifacet cx:n::;ept and technique of obser

vational procedures is large. Therefore, a major problem is to decide 

which sources of error in measuraoont are relevant. In general, the 

magnitude of errors is regarded as primarily dependent m the type of 

decisicns to be made fran scores, as well as <n h:::w they were oollected. 

In ccnstruct.i.rq the theory of generalizability of sa:>res and profiles, 
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Cronbach et al. (1972) state that "there is a lllliverse of observaticns, 

any of which v.OU.ld have yielded a usable basis for the decisicns." In 

oonnecticn with this theory, the questicn of reliability, too, resolves 

into a question of the accuracy of generalizaticns, or of generalizabi

lity. The texm ''uni verse'' is applied to cx:n:li tions under which the 

subjects (or aspects) might be observed, and the term "facet" to a::n:li.

tions of a certain kind. The observaticns and measures may be classified 

aa:x>rdin] to the facet, the observer, the setting in which the observa

tion is made, etc. The facets, alone or in canbinaticns, define the 

universe. The lllliverse to which an observaticn is generalized depends on 

the practical or theoretical OJOCeill of the decision maker (Cronbach et 

al. 
I 

1972) • 

HeiniUi ( 1974) used the term frarre factors instead of the term 

facet in cx:nnecticn with the rrodel ccnstructed for describin:] the 

general elaoonts of the research into the interactia1al process in 

physical educaticn and of the research strategy. The texm "frarre 

factors" emphasizes the characteristic role that different a:n:liticns 

play in regulatirg the fonnaticn of the interacticn process. The term 

"frarre factor" will be used here as well for the sarre reascn. The frame 

factors regulatirg the fonnaticn of the <XXli.ng process, used alcne or in 

canbination,
, define the universe of generalizability of results.

In the observaticn studies of M2dley and Mitzel ( 1963), each obser

ver is regarded as a source of variability in additicn to the between

perscn variability. In this study, reliability signified the extent to 

which the differen:::es between different classes are greater than dif

ferences am::nJ codings of the sane class. tvEcll.ey and Mitzel used an 

analysis of variance for estimatirg the variaticn attributable to each 

facet. In this cx:nnecticn the variability of the object of observaticn 

was sh::Mn to be the nost imi;x:>rtant source of error variance. The 

inadequacy of inter-obse:rver agreat"0"1t as the sole estimaticn of relia

bility was also irrli.catect.· 

However, Rosenshine (1971) lXlted that this meani.NJ of reliability 

has been regarded as "intriguing" and difficult to interpret, because it 

asks lXlt only whether the ooders are <XXli.ng in the sane way, but also 

whether the teachers (or classes) are different in the variables of 

interest. M8Gaw et al (1972) refined this iooth:::x:i by elaboratirg en the 

means for measuri.n:J differentiaticn in a situaticn where teacher 
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behavior is expected to vary. This varian:::e a::mp::nent approach is based 

on Cronbach's generalizability theory (Cramach et al., 1972) which 

enables the researcher to discover multiple sources of error. This 

metlro has been applied, e.g., by Tavecchio et al. (1977) to detennine 

the reliability of an instrurrent a::nstructed to measure the interacticn 

process in physical educaticn classes. 

Kcmulainen ( 1970) , i::Do, in a::nra::;ticn with a study to detennine the 

objectivity of coding of a m:xlified Flanders Interacticn Analysis 

System, presented a meth:xl in which ooth reliability ccmp:::nents, obser

ver agreement and observer consistency, are taken into account. Video

taped situations were used in this study, with the tw:) axlirgs occurri.rg 

on occasions placed at three rronth intervals. The definitions involved 
( in this meth:xl are based on the assumpticn of the presumably high cx:n

stancy of the trait to be measured. The reliability problem was PDt 

regarded as related to the permanen::e of various features, as in M::!dley 

and Mitzel's (1963) study, rut to the deperrlability of the mea.surarent 

of the features (Kcmulainen 1970) as in M:Caw et al. (1972). Kcmulainen 

(1970) determin:rl ooth the within-occasicn reliability (agreement) and 

between-occasicn reliability (stability) irrlices, and considered the 

variation of the a:>efficients cx:rnputed attriootable to different 

"facets" ( sch:lol subjects, ooder pairs and coding occasicns ) . This 

assessment was based en the evaluaticn of the quality of the irea.surarent 

scale. In this connection Kcmulainen considered the range of the varia

tion of Scott's a:>efficient to have prq:>erties similar to tlDse of the 

a:>efficient of correlaticn (Cohen, 1960; Kanula.inen, 1970). 

Kcmulainen (1970) defines inter-mder agreanent as the similarity 

between the codings perfonood by u-io irrleperrlent observers at the �int 

of time T; within-OJder a:::nstarcy as a reliability irrlicator resulting 

fron recategorizinJ fron a videotape and c:x:roparinJ various cx:x:lin:,;s d::oe 

by the same person; and be�-OJder a:::nstarcy as the agreement 

between codings of the same situaticn perfonned at different �ints of 

ti.Ire. The following simplified schanatic representation of a tw:>-obser

ver case indicates fO,ol the various agreE:m=nt irrlices are famed: 
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BETWEEN-CODER 
CMSTANCY 

Figure 4. Hal various agreement indices are forrrro. 

INTER-CODER 
AGREEMENT 

WITHIN-CODER 
CONSTANCY 

INTER-CODER 
AGREEMENT (12)

The rreth:::d. presented by Kanulainen also enables the researcher to 

examine multiple saurces of error and their characteristics, especially 

th:::)se caused by the CXXJer. As Crcnbach et al. (1972) and Kanulainen 
(1973) i:x>int out, the lack of reliability d::)es not rrean that the major

ity of classificaticns occur by chance. � o::xjer's interpretaticn of 

the situaticn and use of the iretalanguage of the classificaticn system 

have been noted to be quite unique. Thus, this "scurce" is an addi ticnal 

factor causing disagreement. Kanulainen (1973) has illustrated it with 

the foll� m:xiel, sh:Jwin:; the factors o::ntributing to reliability,

the relaticns between these and their nature: 

/ _______ ! _______ ! ______ _ 

reliable coder's unique chance 

systematic rarrl::::m 

Accordirq to Kanulainen this type of error is a sc:roowhat rrore 

important source of error within an observaticn schedule, h::Mever, since 

it is usually unavoidable. Therefore, the ru.nnber of CXXJerS to be used, 

as well as their selection and tra:i.ninJ, need to be studied in assessing 

the usefulness of a classificaticn system. 
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Rosenshine and Furst (1973) also address the saire problem when 

cx::mparin:J observaticn studies, in which different irwestigators have 

used the sarre observation inst:rurrents. They labelled this issue of 

reliability "inter-investigation agreement." The I_X)tential influence of 

observers is also closely related to the problems in determining the 

representativeness of cxxling results. If we accept that there are 

likely to be systematic differences between observers, then it follCMS 

that "error" variation will be greater with a team of observers than if 

a sjngle observer had been used. H:Jwever, by usjng a team the universe 

of interest is broadened. 

In additicn, if many items are used, as in a multidimensicnal 

classificaticn system, the "error" variaticn will be greater than if a 

( sjngle dirrensicnal system is used, because the influence of observers 

will be simultaneously multiplied. Thus the increase in relibaility is 

alm:>st certain to be aca:mpanied by a decrease in valdii ty. Therefore 

( in this CX)[1text), the classic theory of rneasurerrent erors ( where relia

bility is regarded as a necessary oot insufficient precondition of 

validity) is less descriptive (Crcnbach et al, 1972; Kanulainen, 1973; 

Smith & Meux, 1970). 

The review of these issues of reliability helps us to o::nfrcnt the 

problem of multiple critericn rreasures. Batteries need to be produced 

which permit multivariate designs. In developin:J an observaticnal 

system intended for widespread use, it is important to establish a ga::xi 

within-occasicn reliability (agreerrent) as a necessary oot rDt suf

ficient cx:inditicn for stability. It is als::> important for its CMn sake 

when the inst:rurrent is intended to be used for feedback in a::xmecticn 

with a perfonnance-based teacher educaticn prcgrarn, where teacher per

formaoce is ccmpared to a certain critericn skill used as target 

behavior. Between-cx::casicn reliability (stability) arrl ass::>ciated 

problems of representativeness are perplexinJ arrl need to be studied in 

this investigaticn, in assessin:J the degree of objectivity of a:x:li.nJ. 

Constancy is also i.mp:)rtant when the observatim system is intended to 

be used as a research tool arrl the object of the study is to detemrine 

if the observed variables are related to sane outo::me variables (see, 

e.g., Eirmer, 1972; Rosenshine & Furst, 1973).

Unreliability may also be due to very snall differerx:es am:nJ the 

objects of observation on the dirrensicn observed. It has, lx:lwever, been 
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regarded as inappropriate to delete sore variables fran an observatim 

instrument even if they cb rot differentiate across classro:::ms (see,

e.g., Bookh:)ut, 1967; Rosenshine & Furst, 1973). It is imp:)rtant to take

this point of view into accum.t in developing an observati<Xlal system, 

because it needs to be dEm:nstrated that the observatioos obtained are 

indeed representative of the universe inm which they are clai.m2d to 

generalize. And as roted earlier, the universe of observations is 

characterized with respect to one, tMJ or rrore facets (fram3 factors). 

Estimaticn of Reliability Indices 

The reliability coefficient indicates a CX)rrelaticn between tw::> 

different uses of the sarre rreasuranent. The numerical value of it can 

be calculated by different rreth::xis deperrling up::n the research objec

tives and. the nature of the material. 

The reliability indices may be estimated en the unitizing level or 

on the distribution level. In observaticn studies, we are concerned

with rreasurement events car.c-ied a.it by one or rrore perscns ( 1, 2 ... n) on

the same or different coding occasioos (T1, T2, ••• , Tn). For example,

if tv..D cx:rlers carry out a coding of !! events indeperrlently of each other 

within an all inclusive and. mutually exclusive gra.xp of f categories, 

the result is a square matrix, C x C, portrayed in Figure 5: 

CODER 1 

CODER 2 
2 . . . . . C L

1 
nll n12 'le (1 ·

2 "21 O.,•
I -

n .. I 
IJ 

C I nc- !n,.. 
� _"_t_"_�----------,,-"'-. ,-In ___ 
L • � -1 

Figure 5. Cod.irg occasicn of tMJ CXJders, with symools used. (Kanulainen, 

1974, p. 2)
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The reliability coefficients cn the distriooticn level are based 

on marginal distriootions ( n 1 + Di + . • • I\; ) , tlx:lse en the uni tizing

l�vel on diagaru. frequencies ( nll . . . I\;c) ( Kanulainen, 1974).

If we wish to study interacticnal sequences and are usirg matrix 

cell frequencies for units of analysis, reliability sh::uld be evaluated 

on the unitizing level. Where the nature and structure of the process 

are to be studied, marginal distriooticns may be used as the basis for 

reliability evaluaticn (Rosen.shine & Furst, 1973). The indices may be 

applied to single categories or averaged across all categories. Thus 

they are used to describe the overall reliability of the observation 

system. In the present study lx>th systems were applied. 

For estimating reliability, several irdices of agreement and 

stability have been used, includ.in;J percentage of agreement, intraclass 

OJrrelaticn (usually the product-rrcirent, but occasicnally the rank-order 

coefficient) between u..o sets of scales, the irdices based en perceived 

agreement give a misleadi.n;J picture of reliability. For example, where 

few categories are involved, as in dicrotarous codi..nJ, the role of 

chance agreement is great: disagreement in cne means agreement in the 

other, the ''errors'' are a:mpensatirg each other. 

Therefore, by examinirq the objectivity of the codi.n;;J of a multi

dimensicnal observaticn inst::rurent with different m.nnbers of categories 

in each cluster is oo reascn to align the reliability problem of a 

category system with the oormal measurement of quantitative scales, 

where reliability is defined as the ratio of true to observed varian:e 

(Kcmulainen, 1973; Va.l.ka1en, 1971). 

For his Co1tent Analysis, Sa::>tt (1955) developed an improved meth::)d

for estimating reliability in the case of n::mi.na.l scale codi.n;;J. Sa::>tt's 

coefficient is a meth::)d for estimating observer reliability usirg any 

system which assigns events to mutually exclusive categories. It is 

applied to several categories and takes chan::::e agreement into account by 

subtracting fran each category the prqx,rticn of frequerx:ies which v.O.lld 

be expected to be in agreement by chan::::e ala'e • Sa::>tt IS 12! takes into 

account the fact that the agreement to be expected en the basis of 

chan::::e cbes rot equal the theoretical expectaticn oot varies according 

to the relative frequerx::;y of cx::cureIX:e of each category (P) in the 

sample to be analysed. 'Ihe mean value of the cxx:lers' category distrioo-
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tion of the entire sample, and fran this the role of chan:::;e is cx:ruputed. 

Scott's coefficieent provides infonnation rot en irdividual categories, 

but on the mutual ccnsisten:;y of two coders' entire codin;Js. 

Scott's � is virtually the cnly reliability index used with the 

Flanders Interaction Analysis Category Systan ( FIAC) • Flarders ( 1965 ) 

argued for this 100th:xl when ccmparin:J it with the adaptaticn of the a-u

square pr0p:)SOO by Bales, and roted that Scott's 100th:x:l (1) is unaf

fected by lCM frequerx::ies, (2) can be adapted to per cent figures, (3) 

can be estimated rrore rapidly in the field, and (4) is rrore sensitive, 

at higher levels of reliability. Scott's coefficient� used by Flanders 

(1965) is determined by the two fonnulae bela-1: 

( 1) 

( 2) 

'11'.'= P - P 
o e

1 - p 
e 

(Scott, 1955, p. 321-325) 

where: 

where: 

p = 
0 

p = 
e 

P.= 

k = 

observed percentage 

agreement 

percentage 

be exp2eted 

chance, as 

agreement to 

on the basis of 

obtained from ( 2) 

the proportion of tallies 

falling to each category 

the number of categories 

In fonnula a.e, "p" can be raighl.y interpreted as the arro.mt by 

which two observers exceeded charce agreement divided by the arro.mt by 

which perfect agreement exceeds chan:::;e (Flan:JerS, 1967b). 

Originally Scott's ex>efficient was designed for cx:::rnputatien en the 

unitizing level (Scott, 1955). �, it is also cx:nsidered a_wlic

able to reliability ex>efficient cx:::rnputatien en the distriootien level. 

Am::>n;J others, Kanulainen ( 1973) suggests, en the basis of studies on 

differences of individual categories between agreement coefficients on 

the unitizing and distribution levels, that the danger of mutually 

canpensating errors due to the use of the frequerx:;y totals is rot 

seriQI.JS. 

It can be ccn:::luded, after reviewin:J the p:)SSibilities for estirnat

in:J reliability indices, that the criterien to be used has relevan::e to 
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the measurement scale, to the role of chan::.e, to the level of calcula

tion of indices, to the ch::)ice of the methods to be used for calcula� 

the o::::iefficient, as �11 as to the objectivity of a:x:ling. In additicn, 

the problens of observer trainirg need to be taken into account in this 

a:>nte.'Ct. 

Effective training of coders requires i..nnroiate feedback regardin:J 
h:::M they have learned to make category _discriminaticns. For that 

purp:>se, Flanders (1967b) developed a metlxxi which makes it p::issible to 

estimate reliability quickly in the field by using a p:x::ket slide rule. 

He m::x:lified Sa:itt's metlxxi by a:::nverti.n:J tallies into percent figures 

and by developing a graphical meth::x:l for estimating "P" £ran the size of 

the u..o largest categories. , (See Flanders 1967b, 161-166) 

( This meth::x:l is aloo app.rq:n:iate for the. examinatim of the, · reliability 

of the nultidimensiaru observaticn instrurent. 

Hcwever, coders must be given at least sa:oo trainirg before they 

are able to use observaticn inst:rtnrents. Flanders (1967b) graphically 

describes the problem of observer trainirg as u..ofold, "first, cx:nvert

ing men into machines, and, seo::n:l, keeping them in that cc:n::litic:n while 

they are observing" (pp. 158) . 

It was found that individuals differ in their ability to becane 

reliable observers. In general, the perscns wh'.) have beccme successful 

observers have had counseling experience, a broad backgra.tnd in scx:::ial 

psycholCX]Y, or experience as observers in sa:oo other system of interac

tion analysis. Also successful teaching experience, particularly en the 

elementary level, was found to be a strc:nJ predictor of a reliable 

observer ( Flanders, 1967b). 

The training procedures used and the lergth of the training period 

required need to be cc:nsidered. In general, the traininJ procedures are 

related to the observatic:n system used. 'llie rrore cx::mplex the instru-

ment, the rrore training is required before coders are able to use it 

reliably. For example, when using the Flanders FIAC system, the cate

gories are first xrerorized. Then the training begins using a variety of 

tape recordin]s of classrcx::rn interacticn which provide unusual examples 

of direct or irrlirect influence patterns. '!here is an exact category 

distribution for each tape used. Six to ten mrrs of preliminary 

training with tapes is necessary before coders are able to m:::,ve to the 
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sea:>nd phase of training, obse.rvirg in "live" classrcx:ms. During this 

phase of training the presence of experienced trainers is needed. 

Consistent observation by a team requires graip trai.nirq, discus

sion of carm::n grumd rules, each observer's t.mderst.andin; of his a,.in 

unique biases, and regular meetin:]s after training to discuss unusual 

categorizaticn problems (Flanders, 1967b). 

Flanders described an expe.rilrent in which the original Flanders 

Interaction Analysis System (FIAC) was subscripted to 22 categories. The 

training period for the new system ccinsisted of 18 lx:urs. Eighteen of 

nineteen reliability checks produced a Scott's coefficient between .70 

and .86 with the rredian .79. One of the lowest coefficient (.56) 

occurred during a "difficult" observation and was follc:wed by creatin:] 

( ' sane ground rules which eliminated the difficulty. When all the observa

tions were collapsed to the original 10 categories, all reliabilities 

were atxJut .05 to .10 higher (Flanders, 1970, p. 141). 

en the Cox:ept of Validity 

Both reliability and validity require that agre,erent between 

measures be daoc:nstrated. A cx::nm:::n derxrninator which nost types of 

validity ooncepts share in cx::ntradistincticn to reliability is that this 

agrearent represents the cx:nvergen:::e of independent approaches. In cxn

nection with observational studies, independence is, of cx:m:-se, a matter 

of degree. The cx::rcept of independence is usually ioo.icated by such 

phrases as "outside criterion", "exte.rnal variable", "critericn perform

ance", etc. ( Campbell & Fiske, 1959). 

To assess validity for an instrument 0)8 oormally canpares scores 

generated by it against sane criterion measure that is� to reflect 

the phen:merrn in which we are interested. To estaplish validity for an 

instrument when oo criterion is available, · Dunkin and Biddle (1974) 

prq:ose "that we have a theory suggesting a relaticnship between the 

phen:merrn and sanething else. If our investigaticn produces the pre

dicted relationship it is then assured that the trea.SUra'llel1t we have made 

was also valid" (p. 79). 

An observaticn instrument can be examined in terms of its face, 

cx::ntent, or o:nstruct validity. Face validity refers to the need to 

sh:Jw that the instrument is s::mewhat "obvicusly" en target with its goal 
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when cx:mpared with rDO-relevant instrurrentatim. The level of face 

validity depends en the quality of the category system and. of the cate

gory definiticns, and on whether or rot the latter fonn a facet. The 

category set foDll.S a facet if the categories provided are mutually 

exclusive ard provide an unambigia.is classificaticn for each event that 

is to be cxx:1ed to cne or nore facets (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Foa, 1965; 

and Gutbnan, 1954). For example, in the case of a physical education 

class, -we might use the categories "p.rpils are CX)llectively rroving" and. 

"rot passive" to code examples of m::::,vement behavior. These two cate

gories form a facet. It is also p:)SSible that the instrurrent may in::lude 

two or rrore facets for which the events of teachin;J sh'.Juld be CX)ded. 

M:>st instruments developed for research en teach.in:] usin;J live observa-

( tion are sin;Jle-faceted, such as the FIAC system. Hcwever, in studies 

which can take advantage of video-I'e(X)rdin;Js for nore ccxnplete data, 

multifaceted category instrurrents are p:)SSible. If the observational 

instrurrent in::ludes many facets, the p:)SSibilities of recording need to 

be a:osidered. 

Ccr1tent validity is a::incerned in obse.rvaticnal studies with the 

relevarx:e of categories to the cxntent area addressed. It rreasures the 

degree to which the instn.nrent accurately rreasures what it seeks to 

measure in relaticn to a:::ntent. Ccntent validity is comcnly a:::nfirmed 

through aitside criteria, such as a literature search, and. thralgh 

cognitive debate and. interactim am::rq specialists in the relevant 

field. 

a:nstruct validity can be defined as the ability of the instrument 

to di� between gra.ips kro-m to behave differently m the ccn

struct under study. c.onstruct validity is rot related solely to parti

cular investigative procedures, but also to the orientaticn of the 

investigator. Ooc:e a test ccnstructor hyp:>thesizes that two indi victual 

groups will perfonn differently 01 his test, ard designs an experilrent 

to test this hyp:>thesis, he is explorin;J its a:ostruct validity. When 

the researcher has IX> defined criteria1 measure of the quality with 

which he is a::incerned, and must use irrlirect rooasures, he will ordinar

ily test his instrument for a::ostruct validity (Safrit, 1973) . Here the 

trait of the quality tmderlyin; the test is of central imp:)�, 

rather than either the test behavior or SCX)rBS en the criteria ( Crcnbach 

& Meehl, 1955). 
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campbell and Fiske (1959) discuss convergent and discriminant vali

da tion and clarify the criteria to be found in cwnulative evaluation 

considered jointly in the context of the multitrait-multimetlro matrix. 

They shcM that to de.rronstrate construct validity, one needs to shcM that 

a test not only correlates highly with those variables with which it 

should (convergent validation), but also that it does not correlate with 

variables from which it should differ (discriminant validation). The 

mul titrait-mul timetlro matrix is a systematic experimental design for 

this type of validation. To examine discriminant validity, and to esti

mate the relative contribution of trait and metlro variance, rrore than 

one trait as well as more than one method must be employed in the 

validational process. A careful examination of the mul titrait-mul ti

method matrix (discriminant matrix) will indicate which concepts need 

sharper definition, and which concepts are poorly measured because of 

excessive or confusing method variance. Validity judgements based on 

such a matrix should be taken into account during the developnent of the 

instrument, along with the postulated relationships among them, the 

level of technical refinement of the methods, the relative independence 

of the methods and any pertinent characteristics of the samples. 

The increased use of technical equipnent in observational studies 

ma kes the testing and evaluation of measuring instruments more effi

cient. Audiovisual recordings ha ve an immediate appeal for research 

purp::>SeS, because they provide a wealth of details of the � media in 

which most classroom interaction takes place. However, measurements 

cannot be valid if the results are subject to error connected with the 

measurement situation. The effect of using an internal television system 

for classrcx:m observation has been studied by Kanulainen (1968). It was 

found that the disturbing influence of the television system declined in 

about three weeks to a level from which it did not decrease any more 

(Komulainen, 1968, 1971). Honigrnan (1970) and Cheffers (1973) used 

audiovisual recordings to validate their multidimensional observation 

instruments. Both tested the construct validity of their instruments by 

using the "blind-live" method, assuming that the encoded and decoded 

data arrays were sufficient to rival "live" or "on the spot" observa

tion. Both found that their data descriptions were rrore accurate than 

i;h::)Se taken fran live observations, al th:>ugh they did rnt achieve the 

same sensitivity as the live observers attained. A number of possible 
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systematic biases were isolated in these studies which may be connected 

with outside effects such as the technical equipnent. 

Flanders (1970) deals with the problem of validity in terms of 

rrodels, and states that alth::>ugh no classroan interaction can ever be 

canpletely recreated or repeated, the issue of validity in coding does 

not rest on the impossibility of recreating what took place. Instead it 

depends on whether what was encoded did in fact exist and whether the 

elements of the original situation are recreated in their pIDper per

spective during the decoding process. Validity, therefore, requires 

accurate interpretation during both decoding and encoding. 
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aIAPrER IV 

RESEAR(J{ PROBLEMS 

The main pUIJX)Se of the present study was to develop and test a 

system for describing instructional procedures in physical education 

classes. It is especially o:::,ncerned with providing gocrl descriptions of 

teacher-student·· interactions and does not attempt, for instance, to test 

hyp:>theses or to evaluate the effects of such interactions. Since there 

were no well-established or well-tested procedures for describing 

instructional procedures in physical education classes when the present 

project was started, the primary concern was to o:::,nstruct a feasible 

system. 

Therefore this study has a clear methcx:blogical orientation. 

Drawing on theories of the teaching-learning process and on available 

research, the first research task was to develop a theoretically justi

fiable system for describing and analysing what happens in the physical 

education classroan. It is not erx:>ugh, hc:Mever, to o:::,nstruct a new 

instrument or system. The CXJn.Structed system must be tested to ascer

tain hcM "gocrl" it is. Thus, the seo:::,nd major research task of this 

study was to test the ability of the procedure to yield a faithful 

description of what transpired in the instructional process. 

The new system was developed as a result of three main assumptions: 

(1) that P.E. classes differ fron other classes, especially due to the 

greater role of the n::>n-verbal behavior; (2) that P.E. classes vary to 

sane extent in terms of their interaction patterns according to the type 

of class; and (3) that the interaction patterns in P.E. classes vary 

according to grade level; and ( 4) that the interaction patterns in P. E. 

classes vary according to subject area in P.E. 

Based on these needs and assumptions, the present study sought to 

answer the following questions: 

1. HCM can we develop an instrument that is suitable for the description

of the instructional process in physical education through observation? 

1.1. What is the state-of-the-art theoretical view of the 

instructional process? 

1. 2. What kinds of instruments have been used in the

observation of teaching (a) in general, and b) in 
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physical education? 

1. 3. What does research say about the suitability of such

instruments? 

1. 4. What sh::>uld be the structure of an instnnnent that is

designed to be used for the observation of the 

instructional process in physical education? 

On the basis of such CX)I1Siderations, a system for observing and 

describing Inteactin process, in P.E. classes was developed. 

2. HCM can we validate the developed instrument?

2.1. How reliable is the system in observing and describ

ing interaction in physical education classes 

(a) in live vs. video-recorded situations

(b) at different grade levels

(c) dealing with different types of classes (subject

areas)

( d) in relation to the observation of other classes

in P. E. using other systems, and

( e) in relation to observations of other classes in

other school subjects (particularly the Flanders

FIAC system)?

2. 2. HCM valid is the developed system?

( f) What are the prq::ortions of talk vs. novernent

using the developed instnnnent as opposed to

the prqx)rtion of talk in FIAC-type studies? Are

there expected differences here?

(h) Does the instnnnent distinguish reliably P.E.

classes held at three different grade levels?

(i) Does the instnnnent distinguish reliably classes

dealing with four subject matter areas?

( j ) HCM does the empirical structure of the obtained 

data correspond to the theoretical construct 

structure? 

( k) HCM invariable is the empirical structure across

three grade levels?

( e) How invariable is the empirical structure across

four subject matter areas?
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Definitia.s 

Before embarking on a discussim of the design and rreth:xbl09Y of 

the study, � will define sare of the key tenns used in the study. 

Teaching process 

Instruction is seen as a ma.inly interactive process within sch:ol 

life, aiming at the develc:prent of the pupil's perscnality in accordance 

with educational objectives. Instructicn o:nsists of various situations 

which are distinguishable fran each other by the way activities are 

arranged. Instruction is a purfX)Sive process where tea� is carried 

out aC(X)rdin] to internalized goals. The fonn of instruction refers to 

( the way in which interpersonal cxmnunication is organized. It may be 

group v.Drk, problem solvirg, or pro_Jrarred-teachirg, and it may be either 

direct or indirect. 

Interaction is the basic unit of instructim. It presupposes a:m

munication between persons, and may be either indirect or direct by 

nature. In interaction tv.D levels can be distinguished 01 which a:m

munication takes place, the content level and the process level. The 

interaction process is an advance which proceeds in real tirre. This 

interaction process .ircludes the phases of orientati01, laoor and 

evaluation. 

In a:mnunication the follCMi..n:] a::rop:nents can be distinguished: 

message, channels (visual, auditive, psych:::m:rtor) , sender and receiver. 

The content level of cx::mtUnicati01 refers to the subject urder 

discussion and the material that is dealt with durirg teachirg. 

The process level of a::xrmunicati01 is the dual effect of individual 

behavior en one's self and en the other namers of the grcup. 

Observation instnnnent 

An observation instrument is a set of prccedures by rreans of which 

a trained observer can record and categorize behaviors and features in a 

quantifiable form. Tv.D observaticn instruments discussed in this study 

are: 

FIAC: The Flanders Interactim Analysis category Systan. 

PEIAC/LH-75: Physical &lucati<Xl Interacti<Xl Analysis category 

System developed by Liisa Heinil� ( 1974). 'Ihis systan is based 01 
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Flanders' theory (1970) arrl is a rn:xiificaticn ard expansicn of his FIAC

System (see Heinil::i, 1976). 

'The term ronverbal behavior refers to observable human behaviors 

which are rot expressed verbally. Verbal behavior refers to audible, 

sp:)ken behavior. t--btor activities are tlDse goal-directed m::M:m:!nt 

activities ror:mally considered to be part of the subject matter of 

physical educaticn such as garoos, gymnastics, danc:e, arrl fundamental 

rrovements. 

Direct influence refers the teacher's verbal ard rx:nverbal acticns 

which direct the pupil's acticns or restrict the p..ipil's freed:m of 

participaticn ard/or initiaticn of activity, or criticize his behavior, 

or justify the teacher's auth:Jrity or use of that auth:Jrity. Irrlirect 

· ( influence refers to tlDse verbal statarents or n::nverbal acticns of the 

teacher which ena:x.rrage a student's participati01 arrl/or initiaticn of 

activity. 

l 

categoriz.in] weans the placarent of each tiroo unit into certain 

classes in each cluster aCaJrdi.nJ to a predesigned plan. 

Q:xling rreans o:::.nversicn of the a:ntent of the instructicnal process 

into a form amenable to quantitative treaurent. 

'The term occasion refers to the situaticn where trained observers 

are cx:xiirg with a rule agreed in advarce. 

'The term fraire factors refers to the o::nditicns tmder which the 

observaticns ard cod.i.n;Js are made. 

Objectivity of ccx:li.rYJ signifies the degree of indeperx:Jerx:e between 

the final results arrl the CXJder himself (Kanulainen, 1970, 1974). 

Inter-a:x:1er agreement is the similarity between the coding-s per

formed by u..o independent observers at a I,X)int of tiroo (T1, T2, or T3).

Within-a:>der constancy is the similarity between the a:x:li.n]s dcne 

frau the videotaped material at the I,X)int of tiroo 1 (T2) arrl the re

ccx:ling of the saire material at the I,X)int of tiroo 2 (T3) by the saxre

observer. 

Between-a:x:1er constancy is the agreement between a:x:li.n]s of the 

same material performed by different a:x:1ers at different I,X)ints of tiroo 

(T2-T3).

Cod.in3 a:ntent constancy signifies the independence between the 

final cx:xiirg results arrl the a:nsistercy of the cx:xiirg target in inter

cx::>der agreerrent, within-coder a::l1Stan::;y ard between-coder ca1Stan::;y. 
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Validity 

Ccntent validity refers to the degree to which the instrument 

accurately rreasures what it seeks to rreasure in relaticn to ccntent. 

Construct validity signifies the ability of the instrument to 

distinguish between groups "kn:::wn" to behave differently en the. 

construct under study. 

Sensitivity is the ability of an instn..nrent to make the discrimina

tions required for the research problan (01€ffers 1973). 
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GIAPTER V 

RESEARO-I DESIQ-.l AND METH'.XX)LCGY 

Q)apter OvervieM 

The procedures for ccnstructinJ and testirg the observaticn instru

ment are presented and discussed in this chapter. 'Ihe focus of the first 

part of the chapter is en the general backgrourrl and theoretical fraire

w:::)rk of the research project, and describes the decisiCX1S made in cx:n

structirq the observaticn instn..Im2nt. The focus of the last part of this 

chapter is on the procedures and strategies used for detennining the 

( reliability and validity of the observation instrument, and on data 

collection and analysis. 

Ca"lstructicn of the Observaticn In.st:n.nrent 

The preliminary ccnstructicn of the research rrodel, and the obser

vaticn i.nst:n.lirent based cn it, was d::ne durirq the period of 1971-1973 

(Heinila, 1974 ). The observation system developed was based on 

Flanders' theory (1965, 1970) and on the empirical studies of Heinila 

(1970, 1971, 1974, 1976). 

The research strategy used for developirq the observaticn instru

ment and analysis system is illustrated in Figure 6 (Heinila, 1976). 

In general, the decisions made in developing and analyzing the 

system proceeded alcn;J the follCM.i.ng lines: 

1. specificaticn of the entry situaticn arrl selecticn of a valid theore

tical and a:nceptual framev.o:rk;

2. the constructicn of mutually exclusive and exhaustive observable

behavior categories derived fran the a::n:eptual framev.ork;

3. the selection of a unit of observation and the developnent of ade

quate ccxli.ng procedures for accurate system use;

4. the selection of a unit of analysis derived from the conceptual

fr�rk;

5. the detennination of acceptable levels of inter-cx::xler reliability

(agreaoont) and intra-coder reliability (a::nstan:;y levels).
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A central problem was the ccnstruction of a metlxxi for the analysis 

of the teacher-p.ipil interactic:n in physical education in which the 

different factors of the interaction process and the aspects of ccmnuni

cation aJUld be adequately described, and so that the relevant variables 

of the ad:Jpted theory would be sufficiently well represented. The main 

task of this investigatic::n was thus to have an adequate cx:nception of 

physical educatic:n teaching, and to create an improved system for the 

scientific ireasurerrent, analysis, and evaluatic::n of the physical educa

tion teachin:] process. 

The selection of perspective was an imp:)rtant first step because 

the primary task of descriptive research is to produce an accurate 

record of significant real-v.arld events. An unlimited mnnber of objects 

( for description and their d.irrensions may be identified. It is necessary 

to clarify which events and aspects might be significant to the develop

rrent of physical education teachin:], and to limit the investigation to 

these aspects. 

Problems of a::ntent and metlxxi in the field of observaticn research 

are closely related, and sh::w.d therefore be examined simultaneously. 

Often the ireasurin;J i.nstruirent will also include the theory, as in the 

classic Bales Interaction Analysis metlxxi, and the Flanders Interaction 

Analysis iretlxxi, which is perhaps the system nost used in process 

research in the educaticnal scien::es. In ch:x:)sin;_J metlxxis of this kind 

the researcher has rot cnly made methcxblc:gical decisions, but has also 

oound himself to a particular theory and group of variables. In this way 

the measurin] i.nstrurrent achieves a central significan:e. 

Because of this close relaticnship between a::ntent and met:h:xl, the 

basic :furci:ions and a::nstruct features (characteristics) of physical 

education teaching events are of particular imp:)rtarce, and must be 

included in the m::x:lel developed for the study. Physical education 

teaching is an interpersonal interacticn that is related to the scx::::ial 

process of the teaching event and aims at the furtherinJ of the pupils' 

personality develop:nent al<::n:J the lines laid OCMI1 by the educational 

objectives. This scx::::ial interactic::n is located in a particular culture 

and way of life and has certain limitations. By taking these facts as a 

point of departure, the factors that bec:c:coo base-elarents are identified 

as ( 1) the teacher and pupils, ( 2) the teacher-pupil interactic::n 

process, an:i ( 3) the factors regulatin;J its cx:nstructic:oal formaticn, 
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such as, objectives, materials, and various envirc:nnental factors 
(Heinila, 1971; Parsons, 1968). With these base elarents as a starti.rg 

i;:oint, then, the follCMi.rg ITOdel of the interactive process of instruc

tion was developed: 

Units Frame Factors Process Outcomes 

Objectives J 1.

II-
psycho-motor dev. Teacher ···················-+

Material 

Li 
2. --+ a!!ective dev. 

� 
Programming ................... _., 

Pupils 3. cognitive dev.

I Environment 
· · · - ----- . . . . . . • . . .  --+ 

Figure 7,- A descriptive rrodel of the teacher-pupil interactive process 

in physical education (Heinila, 1976, p. 221) 

It is assuriro that between the elerrents of the rrodel, the units, 

frame factors, processes and a.rta:xres, there is a particular interrela

tional form which manifests itself as the selectic:n of alternative means 

as the activity is directed towards the goal. 

�ticns of the Study 

Physical education is an action situation in which the form of 

teaching assumes a central position. In addition, the subject matter 

contains a lot of affective substance and elements of creativity. A 

major goal of IXIYSical educaticn is the develq;:xrent of pupils' irdepen

dence and self-directicn, i.e., a way of life characterized by physical 

activity and a permanent interest in IXIYSical activity (Heinila, 1971, 

1974, 1976; Konitearmietinto, 1970a, 1970b). 

Movarent and IXIYSical exercise are typical characteristics of the 

interacticn process in physical education. Movement communicates and 

movement influences. It is the goal and at the same time a means of 

attai.ni.ng the goal. The physiological furclicos of exercise are realized 

only through movement.activity. Goal -oriented teaching of physical 

activity is characterized by physical activity. Consequently its 

occurrence is an essential irrlicat:or of the teacher's rrode of influerx:::e 
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and flexibility. Therefore, the pupils' collective activity and passi

vity constitute an important dimension in the PEIAC/LH-75 system (see 

Figures 8 and 9), and at the same time represent the doma in of the 

pupils' activity and social access. 

In an active physical education situation, the social form of the 

participating group and the situation as a whole provide learning 

experiences. The social form is largely dependent en the teacher's nroe 

of :influence, which can be either a stable or transitory feature of the 

teaching-learning interaction process. Pupils may have different 

behavioral functions and roles as members of the social group. In this 

context, behavior refers to activities expressed by members of the group 

by means of verbal concepts or in  symbolic terms, such as movements. 

( Functions are forms of behavior which are purp;:::seful ly directed tcwards 

forming a group or helpin:J it to carry out tasks (Heinila, 1971, 1974). 

The teacher can :influence the social form of the group by the distribu

tion of lator and resp::nsibility within the group. Lator refers here to 

the behavi or forms and functions that occur in the teaching situation 

and are similar for all members of the group or specific for individuals 

or groups. The execution of certain sets of functions by members of the 

group is referred to as roles. 

The observation instrument PEIAC/LH-75 was created to enable 

researchers to gather valid and reli able empirical data on selected 

process variables of physical education classes. Such data gathering 

¼Qllld provide a a:mprehensive index of teaching behavior in physical 

education classes up:n which future teachin:] strateg-ies CX)Uld be based. 

Further, it would guide the selection and implementation of teacher 

training programmes if significant correlations were obtained between 

the scores of the student ratin:] scale and the behaviors recorded with 

the observational instrument. It was assumed that with the greater 

number of clusters, variables and associated techniques for describin:J 

and classifyirq teacher-pupil behavior, the exparded i.nstrurrent would be 

rrore useful and nore descriptive in the physical education settin:] than 

the original (FIAC) (Heinila, 1974 , 1976). 

A cursory examination of the results of the pilot study of this 

project (Heinila, 1971) revealed the fol lowing: (a) there was a great 

variety of different configurations connected with the social form, 

division of labor and respons ibility within each lesson and between 
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lessons observed, (b) the data from 15 lessons was characterized by a 
diversity of content and different forms of teacher-pupil and pupil
pupil interaction, and (c) the face-to-face situation was not common. 
Consequently, the need for a mul ticlirrensional observaticn instrument was 
clearly indicated (Heinila, 1970, 1971). 

The Frarre of Reference 

A frame of reference delimits the area of research, and defines 
central variables and dimensions and is determined by the research 
problem and a theory relevant to the exploraticn of the problem. It also 
guides the selection of the units of observaticn and analysis. 

( The balance between teacher initaticn and resp::nse behavior was the 

(_ 

focus of the observation, to be objectively measured and described in 
this context. This frame of reference is presented in Figures 8 and 9. 
It describes the theoretical and cx:n::eptual frarrev-x:)rk adapted for the 
instructional prcx::ess in physical educaticn. 
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... •· 

Clear Ji Clear 
-

I 

l 
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I� �t.1.atun I 
Pupil 1ni t.1.a tun 

2 

Pl:!'US' m>-L .>eq:SS 

I Coller::+..! VO! !lOV'ffl'ent.-acti V1 ty 
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Figure 8. Frame of reference: Dimensicns for describing the interaction 
prcx::ess in physical educaticn classes. 
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Pupils' social access 

�===========;:;============; ,--------""------, 
lnter-pctpil =ntacts and 
J10vement (s[)ilce, time, energy) 

restricted 

Inter-pupil =ntacts, speech, 
J10vcirent (space, tJJre, energy) 1-------, 

free 

Range of rrovanent-ideas 
=nlrolled 

Pange of rrovenent-ideas 
open 

Spontaneous rrovanent-act:ivity 

llcinila l<J76 

Figure 9. Sequence in degree of freedau of pupils' social access. 

Given the research task of developing an observation instrwnent 

based on Flanders' theory, the first step was to adapt FIAC to better 

analyse and describe the interaction process in physical education 

classes. Flanders' theoretical m::xiel of verbal interaction was expanded 

by adding two aspects which characterize interaction in P.E. classes: 

(1) the social access in movement activity, and (2) the social form.

Accordingly, the three dimensions used to describe teacher-pupil inter

action in physical education were (1) the degree of the teacher's 

authority, (2) the pupils' collective rrovement activity/passivity and 

social access, and (3) the social fonn of the instructional situation. 

The channels of ccmnunication and the media were taken into account in 

selecting the unit of observation. Thus Flanders' statement <XIDCerning 

his theory of changes in pupils was rrodified for the PEIAC/LH-75 project 

to read: 
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a certain goal orientation exists 
(re.re we begin with the pupils' goal 

perceptions) 
classra::m interaction is characterized by 
a) certain authority in use
b) certain social contacts social access
c) range of ideas in pupils' 

movement activit y* 
(here are features of the interaction) 
d) and certain social form
(here division of labor and responsibility*)

expect . . . certain educational outcanes, in terms of 
a) pupil initiation and self-direction
b) average pupil attitudes
c) average subject matter achievement.

(* indicates PEIAC/LH-75 m::xlification) 

Thus, this adapted theoretical model is an attempt to explain 
teacher :influence and changes in pupil behavior in which an intervening 
hypothetical mechanism is the process of goal clarification (Figure 10). 
Each dimension contains a certain aspect of teacher authority in use, 
but the channels of a::mnunication and forms are variable. 
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access 

Pupil goal orientation: 

ambiguous clear- clear+ 

+ + +

� 

access 
-----

Figure 10. Theoretical nodel for describing hypothetical mechanism. 

The criterion of pupil change tc:Mard independence was believed to 

be an appropriate measure. The strength of this approach resides in the 

hope that pupil performance of required and self initiated w:::irk may be 

ll'Ore p:)Sitively identified and nore precisely measured than a::>nsequent 

pupil change. 
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Selectim of the Unit of Obse.rvatia1 

The selection of the unit of observation is a process which 

reflects both questions of principle and technique. The PEIAC/LH-75 

system is based on the observation that individual classrcxm events are 

meaningful in as much as they o::institute part of a sequence, and parti

cularly as they form a sequence of interaction between teacher and 

pupils. Process is always in a given. state. When the aim is to describe 

the interaction inherent in the talk, movement and the social fonn of 

the situation and to preserve the sequence of events, the ch:)ice of the 

observation unit is a multistage process. This is true of both the 

specification of the methods of observation and coding, and of the 

( cx:instruction of the observaticn schedule. 

In the PEIAC/LH-75 system, a unit of ti.rre occurrinJ at given. inter

vals was used and tallies were entered in the a::x:li.n] protcx:;ol at re;JUlar 

intervals. When. cate:,pry observaticn is based a1 regular tilre intervals, 

the unit of time also becomes the unit of observation. For this study, 

an interval of six seconds was used with triple coding. That is, each 

event was recorded in three different clusters. The nature, extensive

ness and specificity of the unit vJere detennined partly by the cx:nten.t 

and structure of the observation schedule and partly by the time 

interval. 

Variables describing the sequence of events are particularly 

irnp:)rtant in the study of teach.in] behavior since they may be related to 

learnirq outcares. The sequen:e of events can be described by means of 

eel 1 frequencies or indices, or by the models of behavior sequences 

., developed fran them. 

The selection of the units of analysis for the descripticn of the 

variables of the teachin;J-learnirq process of physical educaticn danan:js 

careful consideration and, above all, a continuous development of 

research metlx:lds and their creative applicaticn. 

Developrent of cate:,pries 

The primary aim of PEIAC/LH-75 was to proouce a flexible research 

instrument for use in describinJ teachers' authority in use in different 

physical education situatia1S and pericds. The categories of the instru-
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ment and the ir respective dimensions/ headings are described in the 

fol la,.,ing order: 

Cluster I 

Cluster II. 

Teacher's talk, pupil's talk, teacher's silent activity, 

oth:rr 

Pupil's collective movement activity/passivity and the 

social access 

Cluster III. Social fonn (division of lalx>r and resp:insibility) 

The first cluster was adapted and extended fran the Flanders ten-

category system presented in Table 1 by making six rrodificaticns: 

1 .  Combining FIAC-categories 1 and 2 to form the first PEIAC /LH-75 

category, which thus a::ntains acceptanc:e, praise and encouragerrent by 

the teacher. The second category of PEIAC /LH-75 is for corrective 

feedback. 

2. Adding to the content of the third FIAC-category (the use of the

ideas), "rroverrent patterns suggested by pupils."

3. Adcli.n'.] to the a::ntent of the fourth FIAC-category (asks questicns),

"initiates, tenninates rroverrent activity."

4. Adding to the fifth FIAC-category, "demonstration of movement

pattern".

5. Adcli.n'.] to the sixth FIAC-category "gives directic:n, cx:nrnents during

activity ( pupi 1 expected to a:::rnp 1 y)."

6. The addition of two categories for meaningful nonverbal teacher

activity:

"category 10. Teacher follc:ws pupils' activity, silent guidarce," and

"category 11. Teaci'er silent participaticn in rrovement activity (such

as dan::ing, playin:J garoos)."

Thus, the final categories of the PEIAC/LH-75 system are as shJwn 

in Table 2. 

The classifications in Cluster I were determined not only by the 

teacher's but also by the pupils' verbal expressions, as a result of 

which a certain social form was described. 

In Cluster II, collective activity (categories II/l-II/4) refers to 

rrovement-activity which has a learning furrtic:n. The classificaticn was 

made through observation of the activity in the entire class and the 

degree of the pupils' freedcrn in rroverrent, social a::ntacts and range of 

ideas. It was used when one half of the pupils were moving. The cate

gory sp:ntanec:RJs activity (II/4) was used when p..Ipils were allCMed to 
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Table 2. PEIAC/LH-75 Categories. 

Cluster I: Teacher talk, m:::,verent, PJPil talk, other 

TFAQ-IER 

TALK 

01. Accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feelin:J/
tone of a PJPil in a rrn-threatenirq manner. 
Feelings may be p:isitive or neg-ative. Predicti.n] 
and recalling feelings are .in::::luded. Praises or 
encourages pupil acticn or behavior. Jckes that 
release tensicn, oot IX>t at the expense of 
aIX>ther individual; rxx:kli.rq head, or saying "Un 
hn" or "go en" are .i.rcluded. 

02. Gives a::,rrective feedback, directs, clarifies,
answers pupil's questicns. 

03. Makes use of the ideas and m::ivarent patterns
suggested by a pupil or gro.ip of pupils: clari
fies, expards, ooilds, questicns and m::iverent
initiations cn the ideas expressed by a pupil.
St.nrrnarizes PJPil's ideas or rrovarent patterns,
asks a pupil to dem:nstrate. Conpares the ideas
or rrovarent patterns expressed by a.e PJPil to
tl'Dse of aIX>ther or to tl'Dse given, repeats
pupil's ideas, asks a pupil to derronstrate.

04. Asks questicns, initiates, tenninates activity: 
Asks questions requirirq narrcM ans-wers, 
initiates soc,rt-term activity, tenninates acti
vity. Broad, open questicns which clearly pennit 
clx)ice in ways of an5"Wering and noving'. 

05. Ccntent emphasis:
Presents informaticn, opi.ru.ons, daronstrates
rrovarent patterns, make a pupil dem::nstrate or
citirq an auttority other than a pupil.
Organizes pupils, material, divisicn of laoor and
resp::nsibility.

06. Gives directions, cx:mnands during activity 
(pupils expected to a:mply) 

07. Criticizes pupil behavior, rejects rrovarent
pattern, justifies auth::>rity. Staterents interrled
to change pupil behavior fron rx:inacceptable to
acceptable pattern, bawlirq sarecne out; statirq
what the teacher is doing; extreme self-refererx:e.
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Table 2. (cont.) 

PUPIL 
TALK 

SILENT 
TFAGIER 

08. Pupil ans-wers question made by the teacher.

09. Pupil initiates speech, asks for instructions,
expresses a-.n1 ideas or ITDVa-rent patterns.

10. Teacher folla.-.rs µipil's activity, silent quidance

ACTIVITY 11. Teacher's silent participation in ITDVement acti-
AND vity.

12. Confused situation, uproar, periods of cx::nfusion
in which ccmnunication canrot be understo::xi by
the observer.

Cluster II: Pupils' CXJllective rroverrent activity/passivity and 
social access 

ACTIVITY 1. Inter-pupil contacts and �t, space, t.ine, 
energy restricted.; range of ideas controlled. 

2. Inter-pupil a:::ntacts and/or ITOV€lreflt free; rang-e
of ideas control

3. Inter-pupil contacts free; range of ideas open

4. Pupils' sp::ntanea..is activity

PASSIVITY 5. Pupils follcw instruction, dara1stration

arHER 

6. Pupils organize them.selves, assist in organi
zation

7. Pupils wait for turn

8. Ccnfused situation 

Cluster III: Social fonn (division of lal:x:>r and resrx:nsibility) 

SI'IUATION 1. Conplete class, unifonn tasks 

2. Divided class, uniform tasks

3. Divided class, differentiated. tasks

4. Divided class, differentiated. tasks distributed.
am::n]St groups & within graip

5. Individual work, unifonn tasks

6. Individual work, differentiated. tasks

7. other situation, a:::nfused situation
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Physical f.ducation Interact ion Annlv5is Cate')ory System (PEIAC/Lf!-75) 

I CTJJSTI:R - TEl'CI Im TN.J< II CTJJSTER - SO:IAL ACCESS III OJJSTIR - SOCIAL FDF:-1 
- PUPIL TAU< (PlJPTIS' CXJUECITVE mvE- (DMST�-1 OF 

cate- - SlLENI' 'IB!O!ER ACTIVTIY Cate- �mr IICTIVTIY/P/\.SSIVI1Y) Cate- L\...'UJR AND 
gory <pry oory P.ESrct-JSTIJILm:� 

t,J 01. kcepts, praises, encourages 1. Inter-p;pil contacts and 1. Qrrplete class, 
02, Gives correct.ive feed.buck, directs, urges rrovrJrcn t ( spuce, time, energy, uniform t,;sk 
03. Uses p.ipils' ideas, accepts, clarifies, restricted; 

X 
� develops ideas, rroverrent, tasks suggested range of ideas controlled 

by FU!JilS 

I
2. Divided class, e--

04. Asks, init.iat.es arxl terminates act.ivity i:: 2. Inter-pupil contacts and/or uniform ta.,;k 
a: 

� 

=t free; t,J 

G � 
05. Presents infoDMt.ion, use:1 derronst.rat.ion, ranC?, of ideas cont.rolled 

< describes, OI"9anizes p.ipils/rraterial 3. Divided class, 
t,J 

§ 
,,_ < 

I e-- 06. Gives directions, canl\'.l.lrls durinq activity 

! 
J. Inter-p.1pil contilcts and/or dif f erent:i.ated t:n.sk 

e-- (pupil expected to c:arplyl rrovane.n t free; 
i !z 07. Crit.icizes p.ipil t:-chaviour, ranqe of id<:!lls open 

rejects rrovrnent pattern 4. Divided class, 
' 08 /1.ns'wers question/clarifies, daronstrates 4. Pupils' sp::,ntaneous activity differentiated ta!Sks 

distribJted a'TOnast 
�� 

e-- 0.. 09. Initiates speech (asking for instructions 
§� e.xpressing o,m ideas, rrovonents) :'.l groups & within crroup

0. !--
H 

� 

5. Pupils follc:,,., inst.ruct.ion, 
10. Fbllo,.,s p.ipils' activity, silent guidance � 

drnnnstrat1on 
>- 5. Individual •...ork, 

c:: e-- 11. Silent p,.rticipotion in r.ovurcnt activity 
� 

6. Pupils organize thenselv-es, uniform task 
t,J !-- .... 
::: z > 0.. assist in organization u W H 

< ..J e-- 6. I.rxlividual "-Ork, 
t,J H U 7. Pupils wait for tum differentiated task !-- Vl < 

� 12. Confused siruat.ion, uproar 8. Confused situation, uproar 7. Other situ.:it1on,confusicn 
§ 

The decision on class1ficatlon is made on the 63.sis of the dicfact.ic function of the activity. 

L. Heini la 19 75 
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move in a certain situation under the teacher's supervision and given 

facilities, the teacher assisting and guiding if needed. The problems 

were set by the pupils. On the other hand, mvement response (II/l-II/3) 

means the ITDvement activity which was initiated by the teacher's direct 

or indirect actions based on his own and/or collective decisions. The 

term collective movement-passivity (II/5-II/7) indicates that pupils 

were not ITDving but were involved in other activity which had a learning 

function. 

The Cluster III observation looks at the social form of instruc

tional situation as a whole, which appears in the division of labor and 

responsibility. To classify the division of labor and responsibility, 

those behaviors, functions and roles which the group members displayed 

during the instructional situation were observed. F unctions are 

behaviors directed purposefully toward building the group and toward 

helping it accomplish its task. These functions may be permanent of 

occasional, more or less conscious. The characteristic playing of 

certain sets of functions by group members is referred to as roles. I f  

tasks are distributed within the group,it i s  the role functions which 

are often in question. PErAC/LH-75, Table 2. 

Decisions concerning classifications were made in all clusters on 

the basis of the didactic function of the activity. 

Procedures in Observation and Coding 

PEIAC/LH-75 is nrul tidimensional and, therefore, sane m::xlification 

to the observation procedures used in FIAC-system was necessary. Instead 

of Flanders' three 8e<X)I1d time interval, a six second time interval was 

used and the triple coding produced three clusters. The d::minant charac

teristics of the time interval were coded. Naturally, the clusters of 

the instrument can also be used separately, and with the first cluster, 

the three second time interval can be used, if preferred. 

The procedures of observation in the PEIAC/LH-75 system were as 

follCMS: The observer placed himself where he could hear and see both 

the teacher and the pupils, or the video recording on the TV m::mitor. He 

observed the first five minutes fron the beginning of the lesson with:>ut 

marking the card. The observation period was started and tenn:i.nated by 

marking "1287" in the first and last rcM of the appropriate column. Then 
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every six seconds, either on hearing the signal or by fol lowing the 

hands of a large clock placed on top of the TV receiver, the observer 

decided which of the three classes of observation in the classification 

system the events of the previous six seconds best belonged to. The 

observer then wrote ro-.in the numbers selected while follo,;i__rq the events 

of the next period. Thus he continued for twenty minutes making four 

digit markings in the appropriate row of the answer card in the six 

second columns, ten markings per minute. The chronology of the events 

was retained. A louder signal marked the end of a five minute period, 

whereur:x:n the observer cxntinued markinJ in the first colunn of the ITM 

reserved for the rext five minutes. 

Where certain events in the observation period were unclear, an 

( indication was made in the rcws (2 vertical lines) at the begi..nnirq or 

end of that period and a more precise explanation was given on the 

right-hand edge of the card or on the back. Other features which were 

necessary for the later interpretation of results were indicated; for 

example, whether or not the class was divided, the size of the group 

observed, etc. 

The classification time sheet (see Appendix A) was the same as an 

ADP codin;J sheet in which the lesson material variables were <Xlded in 

colwnns 1-8, the sequence number of the card in columns 9-10, and the 

observatia1.S en the teachinJ process within the ti.Ioo units in columns 

11-78. Before the observaticn period began, the observer recorded basic

informaticn in the first ten col urns of the tiJre sheet. 

It was essential that the sequence of events be carefully preserved 

as it  was transferred from the observers' coding sheets onto computer 

� cards for the statistical processi.n;J of the material. 

Matrix Analysis 

As stated earlier, the purp:::>se of interactim analysis is to pre

serve selected aspects of interaction through observation, encoding, 

tabulaticn arrl then decocli.n:J. Validity in cx:xlinJ depends en whether what 

was erx:oded did in fact exist arrl whether these elarents of the original 

situation are recreated in their proper perspective duri.n;J the decocli.n:J 

process. 
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In order to preserve the e lements of the original situati on for 
accurate decc:x:::lin;J, Flanders used a meth::xi of analysis, called the matrix 

analysis, which records the sequence of events in a classrcx:m in such a 
way that certain facts beccme readily apparent. The sequence of number 
codes were entered into a row/co lumn table , or matrix, in which each 
column and each ITM corresp:xds to one of the observation categories. In 
the Flanders system, a 10 x 10 matrix was used (Amidon & Flanders, 
1967b). 

The sequence of events is represented by pairs of code symlx)ls. For 
example, the sequence 5,5,4,10,10,10,4,5, will read fran left to right: 

1st . 3rd pair 5th pair 7th pair 
� -------. � � 5 5 '----.,----'4 10 �10 10 4 5 

2nd pair 4th pair 6� 

The first number of any pair designates the row and the second number 
designates the column. Note that, except for the first and last symlx)l, 
each cx::xje symlx)l is used twice in fanning the pairs. When you use this 
meth::xi of pairirq, there will be a,e less tally in the matrix than there 
were numbers entered in the original record (N-1 ), and n-1 pairs. This 
is a cx:nvenient way to check the tabulaticns in the matrix for accuracy. 

In order to check for errors in recording, the first step in 
tabulati on is to add the same number (usually the code symbol for 
si lence or confusion) to the beginning and the end of the sequence . 
When a sequence of code numbers, which begins and ends with the same 
number, is entered into a matr ix without error, the sum of each cor
responding ITM and column will be equal. When this occurs, the matrix is 
said to be balanced.

In PEIAC/LH-75, the sequence of numbers of the three category 
clusters was entered separately by cluster, s:> that the first cluster 
forms a 12-ITM by 12-column matrix, the secx::nd cluster a 8 by 8 matrix, 
and the third cluster a 7 by 7 matrix. Separate matrices were made for 
each episcde, with each matrix representirq a sirqle type of activity, 
such as class verbal/rx:nverbal behavior, ITDvarent activity/passivity, 
or social form. 
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Interpretation of PEIAC-LH-75 Matrices 

The.re are different arithnetic procedures that can be used to make 
ccmparisc:ns between tv.o or rrore matrices. They al 1 use prq:x:,rticns, S::> 

that direct ccmparisc:ns of numbers can be made, re,;:;ardless of h::M lcn;} a 

particular observaticn lasted. For the PEIAC/LH-75, tv.o general rrethods 

were used. First, al 1 column totals were ccnverted to a percent of the 

matrix total and then were calculated as ratios for which there were 
normative expectations. This is called a frequency matrix. Second, 

CClllI:X)Si te matrices involving th:Jusands of tal 1 ies were converted to a 

camnn base of lCXX). This is called a mil lage matrix. 

Two assumptions concerning the indices were applied in this 

context. First, when two numbers in a matrix were added or divided, as 

( in the calculation of a percent, the assumption was that tallying 
within the category system proceeded at a o::nstant rate arrl each tally 

was presumed to be an equivalent unit. Sea:::n:3, as so::::n as an asserticn, 

based on the matrix, was made about the classroom interaction or the 
S::>Cial fonn, it was assurred that the total number of tallies and. their 
configuration adequately represented those aspects of the original 
interaction which were encoded, within the limitations of the PEIAC/LH-
75 category system. 

There were certain steps of matrix interpretation used in the 
PEIAC/LH-75 system, which together fanned a situaticnal setting. Adapted 
fran the five steps of matrix interpretaticn used in the FIAC (Flarrlers, 
1970, p. 98), the first cluster ccnsisted of five steps, the seccnj and. 
third clusters of four steps each. 

CT.,USTER I 

1. Check the matrix total in order to estimate the elapsed
coding time (which was usually the same for the three
clusters).

2. Check the percent of teacher talk, p.1pil talk, silence

and confusion, and teacher's silent activity, and use
this infonnaticn in a::mbina.ticn with. ..

3 . ... the balance of teacher response and initiation in 
cx:nstrast with µ.rpil verbal and. n:::nverbal ini tiaticn. 
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4. Check the ini tia 1 reaction of the teacher to the ter

minaticn of pc.1pil talk, or the initiatia. or tenninaticn 

of 1TDvement activity. 

5. OleCk the prq;x:,rtic:ns of tallies to be fourrl in "o:ntent

cross" and "steady state eel 1 s" in order to estimate the 

rapidity of exchange, tendency toward sustained talk, 

toward work, and toward sustained nonverbal content 

emphasis. 

CT,USTER II 

1. OleCk the matrix total in order to estimate the elapsed

cx:x:linJ time. 

2. OleCk the percent of pupil collective 1TDvement activity

and passivity, and o:::nfusicn, and use this in£ormaticn 

in combination with. .. 

3 . ... the balance of teacher response and initiation 

(social access) with pupil collective 1TDvanent activity. 

4. Check the proportion of the tallies to be found in the

"steady state cells" in order to estimate the rapidity

of exchange, tendency toward sustained movement acti

vity, and ten:1ency tc:Mard sustai.n2d 1TDvement passivity.

CT,USTER III 

1. Q1eCk the matrix total in order to estimate the elapsed

cx:x:linJ time.

2. OleCk the percent of the sex differences in social fonns

and o::nfiguratic:ns, and use this informaticn in canbina

tion with ...

3 . ... the balance (social form) of teacher response and 

initiation by divisioo. of lacor and resp::nsibility. 

4. Check the proportion of the tallies to be found in the

"steady state cells" in order to estimate the rapidity

of exchange, and tendency of social form.

As a final step, consider emerging matrices in canbination, 

together with certain presage and context variables (as classified 
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accordin] to teacher, grade level, and subject area of µiysical educa

ticn.) 

The Major PEIAC/LH-75 Parameters and Their calculaticn 

The major PEIAC/LH-75 parameters and the formulas for their calcu

lation are listed in Table 3. These parameters were intended to stimu

late thinking about the interaction process in P.E. classes as a 

sequence of a:rl€d symools and as patterns within a matrix. The indices 

were based en unit o:rling, and the statistical � used was cate

gory frequency matrices, with the data presented in percentages and 

ratios. They were computed from matrices of the three clusters of 

PEIAC/LH-75: indices 1-8 and 10 fran the Cluster I matrix, indices 11-14 

from the Cluster II matrix, and indices 15-18 from the Cluster III 

matrix. Index 9 was calculated by using marginal frequencies of the 

categories from the matrices of Clusters I and II. They can be used in 

interpreting and crnipari.nJ PEIAC/LH-75 matrices. 

It is important in comparing two or more matrices to examine the 

matrix totals and consider whether the sample is appropriate for the 

stated purposes. Matrix interpretation must then begin with certain 

primary features of interaction and continue with the more complex 

features. These primary and complex features are discussed below for 

each of the three cl uster.s. 

1. The proporticn of teacher talk (TI), and ••.

2 . ... the proportion of pupil talk (PT) in percent. Mono

polizin] talkinJ tine is cne way to cbninate a situatim 

and express one's wil 1. Since power, maturity, author

ity, and initiative usually lie with the �, it is 

not surprising to discover in P.E. classes that the 

teacher talked nore than half of the elapsed o:xli.nJ t:i.Ire 

in irost visits (Heinila, 1971.) 

3. The proportion of teacher's sustained activity ratio

(TSAR) can be detentdned by calculati.n] � percent of

all tallies that lie within the 12 "steady state" cells.

This ratio reflects the tendency of teacher and pupil

talk, and teacher silent activity to reuain in the sane

category for periods l�er than six �- The higher
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Table 3. PEIAC/LH-75 Indices and Their Calculatim 

No Sy1Tt:.o l Na!re of Index 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

'IT 

PT 

TSAR 

'ISGPR 

CCR 

PVIR 

PIR 

PCA 

PSAA 

PSAR 

PIOR 

PIWR 

SFVR 

SSFR 

Percent teacher talk 

Percent pupil talk 

Teacher sustained activity ratio 

Teacher silent guidarce and 
participation ratio 

Teacher response ratio 

Teacher question and activity 
initiation-termination ratio 

Content errphasis ratio 

Pupil verbal initiation ratio 

Pupil initiation ratio (verbal 
and ronverbal) 

Teacher praise ratio 

Percent pupil collective activity 

Pupil sustained activity ratio 

Pupil s::icial access ratio 

Pupil collective activitv follow1ng 
instru::tion, organizing ratio 

Pupil s::icial group "'°rk ratio 

Pupil individual "'°rk ratio 

Social form variability ratio 

Sustained social fonn ratio 

Cluster Fornulas for calculation of ratios 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I, II 

I 

II 

II 

II 

II 

III 

III 

III 

III 

01 +02+03-"-04 +05+06+07 
N1 ( =row totals cluster I)

08+-09 100
NI 

1cc 

Matrix I diapnal cells 100

10+11 
Ol+o2-+-03-+-04-+-0S+o6+07+10+11 

01+02-+-03+11 
Ol+o2-+D3+11+06+07 

04 
04+05" 

04-+-05 

09 
09+08 

100 

100 

100 

100 

09 3+4 
08+09 • lOO + 1+2+3+4 lOO

01 
01+07 100 

100 

1 +2+ 3+4 
NII(= ro.i totals cluster II) lOO 

1-'atrix II dia<pnal cells 

NII 

3+4

1 +2+3+4 
100

3+4
1+2+3+4+5+6 • lOO

5+6
1+2+3+4+5+6 100

100 

Nurrber of ea teg:l ries used (max 6) 

Matrix III diapnal cells 

NII! 
100 
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this ratio, the less rapid is the interchange between 

the teacher and the pupils on the average, and the 

pupils may, in fact, be quite silent. 

4. The teacher's silent guidance and participation ratio

(TSGPR) is defined as an index which corresp::nds to the 

teacher's tendency to use silent guidance and participa

tion in pupil activity as, e.g., in pupils' games or 

dance. The higher this ratio, the rrore d:minant rrovarent 

cx:mnunication is in the interactia1 process. 

5. The teacher's response ratio (TRR) is defined as an

index which corresponds to the teacher's tendency to 

react to the verbal and rx:nverbal ideas and feelin]s of 

the pupils. The fonnula is designed so that the index 

wil 1 be a percent figure, never higher than 100 and 

never less than zero. This ratio .irdicates, for example, 

that the teacher responded to pupil talk or movement 

activity rrore often in matrix X than in matrix Y. This 

index is adapted from the ID-ratio of the Flanders 

system. 

6. The teacher question and activity ini tiation-teminatim

ratio (TQAR) is defined as an index representing the

tendency of the teacher to use questions, and to

initiate and terminate movement activity when guiding

the more content oriented part of the situation. The

TQAR is the percent of al 1 category I/04 and I/05 state

irents which are classified in cate;pry I/04.

7. The content emphasis ratio (CXR) is rather poorly named,

sirx:::e many statarents in categories I/03, I/06, I/08,

and I/09, as well as the teacher's silent activity

categories, I/10 and I/11, are also cx:n::::en,ed directly

with a:ntent. I-bwever, the a:ntent auphasis d:Jes isolate

those teacher statements which are least likely to be

involved with certain process problems which every

teacher must solve, such as presenting infonnation or

initiatinJ and tenninatinJ novem:mt activity.
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8. The� verbal initiaticn ratio (PVIR) indicates what

prqx:irticn of p..ipil talk was j�ed by the observer to

be an act of initiaticn.

9. The p.1pil initiatic:n ratio (PIR) indicates what propor

tion of pupil talk and !lDVeffi211t activity was judged by

the observer to be an act of initiatim.

10. The teacher praise ratio (TPR) is defined as the

tendency of the teacher to praise or integrate p..ipils

feelings into the class discussic:n, or m::JVBTEnt

activity, at the m:::m2nt the p..ipils stop talkin:J or

m::,vi.nJ, or while they are still irovin:J.

11. The p.IPil cx:>llective activity ratio (PCA) indicates what

p:)rticn of p..ipil tirre was judged by the observer to be

nove.rrent activity, which is a general feature of the

interactic:n process in P.E. classes. When this irrlex is

average or ab:Jve, it reflects the teacher's tendency to

use novanent activity.

12. The prop:>rticn of pupils' sustained activity (PSAR) can

be detennined by calculatin] the percent of all tallies

that lie within the 8 "steady state cells" of the matrix

Cluster II. It corresp:::nds to the tendency of pupil

collective class tirre to rest in the sarre category for

periods lcnger than 6 secx::nds. The higher the ratio, the

less rapid is the interchan:]e between the different

fonns of nove.rrent activity/passivity.

13. The p.IPil social access ratio (PSAR) indicates what

proportic:n of p..ipil cx:>llective ItOVanent activity was

jl.ld9ed by the observer to be a ItOVanent activity of

pupil initiaticn. It is defined as an irrlex which

cx:>rresp:nds to the teacher's tendency to use and to

react to the ideas and feelirgs of the pupils in rrove

irent activity.

14. The p.IPil collective follc:win] instructicn, organizinJ

ratio ( PIOR) indicates what proporticn of pupil tirre was

judged by the observer to be this k:irrl of rrovem:mt

passivity in preparatic:n for rrovem:mt activity.
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15. The p...!pil social grc,JP v.Drk ratio (SGWR) indicates what

prq;:ortion of pupi 1 tiITe was j ud]ed by the observer to 

be grc:up v.Drk based on pupil resp:nsibility. When this 

ratio is average or above, it reflects the teacher's 

tendency to divide responsibility among groups of 

pupils. 

16. The p...!Pil individual v.Drk ratio (PIWR) is an even rrore

sensitive index which reflects the tendency of the 

teacher to delegate laoor and resrx::nsibility to indivi

dual pupils, when the ratio is average or aoove. 

17. The social fom variability ratio (SFVR) reflects the

tendency of the teacher to use different social foms 

and division of the laoor and resrx::nsibility in the P.E. 

class interaction process when the ratio is average or 

above. 

18. The sustained social fonn ratio (SSFR) can be detennined

by calculating the percent of all tallies that lie

within the 7 "steady state eel ls" of social fom. It

reflects the tendency of the teacher to divide the

social fonn. The higher the ratio, the less often labor

and resrx::nsibil i ty divided.

Trai.n.i.rg of Observers 

When the PEIAC/LH-75 system is used as a research tool, it is 

employed by trained observers in order to collect reliable data 

regarding teaching behaviors as a part of a research project. Systematic 

and thorough training procedures are needed in order to ensure this 

reliability. 

The observers were three men and three women holding bachelor 

degrees in Physical Education. Their university studies had included, in 

their seccnd or third year, a 32-hour basic observer course with theory 

and exercises, in addition to which they received 20 hours' further 

training for this particular task. During the initial stages of 

trai.ninJ, the observers coded fran tape.scripts, audiotapes, and video

tapes. The last part of the training program included discussions and 

i 11 ustrations of the perspective. During this period the measuring 
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instrurrent was given finishin:J touches arrl preliminary experiments were 

made on its applicability. Ground rules for coding were developed to 

supplement some of the operational definitions for the clusters and 

categories. At the end of the trainirg' period, the intercx::ider agreement 

was estimated by using Scott's�- It was shown to have reached an 

adequate level (MD .89). Because reliability was a::ntrolled duri.n]' the 

trainin) period, a::ntrols were n:::>t awlied duri.n]' the study itself. 

After a basic fifteen lu..Ir observaticn CDU.rSe, the categories are 

memorized, and training begins with tape recordings of interaction in 

the gymnasium. There sh:iuld be a variety of trainin'.] tapes that provide 

examples of different indirect or direct influence patterns, different 

aspects of pupils' social access in movement activity, and different 

social font1S. Workin;J with tapes in teams of u-.o or ITDre is rea:::imerxled. 

Trainees can then start arrl stop the playback to discuss each classifi

caticn. Ten to fifteen oc,urs of preliminary trainin] with tapes is often 

necessary before proceedinJ to live situaticns. 

Reliable observaticn requires ccnsideraticn of the total situaticn 

bei.n]' observed in order to understand the irrl.ividual arrl collective acts 

arrl SJCial form bei.n]' classified. Trainees need to be give grcurrl rules 

in order to be ccnsistent when chJices occur. The general grcurrl rules 

established by Flanders were adapted to the PEIAC/LH-75 system and 

applied for categorizing classroom interact ion (Amidon & Flanders, 

1967a) .  

Rule 1: When not certain in which of two or more categories a 

statarent bel<:n]S, ch::ose the category in Cluster I (speech) am. Cluster 

II (irovarent am. SJCial access) that is numerically farthest fran cate

gories I/05, II/2 am. II/5. 

Rule 2: If the primary tone of the teacher's behavior has been 

consistently direct or consistently indirect, do not shift into the 

�ite classificaticn unless a clear irrlicaticn of shift is given by 

the teacher (in Cluster I). The saroo pr�iple will be awlied in Clus

ter II in observi.n]' forms of social access am. in Cluster III in observ

i.n]' SJCial forms. 

Rule 3: The observer must not be overly concerned with his own 

biases or with the teacher's intent. 

Rule 4: If more than one category occurs during the six-second 

interval, choose in Cluster I the category describing interaction 
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between the teacher and p..ipils. If re charge occurs within six seccnds, 

repeat that category number. 

Rule 5: If a confused situation is longer than six seconds,it is 

recorded as 12 in Cluster I, 8 in Cluster II and 7 in Cluster III. 

Flanders (1967b) noted in considering the problems of observer 

training and reliability, that gram rules tWJ and four seem to be an 

invitation to biased observation. Yet there is a theory of the 

"unbiased, biased observer," which recognizes that the observer is 

biased in the sense that his categorizatim must be ccnsistent with his 

general assessment of the teacher's intent for a given sequence of 

actia1, rut he is unbiased in that he remains open to all evidence that 

the general intent of the teacher may be changing. During preliminary 

( training, the problem of distinguishing these shifts in  categories 

usually arises. The solutia1 is never fixed or final, but "the observer 

must learn to be skeptical of verbal habits 'Which are often unreliable 

cues ccmpared with the total time the teacher talks, the nature of the 

learnin:J activities, and other rrore general evidence" (Flanders, 1967b, 

p. 159). Multiple coding with category clusters is the most flexible

system but standardizing the observation procedures and establish.ing

observer reliability may prove difficult. 

( 

In general, the observatia1 training and cluster developrent occur

red simul taneo..isly in this study. Observatim practice revealed weak

nesses in category definitions, with particular categories presentin:J 

difficult coding problems. As a result, changes in the coding system 

were made dur� the training procedure. ObseI:vers need erough train.i.ng 

so that the treehanics of recorclin:J in three clusters <bes mt interfere 

with encoding and the more common events are coded consistently. The 

tenp:> of recordinJ must be fast en:xlgh to acccrnplish the purp:::,se of the 

investigatim. In this investigaticn, the train.i.ng period cx:nsisted of 

20 hJurs to guarantee the proficieoc;y of the six observers in the use of 

the new three-dimensional Physical Education Interaction Analysing 

Category System, PEIAC/lli-75. 

Research Design 

Observation always has a definite purpose. Before observation 

begins there must be a carefully prepared account of the problems the 
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research is meant to explain. This specification will determine the 
selecticn of behavior traits, data collecticn, statistical analysis, and 
the interpretaticn of results. The resul tin:] classificatien systan can 
be based cn 1) a theory, 2) a theoretical nndel, 3) an existing' observa
ticnal system, or 4) the results of empirical research or pilot studies. 

The measurements must be directed at what we wish to measure in 
order to fulfill the requirement of validity. Measurement cannot be 
valid if the.results are subject to different types of sources of error 
mainly associated with the ireasurement situaticn. 

The irea.surarent must also be reliable. '!he greater the effect of 
rand::m factors en the obtained results, the less reliable the obtained 
data. The reliability of observaticnal ireasurerrent is largely deperrent 

( en h::M objectively the perscn wh::) cbes the cl assificatien can ft.UX;ticn. 

( 

In systematic observaticn, the imp:)rtant questia1 is h::M carefully the 
manual has specified which action should be placed in a certain cate
gory, and on the other hand, how wel 1 the person who does the classi
fication has understCX)d the manual. In order to verify the coders' 
classifications, a judge should determine, first, whether or not the 
classifications corresJX)nd to the manual, and, second, to what extent 
the classificaticns dcne by tv.D or nore perscns coin:::ide. The prq;:osed 
system needs to be subjected to validation and reliability measures 
before it can be accepted as a feasible research instrument and as a 
tx::ol to be used in teacher educaticn. 

Gereral elements for test.in:] the validity and reliability of the 
obser:vatia1 inscrument and the research strategy used are illustrated in 
Figure 11. 

In selectin:] validatia1 procedures, cne ccmn:nly wishes tn know h::M 
much of the test variance is attributable to each of a number of con
structs, in:::luding ooth the intended a:nstructs and impurities. Factor 
analysis, often used to explore construct validity, leads to such a 
report. Sin:::€ the factors are un::orrelated, the squared loaclin]s can be 
interpreted directly as a percentage of the test variance (Cronbach, 
1971) . 

It is imp:)rtant in deterrninirYJ validity to a&lress the problem of 
representativeness (generalizability), that is, the extent to which the 
sample of less:::ns represents the interactia1 taking place in the activ
ity classes cx::n:::emed. 
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Of interest fran the J:X)int of view of validity and sensitivity are 

(1) how the variables describe the structure of a given group of P.E.

classes as classified by, e.g., (a) sex of teacher, (b) age level of

pupils, and (c) P.E subject area, and (2) what instructional charac

teristics are found when one and the same set of data is analyzed by

anployinJ a variety of techniques.

A major problem in developin:J an observation inst:rurrent is lxM to 

get adequate infonnation for refining the classification system, and 

espe,cial 1 y the rules guidin:J the observers so that theoretical 1 y imp:)r

tant concepts can be measured objectively (cf. Kornulainen, 1970). In 

evaluatin:] the usefulness of a rreasurin:J insi::::n..nrent, attentic:n must be 

paid both to the quality of the infonnatic:n available and to the way in 

( which it is used in the coding process. The value of the results of 

observational studies depends crucially on the manner in which the 

instrument has been used in the coding process. For this reason, the 

present study �trated cri the objectivity of cx:x:ling. In this a:ntext 

it signifies the degree of independence between the final results of 

cx:x:ling and the cxx1er himself (Kanulainen, 1970; 1973).

l 

Data Collecticri and Analysis 

Several different procedures were used to collect the data for 

determ:inir)'.J the a::nstruct validity, sensitivity, objectivity, and relia

bility of cx:x:ling of the observation instrument. Each of these procedures 

was designed to insure a central led envirorlrent for data col lecticri and 

to satisfy the requ:i.rarents of a particular phase of inst:rurrent testin:]. 

Becaus� the study was not a laboratory experiment, nor simply an 

experiment in natural surroundings, the variables such as activity 

lessens were rot cln3en by rreans of rarrl:m samplin:J. They were selected 

on the basis of theoretical considerations in an attempt to obtain a 

sample which would ensure that the variables would vary in a natural 

way. The sampling contains the activity lessons of two teachers of 

different sex, with three grade levels and in four subject areas. The 

coding occasions included both the live situation and videorecorded 

observation. 

The activity lesson material ccntai.ned different types of struc

tures cc:rnp:)Sed of the categorical elerents in the three clusters of the 
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measuri..rq instn..nrent, PEIAC/LH-75. These structures � intended to be 

either ( 1) common to al 1 lessons, ( 2) common to a group of lessons, or 

( 3 ) unique to a si..rq 1 e 1 esscn. 

The data (Table 4) were gathered in the Faculty of Physical and 

Health F.ducaticn at the University of Jyvaskyla, in the physical educa

tion teacher training cl asses taught in the autumn term of 1973. The 

sample consisted of boys' and girls' P.E. classes at three different 

grade levels, coveri..rq £arr different subject areas for a total of 24 

h::x.rrs. 

Table 4. Research Data 

Teacher 

N 

Man 12 

Wcman 12 

Level Subject Area 

N 

I..cMer 4 Gymnastics 

Awa-ratl.Js 

Middle 4 Rhyth:nic irovement-

expressicn 

lJA;)er 4 Ball garres 

I..cMer 4 Gymnastics 

Awa-ratl.Js 

Middle 4 Rhyth:nic irovement-

expressia1 

lJA;)er 4 Ball garres 

Number of lessens observed 

Number of 6-seccn:i ti.roo units 

Number of six coders total ti.roo units 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

3 3 3 

24 24 24 

4800 4800 4800 

28800 28800 28800 

Grade levels: Lower=Grades 1-3; Middle=Grades 4-6; U[:per=Grades 7-9 

The observed cl assroom acti vity was recorded usin:J the Faa.il ty's 

closed-circuit televisia1 systan (see Appendix B). Visual recordin;J took 

place with a gereral-p..u:pose caroora rnanip.ilated fran a cx::ntrol :rcx:m and 

with a manually cx::ntrolled caroora in the gymnasium. Audio recordin;J took 
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place with a general microph:Xle arrl a th.rDat microph:)ne. This arran:Je

rnent was intended to make the recorded material resemble the live situa

tion as closely as [X)SSible. 

The six trained coders observed the activity independently three 

times. They first observed the live situation (T1), which was at the

saroo time recorded en videotape. Then, cne m:inth later they ceded fran 

the videotaped material (T2), and once again in another month's time

fran the videotapes (T3). The time order of recorded material was ran

d::mized. Each lesson was observed for 20 minutes by the six coders, with 

the cx::xli.nJ beginninJ five minutes· after the start of each lessen. Triple 

coding was performed by entering four numbers on the answer sheet 

at six-sea::nd intervals. 

Data Analysis 

The material was processed at the University of Jyvaskyla Canputer 

Center in 1974 and 1975 using the Honeywell H 1644 Time sharing system 

and the UNIVAC 1 108/HYLPS programs D.P. and D.F. Scott's coefficients 

were o:mputed with a special "S(X)tt's" o:mputer prcgram designed for the 

purpose. The data representing the sequence of events from the six 

coders' coding sheets (20 coding sheets per coder for each 20-minute 

observation period), was recorded en canputer cards. A detailed discus

sicn of the data is presented in Qlapter 6. 

To determine the objectivity of the inst:n.nrent, 8424 Sa::>tt's coef

f i ci ents by coder pair were computed indiv idua lly by clust er 

(I, II, III). To determine reliability, mean coefficient values and 

standard deviaticns were rooasured by cx::xli.nJ occasions (T1, T2, T3) for

inter-coder agreement, within-coder constarx::y, and. between-coder ccn

starcy. The variaticn of these cx:mp::nent means and standard deviaticns 

was calculated by the different o:ntent situaticns of physical educatic:n 

(teacher, grade level and subject area). 

The t-test was used �o test the statistical significance between 

coder pair agreement and constancy coefficients and the same test was 

used to_. test the significan::e of differences between rrean agreement and. 

constancy values by cluster and by coding occasion (T1, T2, T3). A one

way analysis of varian::::e and a t-test were used to test the statistical 

significan:::e of differences between mean values of inter-coder agree-
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ment, within-coder constancy, and between-coder constancy and the 

targets of observation (teachers, grade levels and subject areas). 

The inter-coder agreement was assessed for various individual cate

gories of the three clusters of the PEIAC/LH-75 by using the Kendal 1 

coefficient of concordance, � (Siegel, 1956). In the statistical pro

cessing of the material, the sub-program FORTRAN NMCC was applied. To 

detennine the inter-coder agreement, the total percentage of frequen

cies, per category and per observer, and swnrned over the sample of 24 

lessons, was ranked separately by categories of the three clusters and 

by occasions T1, T2 and T3. A chi-square test was used for estimating

the degree of the statistical significance of the coefficients. 

The intra-class correlation coefficient, based on the mean squares 

obtained from the six observers percentage per category, by cluster, 

over a sample of 24 lessons (28 800 time units), was used to calculate 

the reliability of the various individual categories separately on 

occasions T1, T2 and T3.

The starting point for a discriminant analysis by analysing 

construct validity of coding were the six observers' S<X>re distributions 

of categories of the 24 lesson data (T2), as wel 1 as the 27 categories

of the three clusters of the category system. 

For construct validity and sensitivity, the data of every category 

and cluster were analysed by analysis of variance (ANOVA), in which 

teacher, grade level and subject area effects were analysed in terms of 

differences in cx:rrq;:onent variance. 

The S<X>res used in calculating indices for each group were obtained 

from 24 lesson data (T2) of the six observers' material (T2) from com

posite matrices sh:Jwing the total frequencies and average percentages of 

marginal frequencies. The significance of differences in means of 

PEIAC/LH-75 indices between frame factors (teachers, grade levels and 

subject areas) was ccmputed by using the Mann-Whitney U-test. 

A curnulalive multivariate analysis of the factoral structure of 

instructional situations and a discriminant analysis of the groups 

foxmed with the factor scores was used by analysing construct validity 

and sensitivity of the observation i.nstrurnent. 
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OiAPrER VI 

RESULTS 

01apter Overview 

The fundamental purpose of this research project was to test the 

reliability arrl validity of the observation instrument (PEIAC/LH-75) 

developed by the autlur for the description of interaction processes in 

physical educaticn classes. 

In this chapter the procedures for instrument testing and the 

results of each phase of testing are reported and discussed in three 

( parts. The rep:rrt will begin with a descriptive analysis of the charac

teristics of the observation i.nst::n.nrent in Part I. The reliability and 

objectivity of a:xli.rq are discussed in Part II. Part III will rep;:)rt on 

the construct validity and sensitivity of the observatia1 i.nstrurrent. 

PART I 

A DESOUPI'IVE ANALYSIS OF 

THE OBSERVATICN INSTRlMENI' PEIAC/IB-75 

In this secticn the characteristics of the rooasuring i.nstrurrent and 

the statistical procedures used in processing the data are presented. 

The starting point for these analyses was the score distributions and 

sequerx;e of the categories of the three clusters across class ti.rre for 

24 lessens as coded by six trai.rro observers 01 three separate occasia1S 

(T1, T2, T3). In ad:litia1, certain fr� factors such as cx:xlinJ situa

tions, teachers, grade levels and P.E. subject areas. The total coded 

class tiroo for the sample was 28,800 si..x-seccnd tilre units. 

The ma.in cri teria1 for assessing the results was: How �11 cbes the 

PEIAC/IB-75 system v.0rk? The approach ad::>pted for this study is descrip

tive. The data sh::>uld essentially speak for itself, and is presented as 

directly and simply as possible. Furthermore, the discussion of the 

results is directed primarily at providi.rq insights into the subtleties 

of the system arrl its applicaticn and into the limitati<XlS of the data. 

The results will be presented in terms of the following four major 

o::ropcnents: 
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1. Describing the use of PEIAC/LH-75 in live and in videorecorded

observaticns, assessed by analyzing the variatic:n of rreans by catecJOries 

of the three clusters as a function of the cxxli.n:J situatic:n and as a 

control repetition o:xiing fran videorecorded material (T1-T2, T1-T3, T1-

T2).

2. Describing the instructiooal process by means of the catecJOries

of PEIAC/LH-75. Analysis is further divided with respect to variation as 

a function of teachers, grade levels and P.E. subject areas. 

3. Describing the instructiooal process with PEIAC/LH-75 by using

matrix analysis to detennine general aspects of sequence and variety in 

the interaction process across class tiire by mean measures. Analysis is 

divided further with respect to variatic:n as a functic:n of teacher, 

( grade level and P.E. subject area. 

4. Describing the instructiooal process by means of major PEIAC/LH-

75 parameters and indices, presented in percentages and ratios. Analysis 

is divided further with respect to variatic:n as a functicn of teachers, 

grade levels and P.E. subject areas. 

Describing the Use of PEIAC/LH-75 

in Live and Videorecorded Observations 

Table 5 presents the mean measures and variability for the cate

gories of the three clusters with respect to variatim as a functic:n of 

the codin:J situaticns (T1, T2, T3). The data were analyzed by using

analysis of variance (NOIA) in tenns of diff� in cx:mp::nent 

variance. 

The results of this analysis indicated that sore cat0C]Ories, 

especially tlose which occurred often, were scrrewhat similar when coded 

in different situations, while the means of other cat0C]Ories which 

occurred infrequently were sarewhat different for the live situation 

than for the videorecorded ob.servatim. The variaticn of the means of 

categories number I/01 (teacher accepts, praises, encourages) and I/03 

(teacher uses, develops ideas, noverrent, tasks, suggested by pupils), 

was different as a functicn of the codin:J situaticn (4.5-3.1% and 0.8-

0.3%) and these differences in ireans between live and videorecorded 

observaticns were statistically significant. This may be due in part to 

technical problems because a wireless throat micrcpx:oe was JX>t used to 



Cluster 

I 
Teacher 

Pupil 

Teacher 

Other 

II 
Activity 

Passivity 

Other 

III 
Sib.lation 

6 observers 
24 lessons 

TII.BU: 5. Means , standard deviations and percentages of the classtime tly ca teciories  of three clusters of PEIAC/LH-75. 
Significance of differences in means estimated between coding occasions: T1-T2, T1-T3 and T2-T3 separately 
by clusters. N•2◄ lessons, 28654 time units . 

. 

Tl T2
Cat030ries (live situation) v ideorcc .obs , l ) 

tt,.24 N=24 
x s "' x s \ 

Tellehers'talk, rrovenent1 PJPils'talk1 other 

01. /\OCepts, praises, =�es 53.9 34 .'- 4.5 31;.A 22.6 3.1 

02. Gives oorrective ferobac.k, urges 61.l 40.0 5.1 67.3 44.4 5.6

03. Uses, developes ideas, rrcNanent, tasks suggestro by PJpils 9.0 7.2 0.8 3.8 3.9 0.3 

04. Asks, initiates ard terminates activity 98.2 49.3 8.2 80.8 56.4 6;7 

OS. Preflents infoanation, o�an.lzes 451.l 122.8 37.6 475.6 107.1 39.6 

06. Gives directions, COlTTl!lflds during activity 51.9 42.'I 4.3 46.1 53.4 3.A

07. criticizes PJPils behavio.i.r 15.0 18.0 1.2 9.3 12.3 O.fl

08. �s question/clarifies, derronstrates 10.1 9.3 O.A 7.1 9.5 0.6

09. Pupil speaks spontaneously, initiates 23.1 20.s 1.9 20.0 17.0 1. 7

10. Teacher follc:,,,s PJPils' l\Ctivity, silent guidance Jl7.0 159.0 2R.l .l70.A 155.l 30.9 

11. Silent participation in novarcnt activity 73. 3 112 .1 6.1 69.8 102,11 5.8 

12. Confused situation 16.3 12.6 l.4 12.6 1.5 1.1
rmr:o T1ITTl"" rrm:u 

Pueils' rollective rrovancnt activi�£'.'.e:ssiv1� ard social access

1. I nter--p..tpil contacts an:! rrovenent, spaoe, tirre, energy restricted1 l77.l 208.0 14.8 t36.8 199.A 11.4 

2. 
range of ideas rontrolled 
Inter-PJpil rontacts and/or rrovement free1 range of ideas controlle.S 452.3 270.2 37.7 4118.0 2AS.4 40. 7 

3. Inter-PJPil rontacts frce1 range of ideas open ll8.6 :.108.5 9.9 97.0 193.9 A.1

4. Pupils' spontaneo.Js act! vi ty 7.1 18.9 0.6 5.8 18.6 0.1 

5. Pupils follow instruction, daronstration �10.7 131.3 25.9 326.3 130.6 27.2 

6. Pupils organize thcrnselves, assist in organization 107 .2 53,2 A.9 125.6 63.4 10.5 

7. Pupils wait for turn 12.7 20.4 1.0 7.7 8.9 0.6 

8. o:mfusa:l situation 14. 3 5.0 1.2 12.8 1.6 1.1
100.0 1200 100.0 

Social form
l. O::mplete class, uniform �k 2i5.0 333.4 31.3 377,7 333.0 31.5 

2. Divided class, uniform task J27 .4 390,2 27.3 336.0 412.0 28.0 

3. Divided class, differentiated tasks 181.0 350.3 23.4 7.71.5 338.1 22.6 

4. Divided class, differentiated tasks distribJted llTOngst grc,..,ps � t07.3 177.4 8.9 107.R lRS.l 9.0 

5. 
't(i thin groJp 
Irdividual work, uniform task "7 .R 177 .6 7.3 88.7 175.6 7.4 

6. Irdividual work, differentiatro tasks 3.6 17.4 0.3 3.0 14.7 0.2 

7. Other sib.lation, confusa.l situation 17.9 21.3 1.5 15.3 15.7 1.3 
100.0 ITioo 100.0 

T3
(vidcorec. obs.2 

N,>24 
x s 

36.9 21.l 

53.0 36.7 
4.3 5.2 

86.2 58.2 
505.:l 1111.0 
37.A 44.9

9.0 12.2

9.1 10.0

16.2 15.3

3�0.0 Hil.O

1;9.8 104.l

12.4 1.1 
nmr 

125.2 192.3 
5fl7.7 279.6 
95.6 lll7.4 
4 .o 9.7 

:134 .9 139.2 
114 .:i 6:l .4 

5.3 5.8 
13.0 3.0 

1200 

192.9 143.1 

3�'.l. 3 3RS.'1 

2�9.5 �4 3. 2 
100.6 lllfl.4 

Rl.3 16l.3 

2.5 12.0 

\ 

3.1 

4.4 
0.4 
7.2 

42.1 
3.1 
0.8 

0,8 

1.3 

30.0 

S.A

1.0 
roo:o 

10.5 
42.3 

8.0 
0.3 

27.9 

9.5 
0,4 
1.1 

100.0 

31.9 

2').l 

22.4 

8.4 
6.8 

0.2 

Jhl. 7 .3 .J....1.. 
17.00 100.0 

difference 
df:46 

T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3 
t t t 

X X 

-2.03 -2.')6 .(12

-� -. 7� -1.22

-3.10 -2.56 .41

-1.14 -. 77 .33

• 73 1.56 .91 

-.41 -1.11 -.58 

-1.27 -1.36 -.11

-1.14 -.39 • 71

-.58 -1.33 -,81 

.75 .so -.24 

-.11 -.11 .oo 

'-1.45 -1.50 -:-.33 

-.69 -.90 -.20 
.44 .70 .24

-.37 -.40 -.03 
-.25 -.72 -.42 

.41 .62 .22 
1.09 .43 -.64 

1.10 -1.76 -1.10 
1.36 -1.01 • 36 

.CJ .Oil .05 

.07 .19 .ll 

-.10. -.Jl -.02 

.01 -.13 -.14 

.02 -.13 -.15 

-.11 -. 24 -.14 

-.47 -.AS -.39 

4800 6 scex>nd tl.J11e units, rot. 28800 titre,·. units 

X • p � 0.05 
XX " p ':Si 0.01 

XXX " p � 0. 001 

., 

TOtal 
N=72 

X � 

42.5 l7. 5 

60.5 �0.3 

5.7 6.0 
88.4 .54 .5 

477.4 116.6 

45.3 �7 .o 

11.1 14.5 

P.. 7 9.6 

19.8 \7. 7 

355.9 1�6.7 

70. 9 114. �

w...a 7.5 
1200 

146.3 198.6 
4R2.7 275.5 
103. 7 194.3

5.6 16.1 
324.0 132. 3 
115.7 58.7 

8.6 13.� 

LU...1 3.5 
1200 

37A.5 331.8 

337.6 331.ll 

274,1) 339.1 
105.3 178.5 

85.9 169.2 

3.0 14.6 

J..S....l. 15.7 
1200 

df 2 
df 69 

F' 

3. 2:i·x-

.75
6.32

.64

1.31
.53

1.31

.64

.92

.28

.87

2.14

,44 

.24 

.10 

.22 

.20 

.59 
1.94 
1.19 

. 34 

.18 

.76 

.12 

.13 

• 30

• 38

I, 
I_D 
vJ 
I 
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record the teacher's voice and the voices of the pupils, as was done 

later (see Heinila, 1977). In the live situation the aspects of teacher 

response behavior which are directed rrostly to individuals may be easier 

to recognize. 

Thus the systematic observation of physical education classes using 

the multidimensional category system PEIAC/LH-75 is possible with video

recorded material as well as rrore sensitive observations in live situa

tions. 

Describing the Instructional Process 

by Means of the categories of PEIAC/LH-75 

The data ( the six observers' score distribution of every category 

of the three clusters for the 24 lessons, 28,654 six- second time units 

(T2)) were analyzed with respect to variation as a function of teachers

and frame factors by using analysis of variance (ANOVA) in which dif

ferences between scx:>res were estimated in terms of canponent variance. 

Table 6 and Figure 12. 

The score distribution clearly indicates that the teachers observed 

consistently emphasized their own verbal behaviors (60% of the class 

time) rather than nonverbal behaviors, and that rrost of the teacher talk 

was "initiation." The predominant teacher verbal behavior was 

"presenting information and organizing" (I/05). The variability of 

teacher verbal behavior, "silent guidance" (I/10) and "silent participa

tion" (I/11) fron class to class was high and related to pupil behavior 

and especially to the content of instruction, i.e., the P.E. subject 

area (Table 9 ). The variation of categories, e.g., the forms of verbal 

initiation behavior was related to teacher sex (Table 7). The woman 

teacher used more "initiation and termination of activity" (I/04) and 

"command during activity" (I/6), which is typical of the "command 

technique" of women's gymnastics. The interaction on the pupils' part 

was rrostly nonverbal (99% of the class time) and differed sanewhat fran 

class to class. Interclass differences were to a considerable degree 

related to certain frame variables, notably pupil variables, such as sex 

and age of pupils (Table 8). Pupil speech behavior was rrostly initiation. 

With regard to pupil n:nverbal participatia1, q:,eratic:nal.-ized as 

m:J<.lE!l1ent activity/passivity aoo s::,cial access, PEIAC/LH-75 categories 
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Table 6. Physical Education Interaction Process by Variables of the 
PEIAC/LH-75: Videorecorded Material (T2), Means, Starmrd Deviaticns,
Raa]e, Percentage 

tl = 24 
1200 tine units 

N = 141 N = 144 

Cluztcr Categ:,cies x s IIJ Max-Min 

( 

u

11 l 

tal.k 

l"41l l 

talk 

Teacher 

silent 

Otlier 

OJ.. Aa::-cpts, praises., enc:Olffa\JeS 

02. Gl v,,s o:>t-recti vc fec<loack, urges 

OJ. U,a.:,s, dtavelopes ideas, novrnent, tasks SU<.J<Jest.ed oy pq>lls 

04. /lsks, in! t1ates an::! te1ml.nales activity 

0�. Pr�nts inforn,ation, organizes 

06. Gives dlro:::tlons, CD1munds dudn':J actlvJly 

07. Crltlcizes pt.pi ls behaviour 

Oil. /\n9.Jers qucst..lon/clariflcs, oornnstrat.es 

09. 1?1.4:,Ll speaks sµ:,ntaneously, inl.f.latcs 

lU. i'eac!,er follo,,s puplls' activity, silent guidance 

l l. SI lc11t participation in novc11c11t act1vl lr/ 

12. Q)nfuscd situation 

36.ll 

67.3 

3.8 

22.6 

44.4 

3.9 

80.8 56 .4 

475.6 107 .l 

46.l 53.4 

9.4 12.3 

7.0 

20.0 

9.5 

17.8 

370.8 155.1 

69 .8 102.8 

12.6 l.� 

l�lfllls' ml lectlve novatcnt actlvity/passivltv and social ao::ess 

Actlv1ty l. Intec--1",pll. contacls an! noveirent, tspace, tine, energy 
restr-lcteJ; range of ideas a:,utrollcd 136.8 199.8 

l. Intec--pq>il ('()fltacts anl/or now.ncnt free; r. of id. ex>ntr. 488.0 285.4 

3. Intec--pupU contacts free: ran':}e of ideas open 

4 • �!ls• Sf'OCllallOJUS act! vi ty 

Passivity S. Pt,,us folio., instr.x:tlon, dcnonslratlon 

6. 1'1\Jlls organize tllCmSelves, assist in organization 

7. Pupils w,,it for turn 

8. 0-,nfuscd situation 

�la) form 

Slttk,tlon l. Conplcte class, unlfonn task 

2. Divided class, unifmm task 

3. Divided class, dlffen,ntiated tasks 

4. Divided class, dlfCcrentlatcd tasks ilistril;uted anon<;st 
grn<4,s & within group 

S. In<llvldual -..ark, t111form task 

6. lndivlilual work, di ffen,11tlated tasks 

7. Olhcr situation, a:ii,fuscd situation 

6 olJse 1. vcrs 
�4 les!l<JO!l (lO minutes) N � 144 

�8 1100 6 oc•o..,ud t.1.J,., uuiu, 

97.0 193.9 

5.8 18.6 

326.3 130.6 

125.6 

7.7 

12.8 

63.4 

8.9 

1.6 

)77.7 333.0 

366.0 412.0 

27L.S 338.1 

107.8 185.l 

88.7 175.6 

3.0 H. 7 

IS. 7 

5.00 

9.00 

0.00 

10.00 

78.00 

5.00 

0.00 

0.00 

2.00 

57 .00 

5.00 

2.00 

1.00 

76.00 

0.00 

0.00 

56.00 

18.00 

0.00 

2.00 

58.00 

27.00 

3.00 

0.00 

0.00 

o.oo 

2.00 

19.00-0.00 

46.00-U.OO 

9.00-0.00 

53.00-0.00 

126.00-27.00 

4).00-0.00 

12.00-0.00 

10.00-0.00 

21.00-0.00 

156.00-10.00 

66.00-0.00 

6 .00-L.OO 

142 .00-0.00 

167.00-0.00 

129.00-0.00 

18.00-0.00 

105 .00-7 .00 

56.00-2.00 

9.00-0.00 

7.00-1.00 

190.00-0.00 

198.00-0.00 

16L.Oo-O.oo 

107 .00-0.00 

90.00-0.00 

25.00-0.00 

19.00-2.00 

N = 24 

i 

).J 

5.6 

0.] 

6.7 

)�.6 

3.& 

0.8 

0.6 

l. 7 

5.8 

l. l 

100.0 

J l.4 

40.7 

8. J 

0.4 

27 .2 

10.S 

0.6 

1.1 

100.0 

)1.5 

28.0 

22.6 

9.0 

7.4 

0.) 

1.) 

100.0 
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TABLE 7. 

Significance of Differences between Means Estimated for the·Lessons .of 

Two Te�chers (Man-Woman) (�2)_; t-test.

l 
Teacher 

l..Mun (N212) 2.Ware.n
Cluster Categories 

(N212)
I x x s IS 

I Teachers'talk.1 movernent1 e,ipus· tallq other 44.9 22.4 28.7 20.6 

�ach.-!r 

Pupil 

Teacher 

Other 

II 
Activity 

Passivity 

Other 

III 
Situation 

6 obse1·ver� 
24 les!>l.:'ns 

01. Accepts, praises, eno:iuri,.ges
02. Gives corrective feo:lbac.k., urges
03. Uses, developes ideas, m:Nenent, tasks suggested by pupils
04. Asks, initiates and terminates activity
OS. Pref\ents infoonation, o�anizes
06. Gives directions, c::crnnan-'.s during activity
07. criticizes pupils behavioor
08. �s question/clarifies, dmonstrates
09, Pupil speaks spontaneously, initiates
10, Teacher follc,,,.,s pupils' llctivity, silent guidance
ll, Silent participation in n'OVE!Tlent activity
12. Confused siblation

�ils' collective rrovercnt activiSl'.£'.'.�siviSf and scx:ial access

1. Inter-p..tpil contacts arc rrovanent, space, time, enerry restricted;

2. 
range of ideas controlled 
Inter-p.1pil contacts and/or rrovment free; range of ideas controlle,

3. Inter-p.1pil contacts free; range of ideas open

4. Pupils' spontaneoJs activity
5, Pupils foll™ instruction, daronstration 

6. Pupils organize thenselves, 
7. Pupils wait for turn
8. Confused s i rua tion

Social form
1. O::rrplete class, uniform ::ask
2. Divided class, uniform task.

assist in organization 

J. Divided class, differentiated tasks
4. Divided class, differentiated tasks distribJtcrl crror,gst nroups ,

within group 
5. In:lividual lo.Ork, uniform task. 
6, In:lividual lo.Ork., differentiated tasks

7. Other situation, confuse.I situation

4800 6 !S<'\.'Ord time units, tot. 28800 tirrel.units 

X : p � 0.05 
XX 2 p � 0.01 

xxx : p :;; a.not 

69.6 38.1 

3.9 3 .8 
; 

54,6 4 2, 4 
484.0 119 .9 

24 .3 14.4 

1).3 15.6 
6.1 10,7 

26.5 17.l
)89.8 176.8 
70.l 95.6 
12,3 0,5 

--

1200 

59.7 95.4 
6)1.2 285,l

95.4 232.8 

10.0 25.7 
25),) lJS.l 
lll.9 59.�

5.4 5.9
lJ.l 2.1

TI"oo-

374.4 291.5 
270.0 335.1 
241.8 360.S
179.3 234.l
115.8 206.5 
· 0.1 0,J 
18.S 22.2 

I 2 0 ,. � • pko.os 
lC< • p � 0.01 

XXX • p.� 0,001 

64,9 51.6 

3.6 4. 1

106,9 57.9

467,l 97.2

68.0 68,7

5,4 6,4
8,0 8.6

13.4 14.8
351.8 135.0 
69,4 11),8 

� 2.0 
1200 

213,8 247,7 
)44,8 210,4 
98,7 156,2 
1.5 L9 

)99,) 76.1 
119 .) 69.3 
10,0 10.9 
12.5 0.8 

)80.9 JSJ .3 
402.1 432.8 
301. 2 327.)
36,2 75.J
61.S 14 2. l

6.0 20.8 

12,2 0.6 
1200 

t- test
.. 

di£ 1-2 
df•22 

x t 

-1.05· 36.8 

-.25 67.3 

-.21 J.8

2. 52x 80.8

-.JS 475 .6 

2.16x 4 6 .1 

-1.61 9.J

,48 7,0
-2.00 20.0
-.59 370.8
-.02 69.8
,97 12 .6 

2.01 lJG .O 
-2 .BOX 488.0 

.04 97.0 
-1.lJ 5.8 

).26
xx 32l. 3 

-.48 125.6 
1.28 7.7 
-. 9'.) 1.2. 8 

.05 377. 7 

.78 336.0 
• 4 2 271. 5

-2.02 107.0
-.75 88.7

.99 J.O
-.99 15.J

,, 

tot.. (tl s 2 4 l 

22.6 

44.�

3.9

56.4 

107.1 

53.�

12.J

9.5
17.8

155.1
102.8

1.5 

199.8 
285.4 

193.9 

16. 6
130.6

6'.J.4

3.9 
1. 6

333.0 

412.0 

JJB .1 

185.! 
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14 . 7 

15. 7
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Clunc,r 

I 
�l>CN!.r 

l'upil 

Tc..cher 

W-.c.c 

I l 
}Ctlvl ty 

P4Hlvlty 

c,u-,r 

Ill 
SltuJtlon 

T,\IILE 8. 

Significance o( Differences between Hcnns Estimated for the Lessons of 

Three Crnde Levels (T2); t-, F-tcst.

Cracle-levels . • t-tcst 

1. to,.c·1�1 2. P\l.c�:He •• , J.�r · ,uu .1-2 ll1(. 1-3 �2_<C..tC<JOrles . . level level· 

TNchcr s 't..a I.>. 1 ro,,m,cnt t f'JP 11 s. t.a l)q otl'ICt' 
O I • >-a:q,u, pr a I t,ea, c:no<:>.U" � 
02. Cl vn correct.I 'Yt ! �)!., 'Ut'JCS
0) , uses , d eve 1 opcs 1 do<i s , ll"CNOT1Ctlt, t.a sk • "'99 CS tcd b-/ p..tp 11 s
04, >-sll.s, ln..ltlatd Ard ·te.rT!l.ll'\llt.es bCtivlty
OS. Ptl!l',Cl"IU l.J\!ocmotlon, O[vaJUles
06, Cl'Ytt dircct.lcns, c:om,,vr;',. during bCt1v1ty
07, Crltlclz.cs p.,plla bcMvlc:ur
�. �s qvcsticr,/clarlliu, detonatratea
0� , Pvp 11 spo,,Ju $fOn t.Al'I0O,Ja 1 y, in..l ti a t.u
10, TCbChcr toll� p.,plls' I\C'tlvlty, allent:<]Ulddnoe
11. Silent pMticlpollon In �o.-orcnt l>ct.ivlty
12 , CX:n!.i $0:1 s 1 tua tlon 

!:'J?lls' collcct.lw �t l!lct.lvlty/pasi1Ylty Artl �lal acc-cs1 . 
l. 1 n tcr-p.,p 11 con t.act.J an! ,rovarcnt I spoce I time, el'ICnft re• tr 1 <: tcd 

2, 
) . 
4. 

�-

6. 
7. 

r ANJe o C J dcM oont..ro 11 o:1 
1 n t.u-p.,pll cont.,<: u ar,!,./or ,raYffl'et'lt ! ree I r arJJ e o C .1� t.r,:) 11 ed
Jnt..e.r-p.,pll cont.,,cti tr�, rwqe ot ldeu open 

Pvplls' sp:,nt.N'ICO,U �vlty 
!'up I ls Co 11 CM 1N LNct 1Cl'I , oon:ns tr a Uo II 

l'Jp I ls o f'J aru te � 1 ves , 6 . .ss Is t 11\ orqan..l ta tlon 

Nplls .... a Cor turn 
a. Con!u5<X1 situation

Soclbl Com
I. Ctrrplete class, unlCom :..,�
2. Divided <:lass, unlCom !.Jls.lt
) . Olvldo:l Clbss, dlC!c.rc,ntlbt.cd ta.sll.s
4. Olvldo:l class, d!C!ercntl .. t<rl t.asll.s dlia'trlbJta.l im::>n:)St ']rD.Jf'9 ,

w1t1\ln group . 
s. I rtl I y lrud I -.or,._. uni tom-t.asll.
6. ln.llvldudl \.Or,._, di( Ccrcntlat.01 t.asks

'· Ol.hcr sltuHlon, conCuS<>-1 altu,,tlon

6 ot..sct'Vl'.?rs 
24 lcs9Cf"ls (20 11\lJlutcs) 11•1◄4 
�800 t l.rrc LV"I Its, tot. 28800 t IJrc 1.1'1 Its. 
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l'I - e l'I - e
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x ·S x
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59., Jo., 82,) 
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IW.� . ! 0 
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Cluster 

: 

Tc.>chcr 

P\Jpil 

� 

Other 
Il 

Act.iv! ty 

Passivity 

Other 

Cl. 
Situation 

TABLE 9, 

H!gn!!lconce uC IJ!(!erencee belween Henns �stlmnleu for Ll i c Lessons uf

rour Subject Areas of P.E. (T
2

); t-, r-test,

Cato,orics 

i-ci,cher s • ta 1x • ,ro,rcrrcn t, e-ie 11 s • ta 1x , 
O l. >,cccpu , pr a i scs , cn::o.ir 1"J es 
02, Gives o::irrect.ive !eo:!bl,c.l<, urges 
0). Uses, developcs ideas, ll'OVancnt, tasks 

other 

SU9':JCS t.cd by p.ipil S 
04. >-sks, initiates ard ·te.rm.inates l>Ct.J.vity 
05, Presents in!oDMtion, on;ani:zcs 
06, Gives directions, CO!TMN',s during octivity 
07, criticl:zes fUPils bchavicur 
08 , >,ris,,,crs ques t.ia\/ cl a.r 1! i e • , dmons tr ates 
09, Pupil spcalt.s spon�sly, init.1ate1 
10. T� follows fUPils' IICtivity, silent c;;uid.arx:e 
11, S 11 ent partici pat.ion in M:,<roren t acti v i ty 
12. Confus<rl s 1 t:ua t.100 

. 

Pueils' collective l!'OVCJT'Cllt !lct.1V19'.£'.'.�sivi9'. ard SO::iA.1 l>CCCSS 

l. Int.e.r-PJpil cx:,nt..>c:t1 an! rrovarent, sp,,ce, t.lma, energy �trict.od1 

. 

2, 
range oC ide.u controlled 
I nte.r-PJp 11 cx:,n tact.s ard/or Jr'O\fCl'en t ! coo I r an:J e of 1 d""a a:n troll eel 

3. In t.e.r-p.,p 11 cx:,n tact.s Cree : range of 1 deas open 

4. P\Jpill' sp:>nU>N::OJS bCtiVity 
5. Pupils foll™ inst.ruction, daronstratio n 

6. P\Jpils organire themselves, assist in organlution 
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clearly indicated that the interaction on the pupils' part was rrostly 

"collective ITDVerrent activity" (60% of the class time), or preparaticn 

for it by "follcwirq instruction" ( II/5) or "organizirq themselves" 

( II/6) ( 30% of the class time). Pupils' nnvement activities were 

resp::,nse behavior, also characterized by teacher initiation as analysed 

by the social access categories. This was eflµ)aZised in ITDVem211t activi

ties where "inter-pupil ccntacts and/or ITOVefOOI1ts are free but the range 

of ideas is ccntrolled" ( II/2) ( 40% of class time). The use of the 

pupils' own ideas in nnvement activity was strongly related to certain 

frame variables, such as the P.E. subject area. (Table 9.) 

The variability of the social fonn, division of lal:x>r and resp::nsi

bili ty, fran class to class was typical ( Table 6 and Figure 12) . The 

pred::minant social fonn (3,9% of the class time) was "cx:mplete class, 

unifonn task" (III/1), which was used, e.g., in situations where pupils 

are followirg instructicn. f-Ia.Jever, the use of other social forms (e.g. , 

divided class) was also very cx::nm::n, with a unifonn task (28% of the 

class time) as well as with different tasks ( 22% of the class time).

Individual v.Qrk, especially with differentiated tasks, was used rarely. 

The distributicn of the social forms was strcrgly related to the ccntent 

of instruction, i.e., the P.E. subject area. 

In describirq the insb:uctia1al process usirq the categories of 

PEIAC/LH-75, twenty-tv..D statistically significant differen:::es as a furc

ticn of frame factors were fCA.lrd in the 27 categories: four between the 

tv..D teachers observed, five between grade levels (related to pupil 

behavior), and thirteen between the different P.E. subject areas. 

Of the four categories describirq differen::es between the tv..D 

teachers, tv..D were in the area of "teacher's verbal/n::nverbal behavior, " 

and tv..D in the area of "pupil collective nnvement activity/passivity." 

These variables appear to be related to teacher education, which is 

sanewh.at different for M:Iren than for men.· They reflected the charac

teristics of teacher initiation behavior (i.e. , ccmnand technique) . The 

instructional process was very sensitive to different fraxoo factors, 

such as pupil behavior. These differen::es were reflected ooth in teacher 

resp:ose and in initiation behavior, and rrost clearly in categories 

describirq pupils' initiation and resp:ose behavior. 

The subject area differen::es were statistically significant in half 

of the 27 categories. In rrost categories describirq "divisia1 of laoor 
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and resp::nsibility" and in half of the categories describing "verbal 

behavior, " differences were statistically significant ( Table 9 ) . Also in 

three categories describing "pupils' collective activity/passivity," one 

finds statistically significant differences between ll'€aI1 scores of 

instructicnal process with different a:ntent. 

These are structural characteristics of the instructicnal process 

described with the three aspects of PEIAC/Llf-75. M::stly they describe 

general features. The results are IX>t very reliable, rowever, because 

sane of the variables were used infrequently and the rn..nnber of scores 

was lCM. In the next step, an attempt was made to analyze the sequential 

tendencies of the instructional process. 

Matrix Analysis of Sequence Patterns 

in the Instructional Prcx::ess 

The matrices of the three clusters ccmputed fran the sane data are 

presented as absolute frequencies and pe.rcents in Table 10, and as 

millage matrices in Table li. The millage matrices describing the inter

action process fran the perspective of b-.D teachers, three grade levels 

and four P.E. subject areas are presented in Tables 12, 13 and 14 

respectively. 

In the intepretation of the results, a flCM-card description (see

Flanders, 1970, pp. 115-120) was drawn of the matrices and the cell 

frequencies were used to supp:,rt theoretical speculatic:ns. In this 

a:ntext, inst:ructicnal process means the transitim of the system fran 

one state to an::ither as a �en of tlloo. Transi tic:ns are sequence 

pairs with different numbers, steady states are sequence pairs with the 

same number. The ccn::ept variety refers to the total number of different 

configurations which occur in a gymnasium. The o:::n:::ept sequence refers 

to to.,., many different configurations occurred in a given tlloo period. 

Decodirq a matrix attempts to recreate th::>se aspects of the original 

instruction which were encoded by building a description of process. 

In a flCM diagram, kn::Mledge of the clockwise rotation of events 

and the differences between columns and rows are essential. The steps 

used in analyzinJ the three cluster matrices are as follows: 
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1. Search for the highest cell frequency as the startirg

p::>int, and ...

2 . ... locate the event which is ITDSt likely to flew (is 

located) by inspecting the ITM which is designated by 

the second number in the address of the startirg cell. 

3. Lcx:lk in the rc,.,; designated by the number in the address

of the cell just marked.

4. Search for the next ITDSt frequent event what will be

found, as before, in the ITM designated by the seccod

number in the address of the present cell.

The flew diagram can be used to help clarify the sequence and to 

make the matrix display rrore understandable. Each cell of the inter-

( action matrices and millage matrices indicates h:::w many tirres in general 

the system has shifted fran the state represented in the rc,..; to a state 

represented in the aJlumn in questic:n. 

These transiticn frequerx::ies were den:>ted by decodi.n:J the matrices 

in tenns of patterns. Of particular interest was the number of different 

configuraticn pairs which OCCUITed in general in the 24 P.E. lessons, 

and the total number, or variety, of different configuratic:ns in the 

matrices of the three clusters. 

There was a great variability between the clusters of transition 

cells and steady state cells. On the average, 50% of all sequence pairs 

in the diagonal in the first cluster were in the steady state cells, 

rrore than 80% in the sea:::nd cluster, and 90% in the third cluster. Thus, 

the tempo of transiticn was quite different for these different aspects. 

The critical decisic:ns made by the teacher are thus strxngly related to 

the tirre factor. In the first cluster, the "teachi.n'.J" (5-5) and "silent 

guidance" (10-10) categories a:ntain the highest percent of scores, rrore 

than half of which are in the steady state cells. The transiti01S in the 

other categories are rot so strcn:Jly centralized to these cells (see 

Tables 1 band l 1). In the seccnj cluster, the nost cbninant steady state 

cells are "activity 2" (2-2) and "follcwing instructic:n" (5-5), with 

rrore than 90% of the transitic:ns in these categories fc:un::1 in these 

cells. Also in the third cluster, rrore than 95% of transitic:ns are in 

the steady state cells. 

In these si tuaticnal settin:]s, the critical teachin:J behavior is 

analyzed by observin.;1 critical transi tic:ns, i.e. , sequ� pairs with 
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Table 11. Millage Matrices for Episodes by Category with Transition 
Cells and Steady State Cells: VidEDrecorded Material (T2)
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different m.nnbers. It is probable that, in Cluster I, the rrost i.mp::>rtant 

decisions of the teacher occur in certain rows (nine and ten) and 

coltnnnS (one thra.lgh seven). The tallies in these cells represent the 

first verbal reacticn of the teacher at the m::na1t when a student stops 

talking or moving. In Cluster II, the tallies in the eel ls formed by 

the intersection of rows three and four and columns five to eight 

represent the first collective passive behavior after pupils' collective 

activity in which pupils were initiative. In the third cluster, all 

tallies in the cells fonred by rcMS three, four and five and column one 

represent the reaction of the teacher to direct the a:mplete class and 

to make decisions connected to the� transiticn conce.rnirq division 

of labor and resp:nsibility. 

( In the first cluster, one distinguishes four different patterns 

representi.n;J the teacher's verbal/n::::nverbal critical behavior. The nost 

d::minant pattern is the "silent guid.an::e, a la-g teachi..n:]" pattern (10-

10, 10-5, 5-5, 5-10). The second pattern is "silent guidance" and 

"stopping activity, teachin:] - startin:J activity, a sh:Jrt drill" (10-10, 

10-4, 4-5, 5-5 ). In the third pattern, "command, teaching d uring

activity" (6-6, 6-5, 5-5, 5-6) is found. The fourth critical sequence

pattern is "silent guidance, corrective feedback, silent guidance" (10-

10, 10-2, 2-2, 2-10). In general, teacher verbal initiation was a

dominating characteristic, but one could also recognize the use of

patterns describing teacher resp::nse behavior. 

In the seccn::l cluster matrix, the variety of different a::n£igura

tions describing pupils' participaticn was IX)t as great. In the clock

wise flCM, we can distirguish the nost dcminant pattern, a la-g "pupils' 

movement activity" period with "inter-pupil o:ntacts arrl/or rrovement 

free,. range of ideas in movement activity controlled, instruction 

following, pattern (2-2, 2-5, 5-5, 2-5). In the second orbit, a 

"pupils' novement activity with total control, instruction fol lowing, 

organizing" pattern ( 1-1, 1-5, 5-6, 6-6) is found. The third critical 

sequence pattern is "pupils' collective activity with inter-pupil o:n

tacts free and rarge of ideas q_)en, instructicn follc:Ming" (3-3, 3-5, 5-

5, 5-3), and "pupils' spontaneous activity, pupils organize them

selves, pupils follCM instructicn" (4-4, 4-6, 6-6, 6-5). 

In the matrix of the third cluster, describing the flow as dif

ferent social fo:rms used in classes, observations are centralized in the 
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steady state cells (90%), and the variety of different a::nfigurations is 

lCM a:mpared with the other clusters. The llDSt d::::minant sequerx:e pattern 

is the use of "complete class with unifonn task, divided class with 

uniform task" (1-1, 1-2, 2-2, 2-1). The first critical sequerx:e pattern 

is "differentiated tasks, cx:mplete class, uniform task" (3-3, 3-1, 1-1, 

1-3); the second, 4-4, 4-1, 1-1, 1-4; the third , 5-5, 5-1, 1-1, 1-5; and

the fourth, 5-5, 5-2, 2-2, 2-5. T hus the sequence patterns describe 

rrostly teachi..rq for all, then division of lalx>r and responsibility in 

different forms. In describin'.J the flCM of critical sequence patterns, 

such as in the cells formed by rows 3-4 and colunms 1 and 2, "divided 

class, differentiated tasks" are distribJted am::r)'.Jst groups and within 

groups . In row 5, "individual work, unifonn tasks," eel 1 5-5, the 

( sequence, the number of different a::nfiguration pairs and the variabity 

seem to be higher than with other, m:Jre direct social forms. The situa

tion is thus more variable and nondirective. However, in general, the 

critical teaching behavior described by the cell frequencies was 

characterised by directness in this sample. 

The Conpariscn of Sequence and Variety Across Class Tine as a Functim 

of the Teacher 

The mil lage matrices by clusters computed from the scores of 12 

lessons for each of two teachers rated by six observers (T2), each

ccntai..ni.n:J 14,328 six-seo::n::l tiroo units are presented in Table 11. Ra.lS 

have been singled out representing categories in which signif icant 

differences in marginal frequencies between teachers were fonood. The 

a..rm,,,s are interrled to help clarify differences in mean sequences in the 

three cluster matrices. 

The dcminant critical sequence pattern in the first cluster matrix 

for the male teacher is "silent guidarce, present informatim, silent 

guidance" (10-10, 10-5, 5-5, 5-10), whereas for the female teacher it 

is a "silent guidance, terminates activity, present information, 

initiation of activity" pattern (10-4, 4-5, 5-5, 5-4). The second dif 

ferent critical pattern for the w:xnan teacher is "teacher gives direc

tion, commends during activity, gives information, follows pupils' 

activity, silent" (6-6, 6-5, 5-4, 4-10), and for the man "pupils' 

verbal intiatim, teaching'" (9-9, 9-5, 5-5, 5-9)and. "silent participa

tion, teaching" (11-11, 11-5, 5-5, 5-11) patterns. The variety of tran-
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si tions and configurations was greater for the woman teacher as 

described in the sequence matrix of the first cluster. 

In the seo::n:1 cluster, the cbninati.n] critical sequence pattern for 

the man teacher was "pupils' collective IrOvement activity where inter

pupil contacts and/or IrOvement free rarge of ideas control led, pupils 

fol low instruction" ( 2-2, 2-5, 5-5, 5-2 ). For the woman teache r the 

pattern was "pupils 11Dvi.n;J collectively, inter-pupils fol la,.., instruc

tion, range of ideas control led" (1-1, 1-5, 5-5, 5-1, 1-1, 1-5). The 

variety of ccnfiguraticns for the w:::man teacher was greater than for the 

man teacher. 

In the third cluster, the IrOSt dani.nant sequence pattern for l::Dth 

teachers was "complete class, uni form task, divided class, uniform 

( task" (1-1, 1-2, 2-2, 2-1). For the man teacher, the critical sequence 

pattern 4-4, 4-1, 1-1, 1-2 was common as was the pattern 2-2, 2-5, 5-5, 

5-2. In general, the variety of social forms configurations and non

directiveness reflected thra.lgh division of labor and responsibility

were higher for the man teacher.

In general, the behavior of the two teachers of the sample was 

quite homogeneous. It was evident that they were rather flexible. The 

critical sequence pattern varied according to clusters. However, the 

differen::es in directiveness were discernible. 'fue behavior of the man 

teacher was less directive than that of the woman teacher. These dif

ferences appear to be related to differences in teacher education. 

The Canpariscn of Sequence and Variety Across Class Ti.Ire as a Functim 

of Grade Level 

The millage matrices o:mputed by clusters fron 8 lessons of three 

grade levels rated by six observers (T2 ), each containing 9,552 six

second time uni ts, are presented in Table . 1 3 Some rows repr ese nting 

categories in which significant diffe rences were found between grade 

levels have been identified. The arrows are intended to help clarify 

differences in the critical sequence patterns of the three clusters. 

In the Cluster I matrix, the lower grade level sh:Jws as d::minating 

critical sequence patterns "silence, informaticn, silence" (10-10, 10-5, 

5-5, 5-10) and "silence, stop activity, informati<Xl" (10-10, 10-4, 4-5,

5-5). The more specific critica.1 patterns are "sile nce, canmand,

silence" (10-10, 10-6, 6-6, 6-10); ''µ.tpil initiati<Xl, teacher informa-
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tion, pup il initiation" (9-9, 9-5, 5-5, 5-9); and "pu p il initiation, 

teacher feedback, teacher informaticn, {XIPil initiaticn" (9-9, 9-2, 2-5, 

5-9).

In the middle grade level, the critical d:::m:i.nating" sequence pattern 

was "silence, corrective informatim, silence" (10-10, 10-5, 5-5, 5-10). 

The rrore specific patterns were "silence, feedback, silence" (10-10, 10-

2, 2-2, 2-10) and "teacher participaticn, informaticn, teacher partici

pation" (11-11, 11-5, 5-5, 5-11). 'Ihus, the.re was rrore silent guidance, 

feedback, and. teacher participation/informaticn than in the 1� grade 

level. 

At the upper grade level, the rrost cbninant critical patterns are 

the sarre as at middle grade level, i.e., 10-10, 10-5, 5-5, 5-10 and 

< 10-10, 10-2, 2-2, 2-10. The rrore specific critical sequence patterns are 

"silence, teacher praises, silence" (10-10, 10-1, 1-1, 1-10); "teacher 

participation, infonnation, teacher participatim" (11-11, 11-5, 5-5, 5-

11); and "teacher participation, pupil ideas, teacher feedback" (11-

11, 11-3, 3-2, 2-2). Thus, aga in there was more silent guidance, more 

teacher participation, sh:)rt feedback and. use of pupils' rrovanent ideas. 

At the upper grade level, the variety and. the total number of different 

a::nfigurations used increased, which indicates a decrease of directive

ness in verbal-rx:nverbal teachin:J behavior. 

In Cluster II, the sall'e characteristics of change were identified 

in the analysis of pup il collective activ ity/passiv ity sequence 

patterns. The cbninant critical sequence pattern in all grade levels was 

"pupil collective activity in which inter-{XIPil a:ntacts and/or rrovement 

are free, rcin]e of ideas are restricted, and. {XIPils follCM instructim" 

(2-2, 2-5, 5-5, 5-2). Typical at the 1� grade level were the sequence 

patterns 2-2, 2-6, 6-6, 6-2 and 6-6, 6-5, 5-5, 5-6, indicating direc

ti veness in activity and in preparations to activity. For the middle 

grade level, a specific critical sequence pattern was a "totally 

a:ntrolled rrovanent activity, organizi.n;1" pattern (1-1, 1-6, 6-6, 6-

2), indicating directiveness in different forms. A specific critical 

pattern at the upper grade level was "IXIPils collectively rrovi.n;1 with 

free contacts, using open ideas, and. followi.nJ instructicn" (3-3, 3-5, 

5-5, 5-3 ).

In Cluster III, the dominating social fonn pattern was "divided 

class unifonn task, complete class unifonn task" (2-2, 2-1, 1-1, 1-2). 
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Specific critical sequence patterns were fanned by grade level: the 

lower grade level, 2-2, 2-3, 3-3, 3-2; the middle grade level, 5-5, 5-1, 

1-1, 1-5; and the upper grade level, 4-4, 4-1, 1-1, 1-4. The sequence

and variety of the division of labor and responsibility increased as a 

function of grade level. 

In summary, the sequence and v ariety increased as a function of 

grade level and were related to pupil behavior. In addition, the 

critical sequence patterns in all clusters changed and were charac

terized by directi veness. 

The Conparison of Sequence and Variety Across Class Time as a Function 

of P .E .  Subject Areas 

The millage matrices canputed by clusters fran 6 lessons of four 

P.E. subject areas, rated by six observers (T2), each containing 7,164

six-second time units, are presented in Tables 14a, b and d. The rows 

that are outlined represent the categories in which statistically 

significant differences were found between the four different subject 

areas. The category with the greatest difference is marked with a heavy 

line. The critical sequence patterns and the differences between them 

are marked with arrcMS. 

These graphic tables are used to illustrate the next step in which 

the results were analyzed by using the major PEAQ-I/LH-75 parameters 

canpiled fran these matrices. With the millage matrices, Jx:,wever, the 

critical sequence patterns are not discernible because there are only a 

limited number of time units and the infonnation was computed from 

repeated measures. Therefore, the indices were also used to reduce and 

concentrate this information. 

Summy 

In each of the sequence patterns presented and discussed so far, 

decisions were required of the teacher for critical transitions, that 

is, sequence pairs with different numbers. In steady state cells 

sequence pairs have the same number. 

The sequence and variety in the three cluster matrices were dif

ferent, as expected. In Cluster I, more than one half of all sequence 
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Table 14a. Millage M3.trices for Episodes by Four Subject Areas of 
Physical Fducation 

A. Gymnastics (N=6 Lessons)

Cluster I: 'b:l.Cher ta l_k I rroverren t I pupils talk, other 
c.u• l 2 ) .. s • l I .. 10 11 u·

01. Accepts,praises , .......•......................••...•.••••..•..•..•..••.••••.•••

02. Gives (X)rr.feedback I • 0 • 1• 0 0 • l 0 

l • l ' 0 • 10 l 0 0 0 u l 

03. Uses ideas dev.by p.Ip.
J • 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

04. Asks, init. , term. akt.
.. .  ) ' 0 • 42 u 0 • 1l '

05. Presents infonn. ,org. s • ' I 0 SS ZSt 11 .. l )l • l 

06. Gives .9ir � ,ccmn. • • J J 0 ' II 41 0 0 0 • 0 

07. Criticizes
7 • 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 

• • 0 0 0 2 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
08. An.s.,.ers questions

� . 0 • l • 0 0 0 0 0 0 

09. Speak; sp:::n tan . , ini t.
10 • 12 IS 0 ll 32 l 0 0 l 1oz 0 0 

10. Silent guidance II • ) ) 0 s • 0 0 0 21 J 

�2 • 0 0 0 0 (i 0 0 0 l 0 11. Silent participation
�--····························································�,

12. Ccnfused situation TOT• 40 ... ) I IT 401 n 10 ' 17 117 '' 
to• lU4 

Cluster II: Pupils' (X)lle::tive rrovenent activity/passivity arrl social 

1. Contacts, ideas o::nt.

2. C.on tact.s free, ideas a::n t.

3. Cootacts free, ideas open

4. Pupils•· sp:::nt. activity

(It• 2 ) .. s • l 
, ...........................................

I • 

2 • 

J • 

.. .

212 

) 

0 

0 

2 � 0. 

;u 0 

0 ll 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

41 

0 

• 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5. Pupils follow ins tru:::tioo s • )7 H 2 0 22l 14 

0 

0 

> 

0 

0 

6. Pupils organiza tioo

7. Pupils wait for turn

8. Ccnfused situatioo

Cluster III: Social form 

J .. 0 

l • 2 0 0 

0 II SI 

0 0 0 

0 

:. • I J O O O O O 0 
....... :······································· 

14 s 

CAT• l J .. s • 
1. Cotplete class, unifoon task ·······································

2. Divided class, l.ll1 if oon task I • Slt J 0 0 0 0 

3. Divided class, different task�
l • 2S'I 0 0 0 0 0 

] . u 0 42 0 0 0 0 
4. Div. cl. diff. task within gr. .. • 0 0 n .. 0 \ 

5. Individual "-Ork, l.ll1if. tasks ' . C, 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6. Individual "-Ork, diff. tasks � • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. Other, coot. situation l . 0 0 0 0 

, .............••........•.••.•.....••••

fUT: �-· ,.1 4) 101 0 0 s II• TU4 

,. 



Table 1'4b.(cont.) 

B. Apparatus (N=6 Lessons)

Cluster I: •�cher talk, rrr::Nerrent, pupils 
(AT• 
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talk, other 
' I. 7 • � 10 ll 12 

01. Accepts, praises ··········· · ···················································· 

Cluster 

Cluster 

02. Gives corr. feedbac k
I . C, 0 l • 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 

2 . 0 2 q 0 0 0 0 20 0 

03. Uses ideas dev.by pup.
. (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

04. Asks, init.', term. akt. • . C, 22 0 0 • 0 1q 0 0 

05. Presents inform. ,org.
5 . 0 4 0 23 2o5 • 0 • 50 2 

06. Gives .9-ir .. ,ccrnn. 6 . 0 l- 0 .:, q 0 0 0 2 0 0 

07. Criticizes 7 . :., 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

08. Ans..ers questions • . C, 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

09. Speaks sp::n tan . , ini t. q . 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 C 

10. Silent guidance
10 • 9 ll 0 22 •• l C, 0 l39 2 

11 . u 0 0 ; 0 0 0 0 9 0 

11. Silent partic i.pation
12 . ;, 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12. Ccnfused situation ································································ 

TOT• 20 l9 5, ll• 15 ) 5 12 

II: .Pupils' OJlle:::tive rrovenent activity/passivity and social access 

III: 

1<A T • z • 5 6 7 

1. Cootacts, ideas cont. ,••·········································· 

2. Coota-:ts free, ideas cont.

3. 'Contacts free, ideas open

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Pupils I sp::ot. activity

Pupils 

Pupils 

Pupils 

follaw ins tructicn 

organization 

wait for turn 

I . 

� 

) . (, 

• . (, 

5 . a 

C, . a 

7 . .;, 

I . .; 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

! :) � C 0 IC. ll 0 

C 15 \J 0 u 0 

0 0 11 0 0 0 0 

20 0 u 251 I«. 0 

II 0 J u qz 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

u 0 a 2 0 0 0 8. Confused situaticn
·••·········································

,or: 5 5•2 la 12 290 123 2 5 

Social form 

CAT• I 2 • 5 C, 7 

l. Canplete class, uniform task ·······································

2. Divided class, uniform task I . 2c.a 0 0 (J 

; . (J l) 2 0 0 0 0 

3. Divided class, different task
l . 0 c,:,1 0 0 0 

4. Div. cl. diff. task within gr.
. 0 0 )) C 0 C 

5. Individual -..ark, unif. tasks 0 0 � . 0 0 0 0 

6. Individual 1,,Qrk, diff. tasks " . 0 0 0 0 0 I, 0 

7. Other, conf. situation 7 . l 0 I 0 J 10 

·······································

ILi: 21, l� 0 )7 )� 2 C I� 

••9 IC. 6 

k: 7 I"' 

"' 7 I b.., 
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Table 14c (cont.) 

C. Rhythmic MJverrent Expression (N=6 Lessons)

Cluster I: b3chertalk, rroverrent, pupils talk, otrer 
<Al• I ; ) 

• 5 6 l I q 10 11 12 

········································
························ 

01. A.ccept.s,praises 

02. Gi'Jes corr.feedback 

03. Uses ideas dev.by pup. 

04. Asks,init. ,term. akt. 

05. Pr-esents i.I:tform. ,org. 

06. Gives dir.,ccmn. 

07. Criticizes 

08. AnStM2rs questions 

09 . SpeaJ,s sp::::n tan . , ini t. 

10. Silent guidance 

I • 

2 • 

) . 

• • 

l • 

10 • 

11 • 

(J 

0 

C 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

)O 

20 

2 

a 

22 

a 

0 

0 

a 

a 

0 

u 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

a 

a 

0 

0 

0 

10 

22 

2 

0 

0 

0 

C, 

C 

0 

2 222 

0 2 12«. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11. Silent participation
1 .. • O O O O O O O O O ) 0 0 

········································
························ 12. Confused situation

TOT• 17 25 10 12 )21 14) 

Cluster II: Pupils' mlle::tive rroverrent activity/passivity and social access 
1 
s..l.T• 2 ' 5 0 7 

1. Contacts, ideas CCXlt. ············································ 

2. Conta-:ts free,ideas a:nt. I . )0 0 0 0 • 0 0 

3. Contacts free, ideas c:pen
� . 0 217 0 0 27 b 2 0 

) . ,) 

4. Pupils I Sp:nt. activity
C 276 0 7 0 

. � 0 0 0 � 0 0 
5. Pupils follow inst.ructioo

. 26 • 0 177 I• 

6. Pupils organizatioo
. 0 6 • 2 0 I 7 H '0 0 

7. Pupils wait for turn 7 . 2 0 0 2 (J 6 0 

8. Confused situatioo e . u 2 0 0 C, 0 0 
············································ 

Clust.er III: Social for:rn 
TOT: )<, jl5 l'I I .. 2�7 a� I<. 5 

«.AT• l ' 5 

1. CO!ll)let.c class, unifonn task ·······································

2. Divided class, unifonn task I . )2'1 0 • C 

J. Divided class, different task l 1•� 0 0 0 

. u 1,2 C 0 u 0 

-1. Div. cl. diff. task with.in gr.
. 0 0 0 �l 0 0 0 

s. Individual 1,,,Qr-k, unif. tasks
0 5 . � 0 0 2e5 

(,. Ind i. v i.du.:i l -..ork, diff. tasks 
b . a 0 0 0 0 q 0 

'· � 't iK�I
4

, conf. S 1 l.u.J t i.011 1 . • 0 0 0 a 0 0 
··· · ························ · ··········

TCT: l'-1 150 \46 � l Hl 10 

... 7164 

... 7lb"-
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Table 14d (cont.) 

D. Ball C'.x:lffi2s (N=6 Lessons) 

Cluster I: �rtalk, rroverrent, pllpils talk, otrer 
(AT• l l } � � � 1 a ••••!� ••• !! ... :! , .•.•...••........•....•....••..•.•.. .•.....•... 

Cluster 

Cluster 

01. Aa::ept.s,praises 

02. Gives corr. feedback 

03. Uses ideas dev.l:rj pup. 

04. Asks,init. ,tenn. akt. 

05. Presents inform. ,org. 

06. Gives dir. ,ccmn. 

07. Criticizes 

08. Ansv.ers questions 

09. SpeaJ<s spcn tan. , ini t. 

10. Silent guidance 

l • 

2 • 

) . 

6 • 

7 • 

I • 

'I • 

lO • 

ll • 

C, 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Z) 

0 

C 

0 

C, 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

22 

0 

0 

22 

._4 

0 

0 

u 

u 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C, 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

u 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

u 

0 

10 

20 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

'I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11. Silent participation 

12. Ccnfused situation 
12 • Q Q O 0 2 O O O O •••• � •••• � 
··········································

············ 

II: 

III: 

TOT• zo lZ .,.,9 

Pupils' colloctive l'IOV'erlent activity/passivity and social ao:::ess 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

O::xltact.s, ideas a:nt. 

Colta-::t.s free,ideas o::nt. 

O::xltacts free, 

Pupils,· sp::nt. 

Pupils follow 

ideas open 

activity 

ins tructioo 

Pupils organiza tioo 

Pupils wait for turn 

Cex1fused situation 

C,.T• 2 .. s 6 7 
············································ 

t . 14] 0 0 0 0 

. 42'1 0 0 16 0 

l . 0 C, 0 0 C, 0 0 

.. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 

s . I ll 0 0 l'1'1 zo 0 

• • s 0 0 21 '14 0 0 

7 . 0 0 0 0 0 .. z 0 

• . 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 
············································ 

TOT: ISI> •S7 2 0 Z41 IZ" .. s 

So::ial form 

(AT• l 2 l 4 5 � T 

1. Catplete class, unifonn
·······································

task 
. S'I 0 0 0 0 

2. Divided class, uniform task
2 • 0 1)/)<j 0 0 0 

3. Divided class, different task
l • 0 0 ,o 0 0 0 0 

4. Div. cl. diff. task within gr. .. . 0 0 166 0 0 0 

5. Individual -..ork, unif. tasks s • 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6. Individual ',,Ork, diff. tasks 6 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. Other. conf. situation T • 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 
·······································

TOT: 0 

... 

,.. lU" 

716" 
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pairs were in steady state eel ls, in Cluster II more than 80%, and in 

Cluster III more than 90%. The critical decisions concerning social 

form, division of labor and responsibility, and the forms of pupil 

collective activity/passivity were the general daninating aspects when 

teaching behavior was analyzed. 

The two teachers were quite h:::m)g-eneous but flexible. The sequence 

and variety were. related to different aspects. HCMever, the man teacher 

was in general less directive. Changes in critical teaching behavior 

appeared as functions of grade level. The directiveness of the teacher 

decreased as the age of pupils increased. At the same time, the 

teacher's silent guidance, participation, use of pupils' ideas, and 

pupils' responsibility increased, as did the variety of critical 

sequence patterns. 

The interpretation and comparison of matrices describing the 

instructional process in different content areas of physical education 

are made in the next step. The results of the major PEIAC/LH-75 para

meters, computed from the primary and secondary information of these 

matrices, are presented and discussed. The displays presented in the 

four parts of Table 14a, b, c and d are used to enhance and clarify 

this discription. 

Describing the Instructional Process with the Major 

PEIAC/LH-75 Parameters and Indices 

Further analysis included a canparison of the means of each inter

action process across class time with PEIAC/LH-75 parameters (Table 3,p. 

79). The indices are based on unit cxxling and the statistical procedures 

are based on category frequencies, peICents and ratios. These are can

puted separately fran matrices of the three clusters. The significance 

of the differences between the means of PEIAC/LH-75 indices as a 

function of frame factors (teacher, grade level and P.E. subject areas) 

was estimated by using the Mann-Whitney U-test and the rank order was 

determined by functions of variability. The results are presented in 

Tables 14, 15 and 16, and the statistical differences of the means of 

PEIAC/LH-75 indices by frame factor are surrmarized in Table 18. 

The indices were used to reduce the data and to give a concentrated 

picture of the elements of this category system grouped into three 

clusters. 
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Variation of the Means of PEIAC/LH-75 Iooices as a Furcticn of the 

Teacher 
The significance of differences between indices estimated for the 

12 lessons of the u-x:> teachers, rated by six cc<lers (T2), and containing

14,328 six-second tiJre units, are presented in Table 15. 

The differences of the u-x:> teacrers' initiation/resp:mse behavior 

were reflected in p.ipil behavior. The "pupil verbal initiaticn ratio" 

(PV IR), "rxnverbal initaticn ratio" (PIR), arrl percent of "p..xpil collec
tive movement activity" were higher for the male teacher than for the 
female teacher. The differences in the means of these indices were 
statistical 1 y significant. On the other hand, the "teacher questicn arrl 
activity initiation/terrninaticn ratio" ('fQAR) arrl the "p..ipil collective 

( following instruction, organizing ratio" (PIOP) were higher for the 
female teacher. The differences in the rooans of these indices were also 
statistically significant. The "teacher resp::nse ratio" (TRR), based en 
verbal behavior, was only slightly higher for the man teacher than for 
the w::::man teacher. 

Variation of the Means of PEIAC/LH-75 Iooices as a Furcticn of Grade 
Level 

The significance of differences betwee n indices as estimated for 
the 8 lessons of three grade levels, rated by six coders (T2), and
conta.ining' 9,552 six-sea:xrl tilre units, are presented in Table 16. 

The differences between the instructional processes of the three 
grade levels were clearly recognized in the parameters describin] the 
ge neral features of the use of time, such as the indices describing 
p..ipil verbal/n:::::nverbal behavior arrl p..ipil collective rrovarent activity/ 
passivity. The percent of class time used for "pupil talk" (PT) 
decreased at the middle and upper grade levels (from 4% to 0.86%), 
whereas the amount of "teacher's silent guidance and participation" 
(TSPGR) increased (from 23% to 44%). At the middle and upper grade 
levels, the "teacher verbal praise ratio" (TPR) increased. The dif
ferences in these indices were statistical 1 y significant. The percent of 

"p.ipil collective activity'' (PCA) in::reased at the middle grade level 
(51% to 66%), whereas the ratio describin] pupil collective passivity, 
in which the "p..xpils follow instruction, organize themsel ves" (PIOR), 
decreased ( 4 7% to 32% ). The differences between these indices were 
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Table 5 1 . Significance of Differences b etween PEIAC/LH-75 Indices 

E stimated for 'I\...Q Teachers (Man-Wanan) (T2), Mann-Whimey u-test 

Teacher 1. Teacher 2. 
Olffereoc-es: 
�\."Tin-Whitney �test 

syntx:>l Nane Of Index (N : 12 h) Rank (N = 12 hl Ranl: l. - 2.
z

TT Percent teacher talk 58.17 2. 62.35 1. -0.98

2 P1' Perce nt �11 talk 2. 73 1. l. 79 2. -1. 36

3 TSAR Teacher sustained activity ratio 53.04 2. 56.62 l. -0.64

4 -rs::;rn Teacher silent guidarce and 39.8e l. )(j_ l) 2. -0.58
participation ratio 

5 1RR Teacher response ratio 30.57 1. 28.14 2. -0.17

6 TO\R �r question and activity 10.13 2. 18.63 1. -2.37
)()( 

initilltion-tennination ratio 

( 
7 CCR Content errphasis r atlo 45.11 2. 48.07 l. -0.35

8 PI/IR P\.{>11 verbal 1n1 t ia tlon r.'.ltiO 81. 33 1. 62.65 2. -3. ))
xxx 

9 Pffi �11 initiation ratio (verbal 94.57 1. 77.85 2. -l.85x 

and ronverbal) 

10 Tr-R Teacher praise ratio 77.22 .., 84.07 1. -0.61

11 PCA Pel""'Je!l t �11 a:>llecti ve acti v1 ty 66.69 l. 55.18 2. -2.54
)()( 

12 l'Sl-R �11 sustalred activity ratio 86.48 1. 82.22 2. -1.56 

13 PS/\R �11 90Cial access ratio 13.24 2. 15.20 1. -0.29

14 PTOR Pl.{) 11 a:, 11 ecti ve fo lla,, i ng 
-2.◄8xx 

instruction, organ! zing ratio 
32.27 2. 43.43 1. 

15 SJ,IR �l l 90Cial � -.ork ratio 35.65 l. 6.26 2. -0.46

16 PIWR �ll lndividual work ratio 9.81 1. 5. 7l 2. -0.34

17 SFVR Social form variability rat'o 7 1. 7 2. -0.06

18 SSFR Sustained 90Clal form ratio 97. 38 2. 97 .65 l. -0.96

6 ob�rvers Level� of si'T!lflcancc 

N - 14328 6 seoood. tine units X = r <0.05 

XX 2 p <0.01 

XXX : p <. IJ.001



Table 16: Significance of Differences between PEIAC/lli-75 Indices Estimated for Three Grade Levels (T2)' Mann-v-Jhi tney
U-test

lo,,,er l("V'el I. Hldd.le level 2. l�r level ). 
l1ann-+,hJ tney U-test 
Differences : 

� 5ymx>l Narre of Index (N = 8 h) Rank (N = 8 h) Rank (N = 8 h) Rank 1. - 2. 1. - 3. 2. - 3. 

z z z 

'l'T Percent tel!d-er talk 66.19 1. 60.13 '2. 54 .46 3. -1.26 -1.58 -0 .42 
2 l"l' Percent �il talk 4.28 1. l.t;4 2. 0.86 3. -2.63)()( -3.05xxx -1.68 x 

3 TSM Teacher sustained activity ratio 53.06 2. 50.23 3. 61.20 1. -0.42 -1. 37 -l.79 x 

4 TSGPR Teacher silent guidance and 23.90 3. 40.96 2. 44.78 ]. -1. 68x -1. 79 X -o. 74 participation ratio 
5 TRR Teacher resp:mse ratio 26.64 ). 27. 74 2. 33.09 1. -0.11 -1. 4 7 -o. 74 
6 TO\R Tead-.er question and activity 14.88 2. 14. 94 1. 13.64 3. -0.53 -0.53 -0.21inlt.latio�tanination ratio 
7 cm Content t31f-hasis ratio 51. 71 1. 44 .92 2. 43.13 3. -1. 37 -1.58 -0.42 
8 PVIR f>l4:>il vema l 1n1 tla tion ratio 69.44 2. 17.83 3. 80.49 1. -o. 79 -0.74 -0. 32 
9 PIR PI.pi! initiation ratio (verbal 76.43 2. 32.25 3. 99.95 1. -1.16 -1.26 -0.11and oonverbal) 

10 11'R Teacher praise ratio 48.25 3. 74.87 2. 98.73 1. -1.47 -2.80)0( -2. 70)0( I 

11 PCA Percent �11 rollective activity 51.24 3. 66.49 1. 65.06 2. -2.3l xx -1. 89 x -0.37 
12 PSM PI.pH sustained activity ratio 83.11 3. 84.10 2. 85.85 1. -0.42 -0.84 -0.21 
13 PSM Ptpil eocl.al a=ens ratio 6.99 3. 14. 42 2. 19 .46 I. -0. 74 -1.00 -0. 54 
14 PIOR Ptpil rollectlve follC7toling 47.51 1. 32.30 3. 33. 76 -2.Jl xx -1. 89x 

instruction organizing ratio 2. -0. 32 

15 50-IR P1.1pil s::>clal gro� work ratio 29.20 3. 38.51 2. 41.07 1. -0.53 -0.63 -1.47 
16 PIWR f>l4:>1l lndl v io..ial work l"ll tio 6 .10 ). 9.27 l. 7.84 2. -o. 72 -o. 72 -0.14
17 SEVR Social fonn variability ratio 7 l. 7 1. 6 3. -0.49 -0.50 -0.00 
18 s.srn SU.Stained eoclal Conn t"lltio 97.25 3. 97.69 1. 97.60 2. -1. 27 -0. 32 -0. 32 

6 observers I.eve!� of slgniflca� 
N,. 9552 6 second tine units X = n < 0.05 

)0( = r < 0.01 

XXX • r < 0.00) 
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statistically significant. The "pupil individual \o.Drk ratio" (PIWR) was 

at its highest at the middle grade level, but the differences in this 

variable between grade levels vJere n:Jt statistically significant. 

Variation of the Means of PEIAC/LH-75 Irrlices as a F\mction of the Ccn

tent of P.E. Subject Areas 

The significance of differences between irrlices as estimated for 6 

lessons of four P.E. subject area, rated by six coders (T2), and con

taining 7,164 six-second time units, are presented in Table 16. Dif

ferences in irrlices were strcn:Jly related to the ccntent of the subject 

areas. Fourteen of the eighteen irrlices produced statistically signifi

cant differences. These will be presented by referring to the rank 

( order of the indices. 

The percent of class time devo ted to "teacher talk" (TT) was 

highest ( 71 % ) in. gymnastics and lc:west in rhythnic rrovenent expressi01 

(50%) and ball garres (51%). Both the "teacher sustained activity ratio" 

(TSAR) and the "teacher silent guidarce and participaticn ratio" (TSGPR) 

were highest in bal 1 games and rhythnic rrovement expressicn and lowest 

in gymnastics. The "teacher response ratio" ( TRR), which was adapted 

from Flanders' ID-ratio, was highest in gymnastics, second highest in 

apparatus and lCMe.St in ball garres. 

Typical of gymnastics was a high percentage for the "teacher ques

tion, activity initiaticn and tenninati01 ratio" (TQAR). This ratio was 

sea:nd highest in rhythnic rrovement expressi01 and lowest in apparatus. 

The "a:ntent emphasis ratio" (CCR) was highest in gymnastics and seccnd 

highest in apparatus and la,.,est in rhythnic rrovenent expressicn. 

The "pupil verbal initiation ratio" (PVIR) was highest in apparatus 

and la,.,est in ball games. The variability of "pupil verbal and n:nverbal 

initiati01 ratio" (PIR) was great. It was highest in rhythni.c rrovement 

expressi01 and lCMeSt in gymnastics and bal 1 games. The "pupi 1 sustained 

rrovenent activity ratio" (PSAR) was hi� in apparatus, seccnd hi� 

in bal 1 garres and lCMeSt in gymnastics. 

The "pupil social access ratio" (PSAR), rooasured with "pupil rrove

rrent activity," was st:rc:ngly related to the subject area. It was highest 

in rhythnic rrovement expressicn and lowest in ball games. It sl"olld be 

noted also that the differences between the indices describing the 



Table 11: Significance of Differences ;between PEIAC/Ui-75 Indices Estimated for 
U-test

0)'111'\Uti ;:a 1. AR>4rao. 2. RhytNlucllOVlt-- Ball� 4, -'t e,q,� ). 
It) Sywt,ol twreoflrdmc (H • 6 h) Rank (H • 6 h) Rank (II • 6 h) RAnk (M • 6 h) RAnk 

1 TI' Pe.ra!nt uw::he.r Wk 71.48 67.46, 2 51.ll ) !>O. 9tl 4 

l PT Percent �11 talk 2.73 2. 71 2 1.82 3 1.77 

3 TSAA Teacher au, t.a.ined act! Vi ty ratio 44,81 4 !>0.95 l 61.18 2 62.)8 

4 Tsa>R Teacher • 11 ent <].11daroe and 26.ll 30.29 3 47,64 2 47. 77 part.lclpaUoo n,Uo 

s 'l1lR.. � resp:,nae ratio )8.25 l )5.99 2 )5. 79 3 19.28 4 

6 TC)\R 'l'eacher �tl.on and act 1 v1 ty 22.)7 6.10 4 16.27 2 12.70 3 1n 1 t ia tion- te.nuna Uon ratio 

7 � O:rltent � la ratio 52. 74 48. 71 2 42.04 4 42.86 ) 

• l'VIR P\D1l \'IUbdl J.nl.Uatl.on raUo 73. 78 2 lf,�.'4 1 70.23 3 '1.65 4 

' PIR �11 WUaUon raUo (11ubal 66.ZS 4 93.24 2 U5.25 l 72.08 ) and rcn\'erl>al) 

10 TPR Teacher pr� ratio 79. 72 3 86.1) 10.93 4 8◄ .)9 2 

11 pa. Percent ('4)11 a> 11 ectJ. ve act..1 v 1 ty 58.� ) 57. 73 65. 79 l 61.6) 2 

12 PSAA �11 aat.a.ined act..1v1ty n,Uo 77.85 4 88.47 8).98 3 87.12 2 

l) PSAA �11 aocl..al aocee■ raUo 2.74 ) 5.10 2 45.02 l o.o

14 PIOR �11 roll ecti ve fo llowln<J 40. 30 2 41.49 32. 28 4 37. JS 3 1.nat.nr:t.l.on, Ol"<J!'1'1:t11>') rat.Lo 

lS 9:MI �11 sxl..al � w:lrk ratl.o 14. 56 66.30 20. 10 3 25. 48 2 

1' PIWR � 11 l..nd1 vl 0-lal "° rk ra Uo 0.00 0.23 2 )0.47 l 0.20 3 
17 srvR Soc1Al fo['II\ varl.Abll ity ratio 5 6 2 7 6 2 
11 SSFR SusUlned aocl..al form ratio 97.96 2 97. 77 3 ·>6. )) 4 97.99 

N • 7164 6-=or-.ds tl,,.., unlta Lev,,!■ of Bl'71lfl� 

'oo.,n,en X • r < 0,05 
XX - p <0.01 
XXX • p <0.001 

Four Subject Areas (T2)' Mann-i,.Jhi tney

Hnrn--\oftl t.rll!y u- ta9 t 
D1!!�1 

1. - 2. 
I 

-0.80 
-0.40 
·l.76x 

-0.80 

-0,)2 

-2.88)0( 

·l.H 
-1. 36 

•1. 76x 

-0.16 
-o.oo 
-2.88)0( 

-0.)) 

0.00 

-2.89xx 

-1.00 
-0. 70 
-0.08 

1. - 3. 1. - 4. 
z I 

-2.56)0( •2. 72XX 

o.oo -0.16 
-2.40)0( -2.56 )0( 

-2.24)0( -2.40)0( 

-0.16 -2.oax 

-1.26 -1.44 

-1.n" -2. 40)0( 

-1.13 -0, 16 

-2.08x -0.48 

-0.49 -0.65 
-0,96 o.oo 
-1. 92" -2. 56 xx 

-1. 93" -0.82 

-1.◄◄ -o.oo

-0. )2 -0. 32 
-3.08,ocx -1.00 
-2.00" -1.55 
•2. 72XX -0.08 

2. - J. 2. - 4. 

z % 

-2.oax -2.Y, ,cx 

-0.96 -1. 28 
-1.44 ·l.92x 

-2.2◄)0( -2.Y,x..x 

0.00 -2.Y, )O( 

• 2, 24 XX -1. 28 

-1.12 -o. 8-0 
-o. 32 •I, 92x 

•1.44 -2.◄2xx 

-0.48 -o. y, 
-0.96 -o. 32 
-1.◄◄ -0.48 
-2 .26° -0.08 

-0.96 -0. )2

-2. 72'°' -1.92" 
-2 • 99 xxx -o . 1 2 
-1. 2◄ -0.58 
-2.◄0'°' -0. )2 

) . - 4. 
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divisicn of labor and re81XX")Sibility were clearly related to the content 

of the subject area. 

The "pupil social graip v-.Qrk ratio" (SGWR) was highest in apparatus 

and lowest in gymnastics, WPereas the "individual v-.Qrk ratio" (PIWR) was 

high cnly in rhythnic rrovement expression and cx:,uld n::it be estimated for 

gymnastics with this data. The "sustained social form ratio" (SSFR) was 

highest in bal 1 gart¥:;S and lowest in rhythnic rrovement expressicn. 

In cnly four of the eighteen indices were the differen::::es between 

subject areas not statistically significant. These were such general 

characteristics as "p..Ipil talk" (PI'), "pupil CX)llective activity ratio" 

(PCA), and "pupil collective followirq instructicn, organizirq ratio" 

(PIOR). As stated earlier, these characteristics are al 1 related to 

( pupil behavior, and thus to grade level. 

Sumnary 

In all 18 main paraireters of the PEIAC/Ll-I-75 system, statistically 

significant differences were found as a function of the identified 

frame factors, teacher, grade level and P.E. subject areas. Five of 

these differences were related to teachers, six to grade level, and 

fourteen to the subject areas in I_:hysical educaticn (Table 18 ). 

The teaching behavior of the man and the woman teacher in this 

study was quite homogeneous in many different contexts and they were 

rather flexible in their behavior. However, a difference between the 

teachers' initiaticn respc.ose behavior was discernible. It was related 

to pupil behavior and appeared to reflect the trainirq backgro.md of the 

teachers. Within the teacher response behavior parameter, the praise 

ratio in::::reased due to pupil behavior and content-centeredness dimin

ished mainly in respc.ose to pupil behavior. 

The influence of subject specific content on the instructional 

process was c:bninant and was reflected in the different aspects indica

tive of initiation/resp:::nse behavior. The main point was thus, n:Jt the 

subject matter of physical educaticn as such, wt the kinds of cx:ntent 

it consisted of, and how the instructional processes were arranged to 

accommodate them. The temporal basis of the instructional process, 

described, e.g., by analyzing the amount of teacher talk, silent 

guidarx::e and participaticn, as well as teacher sustained activity, pupil 
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Table 1a St.mmary. Significance of Differences between PEIAC/LH-75 Indices Estimated for Two Teachers, Three Grade 
Levels and Four Subject Areas (T2)' Mann-Whitney U-test

Teachers N 2 12 Grade levels N • 6 Subject areas N " 6 

Nu Syr,Lol Narre of Index 1-'an-l•o«:xmn L--tl L-U !1--U G--A G--R G--B A-R A-B R-B 
z z z z z z z z z z 

'l'I' Percent teacher talk XX XX X XX 

2 P-r Percent �11 talk XX XXX X 

) TSAR Teacher sustained activity ratio X X XX XX X 

4 TSCPR 'lead.er silent <JUldance and 
X X XX XX XX XX 

participation ratio 

"> '11lR Teacher resp::,nse ratio X XX X 

6 TO\R Tuad'ler question and act! vi ty 
XX XX XX ini tiatioo-teanination ratio 

7 LU{ Content E!l{:l\asis ratio X XX 

8 l'VIR Pt.pil verbal initiation ratio XXX X 

9 PIil I>q,11 inlt.iation ratio (wrl..81 
X an,j ronverua l ) X X XX XX 

10 'ii"'H Tc>ocher pra lsc ratio )C{ XX I 

11 PC/\ 1-'ercent pupil c:ollecli ve actl vity XX XX X 

12 PS/\R PLtJi l sustained activity ratio XX X XX 

I 3 l'$11.R Pupil a:>eial access ratio X XX XX 

14 l'IOR Pt.pil a.,llecti \l'C fol l0win<J 
instnctlon, organizing ratio 

XX XX X 

IS � l'tq,11 aoclal grmv \.Ork ratio XX XX X 

16 PTh11 Pupil individual \.Ork ratio XXX XXX XXX 

17 !;1-VR Social fotm varlabil\ty ratio X 

18 SSl'H Sustained social form ratio XX XX XX 

--·--

Levels of slr;niflcuoce I. = lo.1er level I\ = Aoparatus 

X : [> 0.05 t\ = M.iddle level 0 = lla 11 <JalreS 

)0( f> 0.01 U = Uruer 1 eve I G = Gyrmastic

XXX p 0,()01 H = Rhytlvnlc nover.ent exr>1·ess 
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sustained activity arrl sustained soci al form ratios, was clearly related 

to the content of the subject area. 

The social forms, di vision of l abor and responsibility between 

teacher and pupils, and among pupils, were strongly related to the 

content and quality of the subject matter. The pre-interactive decisions 

strongly determined the envircnnent of the instructional process and its 

progress across time. 

It can be concluded that the major PEIAC/LH-75 parameters were able 

to provide concentrated infonnatim about the directi veness/nondirec

ti veness of teacher behavior and about how the frame factors used in 

this study influerced the teachi.n] process in the gymnasiun. The imp:)r

tance of preservin_; the sequerce when categorizing these three aspects 

( of teachin:J was aTiphasized in this study. 
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PART II 

RELIABILITY AND OBJECI'IVITY OF ffiDIN:; 

This section of the report of the study results deals with the 

problem of the reliability of coding attached to the use of the observa

tion system PEIAC/LH-75 which is intended to measure the interaction 

process of physical education classes. In research work using observa

tional systems, the testing of hypotheses requires that the observation 

system employed possesses sufficiently high reliability. Therefore, in 

developing and constructing a measuring instrument it is crucial to 

provide data pertaining to reliability, as well as to discuss which 

reliability measures were selected and why. The question of the relia

bility of observation systems is a a:mplicated one because the classifi

cation system and coder together constitute the measuring instrument. 

Therefore, in evaluating its usefulness attention must be paid both to 

the quality of the information utilized and to the way in which it is 

used in the coding process. Because the value of results in observa

tional studies depends crucially on the manner in which the instrument 

has been used in the coding process, an effort is made in the present 

study to concentrate on these aspects of evidence associated with relia

bility, that is, on the objectivity of coding. In this context it 

signifies the degree of independence between the final results of coding 

and the coder him.self (Kanulainen, 1970; 1973). 

In examining the overall reliability of this observation instru

ment, the custanary profile metlxxl, or total-events-approach, of Scott 

(1955) was applied. It was also c:x::insidered appropriate to apply a metlxx:i 

used in IX){'l-parametric measurement, the coefficient of cx,noordance (�) 

elaborated by Kendall, to examine the reliability of various individual 

categories and to determine the applicability of various methods in 

examining the problem of objectivity of coding. Because this is a multi

dimensional classification system, every dimension had to be studied 

both separately and in conjunction with other clusters. 

The purpose of this portion of the study, then, was ( 1) to deter

mine (a) the within-occasion reliability (agreement) and (b) between

occasion reliability (constancy) (i) by cluster, (ii) by coder pair, 
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(iii) by situation, and (iv) by content of lessons; (2) to examine the

reliability of the various individual categories (a) by category and by 

cluster, (b) between clusters, and (c) by coding occasion; and (3) to 

examine the applicability of the different metlros used for assessing 

the reliability of a multidimensional observation instrument . 

Results Concerning Overall Reliability 

The reliability o:::rrqx>nents, within-occasion reliability (agreement) 

and between-occasion reliability (constancy), were examined by clusters, 

by coder pairs, by different coding circwnstances and by different 

content situations of physical education classes (teacher, grade level 

and subject area). The final results give sane idea of the experimental 

use of the observation instn.nnent and of the variation in the level of 

mean values for different reliability o:::rrqx>nents in the three clusters. 

In evaluating the results it must be remembered that the number of 

categories in the three clusters is n:::>t equal, but 12, 8 and 7, respec

tively. The estimated role of chance, which is subtracted in Scott's .12:!:_, 

decreases as the number of categories increases. Thus, the probable role 

of chance was the least in the Verbal Cluster I. The relative frequency 

of occurence of the categories is also taken into consideration by 

using Scott's coefficient. The mean values were highly sensitive to 

extreme variations and the range of variation of the six coders' coeffi

cients by pair was slXMI1 to be remarkably wide. 

A total of 8424 Scott's coefficients were ccmputed. The differences 

of the means of coefficients were examined with the use of a t-test, and 

in some cases with both a t-test and a one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). This method was chosen because the groups to be compared were 

usually nnre than two in number. A total of 1252 t-tests and 63 PNJVAs 

were computed. In interpreting the t-test, the effect of overlapping 

classifications at the risk-level limit was taken into consideration and 

thus the chosen risk-level of :!: values for p>.01 was not regarded as 

significant . 
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Clusters (I,II,III) 

The differences between clusters are presented in (Table 19). The 
average level of mean coefficient values by cluster was ratherlow 
( .61, .65 and .69), and varied greatly between the different reliability 
components. An inter-coder agree:nent of .65, a within-coder constancy 
of .69 and a between-CX>der constancy of .60 were indicated in the scores 
of the video-recorded observations. 

Table 19. Analysis by Cluster: Inter-coder Agreement, Within-CX>der Con
stancy and Between-coder Constancy. Mean Values and Standard Deviations 
of Scott's Pi Coefficients by Cluster (I,II,III) and by Occasion 
(T1,T2,T3) 

CLUSTER I CLUSTER II CLUSTER III 
(Verbal) (M:wement & (Social Form) 

Social Access) 
X so X so X so 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

INI'ER-ffiOER AGREEMENT ( N=360) 
Live Situation (T1) .57 .17 .61 .26 .75 .28 
Videotape Recording 1 (T2) .61 .18 .71 .22 .77 .36 
Videotape Recording 2 (T

l
) .61 .19 .59 .36 .60 .59 

WITHIN-CX)I)ER mNSTANCY (N= 44) 
T1-T2 .66 .15 .59 .28 .62 .48 
T2-T3 .71 .13 .66 .31 .69 .47 

BE'IWEEN-ffiDER mNSTANCY (N=720) 
T1-T2 .54 .18 .56 .30 .61 .47 
T2-T3 .59 .19 .62 .32 .62 .54 

Examining the mean Scott's 2! coefficient values of the coding 
system and the corresponding standard deviations for the videotaped 
observations, systematic differences in inter-coder agreement between 
clusters may be noted (Table 20). The mean coefficient values of Cluster 
I (Verbal) were the lowest and their standard deviations the smallest. 
There was no difference between the mean coefficient values in the 
videotaped material coding occasions T2 and T3. In Cluster II (Movement

and Social Access), the mean values were slightly higher than th:)se in 
the previous cluster and the range of standard deviations was larger. A 
great mean value variation (.71-.59) and statistically significant dif
ference was noted in this cluster between the two videotape coding 
occasions T2 and T3. In Cluster III (Social Form), the mean coefficient
values were the highest and the range of standard deviations the 

greatest. 
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Table 20. Ana lysis by Cluster: Differences in Means of Scott's Pi Coeffi-
cients Ccmputed Separately by Cluster (I,II,III) and by Occasion (T2 and T3) 
(p=<.01) 

CLUSTER I CLUSTER II CLUSTER III DIFFERENCES 
(Verbal) ( M:Jvement & (Social Fann) I-II I-III II-III

Social Access) 
X SD X SD X SD t t t 

Intercoder 
agreement 

T2 .61 .18 .71 .22 .77 .36 -6.67 -7.53 -2.70
T .61 .19 .59 .36 .60 .59 0. 93 0.31 -0.27 

N=3�0,d£=718 

Within-coder 
CX)nstancy 

T

�
T

� 
.71 .13 .66 .31 .69 .47 1.7 8 0.4 9 -0.6 4 

N=l , =286 

Between-coder 

T�-T� .59 .19 .62 .32 .62 .54 -2.16 -1.41 0.00
N=7 0, =1438 

Differences in inter-coder agreement between all clusters were 

found to be statistically significant in the first videorea:)rcied obser

vation (T 2), but in the second videotape recording no statistically 

significant differences were found. The main difference between clusters 

was thus the constancy of variation in the inter-coder agreement CX)8ffi

cient level between coding occasions . This variation was smallest in 

Cluster I and greatest in Cluster II. 

The comparison of the mean Scott's� coefficient values showed 

that the values for within-coder constancy were higher than for inter

coder agreement and between-coder constancy in all clusters. The dif

ferences were quite IX)ticeable in the Verbal Cluster I, where the level 

of the reliability CX)8fficients as a wh::>le was highest (.71). Also, the 

mean standard deviations of the SCX)tt's }2!_ CX)8fficients varied IX)tice

ably between clusters (.13, .31, .47). Havever, statistically signifi

cant differences were IX)t found between the mean CX)8fficient values in 

the different clusters. 

The level of between-coder CX)n8tancy CX)8fficients was found to be 

lc:Mer than the other reliability ccmponents in all clusters, and was the 
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lowest (.59) in the verbal cluster. The differences between clusters 

were rDt found to be statistically significant. 

In view of the results, it can be stated that the coding of the 

verbal cluster deviated frc:m the other two clusters, arrong other things, 

in the systematic character of the between-coder constancy variation. 

The observers' coding of verbal events was ITDre constant, but the dif

ferentiation between coders increased. Because this differentiation was 

rot, l:x::Mever, reflected in a decreasing level of inter-coder agreement 

(T3), it was apparent that the differences between coders were saueh:M

cx:rnpensated for in this cluster. In the other clusters the differences 

in between-coder constancy coefficients were minor, and differentiation 

was reflected in the decreasing level of inter-coder agreement (T3 ).

This differentiation of coders was, l:x::Mever, fairly randan in character. 

The structure of the coding system, the coders' behavior, and the 

characteristics of the coded phenomena were reflected in the results. 

The observation of verbal, logical cornnunication was apparently ITDre 

familiar to the coders and the interpretation of its features more 

constant than the observation of the other features of communication 

(non-verbal). The quality of the target of observation, such as tempo 

variation, was reflected in the results. The p:)Ssible coding differences 

were more outstanding when a slowly changing phenomenon, such as the 

social form, was in question. This was found to be the case, for 

instance, in the CX>nSiderable variation of the mean value levels within 

clusters. 

Coder Pairs and Coders 

Canparing the inter-coder agreement of coder pairs, statistically 

significant differences were found in the coding of verbal behavior 

(Tables 21 and 22). The sixth coder deviated systematically frc:m the 

other five. Apparently he had internalized the concepts differently frc:m 

the others, and the way in which he used the metalanguage of the coding 

system was unique. This lCMered the mean level of agreement appreciably. 

In addition to the previous findings, the six coders deviated 

rDticeably frcm each other both in the average reliability coefficient 

level and in standard deviations, as well as in their occurence in dif

ferent clusters (Table 23). The range of the Scott's J2!. coefficients for 

the different coders was greatest in Cluster III (.49-.82), second 
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Table 21. Analysis by Coder Pairs: Inter-cxxler Agreement. Mean Values 
and Standard Deviations of Scott's Pi Coefficients for the Videotaped 
Material by Cluster (I,II,III) and by Occasion (T2, T3)(N=24)

CODER PAIRS CLUSTER I CLUSTER II CLUSTER III 
(Verbal) (M:Jvement & (Social 

scx:::ial access) form) 
X SD X SD X SD 

Occasion T2
1,2 .66 .16 .76 .16 .79 .28 
1,3 .66 .14 .73 .24 .88 .23 

1,4 .62 .21 .70 .21 .68 .47 
1,5 .63 .15 .71 .19 .86 .24 

( 1,6 .46 .19 .61 .27 .73 .39 
2,3 .66 .16 .73 .20 .88 .20 
2,4 .63 .20 .76 .17 .68 .46 
2,5 .60 .18 .74 .14 .85 .20 
2,6 .48 .16 .65 .23 .73 .36 
3,4 .68 .16 .73 .23 .74 .45 
3,5 .73 .10 .72 .24 .92 .60 
3,6 .55 .19 .63 .29 .76 .34 
4,5 .68 .15 .78 .15 .73 .45 
4,6 .55 .14 .70 .23 .60 .15 
5,6 .56 .18 .72 .20 .77 .34 

.61 .18 .71 .22 .77 .36 

Occasion T3
1,2 .72 .11 .68 .27 .66 .40 

1,3 .68 .12 .74 .18 .76 .38 
1,4 .66 .14 .61 .34 .50 .65 
1,5 .72 .12 .59 .35 .63 .44 

( 
1,6 .44 .22 .49 .58 .44 .74 
2,3 .67 .13 .75 .19 .19 .32 

2,4 .64 .17 .62 .32 .59 .62 

2,5 .68 .16 .59 .29 .64 .36 

2,6 .48 .20 .51 .14 .48 .75 

3,4 .70 .13 .62 .32 .60 .63 

3,5 .68 .11 .59 .13 .74 .29 

3,6 .43 .20 .49 .44 .60 .70 

4,5 .70 .10 .73 .20 .63 .63 

4,6 .47 .18 .42 .15 .42 .82 

5,6 .51 .20 .44 .48 .51 .72 

.61 .19 .59 .36 .60 .59 
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TABLE 22,.A. SIGNlfICAl�CE Of TIIE DIFFU:ciccs lJETh'EEN CODl.:.:R 
SCOTT'S PI C0EFFIC�NTS;T-fEST. 

PAIR ;IT:J\Ns OF 

CODING 
OCCASION 

N = 24 
cl[ = 46 

I CLUSTEP- Tc.1chcr t.1lk 
Pupil talk 
Silent Teacher Activity 

coder pairs 

l,l l.<0 

.80 -.H -.09 

2.01 .le L<il l.'16 !...:,.?.! l.23 2.<l .!.:...!.!.� 1.H 

4.) .,) -.ll .lS .ls 2.8< 1.93 J..o, 2.C,Q � .so--�� 2.12 

l.l 

1., 
-.,, -, ll 

1., -�-c.c11-_;_�� 

l,l -.al -.07 .LI .!..Sill 

2,c -.S! -.-:s .U -.02 .!.:El-.� 

-i.os-1.n -.21 -.ss 2 •• 1-1.01 -.o 
,.� 

l,6 -)
0

.9!-.!.:.!.!•�-l.� .ll-�-:..:1,!--2.Gl. 

l,S 

.cl .J& LOS l.t0 !.:]� .ll .H 1.0 � 

1.n 2.0• 2.i1 1:2.� SJ_ 1.,a 2.n � � 1. 1 0 

-1.0-2.,,-1.n-t. � 1.n-2.u 1.,,-1.11 1.,s-.?..:.�1-� .<<.-).:-: 
.. , 

s., -2.00-l.lG-l,Ol-l.Sl 1.a,-2.01-l.ll -.u l.ll-2. l l·•·•s .o l .. O ·=•

1,4 -l.lS -.S< 

1.£ .-��,2!-!!!!·l:.!l 

l,l -1.!.., -.)l .11-1.�4 !.:,!! 

l,S -1.01. .01 .� -.')t � .3, .14 

2,, -�·.!...,!rl,!,'•1,C6 ,76-l. "11-,.,2•2.:,!1 

i., -ur.-1:.!!�-�"i:.!! -.c,,•!.:.!.!.·.!.:1.!.·.!..J.!. �.11-w-� 

,.s -.12 .,, 1.1' -.n 1:11 .fl 1.s, ·" ,.n -.u .u � 

= p o.o 1 T1 = direct observation 
T ., = v ideot.inc obse1�w1t-ion l . 
T"J = videotape observation 2. 
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TA13i.,E 22 B. S re:, IFICA�CE OF TllE DIFFrn!.!:lCES BCT\sfEEN THE CODER i'AIR l!EANS OF 

SCOTT'S Pl COEFFICENT; T-TEST. 

_CODING 

OCCASION 

:� = 24 

d f = 46 

··----- ----------------------·------------------

11 CLUSTER Social Access 
(pupils collective movement 
activity/p�ssivity) 

coder p�i:J::s 

1,) .]O 

1,6 .OJ -.ll .70 ,Ol 

2,) .15 .0( .91 .18 .l.5 

2., -.11 -.H .)? -.24 •.2S -.(l 

:,S .t9 .<9 l.ll .59 .SS .'1 • 16 •.ll l.ll 1.51 

-.ro -.21 .11 -.os -.oJ •. ,, .n-1.01 .to .96 -.12 

<,5 ·.OJ -.:5 .� ·.ll •,U •.lJ .ll •.98 .< 8 .'1 ·.JO ·.OJ 

<,6 -.•8·1.15 ·.ll •,,s •,>8·1.ll ·.'1·1.;9 ·.« •,ll•l.5<·1.00·.81 

l,S •,ll .ll .6' .'1 2.1' .Ii ·.'1 

),< •,JJ .0l ,Sl .lS l.lS .�l •,<I •,ll l.ll 

),S •,U •,l0 ,ll ,OS l.�? •,lt •.1' •, < t .<� •,ll 

),4 •1.lrl.1' •.11-1.ll .)l•l.lll·I.U·l.6r0.H·l.ll·l.09 

c.� .o .11 1.4.S 1.29 l.U .66 .l8 .e2 1.21. .H !.OS 2.13 

,., ··" •,O .OS -.l: 1.)1 -.s1-1.o, •, lS .,, -.SJ -.n .9�-:.is . 

S,6 ·.65 •.ll ,<O .IS 1.'4 ·.I• •, ll ·.<I I. ll •.ll • .-, l.l:•1.J&, .ll 

I,< •,ll•l.71 

l,< •,l<>-1.tl ,IS ,lQ l.t9·l.lG 

l, < •,lt·l.10 .0l ,ll l,0l•l.1� •,OJ ,ll l.01 

= p a.al direct observation 
= viJcotapc rccardin� 1 

videotape recording 2 
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TAJJLE 22 C. S ICiHFIC;\J,;CE OF Tm: DIFf!�l{Ei':CES llET\.JEEN TliE CODER PAIR MEANS OF 
SCOTT'S PI COEfFICENT; I-TEST. 

CODI1JC 
OCCASIW 

df = 46 

111 CLUSTER - Social Form 
(Division of labour and 
responsibility) 

coder pairs

1,, -.'1-J..lJ 

l,S .67 .,o 1.71 

2,s -.11 -.20 .7J -.et .tJ -.17 1.oa 

l,S 

),6 -. n -.8) ,00 -l.31 .l:. -.60 .)';. -.Cl ,Cil -.<9-L.H 

(,� -.n -.l1 .u -.")� ,,a -.ll 1.01-.111.n .10 -.eJ .s-t 

.u -.n 1.n 

'·' 

l.S l.l< .17 l.Sl 1.21 2,(l 1.01 2.se 1.,, l.Se l." 

l,6 -.ll·l.lS .71-1.1' .ll·!.Cl .71·1.OS .lo .18-:,n 

�., -.21-1.u .,, -1.11 ,l,.;,•1.)l .,�-1.Cl .)◄ .n-2.1, .N .26 L3l 

l,J .H 

1,( •l.0)-1. 10 

2, c -.<7·1.Vi .SO -.2& • 7'·1.)S 

l, c -.,0-1.01 .s• •.n .e>-1.21 .o� -.21 .se 

= p(o. ol 
= live occasion 

= videotape recording 1 
= videotape recording 2 .. 
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TABLE. 23• '-lithin--cccer ronstancy of coding situation T1-'1'2 Significance of the differences of

coders- mean Srott-s Pi coefficients by clustcr-c, t-test. 

I CWS'F::.R II CllJSTER 

(speech) (rrovanent) 

Coders: Coders: 

l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 l 

2 .74 2 1.61 2 -.21 

3 .85 .11 3 .34 -1.21 3 .16 

4 -.00 -.94 -1.09 4 .49 -1.17 .12 4 -.63 

5 .73 -.14 -.28 1.05 5 .31 -1.15 -.02 -.13 5 .so 

6 1.06 .23 .11 1.49 .49 6 2.07 .13 1.57 1.59 1.45 6 -.76 

N=24 N=24 N=24 
ci{=4b df=46 df=46 
_=p .(.01 ___:.=p (..01 _ =p col

TABLE 24. •Within-co::ler ronstancy '.'l'
2

-T3). Significance of the differences of

coders- mean Srott-s Pi a:iefficients by cluster!' , t-test. 

l 

2 -.58 

3 -.26 

4 -.95 

5 1.63 

6 -.61 

N=24 
df=46 
_ =p (..01

I CLVSTER 

(:¥=hl 

Coders: 

2 3 4 5 

.33 

-.58 -.77 

2.92 2.14 2. 71 

-.21 -.42 .26 -2.10

II CllJSTER 

(r.ovementJ 

Coders: 

1 2 

2 .29 

3 -.E. -.99 

4 -1.06 -1.32 

5 -1.61 -1.67 

6 -1. 67 -1.89 

N=24 
df=46 
_ =p<.,01 

3 

-.49 

-1.04

-1.18

4 5 

' 

-.51 

-.70 -.22 

l 

2 -.21 

3 .16 

4 -.63 

5 .so 

6 -.76 

N=24 
df=46 
_ =p <_.01 

III CLUSTER 
(SOCiiil fonn) 

Coders: 

2 3 4 

.36 

-.35 -.83 

.68 .35 1.25 

-.so -.94 -.23 

·uI CLUSrE�

(social fonn)

Coders:

2 3 4 

.36 

-.35 -.83 

.68 ,35 1.25 

-.so -,94 -.23 

-1.31

5 

-1.31
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greatest in Cluster II ( .59-. 74 ), and smallest in Cluster I ( .69-. 78 ). 
The range of the standard deviations was similar in the different 
clusters. In testing the differences between the coders' mean relia
bil�ty coefficient values (T2-T3), statistically significant differences
were found in Cluster I between the most constant coder and two other 
coders (Table 24). It must be noted that the coder who deviated con
siderably fran the others in inter-cxxler agreement did not differ signi
ficantly in within-coder constancy fran the rest of the gxuup. However, 
the within-occasion variation of his reliability coefficients, espe
cially in the verbal cluster, was noticeably high (.17). 

The statistical significance of the differences in mean reliability 

coefficient values for between-coder constancy of cxxler pairs was not 
tested because of the large data base. Ha.vever, the examination of mean 
values and standard deviations was enough to sh:M that differences did 
exist, especially in Cluster I and Cluster III (Table 25). The coder 
pair range of mean coefficient values in the videotaped material (T2-T3)
was greatest in Cluster III (.37-.77) and second greatest in Cluster I 
(.41 -.70). As was noted earlier', tiB between-coder a�t level was 
lowest in Cluster I. Tl'e:e differences between clusters were not equa lly 
great WEn a comparison was made between tiB reliability coefficients of 
tiB live and tiB videotaped coding situations ( T1 - T 2).

It is apparent that tiB same pairs that were found to differ in tiB 
examination of inter-coder agreement differed significant 1 y a 1 so in 
C 1 uster I and C 1 uster III and especia 1 1 y on tiB 1 ast coding occasion 
( T3 ). The differences between coder pair reliability coefficients
increased in recoding ( T3), and quite unsystematical ly so in Cluster II
and Cluster III. Tre within-coder differences appeared especially in 
Cluster I. 

Canparisons of Live Observation and Videotape Rea:>rding 
A comparison of tiB inter-coder agroonent coefficients by occasion 

snw ttan to be tiB lowest in tiB coding of tiB live situation ( T1) in
a 1 1 c 1 usters WEn compared with tiB first videotaped oboorv ation ( T 2)
( Table 26). A stati.sti.cal ly significant difference was found between tiB 
1 owest c 1 uster ( C 1 uster I) and tiB oi::tEr c 1 usters. S tati.sti.ca 1 1 y s:i..gm
ficant differences were also in evidence between tiB live and tiB video
taped observations in c 1 usters I and II. Tre greatest change occurred in 
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Table 25. Ana 1 ysis by C<::x:Ec Paixs: Betv.e:n-coc:er Corstancy. Mecm Vall.ES 
and Standard Deviations of Scott's Pi Coefficients by C 1 uster:- (I,II,III) 
and by Occasion ( T1 -T2, T2-T3) 

a)DER 
PAIRS 

1,2 
1,3 
1,4 
1,5 
1,6 
2,1 
2,3 
2,4 
2,5 
2,6 
3,1 
3,2 
3,4 
3,5 
3,6 
4,1 
4,2 
4,3 
4,5 
4,6 
5,1 
5,2 
5,3 
5,4 
5,6 
6,1 
6,2 
6,3 
6,4 
6,5 

N=720 

CLUSTER I 
T1-T2 

X SD 

.55 .22 

.60 .13 

.63 .11 

.63 .12 

.53 .17 

.60 .18 

.53 .15 

.58 .17 

.55 .16 

.49 .16 

.55 .21 

.52 .24 

.62 .14 

.66 .13 

.54 .18 

.55 .22 

.56 .22 

.56 .18 

.58 .14 

.52 .18 

.51 .18 

.48 .21 

.62 .16 

.61 .15 

.58 .18 

.38 .22 

.37 .22 

.41 .21 

.46 .12 

.44 .16 

.54 .19 

T2-T� X D 

.64 .13 

.59 .18 

.64 .16 

.62 .13 

.41 .20 

.67 .11 

.57 .15 

.57 .19 

.62 .18 

.42 .22 

.70 .09 

.65 .13 

.67 .12 

.70 .10 

.46 .12 

.63 .22 

.63 .18 

.59 .19 

.66 .15 

.52 .18 

.69 .13 

.66 .17 

.67 .13 

.72 .11 

.53 .18 

.49 .20 

.51 .20 

.46 .20 

.48 .19 

.54 .17 

.59 .19 

(N=24) 

CLUSTER II CLUSTER III 
T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T2 T2-T3 

X SD X SD X SD X SD 

.53 .30 .70 .20 .66 .49 .70 .37 

.48 .38 .71 .18 .68 .50 .75 .32 

.55 .28 .60 .35 .61 .34 .48 .64 

.52 .30 .56 .34 .66 .49 .68 .39 

.63 .28 .44 .45 .62 .46 .46 .71 

.57 .31 .69 .21 .58 .53 .65 .42 

.59 .33 .70 .18 .63 .52 .77 .31 

.64 .26 .63 .37 .59 .37 .48 .67 

.60 .28 .59 .35 .61 .52 .68 .36 

.66 .27 .49 .43 .62 .50 .51 .72 

.50 .29 .69 .22 .61 .48 .73 .43 

.54 .27 .66 .23 .62 .48 .74 .35 

.57 .26 .66 .26 .62 .35 .54 .63 

.55 .31 .64 .27 .63 .47 .74 .34 

.63 .24 .47 .49 .64 .42 .53 .73 

.49 .29 .71 .19 .54 .48 .57 .52 

.56 .32 .70 .17 .54 .49 .60 .50 

.49 .30 .71 .19 .58 .46 .63 .47 

.50 .32 .58 .34 .58 .47 .59 .51 

.52 .29 .47 .44 .58 .40 .37 .79 

.55 .34 .69 .22 .67 .46 .71 .41 

.61 .31 .71 .20 .68 .44 .72 .35 

.53 .35 .71 .19 .71 .44 .81 .26 

.59 .30 .63 .36 .64 .36 .54 .63 

.63 .30 .53 .52 .67 .44 .55 .73 

.48 .31 .64 .29 .50 .56 .60 .46 

.56 .32 .64 .22 .53 .58 .62 .45 

.52 .34 .63 .25 .55 .56 .72 .36 

.57 .31 .54 .68 .54 .49 .52 .56 

.60 .30 .50 .39 .55 .57 .62 .42 

.56 .30 .62 .32 .61 .47 .62 .52 
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tte coding of Cluster II. This may be partially due to tte fact that 

tte TV screen reduces and limits tt-e perspective of i::h2se activities for 

a 1 1 observers and, consequent 1 y ,  the inter-coder agreement was 

increased. A 1 though the voices were a 1 so reduced in the recorded 

ma te:r:ia 1, tt-e recording may have had a more detriment a 1 ef feet on visi -

bility than on a udibility. 

Table 26. Analysis by Occasion: Inter-cod2r Agre:m:nt. Significance of 
Differences in Means of Scott's Pi Coefficients by Cluster (I,II,III) 
and by Occasion ( T1, T2, T3) ( N=360,df=718,p<.Ol)

Tl T2 T3 DIFFERENCES 
CLUSTER T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3

X SD X SD X SD t t t 

Cluster I .57 .17 .61 .18 .61 .19 -3.06 -2.97 -0.00
(Verbal) 
Cluster II .61 .26 .71 .22 .59 .36 -5.56 0.85 5.39
(M:Nement & 
Social Access) 
Cluster III .75 .28 .77 .36 .60 .59 -0.83 4.35 4.66 
(Social Fann) 

wren comparing tt-e mean Scott's .2!_ coefficient values of within

coder constancy ( Table 27) observed in tte live situation and from tt-e 

videotaped mate:r:ial ( T1-T2) with tt-e within-coder constancy coefficient

mean values of tt-e videotape recordings (T2-T3) it was noted that tte

1 atter constancy coefficients were hi.gter in a 11 c 1 usters. This differ

ence betwe:m tt-e mean coefficient val ues was also found to be statis

tically significant in Cluster I. Tm within-cluster variation in tte 

level of mean coefficient values was in accordance with tte pre vious 

findings in that tte coefficents were hi.gh2st in Cluster I and lowest in 

Cluster II. Also tte variation of standard deviations betwe:m clusters 

was found to be similar to tte within-coder constancy variation in 

general (T2-T3) (.15, .28, .48). Ob viously tte same factors vbi..ch

influenced cluster variation in within-coder constancy (see Table 20) 

also influenced variation in betwe:m-situation constancy. However, tte 

low level of tte reliabilit y coefficients in C 1 uster II is indicative of 

tte fact that tte observers coded tte live situation differently than 

tte videotaped one in men some of tte 'live' elements were missing due 

to tte nature of tte recording. Apparently, tte two data collecting 
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meth:xls, direct ob9:!rvation and coding of IBCorded material, did not 

a 1 ways produce tie same oboorv ations. 

Table 27. Analysis by Occasion: C oder C onstancy. Significance of Dif
ferencesin Means of Scott's Pi C oefficients by C 1 uster (I,II,III) and 
by Occasion ( T1-T2, T2-T3) (p<.01)

Within-cxxier 

Constancy 
Cluster I 
Cluster II 
Cluster III 
(N=144,df=286) 

Between-cxxier 

Constancy 
Cluster I

Cluster II

Cluster III 
(N=720,df=1438) 

. 66 .15 

. 59 .28 

.62 .48 

.54 .18 

.56 .30 
. 61 .47 

. 71 .13 

. 66 .31 

.69 .47 

.59 .19 

.62 .32 

.62 .54 

DIFFERENCE.S 

T1-T2 and T2-T3
t 

-3.01
-2.00

-1.25

-5.12
-3.67
-0.38

As before, it appeared that in different coding situations ( T 1 - T  2)

between-coder constancy coefficients were lower than tte otter relia

bility coefficient values in al 1 cl usters. Tm variation of mean values 

between tie clusters was noticeable (.54, .56, .61) and similar to tie 

gener-al character of between-coder constancy variation ( T1 -T2). Statis

tically significant differences were found in tie mean Scott's � coef

ficient valUE ( T2-T3) l::etw::a-1 C luster I and C luster II.

An examination of th:3 resu 1 ts indicates that, in spite of tm 

circumstance variation, roughly tie same general character of relia

bility coefficient variation was found within al 1 tte three clusters as 

wel 1 as between tte clusters. This variation appeared to be most system

atic in tte coding results of C luster I, and a result of tte structure 

of tte coding system, tie oboorver's way of using it and tte quality of 

tte coding target. However, tte:r:e is reason to assume that tte coding 

si.tuation partially :inflta1ced tte low level of between-coder constancy 

coefficients in C luster II (.56). It was apparent that tte oboorvers, 

W"BI1. coding tie videotaped material, were in fact oboorving a d1anged 

situation in \Jlich tie 'live' elements were partially obliterated. Th.ls, 
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� coding was carried ou t in grea ter agreement than in the live 

situat ion. 

Coding Content Constancy 

Coding content constancy was defined as ire independence of ire 

final results from ire constancy of ire coding target in different 

reliability components: inter-coder agreement, within-coder constancy 

and ooi:W::en-coder constancy. 

In this study, ire constancy variation was examined for ire coding 

targets of two tead'ers, thr:ee grade levels and four p,ysical edu cation 

subject areas. Tm six coders' mean values and standard deviations are 

pres:mted in ire fol lowing tables by cluster and by reliability com

ponents with ire results of ire statistical significance test of ire 

differences between ire content mean values. 

An overview of 1::res:3 results and tiE.ir comparison with ire pre

viously pres:mted general results snw that ire consistency of ire 

observed r:renomenon might have some systematic influence on ire varia

tion of 1::tB reliability component level in different clusters. 

Teac±Er-: Wren 1::tB lessons of two different teadErs were 1::tB target 

of oboorvation, ire reliability coefficients differed systematically by 

reliability component and by cluster:-. 

Inter-coder agreement varie d from teachcrr to teachcrr in a 1 1 

clusters and in al 1 coding occasions. Tm inter-coder agreement coeffi

cient level varied according to 1::tB teac±Er- so that in C 1 uster III 1::tB 

male teac±Er-'s coefficients were hi.grer, but in Cluster I and in Cluster 

II 1::tB situation was reversed. Tm mean coefficient d ifferences were 

found to oo statistically significant ( Table 28). 

For within-coder constancy, in � coding of the vi deotape d 

mated.al ( T2-T3), no statistically significant differences were found

between teadErs ( Table 29 ). However, in tra coding of 1::tB live situa

tion and tra videotaped material (T1-T2), statistically significant

differences appeared in al 1 clusters. Too same varia tion between 

teadErs that was noted in inter-coder agreement appeared also in this 

reliability compon::nt. 

Speech audibility may have varied for 1::tB two teadErs between 1::tB 

live situation and 1::tB videotaped material. Also, tra consistency of 1::tB 

observed features of bEhavior was :reflected in 1::tB coding differences. 
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Table 28. Analysis by C ontent, TeadEr: Inter-coder Agreement. Signifi-
cance of D ifferences in Means of Scott's Pi C oefficients and ANO VA by 
C l uster (I,II,III) and by Oc casion (T1,T 2,T 3) (N=18 0,p<.Ol)

TEAQIER 1 TEAQIER 2 TOTAL DIFFERENCE PNJVA 
df=358 df=l/358 

X SD X SD X SD t F 

Occasion T1
Cluster I .53 .17 .61 .16 .57 .17 4.58 21.00 
Cluster_ II .56 .26 .66 .24 .61 .26 3.59 12.89 
Cluster III .79 .19 .71 .34 .75 .28 -2.73 7.47 

Occasion T2
Cluster I .55 .18 .66 .16 .61 .18 5.99 35.89 
Cluster II .67 .25 .75 .16 .71 .22 3.44 11.87 
Cluster III .85 .14 .70 .48 .77 .36 -4.06 16.50 

Occasion T3
Cluster I .57 .21 .65 .16 .61 .19 3.93 15.47 
Cluster II .51 .42 .67 .28 .59 .36 4.35 18.91 
Cluster III .62 .60 .58 .58 .60 .59 -.68 .45 

On tre ot:mr hand, tre coders might have learned to listen for and 

observe i::te reactions of i::te live target. 

Tre mean coefficient differences in between-coder constancy were 

hi.ghly significant in al 1 cl usters, and th2s3 differences were greater 

w-en i::te coding circumstances varied ( T 1 -T 2). Tre differences in i::te

level of rrean coeff:i.cia1t valU33 varia:1 1:etw:::al teadEI:s and by cluster:-, 

as in ot:mr IBliability components, b ut in this case i::te variation was 

even more o utstanding. 

C ons::quently, two different teadErs (a man and a woman) as i::te 

targets of obs::!rvation S2e!l1ed to caure systematic differences in IBlia

bility coefficients. Tre levels of within-occasion IBliability ( agree

ment) and between-occasion reliability (constancy) differed consider

ably, and tre consistency of i::te observed bEhavior was IBflected in a 

systematic way by c 1 uster. 

Grade Level: An overv'k:M of tre mean Scott's l2i:_ coefficient val uEB 

and standard deviations in tiB three c 1 usters indicates systematic 

variation by grade level. Inter-coder ag:reement mean values ( Table 30) 
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Table 29. Ana 1 ysis by Conant, Tead-er: CcxEr:- Constancy. Significance of 
Diffe.:mnces in Means of Scott's Pi Coefficient and ANOVA by Cluster 
(I,II,IIT) and by Occasion (T 1-T2,T2- T 3) (p<.01)

Within-coder 
Constancy 

T1-T2 
Cluster I 
Cluster II 
Cluster III 
N=72 

T2-Ti Clus er I 
Cluster II 
Cluster III 
N=72 

Between-coder 
Constancy 

T1-T2 
Cluster I 
Cluster II 
Cluster III 
N=360 

T2-TkClus I 
Cluster II 
Cluster III 
N=360 

TEAOIBR 1 
X SD 

.63 .14 

.50 .31 

.80 .18 

.69 .14 

.62 .35 

.72 .47 

.42 .20 

.46 .33 

.79 .17 

.55 .19 

.57 .36 

.70 .47 

TEAOIBR 2 'ID'I'AL 
X SD X SD 

.70 .14 .66 .15 

.68 .22 .59 .28 

.44 .60 .62 .48 

.74 .12 .71 .13 

.71 .26 .66 .31 

.66 .48 .69 .47 

.60 .15 .54 .19 
.65 .24 .56 .30 
.43 .59 .61 .47 

.64 .17 .59 .19 
.67 .26 .62 .32 
.55 .55 .62 .52 

DIFFERENCE PNJVA 
t F 

3.18 10.12 
4.03 16.25 

-4.91 24.12 
df=l42 df=l/142 

2.39 5.72 
1.80 3.24 
-.78 .61 

df=l42 df=l/142 

8.83 77.98 
8.77 76.92 

-11.22 125.80 
df=718 df=l/718 

6.59 43.48 
4.43 19.62 

-3.91 15.32 
df=718 df=l/718 
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Table 30. Ana 1 ys::is by Content, Grade Level: Inter-coder Agt:B(2ITlel1t. 
Significance of Differences in Means of Scott's Pi Coefficients and 
ANOVA by Cluster (I,II,m) and by Occasion ( T1, T2, T3) ( N=120,p<.Ol)

LOOER MIDDLE UPPER TOTAL DIFFERENCES AN:NA 
CLUSTER df=238 df=2/357 

1-2 1-3 2-3
X SD X SD X SD X SD t t t F 

Tl 
I .56 .16 .56 .18 .60 .17 .57 .17 .03 2.07 1.90 2.58 
II .58 .23 .58 .30 .67 .22 . 61 .26 -.01 3.04 2.59 4.84 
III .69 .27 .78 .31 .79 .25 . 75 .28 2.49 3.02 � 4.96 

T2 
I .58 .15 .59 .21 .65 .18 .61 .18 .06 3.33 2.76 6.01 
II .68 .18 .66 .29 .79 .13 .71 .22 -.67 5.46 4.51 13.44 
III .70 .44 .80 .28 .82 .33 .77 .36 2.25 2.46 .43 16.50 

T3
.59 .19 .66 I .21 .59 .15 .61 .19 -.12 2.82 3.11 5.28 

II .55 .37 .55 .40 .67 .20 .59 .36 -.15 2.78 2.80 4.77 
III .43 .77 .74 .36 .63 .52 .60 .59 4.02 2.53 -1.91 8.98 

were noticeably hi.gr.er in tte coding of tte upper level than in that of 

tte middle and lower- levels. In C 1 uster III, differences of mean values 

were noted between tte lower and middle levels. Tte coefficients were 

again lowest in tte live situation ( T1),  and hi..grest in tte first coding

occasion of tte videotaped materia 1 ( T 2).

Statistically signifi.cant differences of means of inter-coder 

agre::ment values were found between tte � grade levels in Cluster I, 

between tte upper level and otlEr levels in Cluster II, and between tte 

lower and tte middle levels in Cluster III. 

Tte differences in witttln-coder constancy ( T2-T3) between tte mean

coefficient values of tte lower-, middle and upper levels were not found 

to be statistically significant in any cluster ( Table 31). However, in 

tte live situation and tte first videotaped coding occasion ( T1 -T2),

statistically significant differences were found between tte lower and 

middle level mean coefficient values in Cluster I and again between tte 

middle and � levels in C 1 uster II. 

Statistically significant differences were found in between-coder 

constancy in tte live situation and in both videotaped coding occasions 

( T1-T2 and T2-T3). Th?.se differences existed between tte lower and upper
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Table 31. Analysis by Content, Grade Level: Coder Constancy. Signifi-
cance of Differences in Means of Scott's Pi Coefficient and ANO VA by 
CltJ.StEI:- (I,II,DI) and by Occasion ( T 1- T 2, T 2-T 3) (p<.01)

r.a-JER MIDDLE UPPER TOI'AL DIFFERENCES J'>.NJVA 
CLUSTER 1-2 1-3 2-3 

X SD .X SD X SD X SD t t t F 

Within-OJder 
Constancy 

T1-T2
I .69 .11 .62 .16 .68 .16 .66 .15 -2.69 -.55 1.78 3.48 
II .60 .20 .51 .34 .67 .21 .59 .28 -1.37 1.56 2.76 4.05 
III .51 .60 .75 .32 .60 .46 .62 .48 2.40 .81 -1.82 3.03 
N=48 df=94 df=2/94 

T2-T3
I .71 .13 .72 .13 .71 .14 .71 .13 .47 .18 -.29 .11 
II .61 .34 .66 .30 .72 .28 .66 .31 .69 1.76 1.13 1.61 
III .58 .61 .83 .27 .66 .45 .69 .47 2.54 .69 -2.25 3.49 
N=48 df=94 df=2/94 

Between-coder 

Constancy 
T1-T2
I .55 .16 .51 .22 .57 .16 .54 .19 -2.43 1.41 3.62 7.53 
II .55 .26 .48 .36 • 65 .25 .56 .30 -2.46 4.47 6.17 21.39 
III .49 .56 .74 .31 .59 .47 .61 .47 6.15 2.01 -4.32 18.61 
N=240 df=478 df=2/717 

T2-T3
I .57 .18 .57 .20 .63 .18 .59 .19 -.01 3.46 3.30 7.45 
II .58 .32 .60 .34 .69 .28 .62 .32 .56 3.92 3.18 8.09 
III .52 .65 .75 .33 .59 .49 .62 .52 4.91 1.33 -4.18 13.01 
N=240 df=478 df=2/717 
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levels as wel 1 as between tte middle and upper levels in C 1 uster I and 

in C 1 uster II, and between tte 1 ower and midd 1 e as we 1 1 as tte midd 1 e 

and upper levels in Cluster Ill 

Subject Area: An ovez:-v:iav of tte nrnn Scott's 2!:_ CXBfficimt vall..E3 

and standard deviations in tte three clusters would appear to indicate 

systematic variation by subject area. 

In Cluster I, tte level of inter-coder agreement (Table 32) was 

1 ower in gymastics and apparatus than ill Ihythnic movement-expression 

and bal 1 games, ¼hi.le ill C 1 uster III tte casa was exactly tte opposite. 

In Cluster II, tte mean coefficient values were hi..gter in apparatus and 

bal 1 games than in gymnastics and r:hythnic movement-expres3ion. Statis

tically significant difference:; were found between t:h:se subject area 

mean v a 1 ues in a 1 1 c 1 usters ( I, II, III) and in a 1 1 coding occasions ( T 1,

T 2 and T 3 ), m::st fu:qu::nt 1 y w-en bal 1 gaITES and gymnastics 'vB:B c::anpaxro

with tte ot:h:?r subject areas. T� difference:; may be due in part to 

tte constancy variations of tha subject area. Tre differences were 

reflected in a systematic way, varying according to clusters. Variation, 

rowever, was 1 east in c 1 uster I. 

Within-coder constancy was not found to be so oons:itive to subject 

area variation as inter-coder agreerrent. Statistically significant dif

ference:; between tte mean coefficient values were found ill Cluster II 

between apparatus and gymnastics, and between apparatus and rhythnic 

movement expression (Table 33). 

This was a 1 so true of tte repeated coding occasions ( T 2-T 3), Wlich

illdicates tte difficulty tte coders had in interpreting and coding in a 

consistent manner, movement and social access variation ill gymnastics 

and rhythnic movement-expression. Apparently, variations in activity/ 

pas.si.vity and in tte degire of pupils' freedom in social activity wei:e 

smaller and more clearly defined in bal 1 games and apparatus than in 

gymnastics and rhythnic movement-expression. 

Tm level of tte coefficients in apparatus was hi.grer than in ot:h:?r 

subject areas. Tre same difference cou 1 d be noted in tte coding of tte 

live situation and tte videotaped material ( T1 -T2). In addition, in

Cluster III tte bal 1 game mean values were found to be much lower than 

tte mean values of ot:h:?r subject areas. Tl'es3 differences appeared to be 

statistica 1 1 y significant. Some features of tte game situation, such as 

social form, were obscured in tte recorded material. 



Table 32. Analysis by Content, Subject A.,.ea: Inter-coder Agreerrent. Si<;Jl1i:f;ican .... e in Means of Scott�s Pi 
Coeficients and N%NA by Cluster (I, II, III) and by codin O:::casion (N = 90, < .01) 

GYMNASI'ICS APPARATUS RHYT.M. BALL GAMES 
CLUSTER EXPRESS 

X SD X SD X SD X SD 

T1 
I .54 .17 .5"3 • 18 .60 • 18 .63 • 13
II .58 .26 .63 .30 .54 .25 .69 .20 
III .86 • 19 .75 .31 .76 • 14 .64 .38 

T2 
I .57 .19 .56 • 15 .62 • 19 .68 .17 

II .64 .24 .78 .17 .67 .23 .73 • 19
III .86 • 16 .80 .31 .82 • 15 .62 .58 

T3 
I .58 • 18 .58 • 16 .62 • 21 .66 .20 
II .54 .40 • 77 • 15 .45 .39 • 61 .37
III .86 • 19 .65 .48 .56 .50 .34 .86 

'IOI'AL DIFFEREN::::ES 

X 

.57 

.61 

.75 

.61 

.71 

.77 

.61 

.59 

.60 

df=178 
1-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 2-4 3-4

SD t t t t t t 

• 17 -.33 2.28 3.84 2.56 4. 10 1. 26
.26 1.23 -1.07 3.41 -2.24 1. 73 4.70
.28 -3.04 -4.22 -4.88 .35 -1 .98 -2.70 

-- --

• 18 -.41 1.67
.22 4.63 .96 

.36 -1.53 -1.77 

• 19 .09 1.46
.36 5.24 -1.50 

--

4. 15 2.24
3.65 -3.63

5.04 2.36 
::. • 93 2.67 

3 .68 - .45 -2.53 --3.04

2.64 1. 47 2.73 1.07
1.23 -7.40 -3.92 2.81 

.59 -3.91 -5.39 -5.60 -1.24 -2.98 -2.08 
-- -- --

ANOVA 
df=3/356 

F 

7. 13
6.46
9.76

I 

8.91 � 

9.43 I 

7.93 

3.30 
14.44 
13. 31
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Table 33. Analysis of Content, Subject Area: Coder Constancy. Significance of Differences in Means of Scott�s Pi 
Coefficients and ANOVA by Cluster (I, II, III) and by Occasion (T1-T2' T2-T3) (p < .01) 

GYMNASTICS APPARSTUS RHYT.M. BALL GAME'S TOI'AL DIFFERENCES "f,.NOVA 
CLUSTER EXPRESS. 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 2-4 3-4

X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD t t t t t t F 

Within-coder 
Constancy 
T1-T2
I .70 • 11 .63 . 17 .64 • 18 .68 • 11 .66 .15 -2. 19 -1. 72 -1.00 .26 1 . 40 .90 1 . 86 
II .53 .29 .68 .27 .52 .25 .65 .30 .59 .28 2.34 -.17 1. 72 -2.69 -.52 2.01 3.26 
III .76 .31 .73 .41 .70 • 19 .29 .70 .62 .48 -.27 -.98 -3.71 -.48 -3.33 -3.42 9. 15
N=

3
6 df=70 df=3/140 

T2-T3
I .72 .10 .68 . 14 .71 • 15 .74 . 14 . 71 . 13 1.52 -.27 .76 1.00 1. 97 .86 1 
II .57 .27 .79 . 18 .56 .36 .72 .34 .66 .31 4.07 -. 18 2.00 -3.50 -1.14 1.93 5.30 I 

III .74 .36 .75 .43 .64 .40 .61 .66 .69 .47 --:To 1 . 11 1.06 -1. 12 -1.09 -.25 --:SS 
_,

..,. 
N=36 df=70 df=3/140 

Between-coder 
Contancy 
T1-T2
I .53 • 17 .49 .20 .55 .21 .59 • 16 .54 . 19 -.63 1.33 4.06 2. 72 5.72 2.23 9.80 
II .49 .32 .64 .30 .47 .27 .63 .27 .56 .30 4.67 -.36 4.62 -5.41 -.30 5.43 16.82 
III .72 .31 .73 .36 .69 . 18 .29 .70 .61 .47 - . 25 -1. 17 -7. 71 -1.31 -7.60 -7.57 44.85 
N=180 df=358 df=4/716 

T2-T

3I .55 • 18 .55 .16 .61 .20 .66 • 18 .59 . 19 -. 16 2.80 5.58 3. 11 6. 12 2.45 14.73 
II .52 .35 • 76 • 16 .55 .35 .67 .32 .62 .32 8.44 - .83 4.31 -7.43 -3.33 3.47 24.30 
III .72 .36 .69 .42 .60 .40 .47 .75 .62 .52 -.59 -2.91 -3.97 -2. 12 -3.45 -2.03 - 8. 66
N=180 df=358 df=4/716 
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Statistically hi.ghly significant differences were found in between

coder constancy bofu in coding occasions ( T 1 -T 2) and ( T 2-T 3) in a 1 1

c 1 usters. Tte variation ha.d tre same characteristics as 1::iB variation in 

inter-coder agrrement, but was even more pronounced. 

Tte coding content constancy varied according to teader, grade 

level and subject area, differing by cluster. In all tl-e coding 

contents, tre between occasions reliability (constancy) was hi.gtE.r th3.n 

1::iB within-occasion reliability (agrrement). Th.Is, it was a-own that 1::iB 

lack of reliability does not mean th3.t 1::iB majority of cl a93ifications 

occurred by chance. Tte coders' individual and unique manner- of inter

preting tre situation and using 1::iB meta 1 anguage of tre coding system 

might have been 1::iB main factors causing clisagrrement. 

Reliabilities of Individual categories 

Tte inter-coder agrrement was� for various individual cate

gories of tre ttn::-ee clusters of 1::iB PEIAC/LH-75 by using 1::iB Kendal 1 

coefficient of concordance, � (Siegel, 1956). In tre statistical pro

a=:ssing of tte material, tte sub-program FORTRAN NMCC was appl.lf:d Tre 

tota 1 percentage of frequencies, summed per category and per obffirver 

over a sample of 24 lessons, was ranlro ooparately by tre categories of 

tre ttn::-ee c 1 usters and by occasions T 1, T 2 and T 3. A Oli.-9:lllare test was

uood for estimating 1::iB degree of tre statistical significance of tre 

coefficients ( Table 34). 

Tte intraclass correlation coefficient was also estimated for each 

category of observation from 1::iB variance between a sample of 24 lesson 

obffirvations and 1::iB variance between tre six observers' percentage per 

category, separately by cluster and by occasions. 

Tte stability estimates were not computed in connection wifu 1::iBoo 

indices, but 1::iB range of variation of indices between coding occasions 

gave a rough description of tre inter-coder agreement stability by 

indi. vidual ca"b:gor::ie3 and by tre c 1 usters of PEIA C/L H -75. 

As can be ooen in Tab 1 e 34, tre inter-coder agreement was ratrer 

hi.gh; 23 of tre categories yielded a value of � statistically signifi

cant at tre .01 level. Only tre indices of one category wifu low 

frequencies (I/03), and tre categories indicating a confuood situation, 

also occun::ing infrequently (I/12, II/8 and III/7), were not statis-



Table 34. Inter-coder agreement: Kendalls'W, Interclass correlation and Chi square-test computed 
separately for the categories of the three clusters of the PEIAC/LH-75 and separately 
for different coding occasions T
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tical ly signi£icant in al 1 occasions. TlEre was also one category Wlich 

al 1 observers did not llffi in ire first coding occasion (III/6), and a w 
could not be -

/computed in this case. Tm signi£icant value of W means that tte six 

independent observers were app 1 ying es:,entia 1 1 y ire same standards in 

rarldng tte sample of 24 lessons by using most of ire categories of tte 

system. However, as cited earlier, a signi£icant value of W does not 

mean that ttB rankings observed are correct. In  this specia 1 case, 

becallffi a relevant external criterion does not exist, ire ranking of 

le3.SOns by categories served more or less as an ''objective one'' ( cf. 

Siegel, 1956 ). 

Tm level of coefficient values varied between clusters in accord

ance with ire level of overal 1 reliability determined earlier by com

puting Scott's @. (see Table 18). Analyzing ire values of videotaped 

material observation in occasions T2 and T3, it was noted that tte

general level of reliability of tte individual categories was higtest in 

tte Social Form Cluster III, Md .95 and Md .89, oocond higtest in tte 

Movement and Social Access Cluster II, Md .86 and Md .73 and lowest in 

tte Vernal Cluster I, Md .72 and Md .72. Inter-coder agreement also 

dimini..sred with time, and most strong 1 y in C 1 uster II, wtBreas in 

C 1 uster I it remained at tte same level in both occasions. 

In comparing tte � values obtained in different situations, it was 

noted that inter-coder agreement was higter in tte live situation than 

in tte videotaped material obs:!rvation in Cluster I, Md .76-.72 and in 

Cluster III, Md .96-.95. WrBn ire variation of means was tested by 

Scott's � tte opposite situation was found to be true in C 1 uster I. It 

is possible that tiEs3 differences of @. and W values reflect ire role 

of chance agreement. As cited earlier, Scott's @_ describes tte average 

of observer agreement about tte proportions of bEhaviors in tte cate

gories, corrected for chance agreement. 

It can also be 939I1 in Table 34, that tte level of tte intraclass 

correlation coefficient was in general ratter high, but lower than ire 

values of ire coefficient of concordance, �- Tte variation of tte level 

of this coefficient was also generally in accordance with ire variation 

of !'.!, and, in ·categories occur.d.ng frequently, ire difference between 

indices was very smal 1. Intraclass carrel ation possesses a known 

sampling distribution and, tterefore, it may be given a standard psydn

metric interpretation. In this caEe, vhm tte correlation coefficient 
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was computed fr:om mean EqUares obtained fr:om tr.e six oboorvers' percent

ages per category by cluster, high values :indicate that tte variation 

tetW321:l ob::el:ver:s was snal 1 :relative to tr.e variation among oboorvations 

:in tte sample of 24 lessons used :in tte study. Tm :intraclass correla

tions were sensitive to variations of marg:inal fre:]Uencies, whi.dl. was 

also noted in analyz:ing tr.e variance of tr.e means of Scott's @. coeffi

cients for determ:in:ing tte level of tte objectivity of cod:ing. 

Inter-coder agreement on tte fre:]Uencies was satisfactory, al ttough 

category I/03, with low fre:]Uencies, and tr.e confused situation cate

gories dim:ini9-ed tte level of overal 1 reliability decisively. Th.JS, it 

can be cone 1 uded tha t  � three dimens i ona 1 me as uring instrument 

PEIAC/LH-75 was reliable w--er1 estimated by using a nonpararretri.c CCBffi

cient of concordance, �. However, some revisions are needed. Tm ques

tion of inter-coder a greement is furth:rr examined in tte fo 1 1 owing 

section using discriminant ana 1 ysis techniques. 

Discussion of Overall Reliability Results 

In this section tte general pr:oblaus of re liability relat ed to tte 

pr:ocedures of categorization are discUS3Bd. Tm coefficients obtained :in 

i:re99 analys::s can be compared with reliabilities obta:ined :in otter 

studi es. Aca:)rding to Flanders (1967b) a Soott's coeffici ent of .85 or 

higher is a reasonable level of perfonnance. This statement is based on 

the analysis of errors of two observers during a four-nonth period, in 

which the or iginal 10-category system was used. As a rul e,  h::Mever, in 

studies using instruments m::xlified and expanded fran the Flanders 

system, coefficients have failed to reach the limits suggested by 

Flanders (Hough & Ober, 1967). It was also n:Jted by Flanders (1970) that 

by us i ng  a subdivided FIAC system the reliability checks produced inter

coder coefficients between .70 and .8 6, and during a "difficult" obs er

vation, .56. 

When using mult idimensional observation instruments nodified fran 

the Flanders system and constructed for the observation of physical 

education classes, the acceptable level of perfonnance was lCMer. Gasson 
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( 1972), in analyzing the verbal and nonverbal behavior of the teacher 

and pupils and the location of the teacher in relation to the class, 

noted that an inter-coder coefficient of at least .70 for each of three 

dimensions would be acceptable. Bookhout ( 1967), in his mul tidimen

sional observation instrument, accepted the level of .40 reliability in 

selecting V@;iables to be sutmitted to factor analysis on the basis and 

stated that the higher the reliability cut-off rx:>int set, the fewer 

variables would be sutmitted and the greater the risk of throwing away 

valuable data. 

HCMever, Barrett (1971) reo::mnended a level of 90% for detennining 

the objectivity of coding by a::mputing the percentage of inter-coder 

agreement arrong trained observers for a multidimensional system devel

oped primarily as a research tool. 

In the present study, in which a three-dimensional category system 

was used, the level of inter-coder agreement was rather lCM, md • 65, 

varying between clusters as follCMS: Cluster I, .61; Cluster II, .65; 

and Cluster III, • 69, e.g. in the observation of video-taped material 

( T2) . The reliability index used here, Scott's .I2!_, took into considera

tion the estimated role of chance, and was roughly interpreted in this 

context to indicate the extent to which the codings of the six observers 

exceeded chance agreement divided by the am::>tIDt that perfect agreement 

vO.lld exceed chance (cf. Scott, 1955, p. 323). Ha-lever, chance seemed to 

have less significance as an error-causing factor than the coders, 

coding target and coding occasions. The general character of errors was 

found to be nore systematic than rand::m. 

As was expected, within-occasion reliability (agreement) (md .61) 

was lCMer than between-occasion reliability (constancy) ( rrrl • 64) • In 

Cluster I, this difference (.61-.71) was found to be systematic. In a 

ccmparison of .I2!_ values, a wide variance was evident in inter-coder 

agreement by coder pair (T1, .45-.65; T2, .46-.73; and T3, .43-.72) and

still wider in coder consistency by coder pair (T1-T2, .37-.68; T2-

T3, .41-. 72). A similar range of variation was IX)t evident in within

coder constancy which ranged between .64-.68 (T1-T2) and .69-.78 (T2-

T3)-

The coders' interpretations of the situations and use of the meta

language of the coding system were unique. Regarding the coding 

occasions, inter-coder agreement diminished with time (T2-T3), except in
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the verbal cluster where the level of inter-coder agreement remained at 

the same level. It was apparent that the differences between coders were 

sanehow ccmpensated for in this cluster. The group of observers was 

hetero<Jeneous with sane dem:mstrating a higher level of agreement with 

themselves, whereas others agreed 11Dre consistently with other observers 

than with thernsel ves. This kind of change phenanenon was also found by 

Barrett ( 1971), and has relevance to observer training as well as to a 

continuous estimation of reliability and objectivity. The checks of 

observer agreement carried out at the end of the training period or at 

given intervals were not enough to avoid systematic errors in coding. 

HCMever, Kanulainen (1970) p:)inted out in analyzing the overall relia

bility of an observation instrument !lDdified fran the Flanders category 

system, that "constancy control through time must also be resorted to" 

(p. 12). 

Cluster I was !lDdified and expanded fran the Flanders category 

system and therefore the coding system proposed here uses the same 

principles of categorization and training procedures. Two of the ground 

rules given to trainees to increase consistency when choices occurred, 

need to be discussed here in 11Dre detail. First, the rule, "always 

maximize infonnation by ch:x:>sing the least frequently occuring category, 

when there is a choice," and second, "if the observer feels that the 

pattern at the m:::ment is restrictive, he is cautious in the use of 

direct categories, but he remains alert to a shift in m:::mentary patterns 

by remaining alert to the total social situation" (Flanders, 1967b, 

p. 159).

The results obtained in this study with a !lDdified instrument and 

six-second time intervals seem to confinn that these ground rules are an 

invitation to biased observation. 1-IcMever, Flanders (1967b, p. 159) has 

stated that there is a theory of the "unbiased, biased observer, " which 

contends that even if the observer's assessment appears to be biased, he 

is unbiased in that he remains open to all evidence of a changing 

situation. It is evident, too, that the time interval of six-seconds 

caused additional problems of choice in Cluster I. This error-causing 

effect was found to be present in the results, judging both by the level 

of the coefficients in different clusters and by the mnnber of cate

gories in these cluster cx:mparisons. It is advisable to take this into 

account, h:Jwever, as Flanders (1970) p:)ints out, by ch:x:>sing time inter-
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vals as the unit of analysis: "When such time intervals are small, 

canpared with the cycles or natural units which are of interest, then 

not too much error is introduced. This approach has the advantage that 

the observer does not have to make snap judgements about the beginning 

and end of natural units while he is observing" (p. 164). By using 

three-second time interval frequencies, as in the FIAC, canpared with 

the six-second interval used in the PEIAC/LH-75, the frequencies are 

naturally higher and are also reflected in the level of reliability. In 

the other clusters, the range of variation of frequencies and also the 

I2!_ coefficients were higher, and the role of randan errors greater. The 

use of categorizing principles merits closer examination in connection 

with different time intervals. 

One factor contributing to the unsystematic variation of relia

bility ccmponents in the M'.Jvement and Social Access Cluster II and in 

the Social Fonn Cluster III was related to the videotape recording and 

to the quality of the videotapes used. On several occasions, the video 

segment was less than adequate, with either teacher or student behavior 

obscured fran view. It may be that the camera angle was not sufficiently 

thought out with the observation of these activities in mind. In 

general, the recording was found to have a nore detrimental effect on 

visibility than on audibility. The rules guiding videotape recording and 

categorizing principles also merit a closer look. 

The coding errors caused by the constancy and nature of the coding 

targets (teacher, grade level, subject area) were rather nore systematic 

than rand:m, and were reflected differently in different clusters. The 

reactions of "living instrument" to "living target," such as teachers, 

were clearly visible. When canparing grade level effects and teacher 

effects on the level of reliability, Tavecchio (1977) n::>ted that the 

results obtained in a study using the generalizability of scores and 

profiles for reliability assessment, seemed to cx:mfinn the view that the 

fonner is "nested within teacher" (p. 95). This was found to be a 

general characteristic also of the present study because within-coder 

constancy variation was n::>t statistically significant by grade level in 

any clusters as it was by teacher. As the coders became acquainted with 

the coding target, randcm errors became a systematic way of interpreting 

teaching behavior individually and uniquely, according to the coding 

system. 
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It was also evident that there were ccmron elements and a certain 

degree of consistency in the interaction pattern in the condition of 

different P.E. subject areas. This consistency of variation seems to be 

reflected in the results of this examination, as well as in Clleffers' 

(1973) study where reliability was detennined by subnitting cell rank

ings to analysis using Kendall's coefficient of concordance, �-

One qualification is necessary here, h<:Mever. There were various 

kinds of error by individual coders, although no attention was paid to 

the meaningfulness of errors in this study. An examination of the 

variance of coders w:>uld be a first step toward this kind of study. 

Thus, it can be concluded that there was a high degree of consis

tency both in coding behavior and in the target observation. The results 

obtained suggest that the theory of the generalizability of scores and 

profiles presented by Cronbach et al. (1972), in which the question of 

reliability resolves into a question of the accuracy of generaliza

bility, merits consideration in examining the multidimensional problems 

of reliability and validity in the construction of measuring instruments 

for the observation of physical education classes. 

The consistency arrong samples of behavior challenges the investiga

tors to w:>rk out concepts of variables to be measured as a part of 

instrument validation as well as a study of instrument precision (McGaw 

et al. , 1972 ) . 

Sumnary of the Reliability and 

Objectivity of Coding 

The aim of this investigation was to identify and describe the 

metlx:>dological problems involved in an observation instrument proposed 

for analyzing the directive/n::mdirective aspects of interaction in 

physical education teaching (Heinila, 1976). 

The overall reliability was detennined by clusters using the scores 

of six trained observers, each having observed 24 P. E. lessons ( 20 

minutes each) three times, in occasions randcmly placed at one-m:::mth 

intervals, first in a live situation and then twice rrore in videotaped 

situations. The reliability of the different clusters was assessed by 

using the profile meth:x:l, and was ccmputed by using Scott's l2!_ coeffi

cient (Scott, 1955). A total of 8424 Scott's coefficients were ccmputed. 
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The coefficients were examined by means of t-tests and a one-way analy

sis of variance (Af¥JVA). The variation of reliability coefficients was 

examined by analyzing the between-coder reliability (agreement) and the 

within-coder reliability (constancy) • The contribution made to variation 

by the different ccmponents was analysed by means of a one-way analysis 

of variance. The reliability of individual categories was also deter

mined by using the nonparametric Kendall coefficient of concordance, W 

and also by cx:rnputing intraclass correlation coefficients. 

Surnnarizing the main results, the average level of mean coefficient 

values was rather low and varied according to cluster ( pi I/. 61, pi 

II/.65, pi III/.69) and reliability ccmponent (inter-coder agree

ment . 65, wi thin-cxx:ier constancy • 69, and between-cxx:ier constancy . 60 ) , 

indicated in results of the videotape recordings T2 and T3. The range of

variation and dispersion of coefficients was high. 

In Cluster I these "errors" were found to be irore or less system

atic in character. The reliability index used, Scott's 12!. coefficient, 

took into consideration the estimated role of chance in determining the 

level of reliability. HcMever, in connection with the sample used in 

this study, chance seemed to have less significance as a reliability 

decreasing factor than that resulting fran the coders, coding occasions 

and coding target. The chance pheocrneron that was found to cx:;cur in the 

use of the categorizing principles of Cluster I judging lx>th the 

between-coder and within-coder constancy ccmparisons seems to have 

relevance lx>th to the developnent of the structure of the measuring 

instrument and to the improvement of the general rules guiding the 

cxx:iers and the training of observers. 

The reliability operationalized as intercxxier agreement and 

assessed by means of the Kendall coefficient of concordance �, was found 

to be rather high. Twenty-three of the 27 categories yielded a value of 

� significant at the .01 level (Ori.-square test) but in all coding 

occasions, the coefficients of four categories of infrequent occurrence 

(I/03, I/12, II/8 and III/7) were not statistically significant, as was 

also evident by ccmputing the coefficient of concordance. The categoriz

ing principles need to be considered irore closely. 

In addition to the assessment of the objectivity of cxxling, the 

infonnation conce:rning the "consensual ordering" of lessons by indivi

dual categories may be useful for refining the structure of the instru-
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ment and tte rules of categorization to facilitate tte measurement of 

1::tBOretica 1 1 y .important concepts. It can be cone 1 uded, after reviewing 

tte results of this examination of both tte overal 1 reliability and tte 

reliability of individual categories of tte measuring instrument, that 

more infonnation is needed about genera 1 factors causjng errors in 

coding before tte category system can be implemented to objectively 

measure ire::e concepts. 

Construct validity of coding 

Background and Purpose 

This sub-report wil 1 concentrate on tte metrodological problems 

as30ciated with tte development of tte obS2rvational instrument and 

report on an experiment made to examine more c 1 ose 1 y tte construct 

validity of coding by means of tte multiple discriminant analysis 

technique. 

As Dunkin and biddle (1974, 78) stated, vtErl reviewing approximate

ly 500 descriptive studies dealing with tte obs2.rvation of classroom 

interaction, "tte terms reliability and validity have technical meanings 

vtErl used to describe instruments for measurement of teaching .. " and "to 

say that tte instrument is reliable means that it provides tte same 

score of measurement for repeated applications to tte same teaching 

events", and "to say that an instrument is valid means that it measures 

v.hat we thirlc it is measuring.'' 

In most cas::s tte investigators constructing obs2.rvational instru

ments consider only obs2.rver agreement and neglect tte study of validi

ty. This is common to researcters dealing with obs2.rvation of r,hysical 

education teaching and applying modified instruments already validi

tated, sum as tte most commonly used Flanders FIAC system (e.g. 

DougtEI:ty, 1970, 47; Mancuso, 1973c, 84-85; Gas30n, 1971, 38). B ut as we 

know, an instrument may be reliable with:mt being valid but not vice 

versa, and thus it is appropriate to concexn ourselves also with tte 

crucial question of validity in connection with i;:hysical education 

studies. 

Because in obs2.rvation studies tte obs2.rver and tte cl ass:ici.ation 

system togetter fonn tte measuring instrument, reliability is not to be 

regarded as a prope:rtyt of an instrument but as that of measurement. 
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Similarly, an instrument itself is neither reliable nor unreliable, it 

is such only when it has been used to collect data nad data have been 

manipulated in sane way to prcxluce scores. Thus the observer beccxnes and 

additional source of errors of measurements. According to Kanulainen 

(1973, 12) "the value of the final results depends crucially on the 

accurate use of the metalanguage of classification system in the ooding 

process". Therefore the main problem in developing and observational 

instrument is.haw to get adequate infonuation for refining the classifi

cation system and expecially the rules guiding the observers so that 

theoretically imp::>rtant concepts could be measured objectively (see 

Kanulainen 1970b, 24). 

Because there was no external criterion available to assess the 

validity of these codings it was decided to use multiple disriminant 

analysis for examining m:::,re closely the variability of coders, i.e. to 

describe c::cmron features of disagreement. 

Research task · 

The purpose of the study was to detenuine the degree of variability in 

the oodings of different observers when using the categories of the 

three cluster category system 

PEIAC/LH-75 (Heinila 1976a). 

In this connection the aim was: 

- to find th:::>se discriminant functions that best separate the observers

fran each other, in other �rds, maximize the between-observer varian

ce, relative to the within-observer variance,

- to describe factors connected with the use of the category system that

cause such di£ferences and thus reduce the degree of agreement arrong

coders,

- to examine the structure of the observer group in tenus of the noted

deviations and thereby attempt to describe the degree of validity in

this II testing" •
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Discriminant Analysis of the Observational Data 

Although discriminant analysis has rarely been used in observa

tional studies, it is appropriate to explore its applicability as a 

method of assessing and describing factors predicting inter-cod.er agree

ment. This method is presented rrore canprehensively by Cooley and Lohnes 

(1971). Here the main features, tasks, assumptions and principles of the 

interpretation of results will be considered. 

In this analysis the codings (scores) of different observers may be 

regarded as forming criterion groups (A-F), representing the universe of 

observers using the category system ( 27 categories) in the uni verse of 

coding situations (N=l44). In discriminant analysis a linear function 

(II) is made fran the predictors (categories of the classification

system) so that this function maximally separates the groups (coding of

observers) . The residuals are treated in the same way. This may result

in a new function (I) , orthogonal to the former, which improves discrim

ination of the observer groups. If these functions should prove statis

tically significant, a curvilinear dependence exists between predictors

and criteria. The geanetric interpretation of discriminant analysis can

be seen for the case of tv.D groups (A and B) and tv.D variates (distribu

tions of tv.D categories X and Y) with the assistance of Figure 13, in

which the tv.D sets of concentric ellipses represent the bivariate swarms

for the tv.D groups in idealized form. The tv.D variates, X and Y, are

m::xlerately positively correlated. Cooley and Lohnes (1971) point out,

"that this .diagram depends upon the equality of the tv.D group disper

sions. If either the variances of X and Y or the X, Y <XJVariance were

different for the tv.D groups the centroids for the tvK> groups would n:::>t

have the same shape and orientation, and the boundary ( line II) would

not be a straight line. The size of the tv.D populations do n:::>t have to

'be the same, only the dispersion" ( p. 245) •
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y II 

X 

I 

Figure 13. Example of discriminant analysis (Cooley & Lohnes, 1971, 

p. 245).

This m:xiel of analysis also makes it p:,ssible to classify observers 

by using discriminant functions in certain groups according to their 

scores. If we Jax::iw, for example, the codings of observers A and Band we 

wish to place them into certain groups according to the set-up belCM, 

the discriminant analysis makes it p:,ssible to minimize the prop:,rtion 

of placement of observers into "wrong" cells. 

Observer is classified into group A or B 

Observer is a member 

of either group 

A 

B 

A B 

right wrong 

wrong right 

The assumptions concerning the level of measurement also need to be 

considered. The discriminant analysis, like the analysis of variance and 

factor analysis, presupp:,ses that the measurement fulfills the require

ments of interval scales. Nevertheless, these methods of analysis have 

often been used with ordinal data. For example, Cooley and Lohnes (1971) 

presented a research example by using such data. Such methods have also 

been used in observational studies by such researchers as Medley and 

Mitzel (1958), Soar (1968), Heinila (1970, 1971, 1980), Bookh:>ut (1967) 

and Kcmulainen ( 1973) • HCMeVer, because of the nature of the measurement 
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scale, the interpretation of the results remains largely tentative. 

The starting point of the discriminant analysis in the present 

study was the marginal distributions of categories of the 24 lesson data 

(T2) (Table 35) as coded by six trained observers, as well as the 27

categories of the three clusters of the classification system. The 

observation groups were structurally harogeneous and there were differ

ences in the mean distributions of variables. The data fulfilled the 

requirements set on the number of criterion groups and variables. The 

use of discriminant analysis was not equally well justified with regard 

to the level of measurement. This will be taken into account in the 

interpretation of the data. 

Interpretations of the Discriminant Analysis 

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 36, in which 

are listed five discriminant functions, the maximum number possible 

since there were originally six groups. The table displays the structure 

and significance of discrimination. The Otl square test, ccmputed fran 

Wilks' lambda, indicated that of the five discriminant functions sepa

rating observers, the first two discriminations were statistically 

highly significant and the third alm:Jst significant. It was further 

established that the pc:Mer of the discriminant functions to separate 

observers was great, since their can::nical correlations were relatively 

high. The first discriminant function proved clearly 11Dre p:Merful than 

the other four with 58%, the second having only 21%, and the third, 11%. 

Fran the p:>int of view of interpretation, the first three discriminant 

functions were the nost clear and theoretically important. 

The program selected 13 of the 27 classification categories and set 

them in sequence according to hJw much they increased the m::x:lel's 

discriminating p::Mer. It is possible even on this basis to get an idea 

of the nature of the discrimination. The discrimination llDdel included 

the nine categories of the Verbal Cluster I and four of the M:Jvement 

and Social Access Cluster II. Both categories which occurred rarely and 

th:>se occurring nost frequently were represented. In previous studies 

(Heinila, 1976), the former categories were found to possess low and the 

latter high reliability. 
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Table 36. Discriminant analysis on observers and precess variables (PEIAC/Ll--1-75) 
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Content and Interpretation of Discriminant Functions 

The follCMing principles and sequence were used in the interpreta

tion of the c:x:mtents of the discrimination dimensions: First, note was 

made of the variables that had obtained high weights on scaled eigen

vectors ( s) and of their relative discriminating pcx,.1er. SeCDnd, it was 

ascertained hcM highly discriminant functions correlated (r) with vari

ables selected into the m::>del. Third, it was established hcM kna-m. 

gruups (observers) were placed on the discriminant dimension on the 

basis of their means and standard deviations on these dimensions. 

Finally, their mutual placement in the discrimination plane, formed by 

t'MJ discrimination dimensions at a time, was studied. 

Frau the structure of the coefficients, and the nature of the 

factors, the five functions extracted appear to measure the follCMing 

variations in the coding behavior of observers A-F: 

DF I: Coding of Teacher-Pupil Verbal Comn.mication: Wide versus 

Narrc:M. The first and nDSt imp;:)rtant discriminant function distinguished 

the observers who had made a wide use of the categories of verbal 

ccmnunication fran th:)se who had used only sane categories. The 

follCMing categories, besides being highly related to discriminant func

tions, obtained high weights on scaled eigenvectors: pupil speaks spon

taneously (I/09), teacher asks, initiates and tenninates activity 

( I/04), teacher accepts, praises, en<X>Urages ( I/01). On the basis of the 

placement of observers on the discrimination dimensions ( Figure 14), 

observer F deviated clearly fran the rest, 11DSt clearly fran observers D 

and A, and was placed at a distance of over U-x) standard deviations fran 

the others. The observer in question was found to deviate significantly 

fran the others also in the analysis of inter-a:xler agreement (Heinila, 
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Figure 14. Placanent of observer A-F group centroids on the 
discrimination plane formed by discriminative functions I and II. 
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1976). The nature of this factor was then examined closer, as was the 

shift phencmenon by cxxler which reduced the index of inter-cxxler agree

ment of the whole group. The way in which observer F used the classi -

fication system sh:Med a tendency to cxxle IIDre frequently than the 

others the occurrence of "verbal carmunication, teacher and pupil 

initiative and response." The observer in question also attempted to 

take into aCCDunt infrequent and IIDre rapidly occurring events in order 

to describe the continuity of carmunication, whereas other observers 

were content with a less detailed coding of carmunication. 

It is possible that the time interval of six seconds was reflected 

in these coding differences as well as Rule 4 ( see 01apter 5, page B 3) . 

DF II: Coding of Pupils' Collective Activity Situations: such 

as Ambiguous with Teachers Corrective Feedback versus Sp:mtaneous with 

Teacher's Silent Activity. This discriminant function separated obser

vers on the basis of h::M they coded ambiguous situations. An examination 

of the weights of scaled eigenvectors and of correlation coefficients 

indicates that the nost important categories in this discrimination were 

the category discribing the ambiguity of pupil activity (II/8), 

teacher's corrective feedback (I/02) and teacher's silent participation 

in novement activity ( I/11) . When the placement of observers on the 

discrimination dimension was analyzed (Figure 14) it was seen that 

observer D differed clearly fran the others, especially fran observers A 

and C. Where observer D tended to code an ambiguous situation using the 

category "confused situation" ( II/8), the rest, and particularly 

observer A, were m::,re inclined to cxxle it as "spontaneous pupil 

activity." Similarly, observer D coded the teacher's verbal behavior as 

"corrective feedback and teacher silent participation" rrore frequently, 

while the others used the category "teacher follows pupils' activity, 

guides silently" (I/10). 

It appears that it was difficult to draw a line between confused 

and spontaneous pupil activity situations. 

DF III: Coding of Verbal and N:::>n-verbal Ccrmrunication: Infre

quently Occurring versus Frequently Occurring categories. This third 

discrimination dimension was n::>t as easy to interpret as the first u,,o 

dimensions. It was, h::Mever, found to be statistically significant 

and quite interesting fran the point of view of the theory and content 

validity of coding. The discrimination between observers was again 
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related to coding differences in ccmbining non-verbal and verbal can

munication. For interpretation, the nost important discriminating cate

gories proved to be the verbal category "teacher uses ideas, novement 

tasks suggested by pupils" (I/O3) and the category indicative of teacher 

initiative "teacher asks questions, initiates and tenninates activity" 

(I/O4). Included in the nodel was the rrost frequently occurring pupil 

collective activity category "inter-pupil contacts and novement free, 

range of ideas controlled" (II/2), wh::)se correlation with the mean of 

original variables was, hcMever, low ( .11) . Also included was the cate

gory "pupils wait for turn" (II/7). On the basis of the placement of 

observer centroids on the discr.imi.nation dimension (see Figure 15), it 

was possible to establish that observers Band E deviated £ran the rest, 

rrost clearly fran observer C and least fran observer F, win, it will be 

remembered, represented a "wide coding of verbal ccmnunication" on the 

first dimension. Observers B and D tended nore frequently than the 

others to use the categories "teacher initiates and tenninates activity" 

( I/04), "teacher uses ideas, novement tasks suggested by pupils" ( I/O3) 

and "teacher participates silently in novement activity" ( I/11). 

Observer C made exceptionally little use of these categories, but a 

frequent use of the categories "inter-pupil contacts free, range of 

ideas controlled" (II/2), "pupils wait for their turn" (II/7), and 

"pupils' sp:ntaneous activity" (II/4). In general, observer C used a 

nore reduced metlro of coding a ccmbination of verbal and rx:n-verbal 

ccmnunication than observer E. It \'.Duld seem that ccmbining verbal and 

IXlt1-verbal ccmnunication, which is the central feature of this classifi

cation system, requires special alertness and a certain attitude. At 

least half of the observers strived cx::msciously to do so. 

While the first three dimensions brought out differences in the 

coding of infrequent or rapidly occurring categories, confused situa

tions and n::m-verbal ccmnunication, the situation was quite different 

with the last tw::) dimensions. In them were distinguished cx:::iders wh::) used 

frequently occurring categories in certain ways: 

- Matter-of-fact-centered coding of teacher talk - versus other and

silence-centred coding - versus other. 

The difference between observers was nJt significant on the last 

tw::) dimensions, even th:>ugh it yielded a reasonable interpretation. It 

slnul.d be pointed out that, in general, the use of the nnst frequently 
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occurring categories, such as I/05 and I/10 in ambiguous situations, is 

not reccmnended according to the insb:uctions given in connection with 

this classification system or with the Flanders category system ( see 

Rule 1, page 83 ). The discriminant analysis brought out this problem of 

reliability and consb:uct validity of coding. Also, the shift phencmenon 

was highlighted in the interpretation of the last� dimensions. 

Discussion of Results 

Sb:ucture of the Observer Group 

The discriminant functions that describe independent factors 

causing disagreement arrong coders were interesting frau the JX)int of 

view of theory. 

Observers could be placed into a certain group which reflected 

their coding behavior. These discriminant functions were found to be 

associated with certain kinds of situations such as teacher-pupil verbal 

ccmnunication-centered, disturbed pupil activity situations or n:){lVerbal 

ccmnunication-centered situations. The sb:ucture of the discriminant 

nodel reflected different coding decisions made in these situations and 

conceming the ch::>ice between infrequently (a) versus frequently (b) 

occurring categories: 

DF I DF II DF III 

(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

Obviously the crude coding was advantageous frau the JX)int of view 

of reliability but at the sarre time it reduced the consb:uct validity, 

and thus the discriminant validity of the instrument, i.e. , of coding. 

HcMever, the central objective of the classification system was the 

identification of the sequence of teacher-pupil verbal and n:){l-verbal 

ccmnunication, as well as the discrimination between directiveness and 

nondirectiveness of the teacher's interaction with pupils. 

Naturally, it was nore difficult to observe teacher activity in a 

noisy and confused situation, because audibility was bad. Such situa

tions are n::>t, hJwever, very ccmron in observation studies, but they 

slx)uld be taken into account in analyzing the reactions of different 
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observers and in refining categories and cxxling instructions. The 

technical equipnent and the methods used for voice recording obviously 

need to be examined nore closely. 

The structure of the group of six observers with a similar training 

background was quite heterogeneous when examined in the light of differ

ences revealed in their individual manner of using the metalanguage of 

the classification system. Coder differences emerged clearly in three 

linear factor groups of different cx::rrg;x:>sition (see Table 35 and Figures 

14 and 15). As is usual in discriminant analysis, the first linear 

function predictor of disagreement separated one group (observer F) fran 

the rest, then the next one ( D) fran the rest and so on. Observer 

variability was great, especially on the first three dimensions and in 

the discrimination space defined by� discrimination dimensions at a 

time (Figure 14). 

On the basis of the nature of cxxling decision differences it was 

possible to get a description of the problems of the construct validity 

of cxxling and of its level in connection with the "testing of the 

instruments." Roughly speaking, about half of the observers approached 

coding in a way considered valid in tenttS of the theory, which, h:Mever, 

in this context, often tcx::>k place at the cost of reliability. 

In this case at least, the heterogeneous group offered a good basis 

for the discrimination of systematic differences, the shift phen:::men:)n 

and factors that reduced inter-coder agreanent. Thus it can be IX)ted 

that by using a team of observers in the study the universe of general

izability could be broadened. But, in which direction it sh::)uld be 

broadened is a question that also merits consideration when the 

measuring instrument is being refined (M::Gaw et al., 1972). 

Construct Validity of Coding 

The empirical findings reported in this study established clearly 

that high frequencies of occurrence are n::>t necessary prerequisites for 

the reliable measurement of behavior. Certainly, if a particular type of 

behavior is of sufficient interest, we sh:Juld n::>t be deterred fran 

attempting to measure it solely on the grounds that its occurrence is 

relatively infrequent. Nor, on the other hand, can we assume that the 

accumulation of large numbers of observations of a particular type of 
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bEha.vior provides some kind of guarantee that we have adlieved prec:.isiDn 

of measurement. 

What :really matters tten is not tie number of times that a particu

lar type of bEha.vior has been observed, but vtBt:rnr tie subjects of tie 

observation have di£fered consistently in tie extent to \otlidl tiey 

display that bEha.vior. This cannot be inferred from considerations of 

frrquency alone, but need to be determined by an analysis of inter-coder 

agreement and between-cod& agreement of tie type described earlier or 

th::>s3 :reported by Heinil a (1976b), Bodn:mt (1967) or Komulainen (1973). 

Tre construct of discriminators found in this study describe pat

t&ns of teadEr and pupil bEha.vior \otlidl in Bcxib:mt's (1967) study 

were found to be :related to tie social emotional climate. Tre quantity 

of positive emotive expressions of teadEr and pupil talk ( D F I), and 

tie sequence of verbal and non-verbal int&action (DF II) also distin

gu:is-ed situations \'l"ere teadEr and pupils were moving and teadEr was 

participating in movem:=mt activity ( D F III), causing disagroement among 

cod&S. Decisions concerning tie level of di£ferent forms of pupils' 

collective activity, operationalized as social access, were also 

reflected in results describing variation between coders. Also tie 

results obtained by Tavecdlio (1977) suggest similar di£ficul ties in 

coding int&action proces.93S in p-lySi..cal education clasBes objectively. 

In tie present study, tie inverse dlaracter of :reliability and 

validity was highlighted, W'li.ch had already been pointed out by Flanders 

(1970) in his analysis concerning tie training of observ&S and :reliabi

lity problars. 
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Suggestions for Further Study and Improvement of the Observation 

Instrument PEIAC/LH-75 

A 1 ttough tre resu 1 ts of tre discriminant ana 1 ysis can on 1 y be 

regarded as tentative on account of tre nature of ire level of tre 

measurement scale, irey yielded quite useful information for ire deve-

1 opment of ire instrument. 

Furtter:- re:BarCh suuld be conducted with ire instrument created. 

It suuld include replications of tre exploratory study. Furtter:- as tre 

observation instrument is stil 1 crude, its potential for refinement 

suuld be capitalized upon for research and tead:Er training purp092S. 

Tte results obtained suggest that more attention suuld be paid to tre 

fo 1 1 CMing questions: 

( 1) oovel q:m:nt of ru 1 ES for cxx:ling ll\'.JIB oo::::isi. vel y teadEl:'-pupil ver:ba 1

and non-verbal carmunication and their sequence.

( 2) ire W:B of ire six-99Cond time interv a 1 needs to be considered more

c 1 coo 1 y. Ma y be a three 99COnd interv a 1 wou 1 d be better in coding

tre first speech c 1 uster, and one minute in connection with ire

otter c 1 usters,

(3) developing rules for coding more decisivel y pupils' collective

movement activity and tre fonn.s of social access (categories II/3,

II/4),

(4) also ire rules for coding "pupils collective passivit y" (II/7)

"waiting for turn" must be refined,

( 5) tie ru 1 es guiding videotape recording must be determined moree

exactly and so that the whole situation is taken into account,

(6) tre tednique for voice-recording must be implemented by using ire

w.ireless throat mi.cro:i;innes. Recording of pupils voices also needs

to be considered more cloooly,

(7) ire training of coders as wel 1 as tre treatment of material to be

W:Bd in this connection need to be examined. A sample of material

with different contents snuld be added to tre observer training

prograrrme,

(8) agreement controls ca.rr:ied out only at ire beginning of ire stud y

period are not enough to avoid systematic errors in coding: recur

ring constancy control must be resorted to,
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(9) the selection of coders need to be (X)nsidered m::>re closely and by

taking into account the cognitive as well as affective characteris

tics of the candidates· 

'l'.he technique of multiple discriminant analysis outlined previously 

can be applied 

- for refining the classification system so that reliability and

validity problems can be examined simultaneously 

- for implementation of observer training progranmes so that as

pects important fran the theoretical p::>int of view can be empha

sized 

- for studying and assessing' "inter-investigation agreement" by

having' the same classification system used by different investi

gators. 
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PART III 

INVESTIGATION OF THE O)NSTRlJCr VALIDITY AND 

SENSITNITY OF THE OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT PEIAC/LH-75 

This section will report on an investigation of the construct 

validity and sensitivity of the observation instn.nnent PEIAC/LH-75 using 

a ClilllUlative.multivariate analysis of the factoral sb::ucture of instruc

tional situations and a discriminant analysis of the groups fanned with 

the factor scores. 

The general principles underlying factor analysis and its various 

phases are well kn::Mn. Only sane special problems will be oonsidered in 

this connection, after which the specific areas of multiple grouping 

analysis and multiple diBCriminant analysis will be discussed. 

A great deal of correlational research on validity employs factor 

analysis which reorganizes a table of correlations to emphasize conver

gence. Reducing the central core of this info:rmation to a canpact table 

of factor loadings often has a clarifying effect (cf. Cronbach, 1971; 

Medley, 1982). 

In this connection, an attempt will be made (a) to use factor 

analysis as a means of reducing the dimensionality of the set of three 

cluster variables by taking advantage of their intercorrelations, and 

(b) to find ways of identifying fundamentally ireaningful dimensions of

the multivariate CXX'lStruct under study. This kind of evaluative research 

may be tenood a method of controlled correlation to highlight the 

central roles of correlation ooefficients as a primary index of the 

strength of relation, explanation, or prediction. Regarding kinds of 

possible conclusions, they will be probablistic in nature, reducing 

uncertainty, but n:Jt c:x::1Tipletly eliminating it (cf. Ccx:>ley & Lohnes, 

1976). 

In this study the greatest interest centers on correlations between 

the original variables and factors. The matrix of scores of the cate

gories of the three-cluster correlations is called a factor structure. 

This matrix will be used here primarily as an interpretative device, 

just as it is in any multivariate analysis which reb"Ults :in a factoring 

of a measurement battery. Here the same factor matrix is regarded as 
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expressing tx:rth the theoretical ccmposi tion of a measurement, thus 

"explaining" the measurement, and the correlations of the factor with 

the measurement "explaining" the factor (Cooley & Lohnes, 1971). 

When working with ipsati ve ncminal scales, it is necessary to 

interpret the two poles of each factor separately. This situation is in 

general attributable to the use of taxonanies. "As the system is always 

in sane state, an increase in any one fonn of behaviour leads to a 

decrease in the other fonns" (Kanulainen, 1971a, p. 16). 

By using a three-cluster category system the variables are tied to 

ipsativity. in ITOre than one way: between the categories within each 

cluster and between the categories of different clusters. Thus, we can 

discuss inter-cluster ipsativity and between-cluster ipsativity. A 

factor analysis will be employed in this context as a means of exploring 

ipsativeness on the construct under study. 

The set of data analyzed here was recorded on videotape during the 

autumn tenn of 1973. The data were gathered by six trained observers 

coding each situation three times: first in the live classroan and then 

twice ITOre with the videotape at one rronth intervals. The data set 

includes 24 P.E. lessons with a total of 28,800 six-second time units. 

Aims of the Factor Analysis 

This analysis will explore, fran the point of view of the validity 

of Flanders' theory, the interaction in 24 P. E. lessons by considering 

the systematic variance arrong scores when using the PEIAC/LH-75 three

cluster category system on the construct under investigation. 

In this phase of the study, the aims were: 

1. to examine interaction in physical education classes by means of the

factor analytical r-technique

- to identify the structural dimensions of interaction,

- to consider whether they correspond to logical dimensions or to

the theoretical framav.urlc, and

- to consider the behavior of the emerging factors (factor scores)

in canbination with certain other variables (frame factors) as

classified in accordance with the sex of the teacher, grade level

and physical education subject area;



2. to explore the fonnation of harogeocius groups of lessons in grouping

analysis based on factor scores; and

3. to explore the fonnation of the factors predicting variability and

grouping of lessons, "lmciwn" to be different. In this connection the

aim was:

to find tlX>se discriminant functions that best separate the cri

terion groups £ran each other, in other ¼Drds to maximize the 

between-group variance, relative to the within--grDup variance; 

- to describe factors connected with the use of the category system

and predicting the grouping of lessons, and thus to describe the

ability of the instrument to distinguish between groups kncMn to

behave differently on the construct under study;

to examine the structure of the groups fonned by the grouping

analysis in tenns of mted deviations; and

to describe the sensitivity of the instrument, i.e. , the ability

of the instrument to make the discriminations required for

research problems.

Selection of Variables 

The establishnent of a mininn..nn acceptable reliability for variables 

to be sul:mitted to factor analysis was based on the following prin

ciples: Since there were m previous studies using this observation 

instrument, reliability of the data <XJUl.d mt be presumed. The higher 

the reliability cut-off point set, the fewer variables would be 

subni.tted, and the greater the risk of thrcMing away valuable data. On 

the other hand, the lower the cut-off point, the greater the risk of 

diluting the factor analysis with so much worthless data that a great 

many poorly defined factors would be required to account for total 

variance. For this quasi experiment, the intention was to subni.t to 

factor analysis th::>se variables which might contribute significant 

loadings to factors. Estimating reliability by using the Kendall coef

ficient of cx:na:)rdance (W), 23 of the 27 categories were significant at 

the 0.01 level. The remaining four were categories with low frequencies 

and/or indicating a confused situaticn (I/03, I/12, II/8, III/7). In the 

light of this criterion, a total of 27 variables were sutmi tted for 
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analysis. The results re!X)rted here are based on a video-recorded obser

vation ( T2), in which the level of reliability was the highest of the

three rating times. The means of S(X)tts @, ccmputed frcm the scores of 

the six trained observers, were, by clusters, .61, . 71 and . 77. 

Factoring and Principles of Interpretation 

The intercorrelation matrix was obtained by (X)rrelating the three

cluster category frequencies 27 x 27 ccmputed frcm the six observers' 

S(X)res (total 28,800 six-8e(X)nd time units) in the lessons (N=24). The 

data frcm three (X)ding occasions (Appendix C.l) were subjected to fac

toring separately. The (X)rrelation matrices were factored by using the 

{ principal axis method, and the rn.nnerically highest (X)rrelations were 

used as estimates of h. Rotation was carried out by the varimax tech

nique. This rotation method was ch:::>sen because, being octagonal, it was 

likely to yield a simple and clear-cut result useful at the initial 

stage of this "structure seeking" investigation. 

The number of factors to be rotated was determined according to the 

principle that ( 1) it is preferable to include too many than t.cc few 

factors, and (2) a description that is optimal both interpretation.ally 

and in tenns of the simple structure rule sh::>uld be sought with succes

sive reductions of the primary base. Four, five, six, seven and eight 

factors were rotated with the varimax technique. 

Seven factors proved to be the nost interpretable and stable a:::rn

bination. The consistency of the structures of the seven factor varimax 

resolution was examined by analysing the factor structure cx::mputed fran 

three data sets ((X)ding occasions T1, T2, T3) by means of Synmetric

Transfonnation Analysis (Appendix C.2). Each factor extracted was inter

preted as a structural dimension by studying the categories with appre

ciable loadings ( -. 30), synthesizing them, and naming the canp::>Si te 

pattern. 

The factor loadings of categories and the regression cx::>efficients 

obtained by them (Appendix C.3) in the estimation of factor scores 

helped to identify the categories that were central in the ccostruct of 

the factor in question. In addition, the lessens for which the factor 

scores were the highest were ccnipared with tlx>se with the lowest factor 

scores. 
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Results of the Factor Analysis 

Correlations between categories of the Three Clusters 

The correlation matrices between categories of different clusters 

(Table 37) express the interdependence of the categories of each cluster 

tlu:oughout the lessons observed. The figures are in general so lCM that 

categories may be considered sufficiently independent of each other to 

meet the requirements of independence imposed on observational metlxx:ls. 

Using ipsative ncminal scales, it is evident that there will be sane 

high negative correlations, and as stated before, the process is always 

in sane state. Therefore an increase in any one fonn of behavior leads 

( 
necessarily to a decrease in the other forms. For instance, in the 

verbal cluster (I) the category indicating" teacher's silent behavior 

(I/10) and the category indicating the nost d::minant teacher's verbal 

behavior ( I/05) correlated neg-atively. Also it is understandable that 

there will be p:)Sitive correlations between the categories of initiative 

behaviors and response behaviors. categories of different clusters cor

related with each other both p:)Sitively and neg-atively. The highest 

p:)Sitive correlation, .98-.97, was found between categories II/8 and 

III/7 of clusters tv..Q and three, both indicating" a confused situation. 

These categories were always used together in beginning and finishing 

coding. 

Results 

l Factor analysis yielded seven factors accounting" for 68.6% of the

total variance ( Table 38) . Factor scores estimated for every lesson in

the seven factors are presented in Table 39. The results are illustrated

in Figure 16, based on the means and dispersions of factor scores and 

dem:::nstrating the location of each lesson in stI:uctural dimensions as 

classified according to the sex of the teacher, the grade level, and 

the physical education subject area. 

It was found that the p::Bitive JX)le activities a:nsisted nostly of 

the teacher's verbal activities. 1-k::Mever, in the first factor a type of 

n::n-verbal form of teacher activity, participation in student activity 

(I/11), was evident (Figure 16A). The teacher's silent behavior as 

guidance (I/10), which is a ccxmon type of activity in ball games, was 

characteristic of the neg-ative-JX)le activities. 'l\.o factors, rJ and V, 



Table 37. Categories of the Three Clusters on Correlation Matrix for Observation T2. The Highest CorrelationCoefficient of Each Variable is Placed on the Diagonal. 

VARIABLES 

cws. CAT. 
No. No. 

I C11 JS 

02 55 66 

Ol -02 05 ll 
04 -17 -JS -14 H 
OS 10 )2 -02 -19 61 

06 02 -10 09 54 -02 72 

01 -oo -02 12 06 29 0) 52 

oa -04 -18 Sl 45 20 )l S2 58 

09 -26 16 so -2) 48 OS n 49 sa 

10 -24 -19 -09 ·ll -60 -47 •16 ·H -)S -60
11 -15 -17 ·LS 0l - )l -08 -)4 -26 •JO -21 77
12 00 -08 -01 09 -02 12 04 1)6 -OS -04 -01' )9 

tI -27 -25 -21 S◄ -11 72 -21 09 -22 -2◄ 0) )0 12. 
2 46 ) ) l l ·H -17 -SL 07 -2) 14 S◄ -)8 -19 -65 -65

I ) -21 -26 -06 -12 -25 -ur -o◄ •li ·B -11 77 -oe -18 ·H 77
06 22 17 -10 07 -12 04 -06 54 -1◄ 06 05 -19 1) -o) 98 

5 -20 05 09 H 61 25 0) 46 oe .5; -le 01 26 -SS -20 -16 6J_
6 -1) -02 04 -19 58 -14 )8 )l 58 -oe •45 0/1 -17 -02 -)l 19 25 511 
1 -44 -)9 -08 14 -o 7 l7 08 09 -19 -25 56 21 19 -57 59 -10 07 -06 11.
8 21 -05 15 1) 17 -l◄ 50 58 47 -19 -12 05 -u 01 -15 19 24 26 -02 5-,

tII l 01 07 15 )6 -14 47 -12 -24 0) -)2 18 -le Cl -16 -o) 15 -011 •)4 -oa -2) -59
2 -)9 -42 -18 18 21 -12 l) )2 0., l l -20 H 18 -20 -19 -21 )4 27 07 22 -59 -59 
) 41 66 06 -)6 22 -10 04 02 20 -07 -27 -19 •Cl )4 -111 10 06 18 • l 7 -11 - \ 9 -n 66 
4 )0 -06 -2) -2) -)5 -21 -10 OS -10 l II 0) -oe -l2 25 011 -LO - )II -16 ·LS 25 -26 -06 • l II -)8 
5 -)) - ) II 19 -20 -29 -22 -09 -24 -10 11 62 -12 -25 -15 76 06 -JS -20 4 � ·l) I ) -24 -)l -o• 76 
6 -17 0) 51 40 -07 01 19 (2 -06 04 • l 5 -(I� -15 -02 04 -07 22 -oo \6 • l l -'111 ·OS 2 2 - t) - i ') s \ 
7 10 ie 12 -11 10 -07 -oo -OS 52 -1� 00 07 -15 12 •\() 911 -10 \ � ·IS 17 09 -1� l S -OS -o J -0$ �Q 

0l 02 0) 04 05 06 07 ()A 09 LO 11 \ 2 2 .) s 6 � s 

It It I 
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Table 38. Varimax-rotated Factor Matrix. 

Clu�ier Cal. 2 3 4 5 6 7 h -
_

r 01. 29 -03 -64 28 01 -13 -32 68 

02. 37 1 1 -66 -10 16 24 -12 69 

03. -01 -07 -13 35 18 -06 65 60 

04. 04 -68 29 1 1 -13 02 29 67 

05. 18 14 -09 23 08 79 -11 75 

06. 06 -82 01 04 -05 16 05 70 

( 
07. 01 12 04 61 03 12 27 47 

08. 12 -20 16 72 -10 23 36 79 

09. 17 10 -17 58 51 25 10 73 

10. zo 48 23 -29 -11 -62 08 81 

11. -84 -13 00 16 03 -13 -21 81 

12. 06 -10 36 05 06 07 -15 17 

II 1. 09 -76 40 18 -10 10 -17 82 

2. 44 51 -37 02 10 -47 05 82 

3- -90 08 -05 -06 -09 -06 -02 83 

4. -03 04 -06 08 98 00 -00 97 

5. 13 -25 16 16 -17 71 12 68 

6. 25 35 21 30 21 47 06 58 

7. -67 -1 1 26 -00 -11 21 08 59 

8. 07 05 10 78 10 02 -13 65 

III ,. - 10 -66 -29 -22 -22 -13 -07 64 

2. 18 16 75 17 -20 20 -09 74 

3- 25 28 -64 -10 04 30 15 67 

4. 05 17 -03 19 -14 -49 -33 4 4 

5. -82 18 03 -06 09 -23 16 79 

6. 03 -04 -05 06 -13 -08 7 1 53 

7. 08 02 -07 05 95 05 -05 92 

Eigenvalue 3. 4 3.1 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.7 1.7 18.5 

i 12.5 11. 5 10.0 9.3 q.2 10.0 6.2 68.6 



Table 39, Estimated Factor Scores. 

Lesson 

No 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1 

12 

13 
111 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 

22 

23 
24 

Ree.dale 

12.11.73 
15. 11. 73 
17 .12.73 
20. 11. 7 3
20. 11. 7 3
22.11.73
18.11.73
27,11.73
27. 11. 7 3
27. 11 . 7 3
27 • 11 • 'l 3
29.11. 73

3,12.73 
4,12,73 
4.12,73 
5,12,73 

10.12.73 
11.12.73 
12.12.73 
13.12.73 
14.12.73 
17,12,73 
17,12.73 
18.12,73 

Teacher 

w 

M 

w 

w 

w 

M 

M 

H 

w 

M 

M 

M 

w 

w 

w 

M 

w 

w 

M 

M 

M 

w 

M 

M 

Teact-ier Gra-je level 
M = man L = low 
W = wo!'!lan M = mirldle 

!I : hi�h 

Grade SubjecL FacLor 
level area 1 

L A 463 
M A 4 32 
L G 490 
M G 452 
H B 451 
M R 629 
H A 449 
M B 421 
H G 487 
H R 775 
:-1 B 400 
M B 4 32 
L B 457 
M R 687 
H R 736 
L B 484 
L R 490 
L A 446 
L R 524 
M G 470 
L A 465 
M A 455 
L G 479 
H' G 471 

SubjecL area 
G = �ymnaslics 
A = apparalu� 
R = rhyLmic 
R = ball �amP.s 

FacLor F'aclor F'aclor F'aclor FacLor F'acLor 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

413 538 515 Ll67 703 495 
4 36 626 458 471 48 3 502 
713 543 633 470 550 538 
788 Ll56 378 493 457 438 
386 315 413 481 451 5 37 
395 468 482 511 565 564 
443 676 461 459 491 4 36 
470 329 425 482 506 512 
705 472 390 485 489 4 64 
472 560 493 4 69 399 4 13 
389 500 451 472 256 484 
44 4 454 603 465 379 387 
496 313 117 2 484 524 433 I 

512 496 515 543 407 5 31 ...., 
-.J 

502 422 4 24 476 596 449 
465 396 483 490 681 463 
523 525 530 465 543 875 
465 627 484 464 594 522 
454 519 506 516 331 678 
550 594 531 498 4 34 474 
489 531 528 961 529 473 
458 669 4 38 458 577 432 
514 420 892 456 527 478 
518 549 1195 464 526 371 
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had high loadings only in the positive p::>le. The dispersion of factor 

scores was highest in the third factor 313-676. 

The factors obtained are shcMn belCM. The first factor was clear

cut in content. Here, all the m:>st IB1p0rtant loadings were negative. The 

Factor I: Cluster/ Positive Cluster/ Negative 
category p::>le category p::>le 

I/02 +.37 II/3 -.90 
II/2 +.44 I/11 -.84 

III/5 -.82 
II/7 -.67 

loadings were spuriously high. The social access and the social fonn 

cluster categories (Cluster II and Cluster III) had high loadings on 

this sb:uctural dimension as well as teacher's silent participation in 

novement activities in situations where interpupil contacts were free 

and range of ideas open, work divided am:>ng groups or individuals. The 

p::>sitive p::>le activities consisted of the teacher's verbal positive 

reactions and corrective feedback to the pupils' activities. Ccrnparing 

the different lessons by o:::nsidering the factor scores estimated for 

them, the lesson of rhythmic nnvement expression shJwed the highest 

loadings in this factor. These variables are descriptive of the entire 

:indirect influence area. This sb:uctural dimension was labelled "indi

rect n::nverbal integrative idea generation -- teacher's verbal ccmnuni

cation and m:>tivation." 

The a:mtent of Factor II also was clear. The negative p::>le a:m

caned the teacher's verbal direct ccmnunication and its intensity in 

Factor II: Cluster/ Positive Cluster/ Negative 
category p::>le category p::>le 

II/2 +.51 I/06 -.82 
I/10 +.48 II/1 -. 76 

II/6 +.35 I/04 -.68 

the situation in which inter-pupil o::ntacts and novement activities were 

restricted and range of ideas cx:>ntrolled. The p::,sitive p::>le was asso

ciated with situations in which the teacher's silent guidance was pre

cbni.nant and in which inter-pupil o::ntacts were free but the range of 

ideas was still o::ntrolled. All the 'vOll8I1 teacher's gymnastic lessons 



Figure 16. Location of each lesson in structural dimensions based on the means and disperions of factor scores 

A. Factor I. IDEA GENERATION: Teacher's and pupil's non-verbal integrative idea generation (+)/Teacher's verbal idea
generation and motivation(-)
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showed high loadings on this factor ( Figure 16B) . The structural climen

sion was descriptive of the entire direct influence area. It was 

labelled "intensity of teacher's verbal direct guidance." 

Factor III consisted of categories frcm all three clusters. In the 

positive pole the highest loading was related to situations where the 

class was divided by unifonn task, and the second highest variable 

Factor III: Cluster/ Positive Cluster/ Negative 
Category pole Category pole 

III/2 +.75 I/02 -.66 
II/1 +.40 I/01 -.64 

III/3 -.37 
II/2 -.37 

loading described the social situation in which inter-pupil contacts and 

rrovement activities were restricted and the range of ideas controlled. 

The daninating characteristics of the negative pole were the teacher's 

positive verbal reactions to pupil activities, specificity of supportive 

supervision in the situation in which the class was divided, the tasks 

differentiated, and the range of ideas controlled. In this factor, the 

apparatus and gymnastics lessons, especially of the male teacher, sh:::Med 

high loadings ( Figure 16C). This structural dimension was labelled 

"unifonnity of teacher's n:)nverbal guidance -- specificity of verbal 

supportive supervision." These aspects are descriptive of the entire 

direct/ indirect influence area. 

In Factor N, all the rrost imp:)rtant loadings were positive. The 

fourth factor was related to confused situations where the daninant 

Factor N: Cluster/ Positive Negative 
Category pole pole 

II/8 +.78 
I/01 +.72 
I/07 +.61 
I/09 +.58 
I/03 +.35 
I/06 +.30 

characteristic was pupil-teacher verbal carmunication, which CX>11Sisted 

particularly of pupils' suggestive activity. The dimension was typified 

by the high loading of teacher's acceptance of pupils' spontaneous 
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Figure 16 (cont.) 

c. Factor III. SPECIFICI1Y-UNIFDRMI1Y OF GUIDANCE: Specificity of supportive supervision (+)/Uniformity of teacher
guidance (-)
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activity as well as by the loading of teacher's criticisn. One low level 

gymnastic lesson in particular had high loadings on this factor ( Figure 

16D). This dimension was labelled "directing cx:mnunication." 

Factor V was typified as non-structured situations in which the 

social fonn as well as social access were unclear. In this context 

pupils were asking for instructions and expressing their own ideas. Only 

one low level apparatus lesson had exceptionally high loadings of this 

factor (Figure 16E). The dimension was labelled "non-structured spon

taneous pupil activity. " 

Factor V: Cluster/ 
category 

II/4 
III/7 

I/09 

Positive 
pole 

+.98 
+.95 
+.51 

Negative 
pole 

The dcminant characteristics of the sixth structural dimension were 

phases of the lesson as orientation and work typified by verbal/nonver

bal interaction. The positive pole mainly concerned the teacher's pre

sentation of information, pupils following instructions, organizing 

themselves and assisting in organization. The negative pole was asso

ciated with activity situations in which the class was divided, tasks 

distributed arrong groups and within groups, the range of ideas con

trolled and silent guidance pred:mina.ted. The female teacher's apparatus 

and rhythmic ·rrovement expression lessons had high loadings on this 

factor (Figure 16F). The structural dimension can be named "teacher

dcminant verbal subject centricity -- n:::m.-verbal �rk centricity." 

Factor VI: Cluster/ Positive Cluster/ Negative 
category pole category pole 

I/05 +.79 I/10 -.62 
II/5 +.71 III/4 -.49 
II/6 +.47 II/2 -.47 

III/3 

Factor VII was typified by the teacher's verbal response behavior. 

The positive pole was related to situations in which pupils worked 

individually, tasks were differentiated and the teacher stimulated the 

pupils, activity and thinking by acceptance of their novement ideas. 
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Figure 16 (cont.). 

E. Factor V. SFQNTANF.CXJS PUPIL ACTIVI1Y (+)/SIBUCIURED ACTIVI1Y (-)
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The negative pole was related to situations in which the class was 

divided, tasks were distributed anong groups and within groups, and the 

teacher en(X)uraged different groups by acceptance and praise. The 

mythmic novement expression lessons of l:x:>th teachers had a high loading 

for this factor (Figure 16G). This factor was labelled "Attributing 

teacher's response behavior to individuals/groups." 

Factor VII: Cluster/ 
category 

III/6 
I/03 

Positive 
pole 

+.71 
+.65 

The Factor Structure by Frame Factors 

Cluster/ 
category 

III/4 

I/01 

Negative 
pole 

-.33 
-.32 

The behavior of the resultant factors was considered in canbination 

with certain variables, and frame factors, as classified according to 

the sex of the teacher, grade level and physical education subject area. 

The results are illustrated in Figure 17. 

For the factor SCX)res reported for the tv,.Q teachers in Table 40, a 

high Factor I SCX)re indicates a predaninance of behaviors extending the 

pupil's freedan of action, whereas a high Factor II SCX)re indicates an 

Table 40. Significance of Differences between Factor $CX)res E.stimated 
for the Two Teachers (Man-Wonan) ( 24_ lessons, ,N=12)_ (ANOVA) .

MAN TFAOIER vKl-1AN TFAGIER df.=22 
FACIDR X SD X SD t 

1 500 104 501 102 .00 
2 465 48 536 428 -1.82
3 524 83 476 116 1.19 
4 532 121 468 72 -1.57
5 519 141 481 22 -.94 
6 467 114 533 80 1.65 
7 477 82 523 118 1.11 

accentuated part played by teacher initiation and direct ccmnunication, 

reducing the pupil's freed::m of action. Factor III indicates a unifonn

i ty of teacher guidance and specificity of silent guidance in situations 

such as ball games and apparatus work. 
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Figure 16 (cont.). 

G. Factor VII. INDIVIDUALI1Y-GRCUP CENTRICI1Y: Attributing teacher's response behavior to individuals (+)/Groups(-)
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Figure 17. Average locations of different frame groups ( teacher, grade level, 
dimensions of physical education interaction process 
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'Ihe differences between teachers of different sex were clearest in 

the case of Factor II. 'Ihe female teacher's direct guidance was !lDre 

intensive than that of the male teacher, whereas in Factor N the male 

teacher's behavior clearly differed and was typified by directing can

munication. 

'Ihe differences in teaching in relation to the three grade levels 

( Table 41) were clearest in Factor N. The arrount of directing a::mnuni

cation varied according to the age of the pupils. 

Table 41. Significance of the Difference between Factor Scores Estimated 
for the Lessons of Three Grade Levels { 24 lessons, N=8) 

LCM MIDDLE UPPER LCM- LCM- MIDDLE- (ANOVA) 
GRADE GRADE GRADE MIDDLE UPPER UPPER 

df=14 df=l4 df=l4 df=2 
FACI'OR X SD X SD X SD t t t F 

1 482 21 498 101 521 148 -.43 -.73 -.38 .29 
2 509 90 507 123 485 101 .03 .49 .38 .12 
3 473 86 512 111 515 115 -.77 .83 -.07 .40 

4 570 139 479 70 451 39 -1.66 -2.32 -.96 
5 539 172 490 28 471 9 -.79 -1.11 -1.84 .96 
6 54 114 476 71 475 111 -1.53 -1.30 .01 1.40 
7 554 150 486 56 460 55 -1.20 -1.67 -.97 1.99 

'Ihe differences between subject areas in relation to the factor 

structures ( Table 42) were great and clearest in the first three 

factors. Rhythmic rrovement expression differed fran the others in the 

first dimension, gymnastics in the second dimension, and apparatus and 

ball games differed greatly fran each other in the third structural 

dimension. In this context, gymnastics and apparatus were similar to 

each other and differed fran b:>th ball games and rllythmic rrovement 

expression. On the other hand, in the lessons of ball games and rhythmic 

rrovement expression, the interaction was uniquely alilDst silent, dif

fering fran the ccmnunication of the other subject areas. 

Grouping Analysis Based on Factor Scores 

Procedures Used in Grouping Analysis 

In the preceding section, the factor scores estimated for the 

lessons were considered by interpreting the content of the structural 



Table 42. Significance of Differences between Factor Scores Estimated for the Four Subject Areas. (ANOVA)

Subject. Gymnast.ics A pparaLur RhyLmic Ball games 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 2-4 3-4 df: 3 
area N:6 N:6 N:6 N:6 df= 10 df= 10 df: 10 df:10 df: 10 df:10 df:20 

Fact.or m d m d m d m d L L L L L l F

No 

1 475 14 450 1 3 660 115 435 3 1 h£1 -3.49 2.91 -4.33 1.09 4.22 14.88 
2 631 1 18 451 26 476 48 442 45 ll5 2.98 1:..§1 _ ,.---;--4 . 44 1.29 � 
3 506 66 611 63 499 48 385 79 -2.82 • 21 2.88 3,47 5,49 3.01 12. 12
4 553 191 481 37 492 37 475 68 -.91 ,77 -.95 ,53 - • 19 -.54 • 7 1
5 478 17 547 203 497 32 478 9 .83 1.31 • 16 -.59 -.82 -1. 34 .59
6 497 45 563 82 474 108 466 143 1. 71 -.50 -.51 1. 61 1. 4 3 -. 10 1. 12
1 469 54 477 37 585 170 469 54 .29 1.60 .01 1.53 -.27 - 1. 59 2. 15

!'-I = 24 lessons n observers 
P/::. 0.01 Lhe mean = 500 4800 six sec. Lime uni Ls I 

sLandard loL. 28800 Lime uniLs -' 

I.O 

deviaLion = 100 ·I
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dimensions by ccmparing the factor SCX)res and location of the lessons in 

the different dimensions when classified aCCDrding to the sex of the 

teacher, grade level, and the physical education subject area. In this 

section, the significance of these frame factors will be detenmned by 

considering the results of grouping analysis based on the factor 

analysis. 

In grouping analysis, the goal is to form groups for each of which 

the sum of distances frcm the group mean of observation will be mirn.nnum. 

The number of groups must be decided in advance. For this purpose 4 to 9 

groups were fanned because the factor analysis had yielded seven 

factors. All the HYLPGA groupings were repeated with three different 

initial values. The emerging groupings varied to sane extent, depending 

on the initial values. 

Results of Grouping Analysis and Frame Factor Specificity 

The results of the grouping analysis are presented in Table 43 and 

Figure 18, which illustrate the average location of the six lesson 

groups ( 1-6) on the seven varimax factor dimensions on the basis of 

their means and standard deviations. The principal lessons of the 

factors were identified by considering both the results of the grouping 

analysis and factor SCX)res. 

Table 43. Estimated Factor Scx:>res of the Six Groups Fanned by� of 
Grouping Analysis 

VARIMAX GROOP 1 GROOP 2 GRCXJP3 GROOP 4 GROOP 5 GROOP 6 
FACIDR X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 441 30 465 00 454 14 707 55 477 17 505 17 
II 452 46 490 00 470 45 470 46 735 37 512 35 

III 390 68 531 00 611 50 487 50 491 38 528 3 
IV 534 157 527 00 483 31 478 34 467 117 518 12 
V 476 11 961 00 469 13 500 30 483 10 491 26 

VI 475 123 529 00 544 83 492 89 499 38 437 106 
VII 471 46 473 00 462 48 489 60 497 31 777 99 

It was found that the lesson groups were located at the J.X)Sitive 

pole in four of the seven structural factor dimensions and at both poles 

in Factor III. Thus, the behavior in these lesson groups was "kn::Jwn", 

characterised by the dcm:inating features of these poles. 
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Figure 18. The average lcx:;ation of lesson groups 1-6 on the varimax 

factor dimensions based on their means and standard deviations. 

By considering the behaviors of the resultant factors and lesson 

groups in ccmbination with the top factors, five factors appear to be 

connected with the grouping of lessons, and ooth :p::>les of Factor III 

shcMed the rrost predictive p:,wer in the grouping of lessons (Table 44). 

By considering the behavior of lesson groups in a::rnbination with 

frame factors, as classified according to the sex of the teacher, grade 

level and physical education subject area, it was found that there were 

two principal sources of variance in the set of lessons: the P. E. sub

ject area, and the teacher. A possible third source of variance am

sisted of the interaction between the first two, and a fourth, of the 

interaction between the first tv.D and the grade level. 

Both in the factor analysis and in the grouping analysis, the 

lessons had a certain tendency to cluster acex::>rding to the P.E. subject 

area. The teachers appeared to follCM the traditional ways of teaching 

different P.E. subject areas. Or pemaps it was the subject area itself, 

its structure and amtent, that caused the teacher to ch:x)se a certain 

way of teaching, using direct or indirect influence. Or maybe the 

measuring instrument was itself sensitive in describing this kind of 
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Table 44. Variation of Six Groups Through Principal Factor, Teacher, Grade Level, and Subject Area. 

Group No Lesson �10 ?ri ncipal facLor 1 Teacher 
I 

Grade level 
No i Man Homen Low :-iiddlei 

'

j5,8,11,12 3 (-) unif. !j 3 3 

, 13, 16,23

2 21 5(+) sponl. 

3 ,1,2,7,18 
! 20,22,211 3 ( +) speclf. 4 3 

4 6,10,14,15 1 ( +) expr. I 2 2 

5 3,4,9 2(+) inLens. 3 

6 
I 
11, 19 7(+) indiv. 2 

Principal racaLors in groupin� 
I ExpressiviLy (4) 
II Int.ensiLy of guidance 
III Uniformity (1) specifiLy of 

guidance (3) 

an;ilysis 
IV Direct.in� communicaLion 
V SponLaneous pupil 

acLiviLy (2)

2 

3 

2 

Subject area

High Gymn. Appr. Rhyt.mic, Ball game� 

2 6 

3 

2 

2 5 

4 

3 

2 

VI SubjecL centricity - nonverb�l 
group work cenLriciLy 

VII Individuality - group cenLriciLy 
directive communicaLton (6) 

I 
_. 

I 

non 
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behavioral differences. In any case, such grouping is regarded as too 

narrow ( cf. Flanders, 1965). But h:M to describe the source of this 

variance, and thus the predictive p::,wer of the category system, is a 

problem. In the follCMing section this variance is examined rrore closely 

using discriminant analysis techniques in an effort to describe its 

source. 

Discriminant Analysis of Lesson Groups 

Fonned with Factor Scores 

This section reports the attempt to identify and describe the 

factors which predict variability and the grouping of lessons when using 

the categories of the PEIAC/LH-75 three-cluster category system. 

Earlier, an attempt was made to explore the interaction in 24 P.E. 

lessons by means of the factor analytical r-teclmique and to fonn h:::no

gen::>us groups of lessons in a grouping analysis based on the factor 

scores. The behavior of the resultant varimax factors and lesson groups 

was considered in ccrnbination with the frame factors of the study. 

Ha..;ever, the tv.D principal sources of variance, the P.E. subject area 

and the teacher, were regarded as too narrow. The principal lessons of 

the factors were located at the positive pole in four of the seven 

factoral dimensions, and at both poles in Factor III, describing "knc:Mn" 

behavior as characterized by the d:minating features of these poles (see 

Figure 18) • The problem then was to describe the source of this variance 

and, thus, the predictive p::,wer of the category system used. 

Applying the concepts used by Oleffers (1973) we ask IXM: (1) Is 

the instrument sensitive en::>ugh to make the discrimination required for 

research problems (sensitivity), and (2) does the instrument possess the 

ability to distin::Iuish between groups "kn:::Mn" to behave differently on 

the construct under study (construct validity)? A useful way to explore 

this question further is a et.n11Ulative evaluation of the results obtained 

in the factor and grouping analyses. 

Because there was IX> external criterion available to assess the 

construct validity of this instrument, it was decided to use multiple 

discriminant analysis for examining rrore closely the portion of variance 

through "criterion groups" which were predictable frcm or explained by 

the krxJwn variance on the linear ccrnbination of predictors ( Cooley & 
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Lohnes, 1971). The design involved the assessment of tv.D or nore traits 

by tv.D or nore meth:xis. 

Discriminant Analysis of the Observational Data 

In Part II of this rep::,rt, the applicability of discriminant analy

sis for assessing and describing factors predicting inter-cx::>der disagree 

ment was derronstrated. In the CXlI1text of the present analysis, the aim 

is to apply this procedure to assess and describe factors predicting the 

variability and grouping of lessons. 

Multi variate statistical CX)rrelational procedures such as factor 

analysis and discriminant analysis offer the investigator the oppor 

tunity to ccmbine a relatively large number of variables into a single 

SCX)re. Factor analysis is cx::mronly applied for assessing the CX)nstruct 

validity of the measuring instrwnent , as in this study. The use of 

discriminant analysis for this purp::,se has been presented nore cx:mpre

hensi vely in a previous rep::,rt by the present auth:>r (Heinila, 1980) and 

by Q:x)ley and Lohnes (1971), woo state that "the discriminant nodel may 

be interpreted as a special type of factor analysis that extracts orth:>

gonal factors of IOOa.Sl..lrallet battecy for the specific task of displaying 

and c apitalizing upon differences among criterion groups" (p. 243). 

Moreover, the difference between grouping analysis and the discri

minant analysis makes it p:,ssible to minimize the prQfX)Lti.on of lessons 

placed in ''wrcnJ" cells. As stated earlier, the assumptions concerning 

the level of ll'ea.SllrelOOnt also need to be CXlI1Sidered, since discriminant 

l analysis presupp;:)SeS interval scales.

Results of Discriminant Analysis and their Interpretation 

The data used for the discriminant analysis were the SCX)re distri

butions of categories fran the 24-lesson data (T2) as coded by six

trained observers, and the 27 categories of the three-cluster classifi

cation system. The six lesson groups fanned by using grouping analysis 

based on factor SCX)res were structurally h::nogeneous and there were 

differences in the mean distributions of variables (Table 45). Missing 

observations were replaced by mean values. The data fulfilled the 

requiranents set on the number of criterion groups and variables. As 

cited earlier, the limitations of the level of measurement were taken 

into aco:xmt in the interpretation of the data. 
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Table LJ5. Means and standard deviations of six lesson groups formed by means of 
grouping analysis based on factor scores classi(ied by six observers (N = 
144) 
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The five resulting discriminant ftmetions are presented in Table 

46. The table displays the structure fran Wilks's lambda, indicating

that the five discriminant ftmetions separating the lesson groups can be 

considered highly significant statistically, which was expected in this 

context. 

It was established that the pcMer of the discriminant functions to 

separate lesson groups was great, since their can::>nical correlations 

were relatively high. The first discriminant function proved clearly 

rrore p::Merful than the other four. Its share of the total discrimination 

of the m:xlel was 47%, that of the second being 19%, and the third 18%. 

Fran the point of view of interpretation, all discriminant functions 

were clear and irnp:)rtant in view of the theory. 

The P:ro:JT8Ill selected 16 of the 27 classification categories and set 

them in sequence according to h::M nn.ich they increased the rrodel's dis

criminating p:::Mer. It is possible even on the basis of these categories 

to get an idea of the nature of the discrimination. The discrimination 

m:xlel included the seven categories of Cluster I (Verbal) four of 

Cluster II (M:::,<,.,erent and Social Access), and four of Cluster III (Social 

Form). The categories of Cluster II, representing pupils' collective 

activity with the ran;1e of ideas closed and with open ideas, and the 

cate<]Ories of Cluster III sh::M1ed the rrost predictive p::Mer. Both cate

gories which occurred rarely and tix:>se occurring rrost frequently were 

represented in the m:xlel. 

Content and Interpretation of Discri.rninant Functions 

The follc:Mi.nJ principles and sequence were used in the interpreta

tion of the ccntents of the discrimination dimensions: First, rnte was 

made of the variables that had obtained high weights on scaled eigen

vector(s) and of their relative discriminating p:::Mer. Secorrl, it was 

ascertained h::M highly discriminant functions correlated (r) with vari

ables selected for the rrodel. Third, it was established h::M kn::::Mn groups 

of lessons were placed on the discriminant dimension on the basis of 

their means and standard deviations on these dimensions. Finally, their 

mutual placaoont in the discrimination plane, fonood by� discrimina

tion dimensions at a time, was studied. 



Table lJ6 .Discriminant analysis on lesson groups and categories of three cluster 
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Fran the structure coefficients of Table 46 and Figure 19, and the 

nature of the factors, the five functions extracted appear to measure: 

DF I: Range of ideas for pupils; closed - open 

DF II: The level of structuration: high - lCM 

DF III: The level of intensity of guidance: high - lCM 

DF IV: The level of specificity of n:mdirective guidance: 

high - lCM 

DF V: The media of n:mdirecti ve cx:mnunication ( attributing 

teachers response behavior to individuals/groups): 

n::ID.-verbal - verbal 

Thus, these discriminative dimensions describe different aspects 

and levels of "teacher's control of students' freed::m of action," which 

is the feature that Flanders (1965) gives as the main purpose of inter

action analysis. 

Structure of Criterion Groups and Degree of Discriminant Validity 

On the basis of the nature of structural differences, it is 

p:)SSible to describe the problens and level of the discriminant validity 

and sensitivity of the "testing' of the instrument". The six "criterion 

groups" were quite heterogeneous when examined in the light of dif

ferences revealed in the variablity of scores by usinJ' this classifica

tion system en the a:instruct under study. Group differences stc:x:xl out 

clearly in five linear factor groups of different cetnp:)Sitien (Figure 

20). 

As is usual in discriminant analysis, the first linear function 

predictor of difference separated one group fran the rest (in this case 

it separated � groups, 4 and 1, fran the rest), then the next one 

(group 2) foDllS the rest and so en. The groups' variability was large, 

especially in the first three dimensions, and in the discrimination 

space defined by the first and the other discriminant dimensions ( see 

Figure 19). 

The structure of the discriminative m::xiel was related to the struc

ture of the measuring instrument and produced the follCMinJ' sequence 

predictinJ' the groupinJ' of lessons: 
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Figure 19. Placerrent of lesson groups 1-6 centroids on the discrimina
tion plane on the basis of the rreans and standard deviations of the 
discriminant functic:ns 
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Part III of the results has examined the construct validity and 

sensitivity of PEIAC/LH-75, which is an adaptation of the Flanders 

Interaction Analysis System (FIAC) developed for the specific puipJSe of 

describing the instructional process in physical education classes. 

The first stage explored interaction in 24 P.E. lessons by means of 

the factor analytical r-technique fran the p:>int of view of cx:>nstruct 

validity of Flanders' theory. The Se<X){)(1 stage examined the formation of 

h:::m:)gen::>us groups of lessons in a grouping analysis based on the factor 

scores. The nature of the factors and lesson groups were considered in 

ccmbination with the frame factors of the study. 

It was found that there seemed to be two principal sources of 

variance in this set of lessons, (1) the P.E. subject area and (2) the 

teacher, and perhaps two others CXJnsisting of ( 3) the interaction 

between the first two, and (4) the interaction between the first two and 

the grade level. The principal lessons of the factors were identified by 

considering both the results of the grouping analysis and the factor 

scores. It was found that the lesson groups were located at the positive 

p:>le of four of the seven factoral dimensions and at both p:>les of 

Factor III. Thus, the behavior in these lesson groups was "kncMn", 

char�cterized by the dan:i.nating features of these p:>les. 

In the third stage, an attempt was made to describe the source of 

the variance, and thus to detenn:ine nore closely the predictive power of 

the category system, by using a multiple discriminant analysis technique 
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ticall y. The share of total discrimination for each discriminant

function was: I,47%; II,19%; III,18%; IV,11%; V,5%.

The pro;Jram selected 16 of the 27 classification categories and set

them in sequence according to lrM much they increased the rrodel's dis

criminating power. The categories of Cluster II (M:Jvement and Social

Access) and the categories of Cluster III (Social Fonn) sh::Med the rrost

predictive power. Both the categories which occurred rarely and those

which occurred rrost frequently were presented in the rrodel:

DF I: Range of ideas for pupils: open - closed 

DF II: The level of structuration: high - lCM 

DF III: The level of intensity of guidance: high - lCM 

DF IV: The level of specifity of n::odirective guidance; 

n::)nverbal - verbal 

DF V: The media of rx:ndirective ccmnuni.cation (attributin:J 

teacher resp:m.se behavior to individuals/groups): 

n:n-verbal - verbal. 

Therefore, the lessons a:,uld be placed on the discrimination plane

fanned by the tw::> discriminant functions, reflecti.nJ their aspects of

direct/n::mdirect teaching. 

Alth::>ugh the results of the discriminant analysis can only be

re<.Jarded as tentative on account of the nature of the level of the 

measurement scale, it yielded quite useful information for the develop

ment of the i.nstrulrent, thus, refi.ni.nJ the discriminative nodel. The

discriminant functions that describe factors predictin:J the grouping of 

lessons am::n.J criterion groups were interesting fran the point of view

of theory ( Flanders 1965, 18, 1970) • Less::os a:,uld thus be placed in a

certain group which reflected their aspects of direct - rarlirect teac

hing in a n:n-verbal and verbal cxntext. The quality of teachers' verlJa1 

behavior had rrore predictiaie power in the grouping of lessons than the 

quantity of it. The quantitity and quality of teachers' xxnverbal beha

vior posed a high predictiove power in the grouping of lessons. 

In the present study, the inverse character of reliability and

validity was highlighted, which had already been pointed out by Flanders 

(1970) in his analysis cx:n::erning the training of observers and reliabi

lity problems. 

The principal sources of variance in the classes observed appear to

be the subject area and the teacher, and to a lesser degree the interac-
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tions am:nJ the three frame factors. In the discriminant analysis of 

lesson groups, the clusters identified as rrovement and social access 

(II) and social form (III) shaved the irost preedictive p::Mer of the

category system. These results seemed to verify the construct validity 

ans sensitivity of the instnnnent. 

According to Locke (1977), "possession of reliable instnnnents for 

observation and lm:::Ming h:::M best to use them, do not in themselves 

guarantee either sound research or fnri. tful results, but in the area of 

teaching they are essential first steps. And as we rrove to evaluative 

studies, we will have to confront the problem of multiple criterion 

measures and we will need product batteries which permit multivariate 

designs." This study has been an attempt to proceed in the direction 

reccmrended by Locke. 
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GrAPrER VII 

THE APPLICATION OF INTERACTION ANALYSIS 

'ID TEAGIER TRAINI!'G IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

In Chapter I it was stated that the central task of the lll1.iversity 

is the planning and realization of educational programs with the ulti

mate aim being the quantitative and qualitative developnent of educa

tio� The developnent of educational programs should be based on scien

tific research. The preceding chapters have reported the results of a 

scientific study of physical education classroom interaction and the 

developnent of an observation instrument which will penuit a detailed 

description and careful analysis of this interactio� 

In this chapter it will be reported h:::M this research has resulted 

in a program of teacher education which makes use of the observation 

instrument as a part of the training of future teachers of physical 

education. � versions of a microteaching CDurse are cx:mpared in order 

to assess the effectiveness of their components. For the 2urposes of 

this comparison, microteaching is described and its components are 

analyzed, particularly those on which this project focused. In the 

empirical part of the report, a slx>rt description is given of the teac

hing program, design, hypotheses, and meth::xis of measurement and analy

sis. Preliminary results are then presented and discussed. In the final 

section sane reccmnendations are given for courses of microteaching in 

P.E. teacher education, as well as for related follow-up and research 

activities. 

Microteaching in Teacher Education 

In January 1974 the Deparbnent of Physical Education of the Univer

sity of Jyvaskyla introduced, on an experimental basis, a new type of 

practice teaching in the form of a course on microteaching. I t  formed 

part of the degree requirements and was given during the 1 ast term of 

the third year as an obligatory course (45 hours). The experiment was 

started as a result of the :p::>Sitive reports on the use of microteaching 

and interaction analyzing systems as a tool of teacher education (cf. 
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Flanders, 1970, Ch 11). It was considered to have a potentially benefi

cial effect on the attainment of the objectives of teacher education in 

physical education as wel 1 as on bridging the gap between the theory 

and practice of teaching. It was for the implementation of this course 

that the interaction m:xiel and observation instrument, PEIAC/LH-75, was 

constructed. The measuring device had been pilot-tested at the begin

ning of the course and its use, in nodified fonu, proved feasible. 

When the earlier fonus of practice teaching, so-called order

calling exercises, were given up as not being CDnsistent with the prin

ciples of the new type of P.E. teacher education, there was a decrease 

in the am::>unt of practice teaching. The student teachers felt that this 

was a disadvantage, leading to a feeling of uncertainty when they 

started their one-year practice teaching at the "nonual school." The 

need for new opportunities for practicing was clearly indicated. The 

present project was instituted in order to develop new fonus and con

tents of practice teaching so that they satisfied the demands of 

changing physical culture on teacher education. 

Evaluation of Curricula 

This study is concerned with evaluating teacher education programs 

in tenus of process criteria ( changes in teacher's verbal and nonverbal 

behavior) • This evaluation was tmdertaken as a canparison between tw:::> 

microteaching settings which differed with regard to (1) m:xieling, (2) 

sequencing of teaching, ( 3) timing, ( 4) number of pupils, and ( 5) rn.nnber 

of reteachings. The evaluation is primarily descriptive and judgemental 

and its pw:pose is to indicate the degree of congruence between what is 

intended and what actually occurs. 

The main activities of descriptive evaluation are (1) the study of 

the contingencies of antecedents, transactions and outccmes, and (2) the 

study of the congruence between the level of objectives and the level of 

observations. Congruence indicates to what extent the plan is being 

carried out (Stake, 1967) . This report describes mainly educational 

intentions at the curriculum level and their degree of realization at 

the observation level by means of research. Stake's m:xiel (Figures 21 

and 22) will be used to provide a program evaluation frame of reference 

for the project. 
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Figure 21. A layout of statements and data to be collected by the 

evaluator of an educaticnal prcgram (Stake, 1967). 
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Review of Research 

Fonns of Practice Teaching 
The developnent of research en teaching and the rretlx>ds of inter

actic:n analysis have been discussed in earlier chapters of this rep:)rt 
with special attentien to Gage's (1972) m::x3el of the field of research 
en teaching. The adapted version of this m::xJel, which was introduced in 
01apter 1, is repeated here for the cx:nvenience of the reader. It illus
trates the place of the present discussic:n within the research area and 
describes the start.i.nJ p:)int for the study of teachirq programs. In this 

section we will review the ccn::;epts arrl purp:::ises of microteachinJ and 
minicourses. 

/
Research on Teaching 

� 
Research on Teacher Research on Teacher 

Education Effects 

-------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 

--

I 
Teacher Education 

.._ 
Teacher Behaviors I � Student Learning 

Procedures 
,, 

and Characteristics 
I 

�--

I 

I 

I 
Course on microteaching 

I 
(1974), (1976) 

I 

T 
I 
I 

on Didactic Course 
I 

Observation l 
I 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

(Figure 2.) Adapted version of Gage's model of field of research on 
teachinJ. 

I 
\ 
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When microteachinJ was planned at Stanford University in 1963, the 

aim was to develop more effective forms of practice teaching. The 

fol lowing criteria for the organization of initial training for pre

intern teachers were set (Allen & Clark, 1967): 

First: A real teachinJ situatim was needed so that carrlidates cx:xild 

be actively en]aged in practicin:J and refinin:J teaching skills 

am. experirrentinJ with their CMI1 and their supervisors' ideas. 

Second: The teaching situation must keep the risk low both for the 

'Illird: 

teacher and the students. 

The pre-service teachinJ ccntext sh::uld take into accx:::.unt sane 

wel 1-established facts within learning theory. For example, 

numerous distributed practice sessia,s; i.rtlrediate supervisory 

feedback; immediate op!X)rtuni ty to rectify errors and weak

nesses; low anxiety, etc. 

Fourth: The pre-service a::ntext sh::uld provide a setti.rg in which the 

Fifth: 

tr� can have experience with a wide range of student abili

ties and age levels and develop ccmpetence with a broad spec

tnnn of teachinJ skills. 

Eccn::my in terms of tine and resources sh::uld be maximized. 

Microteaching' was cx:n:eived to ireet these criteria. 

The spread of microteaching into colleges of education was very 

rapid. In 1972, 50% of the colleges of education in the U.S. used 

various adaptatims of microteachin:]. 

Allen and Eve (1968) define microteaching as "a system of con

trolled practice that makes it p:,ssible to focus on specific teaching' 

behaviors" (p. 181). The term "system" here, as well as in discussions 

of systanatic observation, refers to the rigoro.is plan of ch::x:>sin:J and 

a::ntrollin:J the CCJUtXX}erlts of the system beforehand for a certain speci

fic purpose. 

In microteachin:], the teachin:] situation is usually scaled ro-m in 

terms of tine and number of students. The "sessic:n" lasts four to twenty 

minutes and the number of students varies fran three to ten. Micro

teaching can be used for a number of purposes. Some of the variables 

which can be adjusted include lessen len]th, number of students, type of 
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students, mnnber of ''reteachings, '' the am:iunt and kirrl of supervisicn, 

ard the use of videotape (Allen & Clark, 1967). 

Microteachi.n3's a:mponent-skill approach is used primarily to give 

the trainee a clear idea of the skill to be learned. The trainee has to 

know what he should do before he tries to do it. Instruction in a 

particular skil 1 can be given by oral instructicns, written directicns, 

dem:nstraticns or a::xnbinaticns of these. In the usual Stanford micro

teaching sessions, the procedure is to teach 5 minutes, critique 10 

minutes, replay 15 minutes, reteach 5 minutes (Allen & Ryan, 1969). 

Minicnrrses a::xnbine saoo of the features of microteaching such as 

practicing model learning and the use of feedback derived from the 

observation of the videotapings. Furthenrore, saoo characteristics of 

prcgrarnred instructicn are evident, for instaoc:e, in independent learn

ing. In order to make minicourses as effective as possible it is of 

particular interest to study the effects of its various component 

factors. The problans are partly identical to those ermmtered in the 

develq:nent of adaptaticns of microteachi.n3, the best kro-Jn of which is 

the m inicourse developed in the Far West Laboratory of Education by 

Flanders. It is a teachi.n3 package ccosisting of � films and 

printed materials, which present the ncdel and instructicns. 

Ccntents of Practice Teach:in:J 

The skills ch:::>sen as targets of practice in the new type of 

practice teachi.n3 prcgram.s have varied with regard to their degree of 

specificity and c:cn::reteress, ccgnitive level, the theory en which the 

ch:)ice has been based, etc., in accordan::e with the set objectives, 

forms of teachi.n3 and resources. 

Criteria in the selecticn of patterns are, for instan:::e, their 

relaticnships with student 1�: kn:Jwledge, skills and attitudes. 

Which of than -we ch::x:).se to stress in P.E. teachi.n3 is a questicn that is 

related to our ccn:::epticn of IXIYSical educaticn in general. It sh::Juld be 

rDted that effectiveness th:i.nkin:J is rDt the sarre as process-centered 

th:i.nkin:J. Often expressiveness is a a::n:liticn for attain:in:J inst::r:um?ntal 

objectives (see, e.g., Bcx)kh:)ut, 1967), at least in IXIYSical educaticn 

in which social n::nverbal cx::mnunicaticn and the affective elerent are 

also �ized (Heinila, 1977). 
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In 1965 isolated technical teaching skills were practiced in the 
Stanford Laooratory of Microteaching, including inti tiaticn, presenta

tion (canmunication), consolidation (of the lesson), monitoring and 
evaluation (Brusling, 1974; Allen, Fortune & Cooper, 1967). They are 
similar to the basic characteristics of the phase nova-rent of the social 
interacticn process (see, e.g., Bales & Strodbeck, 1967). Allen and Ryan 
(1969) also give a list of general skills amenable to practice whose 
application to the teachinJ of different subjects and different levels 
of pupils is possible: (1) stimulus variation, (2) set induction, (3) 
closure, (4) silence and nonverbal cues, (5) reinforcement of student 
participation, ( 6) fluency of asking questicns, ( 7) probirq questicns, 
(8) higher-order questions, (9) divergent questions, (19) recognizing

(, atterrling behavior, (11) illustratirq and usirq exarrples, (12) lectur
inJ, (13) planned repetiticn, (14) a:rople� of cx:mrunicaticn.

l 

In ccnnecticn with the use of interacticn analysis these a:::mp::nent
skills refer to the sequense of teacher-pupil interacticn and are called 
"patterns of teaching." A pattern is a short chain of events that can be 
identified, occurs frequently ero..igh to be of interest, and can be given 
a label (or name) since this often facilitates thinking (Flanders, 
1970) .  

Sane Research Results 
The a:ntents and forntS of the practice teaching programs of physi

cal educaticn �ve been studied relatively little. The need to develq:> 
new types of practice teaching along the perfonnance-based teacher 
education lines has been recognized (e.g., Lundgren, 1972; Feingold, 
1972; Siedentop, 1972; Jawett & Mtlller, 1972; Pieron, 1975; Hanke, 
1976). Exploratory studies of teachirq behaviors in physical educaticn 
( e.g., Heinila, 1971, 1974; Varstala, 1973; Pieron, 1975; Hanke, 1976 ), 
which used observaticn i.nstrulrents derived fran Flan:jers' FIAC system, 
found that the behavior of teachers and student teachers in physical 
educaticn was direct (teacher-centered). Piercn (1975) stated this to be 
the case even when student teachers were familiar with the principles of 
pupil-centered teachinJ. Typical of P.E. teacher's speech behavior was 
also the lack of variation in tenns of the features of social inter
acticn and the ocxninarx::e of teacher talk (e.g., Heinila, 1974; Rep::nen, 
1979). Flan:jers (1970) rep:)rts 18 research projects which investigate at 
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different levels of education the effectiveness of using interaction 

analysis as a rooans to facilitate learni.n:]. A general objective of such 

programs was an awareness of teachinJ behavior arrl the develq::xrent of 

flexible teaching behavior. Research findings sumnarized in FlarxJerS 

(1970) give rise to saoo gen:rralizatia1S: 

1. An irilividual becx:nes nore resp::osive to p..Ipil ideas, the arro.mt of

open and higher-order questions increases, statement of reasons

ircreases in a:::nPeeticn with praise arrl criticism.

2. Teachi.rq behavior becx:nes nore flexible or variable arrl nore guided

by si tuatia1al factors.

3. The attitudes of student teachers toward the new type of practice

( teachirq bea:Ioo rrore [X)Si ti ve.

Flanders states that "interaction analysis can help to develqJ value 

systems about teachinJ which we call ccnvictia1S, by o::ntrilxrtir� infor

maticn which is primarily objective" (Flarders, 1970, p. 19). 

Definiticn of Problems arrl Hyp:)theses 

The main elements of the curriculum can be briefly described as 

follows: 

Objectives 

Contents 

Krx:.wl�e arrl mastery as well as cognitive under

starrli.n;J of characteristics of indirect verbal arrl 

n:::nverbal teachinJ behavior in P.E. 

TeachinJ nodels 1-6 (Ar,per"rlix D.l) 

Lectures 15 hJurs (theoretical background. of 

selected rrodels, i.nstruxrent of observaticn 

PEIAC/LH-75 arrl rrodel de.m::ostraticns). 

Form of Practice 30 h:Jurs: infonnaticn, teach c:re (ccn

teachi.rq arrl trol) plannin:J of micro lessen a1e, teach c:re, 

organizaticn videotape replay, self-observaticn, analysis, 

evaluaticn arrl discussicn; replanninJ, reteachinJ, 

videotape replay self-observaticn, analysis, 

evaluaticn arrl c::arpariscn of microlesscos c:re arrl 

�, Sutlllative evaluaticn. 
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Harxb.lt 

Task plan, tim.i.nJ, frcure factors ( teachin] rrodel, 

subject area, pupils age level, ccmpeterce), 

lessen plan fonn (Appendix Dl)

I.nstrum2nt of observaticn, cxxli..ng' sheetCAppend ix D3)

TiJoolin3 display (Awendix D.4 and DS)
M:::del dem:.ostraticn videotapes. 

Durirg the microlesscos, the nanbers of the carrse group ( N=S-10)

served as pupils for their classnates, then observed the lessens given 

by all other students en videotape, aoo. tcx::k part in the analysis aoo.

discussicns. 

The questicns to be� by the study cx:x.cerned the fonn, 

ccntents aoo. timin:J of the cx:iurse in microteachin:J. 'Il1ey in::luded: 

1. I-bw sh:,uld students be infoi:m::rl of target behavior?

2. In what way sh:x.Ild theory be in:x:>r!X)rated into the teach.in] program?

3. lbw many microlessons aoo. reteach.i.n:]s are needed?

4. I-bw lcn::J sh:x.Ild microlesscns last?

5. I-bw much tiJoo is needed for the analysis of feedback after self

observaticn?

6. What is the optimum number of pupils in microlesscns?

7. Does the cx:nstnicted observaticn inst:n.nrent, PEIAC/LlI-75 facilitate

rrodel leai:ning aoo. are students able to observe an::i evaluate their

cwn aoo. others' teach.in:] behavior by weans of it?

8. lbw sh:uld the cx::,urse be placed in the total educaticna.l program of

P.E. teacher caoo.idates?

The research design was the a:mpariscn of two versicns of teachirg 

pro:]rams an::i the evaluaticn of the effect of revisicns. By way of hypo

theses, it is assumad that at the level of program realization an::i 

learnin:J aitc:x:roos, the revised program (1976) is rrore effective than the 

earlier versicn ( 1974). 



(1) infonnaticn al:x:ut target

behavior

(2) timi.r¥g of theor.y

instructicn

( 3) number of "pupils" in 

microlesscns 

(4) lergth of microlesscns

( 5) number of microlesscns
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1974 

written 

durirq the 

co..rrse 

4 

5 min. 

2 

1976 

written and audio-visual 

durirq too first third 

of too ca.rrse 

9 

10 min. 

3 ( of which 1 was used 

for infonnaticn and 

cx::ntrol �ts) 

It v.CJUld have been p:)SSible to derive an experim?ntal design m the 

basis of the above hypotheses for studying the effects of different 

a::rnp:nents. In this exploratory study it was decided to aim at obta.i.nirq 

more global descriptive data. The following null hypotheses were, 

h:Jwever, set for testi.nJ too differen:es in too effectiveness of the tv.D 

programs: 

H 1: At the level of program realization there are no statistically 

significant differences between the teaching behaviors during 

microlesscos 1 and 2 in too tv.D groups (1974 and 1976) in terms of 

prop:Jrtimal distributim of tirre in different categories of the 

PEIAC/LH-75 inst:I:1...nrent IX)r in the selected irrlices forrred en the 

basis of them ( 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 ). 

H 2: At the level of program realizaticn and learning a.rtcx:xoos there 

are.IX> statistically significant differerces between the 1974 and 

1976 groJpS in ratir-9s that ccrcern (1) infonnaticn aro.it target 

behavior, (2) timinJ of· theor.y instructicn, (3) number of "pupils" 

in microlessons, (4) length of microlessons, and (5) number of 

microlesscos. 

Research Data and Data Collecticn 

The project focused on the study of the congruence between the 

objectives of the two microteaching courses held in 1974 and 1976 and 

the actual outcomes. The subjects were the female and male third year 

students (1974, N=58; 1976, N=74) at the Faculty of Health arrl Physical 
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Table 47. categories and .Main Pararreters of Modified PEIAC/IB-75
1 

and 

their calculation 

OllSTErt I 
- TE1ClER TA!J< 
- P'JPll. TALK 
- SII..£:U n:ACHER 

iCrIVITY 

l. 

2. 

3. 
P.esponse 3.l. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

4. 

4.l. 
"?. TAU 

4.2. 

5. 

5.l. 

Initiation 5.2. 

6. 

7. 

POPll. T,\LK 8. 

9. 

Sn.E?-'l" TEACHER 10-12. 
H::rrvrrt AND 
0n{ER 

c:.osn::R !I l. 

ru?I!S � 2. 
X:,VU.Dr l!a'JWIOR 

l. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

Praises, en:::ourages. accepts the feel.in; tone of a p.ipil 

Gives =rec--..ive fee:fuack, dire::ts, clarifies, answers p..ipil-s q.iestion.s 

Makes use of the ideas an:l. novanent patterns suggested by a p.ipil or gro..ip of p.,pils 

Clarifies, exparrls, t:uil.ds,guestions ard novarent initiations on the ideas 
expresse:l by a p..ipil 

SUrrmarizes p.1pil-s ideas or noverent patterns, asks a p..ipil to _daronstrate 

Cm,pares the ideas or m:,vement patterr.s expresse:l by one p.rpil to those of an=her 
or to those given, repeats p.lpil-s ideas, asks a p..ipil to derronstra� 

Asi<s guestion.s, initiat:es, ter:minates activity: 

Asks guestions requirin; narrow answers, !.nitiat:es short-tenn activity, 
teIJninates activity 

Bro3d, oper1 questions 1-hich clearly pemli.t choice in =ys of answeri.n, ard !!Oving 

Content�: 

Presents inf=atio:i, opinions, daronstrat:es aovenent pat:'"...e..."15, makes a p.1p� 
derronstrate 

Orga."lizes PJ?ils, material, division of l..al:oll' an:l. responsibility 

Gives dire::t.ions, camian:is curin; activity (,:upils e,,.-pect.e'.i to =nply) 

G:c-iticiz= P-J?il bc::h.ervio.u-, rejectS noverrent pat=rn, justi£1cs autlnrity 
Pu?il a."'lS'-e..--s question ir.ade by the teaeher 

Pupil initia-=es spee:::h, asks for inst=.JCtions, expresses c,,m ideas or llOl/errent patte..---:15 

(l0) Teacher follo..-s p.I?i.l. -s act.1 vi ty, silent quidance (11 l , Teacher -s silent pa...-tici pa �on 
in m:,verrent ac+..ivity, (12) Con.."usei situaticn, uproar 

Pupils =llec--..ivelv oassive 

Pupils =ilec--..ive.i.y ac--..i•re 

OEFThTIICN OF � INDIC=:S A.� :::N W.-.."'lECI'IO- wrrn p;:::r;,.,cfUi-75 

Percent t.e.ae.."ler talk ('IT) • 

?e::'Ce= p.ipil talk (Pl') & 

Teacher� .s sile:1t gu1dan:::e and silent 
part.1cipatio:1. in =t ac-...!.vity 
ra� (TSG?R) 

Teacher response ratio 

Conte."lt ern;:hasis ratio 

cateaories 1,2,31,32,!3,41,�2.Sl,52,6,7 . 100 r,:,., to"""-...US cluster I 

cate(JOries 8,9 . 100 
ro,, -;oial.s clus= r 

cate:::ories 10;11,12 
, , � • � 1 • -100 categor�es I,-,Jl,32,3_,,l,4.,�l.52,6,,,.0,ll,12 

_ca...;.tecor.c..c..."'-""--"-ies"-'---.1"",�2..:.., 3
,.,
1,...,..,,

3�2..:.., 3
,.,

3
,.....,�- • 100 

ca�ies l,2,31,32,33,6,7 

cateciories 41,42,51,52 
ro,, wi.als clUSt:.er I • 100 

PEI1\C U!/75.Heinila 1977, Bulle+-..in, vol 46,1,13-25 
Flanders 22-caeego=y sys'Call, rl..a.n:ie:i:sl970,l40-l4l 
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Education of the University of Jyvaskyla. During the 1974 course both 
microlessons of 27 students were videotaped, 54 lessons and in 1976 the 

microlessons of all students were videotaped 221 microlessons. The 
teacher was the senior lecturer responsible for the planning of the 

course. 
'I\...Q measuring instruments were used in the study. The PEIAC/LH-75 

(Heinila, 1977) observation instrument was used in a m:xlified fonn for 
measuring the verbal and n:::inverbal behavior of the teacher and students 

(Table 47). The microlessons were recorded by means of the crrv system 
of the University. 'lhere was a manually <Xlilb:Dlled camera on site and a 

.camera manipulated fran the a::nb:Dl roan (see Appendix B). The wireless 
throat microph::)ne used by the teacher recorded the teacher's voice - · 'and 
partly the voices of "pupils." A trained observer observed and coded the 
videotaped microlessons on cx::rnputer sheets using the constructed coding

instructions (Appendix D.2). So:)tt's coefficient (Scott, 1955) was used 
to estimate reliability (Table 48). TcMards the end of the 40 h:::>urs of 

Table 48. Means of Scott's Coefficients for Inter-coder Agreement, 
Within-coder Constancy, Between-cx:x:ler o:nstancy by Cluster (I,II) and 
by Occasion (T1, T2) in Microteachin;] Observations (N=ll micro lessons)

O:.USTER I 
Teacher Talk 

Pupil Talk 
Silent Teacher Activity 

Cod.:mJ situations and order of codin:;J: 
A=observer 1 
B=observer 2 
Tl =lst obseI:vation
T2=2nd obseI:vation ( 2  m::nths after T1)

O:.USTER II 

Pupils' Collective M:::ivem:mt 
Activity/Passivity 

� =inter-coder agreement 
-.: ... r =wi thin-a:x:Jer constancy - � =between-coder constancy
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training, program reliability was estimated by means of the degree of 

agreeren.t beTuBen the a:xiings by the researcher and the observer. When 

the reliability index of a sample of two 60 minute videotaped coding 

sessicns reached the level of .78, the observaticn of the research data 

was started 

The questionnaire used classified the student teachers' reacticns 

tcMard the a:xirse program and the form of its realizaticn. The questim

naire a::nsisted of 58 items presented as p:>Sitive and negative state

rrents to which the exper�tal p::,pulatim were to react by ch::xJsi.rq cne 

of five steps en a scale rankirq frau "very divergent cpinicn" (step 1) 

to "uncertain" ( step 3) to "complete agreement" ( step 5 ). Distribution 

of frequencies were tested by a modified three-step scale with a chi

square test. 

Results and c.onc1usions 

Teaching Behavior 

'llie data presented in Table 49 sh::M the results of acne-way analy

sis of variance for the percentages of category distributions in two 

clusters and s::xre selected irilices based cn them irilicatirq the behavior 

used by students (N=27 and N=74) participatirq in tv-.0 different versicns 

of the studied practice teaching program. The data were based on the 

marks of a reliable observer who coded the events of the videotaped 

microlesscns ere and 'Iw:>, given by students at cne week intervals. The 

a:xiing was d::ne at six-seccn::l intervals to both clusters. 

In the testing of the hypotheses, statistically significant F

values were obtained in 10 out of 16 analyses of category distributicns 

and in 4 out of 5 analyses of indices. This v0.1ld irilicate that the null 

hypotheses can be rejected with regard to these dependent variables. 

These results indicate that the revised a::>urse program differed clearly 

£ran the first versim en the level of realizaticn. en the basis of the 

differerces between irmces, the charges can be described in the fol low

ing fashion: (a) the percentage of teacher talk (TT) decreased (from 

76%, 1974, to 68%, 1976), (b) the silent teachers' didactic activities 

(TSGPR) increased (19%to 29%), (c) the amount of teacher response 

behavior (TRR) (resp:nse ID ratio, by Flamers, 1970) i.ocreased (59% to 
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Table 49. Comparison of the Curriculum Groups 1974 and 1976 on the Percentages of Behavior Used in Microlessons 1 and 
2; N!{)VA and t-test Computed by Categories of Clusters I and II and by Selected Indices Based on Row Totals 

Catecodo Cunlculua l974 O.rrlculua l976 DI!!. 74•7h r 

•n• let Lonon 2nd Luton Total 11lrt, l-2 hl l.tttOII 2nd Lttoon Total -•!ff. 1-l Di ff. 1-1 DI! [. 2-2 d f• I 

(11•27) _(N•2 7) (11-54) df• 52 (H•74) _(H•74) J.H•l48) Jf•l46 df•99 df•qq df•lq9 
lndlctt 

i S.D. " S,D, ii S.D t P< ii s.o. • s.o. X s.o. t r< t P< t P< r< 

t Clu,ttr 

l. s.8 3,0 4,8 3,h S,3 3. 3 -l.07 5,1 ),9 4. <, ).4 4.� ) . 7 -. 75 -.8) -.n O.H 

2. 7,2 6. 1 1 .o h.' 7. I 6.2 -. l) 5,1 4, 7 5. I 4.8 5.1 4,8 -.02 -1.80 -1. 56 S. 6 J . 1)5 

3, I, 2,1 l,S ),7 7. l 2,9 5. 7 1.01 12. 7 6, 7 I l. 6 6.1 1),2 6,/1 .97 7. 72 0.001 h.92 .001 107. JI ,001 

3.2. O, I 0, S O. l 0.5 o. 2 0.5 o.o 1.4 I. 6 2.0 2.5 1.7 :. • I I. 5R 4.07 0.001 ).80 .001 29.)5 , o<l I 

).) 0.8 2. 4 0,4 I. 2 0.6 1.9 -. 71 I. 4 2.) 1.9 2.8 I. h 2.6 l.27 1.06. 2. 61 .05 6.88 .01 

4. l. 1),0 7.0 ll.1 5,0 13.0 6.0 .09 8.6 4.) 8.5 ) . 8 8.5 4. I -. 20 -) • 76 0.001 -4 .96 .llOl )6. 7) .001 

4.2. 0,4 1.0 I.O 2.8 0. 7 2. l 1.02 1.9 1.4 I. 9 I.) I. q I. 4 -. 18 5.2� 0.001 2. 2) .05 2). 6h .001 

5. I. 29.6 11. 7 27.6 12. 2 28.6 11.9 -.64 19.4 8.2 17.1 7.2 18. 2 7. 8 -1. 79 -4.�4 0.001 -5.29 .00\ 52.52 .001 

s. 2, 5,6 4,4 4,6 ).4 5,1 ),9 -.90 5.1 ), 4 4.4 ).0 , .. , ).2 -I.JO -,58 -.28 . )9 

6. 9,9 9.7 10,) 12.) 10. l 11.0 .12 2.9 ),4 ),2 ).4 ' ).0 ).4 , 54 -5,45 0.001 -4. 54 .001 48.82 .001 

7. 2.7 3,1 2.4 3,6 2,6 2.4 -,40 0,9 1.1 1.0 1.4 0,9 1.3 . ) ) -4.36 0.001 -2.82 .01 24. 8 5 .OOl 

•• 3,4 3,8 2.5 2,4 3.0 3.2 -l.04 2.8 2,3 3.4 2,7 3.1 2,5 I. 60 -1.05 1.52 0.08 

,. 2.4 3.2 2.7 2,7 2.6 2,9 ,46 1.4 1.6 1.6 I. 7 l.6 1.7 -0, 0 -1. 64 -2.57 .05 8. 74 .01 

10 - 12. 16,9 14,4 19.8 15.0 18.) \4,6 .72 31.2 12. l )I. 7 12. 6 )I. 5 12.) • 2) 5.00 0.001 4.00 .001 40. 4 7 .001 

JI Clu1t�r 

I. so. 2 14.6 47.5 1),0 48.9 13. 7 -. 7) 48.9 12.5 48.2 12.2 48.6 12. l -.)4 -.45 .26 • 4 8 

2. 49.11 14,6 52,S ll.O St. 2 l), 7 • 7) 51.1 12.5 51.8 12. 2 51.5 12. l • )4 ,45 -.26 .48 

lndlcu 

t. (TT) 71,3 13,9 75,0 14.6 76. I 14, 2 -. 59 64.4 11.0 6),) 1 I. 1 6), 9 11.0 -.61 -4.81 0.001 -4,28 .001 41. 51 .001 

2, (PT) 5.8 5,2 S.3 ),II s.s 4.5 -.42 4.) 2.8 5.0 ).2 4. 7 ),0 I. 32 -1. 79 -. )6 2. 4 2 

4, (TSCPII) 17, 1 15,0 20.11 15,! 19,) 15,2 • 72 32.S 12,2 )), I 12.7 32, 8 12,4 .)) L04 0.001 4 .OIi .001 4 I. 5) ,001 

5. (TM) 54.4 2\.11 60,2 )0.8 59.3 26,4 ,25 

I
87 .4 12.2 86, 7 ll.6 87 .o ll.9 -.)) 8,39 0.001 6.)0 .001 104.28 .001 

7. (<:a) 48.S 12., 46.2 11. 5 0.4 12. 2 -.69 )5.0 10, 7 )I. 9 10, l )). 4 10.s ·1.82 -5, ll 0,001 -6. O'I .001 64,81 .001 

I 
N 
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7 4%), and ( d) the prop::>rticn of the ccntent anphasis ( CXR) decreased 

( 47% to 42%). 

F\.lrtPe.:nrore, an examinaticn of the F-values and t-values of statis

tically significant category distributicn differerx;es slx:lws that the 

behavior of the student teachers of the revised a:::urse differed in the 

foll� ways: (a) the teacher gave less o::xrrective feedback and 

answered pupils' questicns, (b) made much mJre use of pupil's ideas and 

novanent theroos by exterrling ( cat. 3. 1. ) , surmariz� (cat. 3. 2. ) and 

o::mpar� than (cat. 3.3.), (c) the teacher asked fewer questicns which 

pupils were expected to answer in a given wey or initiated and ter

minated novanent activity (cat. 4.1.), (d) the teacher asked nore broad 

and open questicns dema.rdirq a higrer level of thinkin:] which clearly 

penni tted cooices in weys of answerinJ and rrovinJ (cat. 4. 2. ) , ( e) the 

teacher presented and dem::nstrated infonnaticn and his/her own opinicns 

less (cat. 5. 1. ) , ( f) the ano...mt of teacher order� and directicn 

dur� rroverrents (cat., 6) decreased as well as (g) the am:,JI1.t of criti

cism and rejecticn of pupil behavior or rrovarent pattern ( cat. 7), and 

( h) pupil-initiated talk decreased ( cat. 9), whereas ( i) the ano...mt of

teachers' silent didactic activities (cat. 10-12) i.rx::reased. It is worth 

nenti� that these cha.n]es were IX>t observed to have influenced 

pupils' collective m::,verrent activity, 

time in the microlesscns of both graips. 

o::mpariscn by category. ) 

which was just over 50% of the 

(See� E for a a::mplete 

The tw:::> co..irses differed quite clearly with regard to the al:xJve-

nenti<n:rl respects in ter:ms of both the first and secx::nd microlesscns, 

whereas differerx;es between the tw:::> lessens within a:,urses were sna.ll. 

In sunuary, it may be stated that at the level of realizaticn of 

the coorse program, the group wh:::>se program had been revised with regard 

to (1) infonnaticn aro.it target behavior, (2) timi.n:J of th?ory instruc

ticn, (3) number of pupils in the microlesscns, (4) length of micro

lesscns, and (5) number of microlesscns, displayed rrore irrlirect 

behavior which had been set as a goal. The teacher offered the pupils 

rrore c,p£:ortunities to create ideas and solve problems, was nore inclined 

to observe pupil resp:oses, and tcx::k advantage of these resp;:::nses in the 

progress of the topic treatnent. Pupil-initiated talk did not in:::rease. 

1-b-Jever, this may be due to the type of pupils wh::) may have been less 
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inclined to "role playin:]" or the teacher may have directed his main 

attention to m::,varent ideas and activity. 

Student Ratings of the Microteachirg c.ourse 

Fran questicrinaires filled out by the students (N=l2l), oata were 
(Appendix FJ 

obtained en student reacticns to revisicns made. The signifi� 

between the percentage distribJticns of statanents was tested by the 

chi-square test. There were statistically significant diff� 

between the answers given by the students of the tv.o c:x::iurses. Ccntrary 

to the students of the first oourse, the students atten:li.rq the revised 

oourse were of the opinia1 that the course CD.J.ld well be placed in the 

third year program, IX)t before (fron 15%, 1974, to 60%, 1976, agree, 

x2 = 25.7, p < .001). The course did IX)t, in the opinion of the students

of the revised oourse, overlap with other teachin:J (69% to 89% agree, 

x2 = 7.75, p < .05) and they were interested in the theory lessens (20%

% 2 -to 42 agree, X - 7. 95, p < .05). The students of the revised course

were nore satisfied with the arrount of use of audiovisual material (21% 

to 47% agree, x2 = 15.47, p < .001) but they still wanted nnre. The

students of the revised oourse thcught that the ti.Ire available for 

exercises was rot sufficient, h::Mever, they were nore satisfied with the 

tilre arrcln]anent than the students of the first course (73% to 60% 

disagree, x2 = 6.15, p < .05).

The students of the revised course were less satisfied with the 

8� % 6 2_ selectia1 of exercises (fron 1 "?>, 1974, to 41 , 197 , X - 9.25,

p < .01) rut they thcught that the exercises were sufficiently varied 

( 27% to 53% agree, x2 
= 12. 9, p < • 01) • The students attendi.r)9 the

revised oourse were nore often of the opinion that the oourse had opened 

a re.,, outlook (50% to 60% agree, x2 
= 6.63, p < �001) and the organiza

tion of the course was j1..10Jed to be better (33% to 69% agree, x2 
= 4. 72,

p < .001). The students of the revised oourse ccnsidered themselves to 

have learned better than the students of the first course to discri

minate between teaching patterns in observin;J and codinJ feedback ( 45% 
2 -to 82% agree, X - 19.00, p < .001).

In addition, the students of ooth courses were very satisfied with 

lecture handJuts (in ooth 1974 and 1976, 92% agree), thcught that dem:::n

straticn tasks had been well selected ( 70% to 62% agree) and lectures

and daralstraticns were well CXJOrdinated ( 50% to 69% agree) • 'lbe 
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students rep::>rted that the a:::m:-se had been useful (77% to 87% agree) and 

that they interded to use in their future. practical tead:u.n] the 

teachin) patterns they had learned ( 79% to 82% agree) • They also th:Jught 

that their views of teachin] behavior had broadened (77% to 88% agree) 

and that during' the a::iurse they had becx::Ire aware of errors and weak

� in their teachin] behavior ( 68% to 78% agree). 

Sumnary 

'Iw:> versicns of a practice teach.i.nJ prcgram have been described and 

cx:mpared. The �erx::e between the interx:Jed and actual o ... rtcx::m:�s was 

examined in order to draw ccn:::lusia,s aro.it the ratiaiale of cx:mp::nent 

revisicn and to provide sore basis for the placem?nt of the different 

m:xlificaticns of the CXJUrSe in the P.E. teacher educaticn program. 

The �erx::e between objectives, which were identical in toth 

prcgram.s, and the degree of their realizaticn was improved in the 

revised prcgram judging' fran observaticn of the students' teachin] 

behavior and their rating's of the a::urses. The revised program, which 

in:::luded written and videotaped materials, instructicn of theory during' 

the early part of the a::iurse, and microlesSXIS with � students and 

lasti.n] 10 minutes, proved rrore effective than the original. The 

students applied better patterns of irrlirect teachin] and were aware of 

and urrlersto:xi better their th?oretical backgrourrl. The differePCeS 

between the first and secarl microlesscns of toth CXJUrSeS were not 

significant in terms of any variables. It follows that the number of 

retea� sh:Juld be carefully ccnsidered as well as developing' their 

a::ntents and the gradual �ing' of level of difficulty. 

The i.nst:n.m:nt of interacticn analysis (PEIAC/Ll-I-75 rrodificaticn) 

used in the a::iurses was based en an anpirical study of i:hysical educa

ticn teachin] (Heinila, 1974, 1977) and en the theory of Flarx'lers (1965, 

1970) and his FIAC systan. It proved feasible toth £ran the p::>int of 

view of research and of teach.ing. It� to facilitate the <:p=ra

tic:nalizaticn, infonnaticn, evaluaticn and ireasure:nent of intended 

behavior cx::ide patterns. In additicn, it helped to teach discrimination 

and to create teachin] patterns stated as objectives. 
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Recx:mrendaticns 

1. The new form of practice teaching supplies a f ramework in which

research evidence can quite readi 1 y feed back into traini.ng prac

tice, and in which train.:inJ pr actice can open up d:x>rs for research

in P.E. teachi.n;J. Full advantage sl"o.lld be taken of these opp::>rtuni

ties.

2. � creaticn of the re.-, type of teachi.n;J practice prcgrams presup

poses the construction and testing of different theory based

irea.surerrent instruxl'ents, in oth3r words, improved 100tlxx::l.s of obser

vaticn. This slxlu.ld be a,e of the central tasks of research en P.E.

teacher educaticn.

3. The se 1 ection of teaching contents and for:ms shou 1 d be based on

research-based infonnation, i.e ., the theory of P.E. Linking these

b.o cx::ropcnents togeth3r helps brin) theory and practice closer to

cne another.

4. In informing students about target behavior, videotaped mater ials

sl"o.lld be used to suwlement written materials. Teachi.n;J a::mp:nent

skills sl"o.lld be dEm::nstrated b:Jth in natural teachi.n;J situaticns

and in microteachi.n;J a::ntexts. This v.GUld facilitate their recx::>gni

ticn and un:Jerstarrlirg.

5. It is advisable to put the theoretical secticn at the beginning of

the course. Its extent and a::ntents sl"o.lld be careful 1 y a::nsidered.

As much as p::>SSible of the theoretical a::mp:nent sto.ild be linked

with practical situaticns by i.n:::reasin), for example, the time used

en the analysis of results of observati<X1S and discussicns.

6. It would appear desirable that the number of "pupils" in micro

lessons should be at least eight. The social fonn of the activity

situaticn is of great import.an:e in piysical education. It may be a

group y,0rk si tuaticn, which presuA;)OSeS a larger number of students.

At the sarre time the teacher's field of observaticn widens and he is

offered opportunities to compare and summarize students' ideas,

perfonnances, fuoc:ticns and roles.

7. 'I11e length of microlessons sto.ild be at least 10 minutes in the P.E.

practice teachi.nJ, oth3rwise the situation micro lesson may become

"truncated" as a process of social interaction. It may lack, for

instance, the phase of orientation, activity or evaluation, as
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regrettably is often the case in physical education lessons. The 

stages of orientaticn and evaluaticn sh:xlld be duly attended to. 

8. Microteaching is a fonn of student teachirq which aims at improvin:J

its effectiveness. Therefore the number of reteachings should be

carefully considered. Students wh::> have received train.inJ in obser

vaticn cooth:x:ls are able to� and carry out target behaviors rrore

easily than tiDse wh::> have received less tra.inin:J. '!he contents and

fonn of microlessons might be gradually modified and made more

demanding. Microteaching should be closely integrated with other

forms of practice teaching and the trying out of different patterns

should take place in "natural" teaching conditions and within the

frarre-.ork of lcnJer periods.

Finally, the value of the new forms of practice teaching in P.E. 

depenjs en the validity of the chJsen forms and a:ntents. Do they effect 

student teacher behavior as predicted? This is a great challenge for us 

in our efforts to �rk for the developrent of teacher train.inJ in physi

cal educaticn. 
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CRAPI'ER VIII 

SlJMl1ARY AND CDNCLUSIONS 

Overview 

In this chapter the main results of the study are summarized and 

some conclusions are drawn. The summary first recapitulates the main 

findings on the primary research problems. Then some of the strengths 

and limitations of the study are critically discussed. This is follaved 

by an outline of areas suggested for further investigation. Finally, 

sane possible implications of the study for research on teacher educa

tion and on the teaching of physical education are discussed. 

The main purpose of this study was to develop and test a system for 

describing instructional pDXedures in physical education. Its aim was 

to construct a methcxl for providing good descriptions of teacher-student 

interactions in P.E. classes, rather than to test theoretical hypo

theses or evaluate the effects of such interactions. 

Thus the study has a clear methodological orientation. Drawing 

mainly on interactionist theories of the teaching-learning process and 

on available research, it sought to develop a theoretically justifiable 

system for describing and analyzing what happens in the physical educa

tion classroom. The second research task was to critically test the 

reliability and validity of the constructed system. Finally, the third 

research task was the application of this system to teacher education 

through curriculum evaluation in microteaching. 

The approach used in this study is primarily based on the theoreti

cal and practical work done by Flanders, with reference to his paradigm 

and the research literature related to the original FIAC system and its 

several adaptations. The impetus for the present study came fran the DPA 

Helsinki project. Professor Matti Koskenniemi encouraged the auth:Jr to 

start an en:;iuiry into ·interaction in the gymnasium. Assosiate Professor 

E:rkki Kauulainen's exhaustive and perceptive meth:ldological studies on 

classrcx:m observation have served as a model whose sophistication is 

worthy of emulation but rot easy to achieve. 
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A study of related research literature and consideration of the 

specific character of physical education indicated a clear need to adapt 

the FIAC system. Since movement is an intergral part of the instruc

tional prcx;esses in P.E. classes, it was obviously necessary to be able 

to take into account how movement communicates and influences. Con

sequently, three clusters were included in the developed PEIAC/LH-75 

system. The first cluster describes teacher and student talk and 

teacher's silent activity. The second cluster deals with students' 

collective movement activity/passivity and social access. The third 

cluster records the social form of the class. These three clusters 

<X>ntain 12, 8, and 7 categories respectively, altogether 27 categories. 

Since this cluster arrangement required triple coding, a six-second 

interval was used instead of the three-second interval employed in the 

FIAC system. The decision was based on the consideration that three 

seconds was too short a time for the cx:mplex coding required of coders. 

The data was collected in such a way that the developed system 

could be tested in a number of ways. The data used to evaluate the 

descriptive adequacy of the developed observation schedule and observa

tion training <X>nsisted of 24 P.E. lessons, altogether 28,(X)() six-second 

time units. The objectivity of coding was assessed by studying the level 

of agreement between six observers. The sensi ti vi ty of the system to 

faithfully reflect similarities and differences in P.E. classes was 

studied by including in the 24 lessons four different areas of subject 

matter (gymnastics, apparatus, rhythmic movement expression, and bal 1 

games). For the same reason, lessons fran three different grade levels 

( lower grades: 1-3; middle grades: 4-6; and upper grades: 7-9) were 

sampled. The construct validity of the system was studied by examining 

the patterns of data obtained through primary and secondary analyses in 

the light of the posited rrodel. 

The Reliability of PEIAC/LH-75 

The first aspect of the reliability of the developed system deals 

with the objectivity of coding. It was studied in both live and video

taped situations. The results indicated that the intercoder agreement 

was sc:mewhat higher with the videotaped material than in the live si tua-
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tion. This might be explained by the fact that the situational com

plexity is reduced in a videotape recording. 

The second aspect of reliability dealt with the object ivity of 

coding in terms of inter-coder agreement, within-coder constancy and 

between-coder constancy. The method used was Scott's J2.:!:. coefficient. 

Summarizing the main results, the average level of mean coefficient 

values was rather low and varied according to cluster: Cluster I, .61; 

Cluster II, .65; and Cluster III, .69. The inter-coder agreement 

was .65, within-coder constancy .69, and between-coder constancy .60 

when the two observations of the videotape recordings (T2 and T3) were 

canpared. 

The third aspect of reliability focused on reliabilities of the 

various individual categories, operationalized as inter-coder agreement, 

and assessed by means of Kendall's coefficient of concordance (�). This 

analysis indicated that agreement was fairly high, with 23 out of 27 

categories yielding a value of � significant at the .01 level (chi

square test ). In all coding situations, however, the coefficients of 

four categories of infrequent occurrence ( I/03), and confused situation 

( I/12, II/8, and III/7) were IX)t statistical 1 y significant. 

As a fourth aspect, the construct validity of coding was studied 

using discriminant analysis. The first two of five discriminant func

tions were statistically highly significant and a third one nearly 

significant (58%, 21%, and 11% of total discrimination, respectively). 

The first discriminant function distinguished those observers who made a 

wide use of the categories of verbal carrnunication fran those who used 

only sane of these categories. The second function separated coders by 

their coding choice in a situation which might be variably interpreted 

as either confused or as displaying spontaneous student activity. The 

third discriminant function distinguished coders who described a 

sequence of verbal and nonverbal communication by using also infre

quently occurring categories from those who employed only frequently 

occurring categories. 

The results indicate that there may be an inverse relation between 

reliability and validity in the case of observation research. Crude 

coding may be advantageous in terms of reliability, but be detrimental 

to construct validity. It was concluded that the three-dimensional 
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measuring insb:ument (PEIAC/LH-75 was reliable when estimated by using a 

nonparametric coefficient of con(X)rdance, w.

The Validity of PEIAC/LH-75 

The first aspect of the validity of PEIAC/LH-75 addressed the 

question of CX)nstruct validity. To enhance this crucial aspect of all 

research, a rrodel was developed to define the overall research strategy 
for the project (see Figure 3). This model served as a guide (1) in 

specifying the entry situation by defining a valid theoretical and 

conceptual framework, (2) in constructing a set of exhaustive and 

mutually exclusive observable behavior categories on the basis of the 

conceptual framework, (3) in selecting the unit of observation and in 

developing an adequate CX)ding prcx::edure for accurate use of the system, 

and (4) in selecting the unit of analysis. The instnnnent was developed 

on the basis of a detailed review and analysis of available liturature 

on research on classrcx:m interaction. This critical survey shc:Med that 

the Flanders one-dimensional, verbally oriented system needed to be 

c:x:mplemented. The feasibility of a multi-dimensional CX)ding system was 

affirmed in pilot w:>rk (Heinila, 1971). 

Construct validity is often determined in an indirect way. The 

researcher uses a theory to establish a set of hyp:>theses aoout hcM the 

data should behave. For instance, the researcher predicts certain 

internal relationships between measured variables: high, intermediate or 

la,., CX)rrelations. A a::>nstruct-valid insb:ument will produce SCX)res that 

correlate only with those variables with which, on the basis of theo:z:y, 

it should correlate, and the scores of those variables to which it 
should not be related will not CX)rrelate with it (convergent vs. discri

minant validity). Similarly, a a:mstruct-valid insb:ument should dis

tinguish between groups that are
11 knowri 1 to behave differently on the 

construct under study. 

In the primary analyses, it was noted that all of the PEIAC/LH-75 

categories were U;Sed in CX)ding. Thus, the insb:ument does n:::>t appear to 

contain superflu6us categories. Second, 22 statistically significant 
/ 

differences out of the total of 27 categories were found as functions of 

frame factors: 4 between the tw:> teachers of the sample, 5 between grade 

levels, and 13 between � various subject areas of physical education 
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classes. Third, matrix analysis shcMed the interaction sequences to be 

different in the three clusters, as expected, providing a good descrip

tion and yielding more information concerning critical teaching 

behavior. In the first cluster, more than half of al 1 sequence pairs 

were in the steady state cells while the corresponding figures were rrore 

than 80% and rrore than 90% for Clusters II and III, respectively. This 

indicates that decisions concerning social fonu, di vision of labor and 

resp:>nsibility as well as the £onus of students' collective activity/ 

passivity were the general dcminating features of teacher behavior. 

As another indirect indicator of construct validity, teacher direc

tiveness decreased as a function of grade level while teacher's silent 

guidance, participation, use of student ideas, and pupil responsibility 

increased. Also, the variety of critical sequence patterns increased and 

was stongly related to the content area of physical education. 

In the_secondary analyses, 18 indices were ccroputed to reduce the 

primary descriptive analyses. These indices were based on unit coding 

and the statistical procedures were based on category frequencies, 

percentages, and ratios. They were cx::xnputed separately £ran the matrices 

of the three clusters. The results indicated that in all 18 parameters 

of PEIAC/LH-75, statistically significant differences (Mann-Whiiney U

test) were found as a function of the key frame factors: teacher (5 

statistically significant differences), grade level (6), and subject 

area of physical education (14). 

Two studies conducted by Akkanen (1976, 1979) and Reponen (1979) 

respectively used the PEIAC/LH-75 instnnnent. Akkanen's study verified 

the teaching model. Reponen established that (1) the order of indices 

revealed differences between tv-.D experienced teachers with regard to the 

rank order of behaviors, (2) the order of indices revealed differences 

between two groups of student teachers, and (3) the order of indices 

distinguished between the two experienced teachers and the student 

teachers. 

Factor analysis yielded seven factors which accounted for 68.6% of 

the total variance. The variables in the factors were concerned with: 

Factor I, indirect nonverbal integrative idea generation; Factor II, 

intensity of the teacher's verbal direct guidance; Factor III, uni

fonnity of the teacher's nonverbal guidance as opposed to the speci

ficity of verbal supportive supervision; Factor IV, direction of 
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teacher-pupil ccmnunication; Factor V, spontaneous student activity; 

Factor VI, subject-centricity vs. process centricity; and Factor VII, 

teacher's response behavior focused on individuals vs. groups. 

Grouping analysis was used to relate lessons to the extracted 

factor dimensions. This made it possible to establish the type of lesson 

that was rrost characteristic of each factorial dimension. Through this 

procedure, we have empirical knavledge of what the lessons were like. 

The six structurally harog'eneous lesson groups, fanned on the basis of 

grouping analysis, were used as the starting point for a further explo

ration using discriminant analysis. 

Five discriminant functions were extracted: DF I, range of i deas 

for students (closed vs. open); DF I I, level of structuring (high 

vs. lCM); DF. III, level of intensity of guidance (high vs. lCM); DF IV, 

level of specificity of n:::>ndirective guidance (high vs. lCM); and DF V, 

media of rx>ndirective ccmnunication (nonverbal vs. verbal and attribut

ing of teacher's response to individuals as opposed to groups). 

The results showed that the discriminant functions clearly distin

guished between lesson groups. The first discriminant function proved 

much rrore p::,werful than the other four. Its share of the total discri

mination of the model was 47%, the four other shares being 19%, 18%, 

11%, and 5%, respectively. 

The analysis selected 16 out of the total of 27 categories and set 

them in sequence according to h::M much they increased the rrodel 's dis

crimination power. The categories of the second cluster (students' 

collective activity/passivity and social access) and the categories of 

the third cluster (social form) proved to possess the highest discri

mination power. 

Through the extensive set of explorations surrmarized briefly in the 

above , it was concluded that (1) the instrument possesses a definite 

degree of construct validity, and that (2) it is sufficiently sensitive 

to discriminate aspects of direct-nondirect teaching behavior. 

The Application of PEIAC/LH-75 to Teacher Education 

The final stage of this research project was to apply the instru

ment that had been developed to the task of training the future teachers 

of physical education. This was carried out through a microteaching 
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program. A scientific management of the teaching process is set as a 

goal of the ne w system of the training of P. E. teachers. Research has 

indicated that the systems of interaction analysis as tc:Dls in teacher 

education offer better opportunities of achieving this goal, the inte

raction of theory and practice. 

The developuent of new progranmes of practice teaching presupposes 

the controlling and evaluation of their basic elements. The purpose of 

this study was to evaluate and canpare tw::> curricula, whose purpose was 

to develop the verbal indirect teaching behaviour of student teachers. 

The congruence between intended and actually occurring outcomes was 

studied. The curricula of courses differed in terms of the fol lowing 

elements: (I) information about (models of) target behaviour (written, 

audiovisual), (II) timing of instruction of theoretical considerations 

(before/during the course), (III) size of training groups (5-10), (IV) 

length of microlessons (5-10 min.), and (V) number of microlessons (2-3) 

The data cover the courses of microteaching arranged by the faculty 

in 1974 and 1976 and the subjects were male and female students who 

started their studies in 1971 (N = 48) and in 1974 (N = 74), 275 micro

lessons. 

The measurement instrument (PEIAC/LH-75, Heinila 1977) had been 

constructed for teaching and testing purposes and it was used in a 

scrnewhat m:xlified form. It has been derived fran Flanders' FIAC-system 

and contains tw::> clusters, speech and noverrent, and al together 18 cate

gories. It made it possible to give information about target behaviour, 

to operationalize nodel behaviour and to analyze TV -feedback using a 

systematic observation meth::xi. Reliability (.78) was estimated by means 

of Scott's pi-coefficient The category frequencies, indices and student 

evaluations of courses were cx::rnpared usin;J analysis of variance and t

test, and chi-square test . (AN:NA) 

Statistical comparisons of the outcomes of each course showed 

clearly that the revised course program differed fran the first version 

on the level of realization. The success of the program was reflected in 

(a) a decrease of teacher talk, (b) and increase of teachers' silent

didactic activities, (c) an increase in teacher response behavior, and 

(d) a decrease in content emphasis. The increase of indirect behavior

was evident in the second session, in which the teachers offered the 

pupils nore opportunities to create ideas and solve problems, observed 
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pupil responses, and tcx::>k advantage of these responses in the progress 

of the topic treatment. 

The students of both sessions were asked to evaluate the course. A 

comparison of the responses indicated that, al though the students in 

both sessions were generally pleased with the content, timing and organ

ization of the course, the second group clearly benefited from the 

revisions that had been made. They felt that the course had opened a new 

outlook and that they had learned to discriminate between teaching 

patterns in observing and coding feedback. They thought the course had 

been useful, making them aware of errors and weaknesses in their 

teaching behavior, and broadening their views of teaching behavior. Most 

importantly, they reported that they intended to use the teaching 

patterns they had learned in their future practical teaching. 

Thus, the instrument of interaction analysis (PEIAC/Ll-I-75 m::x:lifica

tion) used in the courses proved feasible both for research and for 

teaching. It facilitated the operationalization, infonnation, evaluation 

and measurement of intended behavior code patterns, and helped to teach 

discrimination and to create desirable teaching patterns. 

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study 

In spite of the many successful aspects of the study, it has 

several limitations. The most obvious is the limited scope of the 

empirical data. The data consisted of boys' and girls' P.E. classes at 

three different grade levels taught by one male and one female teacher 

and covering four different areas of subject matter, a total of 24 

lessons. This would have been a severe limitation if the purpose had 

been to make a generalizable description of what is happening in P.E. 

classroom interaction in Finnish schools. Such a description was not, 

h::Mever� the purpose of the study. For the purposes of initial testing 

of the developed instnnnent, the data was sufficient. 

The major methodological problem of the study was the selection of 

the length of the time unit. Pilot studies had indicated that the three 

coded aspects (Clusters) had different natural rhythms. It was not 

possible to employ the much-used three-second time unit due to the 

canplexity of triple coding. The decision to use a six-second arbitrary 

time unit to code all three clusters was a canpranise made to allow the 
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use of the same time unit in the simultaneous analysis of the whole 

process. Naturally it was assumed that the aspects with slower tempo, 

such as the social form and the students' CDllective rrovement activity/ 

passivity, would be reflected in various analyses as dominating 

features. This assumption was to be explored through many-sided 

analyses. 

Within these limitations, the study has CDntributed to the area of 

the study of instructional processes in P.E. classes. An observation 

instrument and a coding prcx:::edure were developed which went beyond the 

verbal orientation of most classroom interaction studies, and which 

inCDrporated features that reflected better the special characteristics 

of physical education classes. Thus, on the basis of the work done, the 

instrument can be used to carry out rrore extensive and representative 

studies on the nature of interaction in P.E. classes. Since it was 

clearly denonstrated that the subject matter area was closely related to 

variation in the kind of classroom interaction, it would be useful to 

replicate the study with rrore subject matter areas and with ITDre repre

sentative student samples. 

Further, the study has highlighted the imp:>rtance of the quality of 

teacher-student interaction and student-student interaction in physical 

education. Attention to this aspect is imp:>rtant if P.E. classes are to 

have the kind of impact on students' continued interest in physical 

activity that is a major goal of P.E. teaching in our syllabuses. 

Implications for Classrc:x::m Teaching 

This study was carried out by a former P.E. teacher who has also 

worked long in teacher education and who has a lifelong commitment to 

the improvement of teaching. The ultimate rroti vation for this study was 

thus to help develop P.E. teaching. Sane reccmnenda.tions can be made on 

the basis of the work done during the many years of the project. 

Teacher education programs in physical education cannot afford to 

focus too closely on one facet of personality, the psycharotor danain. 

The cognitive and affective aspects of physical education need to be 

fully appreciated by future and practicing P.E. teachers. The emphasis 

on the affective domain, which features prominently in PEIAC/LH-75, 

seems warranted on the basis of the extensive research on the Flanders 
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system, but this should be ascertained specifically for physical educa

tion classes. 

Through in-service education, teachers should becane familiar with 

the concept of indirect teacher behavior and its effects on classrcx:m 

climate and interaction. This should be follCMed by a dem::>nstration of 

haw classrcx:m interaction can be observed and analyzed. Mic:r:Dteaching in 

the pre-service training of future P.E. teachers has clearly indicated 

that this is possible and that it opens a new perspective for students 

(Hei nila, 1979). 

Reccmnendations for Further Study 

Duri ng the more than ten-yea r  period of the present study, a 

serious ef fort was made to explore a variety of issues and problems 

related to the empirical study of interaction in P.E. c lassrooms . 

However, several technical and methodological problems remain to be 

explored. 

The results suggest that the following questions need to be 

addressed: 

1. The developnent of rules for coding the verbal and nonverbal ccmnu

nication of teacher and students and of their sequences with a

higher degree of specificity is desirable.

2. The optiJT11..Il11 length of the cxxiing interval needs careful considera

tion . A three-second interval might be appropriate in codi ng the

first talk cluster, but a one-minute unit might be rrore reasonable

in the other tv.D clusters.·

3. Rules for more decisive coding of students' collective movement

activity and the forms of social access (categories II/3 and II/4)

need to be developed.

4. The rules for coding student s' collective passivity (II/7), waiting

for turn, should be refined.

5. The rules for videotape recording need to be determined more

exactly, specifying haw the total situation is to be filmed.

6. Techniques for voi ce-recording need to be refined (e.g., using

wireless th:r:Dat mic:r:Dph::)nes), with special attention to the problems

of recording student talk.

7. The trai ning of coders needs careful attention, with special
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emphasis on the content of training material so that sufficiently 

varied situations are presented to coder trainees. 

8. Agreement controls carried out only at the beginning of coding are

not enough to avoid systematic errors in coding. Recurring constancy

control needs to be instituted.

9. The criteria for the selection of coders should take into account

not only the cognitive but also the affective characteristics of

rater candidates.

The empirical findings reported in this study concerning validity 

and sensitivity established clearly: 

1) that in research w:::>rk in connection with physical education several

dimensions describing the influence patterns of the teacher are

needed (see Oleffers 1973, 1977; Karulainen 1973),

2) that high frequencies of occurrence are not necessary prerequisites

for the discriminant validity and sensitivity of the instrument. Nor

sh:Juld we be deterred fran attempting to measure particular beha

viors of interest from the point of view of theory on the ground 

that their occurrence is relatively infrequent, 

3) that the aspect represented in the categories of the third and

second clusters was fmmd to be the daninating characteristic of the

discrimination on the construct under study. It was related to the

subject area of p.e., by analysing the formation of homogeneous

groups based on factor-scores. But whether it must be so, is another

question.

The feasibility of the instnnnent for different purposes need to be 

considered rrore closely. It may be subscripted and postcripted so as to 

describe different patterns of students and teachers. The cluster can be 

used singly and/or as entirely as has been done in connection with 

teacher education progranmes, e.g. in microteaching (see Heinila 1979). 

The technique of multiple discriminant analysis outlined in this 

study was found to be applicable, e.g. for: 

1) refining the classification system to that its ability to make the

discrimination required for the research problem wi 11 be broadened,

2) implementation of observer training programmes so that aspects

important fran the theoretical point of view can be emphasized,

3) selecting different "criterion groups" and examining factors causing

variation arrong them,
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4) studying and assessing "inter-investigation construct validity" by

having the same classification system used on different constructs 

under study and by different investigators. 

Thus, the observation instrument and the coding procedures still 

need refinement. This is to be expected. Flanders (1967) po inted o ut 

that "the fact that teaching is a ccrnplex social process, hard to define 

and evaluate, does not mean that all evidence is useless simply because 

it is inccrnplete. The tools and techniques to establishing criteria of 

teaching effectiveness are crude, but they can be improved only by 

further experimentation and developnent" (p. 242). 

The in-depth study of classroom interaction in P.E. classes in 

Finland has only begun. (see Laakso, 1984, pp 131-134). This project was 

m::>unted in order to get a better grasp of the conceptual and methodolo

gical issues and problems. It is to be roped that this beginning will be 

greatly extended and intensified by future studies. 
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TNlLE 2. Phy sical F.ducation Interaction Analv9i9 Cnte9ory System (PEIACILH-75) 

I CWSTER - TEtO !En Tl\LK II CT.USTF::n - SCCTAf, AC'O:..'SS I II CT.USTE R - SCCIAL FOR-I

- PUPIL 'l1\LJ< (PUPns' O'.JLI.l'r.ITVE mVE- (DIVIS!ct-l OF 

cate- - SILENI' TFJ..O !ER N:ITvTIY cate- MT:Jrr /\CTIVTIY /PASS MTY) cate- LAix:xJR /\ND 

gory cpry <:Pry RESfCNS ID I LITf) 

01. !lccept.s, praises, encourage!! 1. Inter--pipil contacts and 1. �lete class, 
02, Gives corrective feedback, directs, urges IT"CIVOT'Cnt (space, tune, energy uniform task 
03. Uses Mils' ide as, accepts, clarifies, restricted;

develops ideas, rrovarent, tasks suggested range of ideas ccntrolled
by pupils

I 
2, Divided class, 

04, Asks, initiates and tenninatcs activity 

I
2, Inter-Mil contacts and/or uni form task 

rroverent free; 
OS. Prc!lents infoDMtion, use:J daron.stration, range of ideas controlled 

describes, Ot"9anizes Mils/rMterial 3. Divided class,
06. Gives directions, camrurls during activity 3. Inter-p-1pil contacts aoo/or differentiated task

-i
(pupil expected to carply) rroveren t f ree 1 

07. Criticizes pupil behaviour, range of ideas open
rejects rroverrent pattern 4. Divided c lass,

08. Answers question/clarifies, de-ronstrates 4. Pupils' sp:,ntanoous activity differentiated tasks 

09. Initiates speech (a sking for instnx:tion.s - distributed arrongst 
expressing c,,,m ideas, rrovments) � 

groups & within grcup

§ 
5. Pupils foll= instruction, 

10. Fbllcws p.ipilll' activity, silent guidance � drnons tra tion 
5. Individual 1-0rk, 

11. Silent participation in rrovment <'!Ctivity
� 

6. Pupils organize thenselves, uniform task 
assist in organization 

6. Individual 1-0rk, 
7, Pupils wait for turn differentiated task

12. Confused situation, uproar 8. Confused situation, uproar 7. Other situJ.tion ,confusion 

1he decision on classification is rMde on the l:xlsis of the didactic function of the activity. 

L. lleinilg 1975
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Tl\BLE 2, Definitions of clusters and instructions for classificat ion 

I CLUSTER - TEl\QIBR TALK 
- PUPIL TALK
-· snmr TElOIER l\CTJVITI

When analysing teacher's authority in use the obser
vation is focused on teacher's ard p.ipil's speech be
haviour and the other didactic teacher activity. 
'lhe decision on classification is rrade on the basis 
of the above rrentioned didactic function of the 
teacher activity. Sequence of the actions should be 
retained. 

catepries 1-9 

'lhe rrajor feature of this categ:>ry systan lies in 
the analysis of initiative and resfOnse which is a 
characteristic of interaction between tv-0 or rrore 
individuals. 'lb initiate, in this context, means to 
make the first rrove, to l�d, to begin, to introduce 
an idea or· concept for the first time, to express 
one's o,m will. 'lb reSfX)nd means to take action aftez 
an initiation, to counTer, to amplify or react to 
ideas which have already been expressed, to conform OI 
even to caiply to the will expressed by others. 
Teacher's and pupil's initiative-resfOnse behaviour 
can be directed to.-Jard individuals {teacher aoo/or 
pupil), group of p.ipils or the entire class. 'lhe be
haviour rray refer either to the situation, nctivity 

, or behaviour in the past, in the present or in the 
I future. 

cate<pries 10-11 
1 Teacher's silent, purf()seful activity is classified 

into categories 10 and 11. In 10 his role is that of 
a "teacher's"; in 11 his actions are characterized 
by an affective identification with the pupils' 
actions •. 

II CLUSTER - SOCIAL NXE..SS 
{PUPIIS I COLLEX:I'IVE t-DVE
MENI' J\CTIVIT'l/P ASSJVIT'l) 

cate_g.- 1-4 Pupils' rrovarent resp::mses

Dy collective activity is rreant the rrove
irent-activity which has a learnim 
tion. 'lhe decision on classification is 
rrade through observation of the activity 
in the entire classand the degree of 
p.ipils' freecbn in rroverrent, social ron-
tacts and range of ideas. 

Categ. 5-7 Other r-urroseful activity 

C.ollective rrovarent-passivity means that 
p.ipils are not rroving l:ut are involved 
in other activity which has a learninCJ 
function. 

cat;90r�es 1-3 

t-bvanent resfOnse means the rrovanent
activity which is initiated by teacher's 
direct or indirect actions based on his 
own and/or rollective decisions. 

cate<pry 4 

Activity is classified as pupils 1 
spontaneous activity when pupils are 
alla,..,e<l to n-ove in a certain situation 
.urder teacher's supervision and given 
facilities, teacher ossisLing and 
guiding if needed. The problen.s are 
set by the p..1pils. 

III CLUSTER - SOCIAL FOI<M 
(DIVISION OF 
I.AroUR AND 
l<.ESPONSIDILI'IY 

The observation is aimed at the inst
nictional situation as a wh::ile - at its 
social form which is considered to ap
pear in division of lal::our and resp:in-
sibility. 'lb classify the division of 
labour arrl resi=onsibility t.h:lse behavi
ours, functions and roles which the 
group rrernbers have during the instruc-
tional situation are observed. 
Behaviours are actions of individual 
group menbers expressed in verbal or 
syrnl:oUc tenT\S (eg rrovernent expression) 
Functions are behaviours directed P-,U'
i=osefully toward building �1e group and 
ta,m.rd helping it acc:x::rrplish its task. 
Lat:our:behaviours and functions, which 
occur in the instructional situation of 
P.8., my be uniform to all tl1e p_.1pils.
fbles mean characteristic playing of
cerl:ain sets of functions by group men-
bE!rs. 'Ihese functions rrey be pemanent 
or occasional, rrore or Jess conscious. 
If the tasks are distribJted within the 
group it is the role functions v,hich 
are often in question. 
The decision on classification is not 
only determined by the teacher's rut 
also by the p_1pils I verbal expressions 
as a result of which a certain social 
form is created in the instructional 
situation. 

·------------------------�------------------�-------:--:::-:---. ______
____
_ ..., 

L. llelnila 1976
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Appendix A3 

�he procedure of observation (PEIAC/LH-75) 

The observer places himself where he can hear and see both 

the teacher and the pupils, or the video recording on the 

TV monitor. He observes the first five minutes from the 

beginning of the lesson without marking the card. The 

observation period is started and terminated by marking 

1287 in the first and last row of the appropriate column. 

Then every six seconds, either on hearing the signal of by 

following the hands of the large clock placed on top of the 

TV receiver, the observer decides which of the three clusters 

in the classification system the events of the previous six 

seconds best belong to. The observer writed down the numbers 

selected while following the events of the next period. Thus 

he continues for twenty minutes making four digit codings in 

the appropriate row of the answer card in the six second 

columns, ten codings per minute. The chronology of the 

events is retained. A louder signal marks the end of a five 

minute period,- whereupon the observer must continue marking 

in the first colwnn of the row reserved for the next five 

minutes. 

Where� certain events in the observation period have been 

unclear, this is indicated in the rows (2 vertical lines) 

at the beginning or end of the said period and a more precise 

explanation is given at the right-hand edge of the card or 

on the back. Other features which are necessary for the later 

.�nterpretation of results are indicated, for example, whether 

the class was divided, the size of the group observed that 

was moving etc. 

L. Heinila 1976
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APPENDIX A 3 

The classification time sheet (see appendix) is the same as an 

ADP coding sheet where information on the variables connected 

with lesson material is located in columns l - 8, the sequence 

number of the card in columns 9 - 10, and the observations on 

the teaching process within the time units in columns 11 - 78. 

Before the commencement of the observation period the observer 

fills in information on the factors below in the first ten 

columns of the time sheet. 

Column: l. Observer number (l-6)

2. & 3. Situation 01-24

4. Classification time: l. natural

situation, 2. video-tape, 3. video

tape, 4. sound tape·

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

measure 1-9

Class level: 1. preschool, 2. junior

comprehensive, 3. intermediate

comprehensive, 4. senior comprehensivE

5. sixth form comprehensive, 6. other

Teacher: 1. man 2. woman

Subject matter: 1. free gymnastics,

2. apparatus, 3. rhythmic movement

expression 4. ball games, 5. basic

s;::ort

9. & 10. Sequence number of card

11.-80. Variables



Ide.nti!Jc4t..1.on !1eld 

l 2 13 4 15 6 7 B 19 10

5 rn1n 

,_ L-.. 

5 m1n 

S �n{ 
smm{ 

l. Colum 2-3. Colurns 

l'l't""' ,,ntt '6 IIOC) • 
II IT ....,C<!l�r<"T"\r, n••"'"'r" 

. . . . 

,--
,_ .__ 

-4. Colum 5. Colum 

n c-111-.tl"r· T-TTT

6. Colum

Cnder Coding Bib.llltion Coding occa111on Ins t.nrncn t Cn1de level

. ' 

1 .(A) 

2 (B) 
I 3 

(C) 

. 4. (D) 

5 (E)

.6 (F)

l Live sltuation
01 - 24 2 Vldeo-tope I 

3 V!deo-tope II

-4 Sound tope

l UI/) clw,- l Prescl-ool
lens 6 eec 2 Junior 

2 Ul/1.clus- COll)reherui J ve 
ter 6 soc 3 IntecnedJote 

) Ul/2.clus- a:Jrprehena l ve 
ter 6 sec -4 Senior 

4 IJl/l , 2 co,prehcns i ve 
6 sec 5 Sixth fonn 

5 Ul/3 , 2 co,prehen!! l ve 
6 BOC 

6 OtJ,er 
6 Ul/2 , l 

6 sec 

7 OUier 

6 60C 6 ace 6 sec 6 &CC 6 sec 

) 1 mi n 

� 
,-f-

� � 

; 20 m 1n �� 

t,..) 
Ul 
I\.) 

I 

7. Colum 8. <nlum 9-10. CnlUTY\B �>' 
TMcher SUb:)oct ored Sequence rutoer o{ r:::unch�nl 

1 fun l 0/nr,ll 8 t1 C 11
21-bMn 2 Appdrotu11 01 - 99 

3 �ytmlc 
rrovrn-en t 

I
� 

g 
expression ,-._ 

4 &11 garres 

5 &sic sp::>rt.s 

L.lleinll!! 976
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APPENDIX B 

AUDIO-VISUAL EJ;PIFMI:Nr AND ARRAN3EMENI' 

(1974 AND 1976) 

Symbols used for technical equiprent 

Q 

. ·s 1> I 

� 

□ 
000 1

[0601 

a 

oJ 

111 l 111 1 I 

ll I 11 II ii I I 
11111I111 

8888!:B 

lll�H 

- irovable, ll\:l.IUd.l a::int;.ro lle::i video caner a 

- video camera "'1.th rerote controlle:i
pan and tilt h&rl ard rerot.e oontrolle::l. 
lens unit 

- rerote control unit for cairera (Sl ard 
?Jlse generator (Pl 

- rerote =ntrol b::Jx for pm ard tilt head ard

lens unit 

- video rrcni tor

- videotape recorder 

- tape recorder 

-�

- mi�ne 

- la.rlspeaker

- video mixer

I I - au:ilo mixer 

I 
• 

• I 

GIii 

- video signal

- au:lio signal 

- i.ntercx::m

L. Reini.U{ 1976
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2. Placement of vioo::, carreras, micrq:tx::nes and observers in the gym
nasium

store-rcx::rn for 

aHEratus an::! 

e::iuipi=t 

0 Q.C::, Q 

control rcx::rn 

(2nd floor) 

ITOVable, 

rMnJal a:mtro lle:i 

video camera 

store-rccm for 

equiµrent 

GYMNASIUM 

stat.iona.ry, 

r-erroce contr0lle:i 1

balcony for observation 

obse.tvers: l � 

L. Heinil� 1976
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3. Schane of SHIAADEN vida::> equiprent (in recording)

□ 

�o .____
0 

L. Heinila 1976
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Categories of the Three Clusters on Correlation Matrix for Observation T2. The Highest Correla-

tion Coefficient of Each Variable is Placed on the Diagonal. 

VARIABLES 

cws. CAT. 

No. No. 

I 01 5� 

02 SS 66 

0) -02 05 51

0-l -17 -)5 -1-4 5◄

05 :.0 )2 -02 -19 61

06 02 -10 09 5◄ -02 72

07 -oo -02 )2 06 29 03 52 

08 -0◄ -18 51 ◄ 5 20 )1 52 58 
0') -26 18 50 -23 48 05 0 ◄9 �

I 10 -?. 4 -19 -09 -Jl -6,) -47 -16 -36 -JS -60
l I - l '> -n - I!> () \ - )I -O'l - ),1 -26 -)0 -21 77 --.J 

)9 () 0 -08 -Cl 09 -o:: 12 04 06 -05 -04 -on

11 -.:?7 -25 -11 54 - ll 72 -21 09 -22 -H OJ JO u

2 �6 33 13 -44 -17 -51 07 -23 14 54 -)8 -19 -65 -65

- } 1 -26 -()6 -12 -25 -10 -04 -17 -2!1 -11 77 -()8 -18 -41 77
C,G 22 1 7 -iO 07 -12 04 -06 54 -14 06 05 -19 13 -0) 98 

� -:!O 05 09 4 1 61 25 0) 46 08 -57 -18 01 26 -55 -20 -lG 6.L

6 -13 -02 0� -19 58 -14 )8 )1 58 -oo -◄5 Ofl -17 -02 -31 19 25 58

7 - 4 ,l - )9 -06 14 -07 17 06 09 -19 -25 56 2 l 19 -57 59 -10 07 -06 59

tl :n -05 15 1 J 17 -14 50 58 47 -19 -12 05 -1) 01 -15 19 2◄ 26 -02 58 

llI 1 (, 7 07 1� )6 .-14 47 -12 -24 0) -32 18 -18 41 -16 -0) 1 5 -OA -34 -08 -23 -59

2 - 39 -42 -18 18 21 -12 1) 32 08 11 -20 )9 l ll -20 -19 -21 ),1 27 07 22 -59 -59
3 4l 66 06 -)6 22 -10 04 02 20 -07 -27 -19 -41 34 -1 ll 10 06 18 -17 -11 -19 -◄7 66

◄ 30 -06 -23 -2) -35 -21 -10 05 -10 )8 0) -08 -12 25 011 -10 -JA -16 -15 25 -26 -06 -1/l -38

5 -)) -311 19 -20 -29 -22 -09 -24 -10 11 62 -12 -25 -15 76 06 -35 -20 48 -13 13 -2◄ -31 -08 ]_j_ 
6 -17 03 51 40 -07 01 19 H -OG 04 -15 -08 -15 -02 04 -07 12 -00 16 -11 -Oil -05 22 -13 -1 ') 51

7 10 28 12 -11 10 -07 -oo -05 52 -16 00 07 -15 12 -10 9G -10 1 fl -15 17 09 -18 15 -05 -on -()5 �o

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 l l 12 1 2 3 ◄ 5 6 7 8 l 2 ) 4 5 6 7 

I lT III 
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Categories of the Three Clusters on Correlation Matrix for Observation T3. The Highest Correla
tion Coefficient of Each Variable is Placed on the Diagona1. 

VARIABLES 

CWS. CAT. 

No. No. 

1 01 

02 

03 l.lj -lC � 

04 -i6 -2� -0) l�

05 23 42 -05 -28 -61

06 -0) -02 -15 65 -01 76

01 oo -12 -1J 10 20 11 6◄ 

oe 11 -�o 17 4S u7 2◄ 64 6A 

09 lb 03 11 -12 2< -0) 40 �9 5) 

10 -ll -2� -21 -�6 -ll -�3 -15 -29 -15 -6)

11 -!u -33 42 -OJ -26 -13 -35 -19 -26 -26 60

12 08 -05 -08 11 -DO 22 16 14 -13 -02 -15 33 

rr · · -19 -17 -02 Gl -1, 76 -cs 16 -10 -19 -06 32 76 

2 J8 l7 -)J -54 -02 -57 -12 -26 17 50 -33 -18 -6j -6)

3 -11 -27 S7 -07 -29 -1< -08 -15 -31 -14 80 -11 -lR -42 82 

� 06 03 -o5 -11 05 -10 21 -o5 39 -06 04 -n3 -23 u7 14 71 

5 -30 10 -00 ◄3 Sl 36 17 4n -04 -56 -14 00 25 -60 -14 -24 -60

6 -12 -10 -20 -19 -41 -18 50 2� ◄5 07 -48 15 -21 09 -)5 28 15 50 

7 -)� -)i 11 12 -12 -05 05 12 13 -26 64 -16 -0� -t2 51 )6 16 -02 64 

8 2� 20 -12 -13 07 -08 06 0� 53 -09 -05 l� -07 12 -ll 65 -13 16 19 97 

III 1 lo l 3 l 3 3 4 -o 5 ◄ 7 ·· 21 -2 0 0 o - J 4 l 5 -:! O t 1 -1 t -O 4 1 6 -Q 9 - 3 4 -o 2 -,, .1 - 5 5

2 -43 -�2 -11 19 02 -04 29 )7 -01 16 -18 )3 16 -20 -15 -15 10 22 -06 02 -55 -55 

) )7 64 -14 -34 35 -17 -10 -08 00 -11 -24 00 -38 28 -16 -07 OR 23 -07 01 -25 -50 64 

4 21 -21 -11 -35 -25 -29 -02 -12 02 ◄8 -09 -21 -20 )ft -04 -13 -]1 -05 -20 10 -15 01 -1) �6 

� -22 -lo 40 -10 -;9 -21 -n� -la -15 04 72 -12 -22 -22 82 27 -28 -25 54 -14 11 -20 -26 -12 �2 

6 -0) -05 07 46 -10 06 25 )6 00 -06 -1) -08 -1) -12 10 -09 28 -01 17 -08 -15 -01 21 -12 -06 46 

7 25 2b -12 -09 10 -05 05 04 53 -15 -03 01 -11 13 -11 71 -09 15 22, 97 06 -10 08 01 -12 -05 97 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I II IIt 

I 
N 
IJ1 
O:l 
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APPENDIX C2 

Symnetric Transfonnaticn Analysis: Varimax-rotated factors transfor
matico matrices for three cxx:asicos T1,T2,T3

factOr Tl 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

l 95 -00 01 -04 08 30 01

2 05 06 -13 99 -05 00 -08 

3 -05 98 -10 -07 04 15 06

T2 
4 -03 -10 -27 05 26 03 92

5 06 05 10 04 88 -42 -20 

6 11 03 91 14 08 29 23

7 28 17 26 01 -38 -79 

·2

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 e2 01 06 -01 11 56 -OJ_ 

2 -01 -12 -01 99 -05 05 -01

3 ., -15 -12 -20 03 95 06 -15 

'T' 4 -28 86 -08 08 00 41 ll 
-3

5 -19 -05 96 01 14 15 06

6 32 20 09 06 -01 -43 82 

7 32 44 17 09 26 -56 -54

T3

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 98 -04 -01 -11 -11 10 -06 

2 04 98 03 l5 -15 -02 -01 

3 08 -17 10 96 .-14 07 -OS 

T2 4 -08 02 ::.9 -07 -04 94 28

5 01 -02 96 -10 01 -17 -10 

6 12 13 03- 14 97 07 -06

.., -10 00 -59 -06 -05 28 -95 I 
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APPENDIX C3 

Regressicn coefficients Eruployed in estimatirg factor scx::ires (Leder
mans' m3tlxx:1) 

a. O:xasicn T1 (live situaticn) 

Cluster Cat. l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I 01 -01 -28 -09 -08 -00 04 10 

02 02 -22 06 01 -01 05 -OR

03 04 00 01 -01 -12 -26 I) 3

04 -01 -04 -03 -21 -02 OS 14 

05 01 03 23 12 01 -01 04 

06 01 -02 -01 -09 -01 -0 3 10 

07 -01 -01 -05 -02 -01 -04 25 

08 -01 -02 -02 -03 -01 02 13 

09 07 03 07 06 02 -23 14 

10 16 17 -19 12 -01 -02 -20

11 -31 -02 06 -01 04 08 -25

12 -17 01 03 08 03 13 -04

II 1 03 06 -04 -27 04 05 -04

2 16 -06 -04 19 -04 -11 -12

3 -27 -11 -06 01 -04 03 21

4 -00 -03 -04 -02 32 -06 04

5 00 19 33 07 02 11 -12

6 06 10 02 13 02 -00 11

7 -03 -06 -01 00 -01 -00 07 

8 -OS -01 -12 01 03 05 14

I.I I 1 09 -03 11 -26 00 -22 -2!.

2 01 14 -04 03 02 10 09

3 -06 -29 11 15 -05 12 02

4 -00 04 -18 06 03 08 04

5 -18 12 01 19 -06 -46 -01

6 -04 -05 -02 -01 -02 05 10

7 -0 3 07 -02 -02 64 13 -15

Scalarprodtx:t 
of factor 

loadings .92 .89 .91 .89 .95 .87 .81 
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APPENDIX C3 

c. Occasicn T3 (seo::x.d videorecxxded observaticn)

Cluster Cat. 

I 01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 

II l 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

III l 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Scalarproduct 
of factor 
loadings 

l 

-02 
06 

-0 7 
03 
03 
04 

-03 
-06 
-03 

10 
-26 
01 

07 
07 

-30 
-04 

05 
03 

-08 
04 

-03 
04 
06 
00 

-24 
00 
05 

.94 

2 3 4 5. 

-04 -03 -22 -06
01 -01 -20 11

-02 -03 -08 -01
-23 01 -02 -07

lJ -02 00 32
-24 00 -07 02
02 -01 -01 -03

-03 -04 -08 -06
-00 02 -07 -04
07 02 19 -29

-02 03 00 06
-01 00 04 01

-34 01 10 -01
08 -02 -18 -21
OS -00 -05 02
01 08 0. 2 01
05 -00 15 27
09 01 09 05
06 07 12 09 

-02 33 12 -02

-15 -00 -16 -03
06 01 29 03
11 -02 -13 12
01 -01 -02 -09
0 2 02 00 -06
01 -01 -05 -02

-06 58 -04 02

.92 . 96 . 86 .89 

6 7 

lJ 06 
-10 -04

12 09
03 -41

OS 26
-00 -01

23 -01
44 -08
21 08

-13 -15
-12 11

-00 04

-08 24 
04 -01
04 -OS
03 01

-06 -14
07 01

-07 -20
-00 16

-02 07 
05 11 

-11 -27
05 04
03 00
04 -31

-13 -31

.84 . 77 
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Group l. 

2 

3 

4 

s 

Group 2. 

r \ 
2 

3 

4 

5 

Group 3. 

2 

3 

4 

s 

Group 4. 

2 

3 

4 

s 

Group 5. 

2 

J 

4 

s 

Group 6. 

2 

3 

4 

s 
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(l:)rtclation rmtrices of original groups· cstinuted on the 

discrimination functions 1-5 

l 2 3 4 s 

.26 

-.30 -.32 

-.14 -.59 .OS 

-.12 -.20 -.29 -.OS 

l 2 3 4 s 

.31 
. I 

• �4 .73

.22 .92 .83 

-.32 .77 .56 .81 

l 2 -3 4 s 

.14 

-.40 -.06 

.10 -.62 -.07 

-.21 -.41 -.26 .10 

l 2 3 4 s 

-.04 

.38 -.08 

-.21 .32 .01 

-.39 .ll .07 -.46 

l 2 J 4 5 

.10 

-.36 • O(,

.25 -.53 -.62 

-.19 -.77 -.25 .23 

l 2 J 4 5 

-.42 

.58 -.25 

.30 .28 .40 

.61 .30 .49 .22 
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APPENDIX Dl 
MAIN ELEJ.11ENTS OF THE M'.)DIFIED aJRRIClJLUM (1976) 

TEAO-UNG M'.JDELS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

1.1. The Concept of teaching rrodel 

During the teaching situation the same series of events is often re
peated again and again. This kind of sequence can be cal led a teaching 
rrodel. It can be defined as a short chain of events that can be identi
fied, occurs frequently enough to be of interest , and can be given a 
label (or name) since this often facilitates thinking (Flanders 1970). 

( Teaching model must not be connected with subject matter but with the 
prcxess behavior. By using a rrodel features in teaching behavior, either 
stable or occasional, can be described. There are sane teachers who are 
able to produce several different teaching rrodels, and others who use 
only few rrodels. The former are IX)ticed to be flexible and their work is 
more productive. It is also noticed that certain models of teaching 
behavior are a:mnected with certain positive or negative pupil responses 
and attitudes. The teaching rrodel is also a rrore a::>nerete term than, for 
example, teacher's role or teaching method. It can be limited to a 
specific area of teaching behavior, for example to speech behavior . 
PLtrQoseful changing of teaching rrodels within a longer period of time is 
called teaching strategy. 

Teaching rrodels can be identified with the help of the process analysis 
technique available. Arrong other things the systematic observation met
h:>d enables the quantification and measurement of the features in teac
hing-learning process. On the basis of frequencies behavior can be 
placed in certain dimensions such as teacher initiation - pupil initi
ation, teacher-centeredness - p.1pil-centeredness and direct - n::)ndirect. 

The applied process analysis system (measuring instrument), and the 
theoretical basis of teaching rrodels must be related to each other. The 
teaching rrodels in physical education to be described, and measured, are 
based on the PEIAC/LH-75 system (Heinila 1976) (appendix 1) developed 
and enlarged from the FIAC system (Flanders 1970). It is justified to 
describe teaching models, in physical education, by using a modified 
form of the multidimensional system. (Appendix D3, p. 268) 

2. TEAOUNG M)DELS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

I will describe some teaching models which are central in physical 
education. I will further operationalize these rrodels into skills which 
can be practised and learned. The models will be focused to  process 
readiness. The starting point for the selection of the models is the 
present knowledge of teaching physical education. It is defined as an 
interaction process within school surroundings, and is aimed at the 
prorotion of personal developuent of the pupils in accordance with the 
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set educational objectives (Koskenniemi & Ha.linen 1970, 101). In inter
action process a soci al system moves from one state to another as a 
function of time (Kanulainen 1970, 1) (Heinila 1970, 1976, 1977). 

Teaching models are centered, in the first place, around teacher's 
speech behavior which is considered to be the rrost significant single 
factor affecting the teaching-learning process (Amidon & Hough 1967). 
The teaching-leaxning process in physical education is, h:lwever, excep
tional. Non-verbal cx::mnunication (e.g. m::>vement) has a central position 
in it. Movement cormunicates and affects. It is a means and an end. It's 
movement which is often the answer of a pupil. Even movement of the 
teacher, and other activity, significantly affect the fonuulation of the 
social structure and the sequence of events in the process. (Heinila 
1970, 1976, 1977). 

The teaching ITOdels selected can be roughly divided into the m::>dels of 
direct and indirect teaching. In interaction analysis this refers to the 
balance of teacher initiation and resp::,nse. In the direct way of influ
ence teacher, initiation is stressed. This usually restricts pupil's 
freedcrn of action, while the indirect teaching tends to increase it. 

Out of the 9 models selected for description 6 are models of indirect 
teaching. The practice wil 1 be focused on these models. The starting 
point is, h:::Jwever, the mastery of direct ITOdels - the basic elements in 
teaching. Physical education has traditionally been subject matter cen
tered and direct methcx:i - the cx:muand methcx:i - has been the main meth::xi. 
The school reform and the notion of the teaching-learning process, 
however, presuppose the mastery of a more pupil-centered and pupil
initiative way of teaching in physical education. For this reason, it is 
justified to concentrate in pr acticing indirect teaching models in 
physical education teacher-training. 
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APPENDIX 02 

l. The indirect teachi.n;J' m::x:Jels used 

1. Teacher initiatives based on pupil respcnses
Thel?.E. teacher has to be able to make use of pupils' earlier 
performance or initiatives by making questions and3uggestions 
related to them or by makin:] the pupil dem::nstrate his perform
ance. The teacher must then clarify essential [Dints. 

2. Sunmarizirg nodel 

The P.E. teacher has to be able to surrmarize what pupils have done 
or said and then proceed to the next lcgical stage by makin:] use 
of the surrmary. He can also make pupils dem:::nstrate the functional 
solutions of the sub-stage and describe them verbally. This is 
effective reinforcerrent of pupils' initiative. 

3. Ccmparison m:::x5:el 

The P.E. teacher has to be able to observe and compare pupils' 
movement s or their previous ideas to other pupils' movements or 
given task requirem2.nts. In this way the teacher can help pupils 
to solve problems and guide them to identify key ideas while 
sh::):,rirg or givi.rg" the pupils the impressicn that they solved the 
problems on their own. This kind of teacher activi ty, in which 
pupil s' performance is informed or described to other pupils 
serves to reinforce their initiative and in::lepe.ndent behavior. 

4. M:::<lel of guidi.rg" feedback
The P.E. teacher has to be able to give guiding feedback to the
wrole class, smaller gra.ips and i.rdividual pupils. 'Ihe givin:] of
feedback presupp:JSeS exact definiticn of objectives and tasks. The
teacher has to be able to give feedback wisely, in a variety of
ways and giving reasons for his statements. The use of guiding
feedback is common in physical education. For instance, in the
teachirq of sore "closed" rrotor ski 11 ( in given circumstan:::es and
restricted) it has a decisive role. 'Ihe role of guidi.rg" feedback
is to help a pupil to becx::xre aware of his performarce ard to find
soluticns to problems a::ncerni.rg e.g. rrovement paths, ti.nurg,use
of power or space. Giving guiding feedback with statement of
reascns for it willl help to prarote independen:::e. 'Ihe teacher has
tried to see the pupi 1 as a person with whom things can be dis
cussed. and planned before decisicns are made. 'Ihe pupil can thus
be guided towards a g::>a.l which he understands ard accepts.

5. M::x:3el of reinforcarent and extincti.cn
The P.E. teacher has to be able to observe -- to watch ard listen
to -- pupils' ideas and noverrents with a view to organizi.rg" then
in terms of teach.in;I objectives and to reinforce selectively those
ideas ard movements which are en-target. 'Ihe teacher also has to
be able to state witha.lt hesitaticn and clearly what is n::>t rele
vant or useful fran the [Dint of view of the teachi.rg" objective.
Such responses may be directed to the whole class, to smaller
groups or to individual pupils. Praise and reward and cri ticism
may concern pupil's behavior or movements. Praise can be verbal
but also symbolic (e.g. smile, applause), similarly rejectia.. In
act.irg' en pupils' o:::n::liticns the teacher's reascos ll1.lSt be related
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either to the whole class, to groups of pupils or to individual 

PJPils. 

6. Discriminaticn rrodel 

The P.E. teacher has to be able tn clarify -- verbally and through 
oon:::nstration -- the logic of classroom discourse and progress. 
For instance, he can clarify the pupils' degree of freedom of 
social activities by stating given or accepted directions -
customs, nonns, rules of the game, etc. This includes the main
tenance of a consistent rreani.rg of \..QDJS, o:n:;epts and rroverre.nts. 
Accurate concepts aid communicaticn and cla.ssrcx::m discipline is 
imprDved. It is especially imp'.:)rtant tn help pupils tn distin;Juish 
between facts, opinicns and valuatlcns. This � that the 
teacher m:::nitnrs and evaluates the situaticn. 
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TABLE 47 b. Specified Classification System for Physical Education Interaction Process: Cluster I (PEIAC/LH-75) 

1. 

2. 

� 
3. 1.

C: 

3.2. 

3.3. 

;:'i 
Ques-

4. 1.
13 tion 

� 
4. 2.

{j 5. 1.
§ 

5.2. 

·rl 6. 
•rl 

7. 

.-i Resp . 8. ·rl � 
0,.-i 

�fl
Init. 9. 

I-< S 11 en::: e / 10-12Q) confused 
@ situatior 

Praises, encourages, accepts the feeling tone of a pupil 

Gives corrective feedback, 

Makes use of the ideas ard 

directs, 

rroverrent 

clarifies, ans;.�rs 

patterns suggested 

pupil's questions 

b:t a eueil: 

clarifies, expands, builds questions ard rroveirent initiations on the ideas expressed by a pupil 

Surrm3.rizes pupil's ideas or rroverrent patterns, asks a pupil to derronstrate 

Canpares the ideas or moverrent p:itterns expressed by one pupi_l, to those of another or to those given, 
repeats pupil's ideas, asks a pupil to derronstrate 

Asks questions requiring narraw an�rs, initiates short-term activity, terminates activity 

Makes questions ro::rw-ring higher level of thinking or activity 

Presents information, opinions, daronstrates rroveroent patterns, rMl<es a pupil derronstrate 

Organizes pupils, material, division of lal::our and responsibility 

Gives directions, ccmra.nds during activity (pupils expected to ccnply) 

Criticizes pupil behaviour, rejects rroverrent pattern, justifies authority 

Pupil answers question male by the teacher 

Pupil initiates speech, asks for instructions, expresses awn ideas or rroverrents 

(10) Teacher follows pupils' activity, silent guidance ( 11) Teacher's silent p:irticip:ition in
rroverrent activity ( 1 2 ) Confused situation, uproar

'The decision on classification is made on the basis of the didactic function of the activity. 
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2 . Cod.in;] instructicos and c:cx:li.rg sheet (Append ix D 4 ) 

Inst:ructicns for Classification 

Before the begi..nni.rt] of the obse.rvaticn period the observer enters 
on the reverse side of the form data on tea� situaticn. 

The observer places himself where he can hear and see well the 'IV
displ ay. Every sixth seo:::nd, either en hear:Lrg" a signal or observing 
the clock placed on top of the TV set, he decides which of the 
categories of the classificaitco system best represents the events of 
the previa.is six-secx::ni pericxi The observer directs his attenticn to 
the speech and m::>vement behaviors of the teacher and students. 
Students' movement behavior is viewed collectively. The observer 
marks the relevant category column enterirq either 0 or X depend.ing 
on whether the class was active or passive in terms of movement 
during the six-second period. At the same tune he observes what is 
happenirg durirq the next pericxi This produces 10 entries per minute 
and 100 entries in ten minutes. At every ful 1 minute timi.n:J sh:)uld be 
checked. Entries on the form consti tu.te a ser ies going from top to 
bottan, which preserves the seque.nse of events. Categories have been 
placed on the form so that entri es yield an immediate basis, for 
exampl e, for (I) a visual eva luation of teacher's initiating and 
response behavior, (II) a general idea of the amount of movement, 
(III) a general idea of the stability and variability of the process,
and (IV) a general picture of nature of p:::>ints.

At the errl of the observa lien period, column totals are cx::mputed 
and entered on the form, separately of 0 and X and combined. The 
column totals of 0, X and F are also added up. After that computa
tions for obtaining indices (on the back page of the form) are 
carried out. The obtained results are used in analysing, comparing 
and ev al uatirg micro 1 esscns in re latic:n to set objectives. 

(Heinila, 1977) 
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APPENDIX D4 

O:xli.rg Sheet: Time Line Display (1976) 

5 - lO lli n 

T .. ach .. r t ... 11<. I
Pup i 1 

talk 
Other T••ch•r talk 

r cspon1 c 

l 2 ) ) ) 

1 2 J 

IX 

IX 

X 

I>< 

iX 

IX 

1- 1.3
3

.l 53 

., . 
� � .. io..iciac- g_ � ,il-., C 

:, :, ion tac« er-- ., � -

I 

-
initi•t recpon• c 

C 

0 10n 
er·-

I. I. 5 5 6 7 8 9 110 11 l l 2 3 ) ) I. I. 5 5 6 '

2 1 2 l 2 ) 

IX
X 

I)< X 

X 

IX l 

IX 

IX 

) 

IX 
IX 

) IX 

j 

) 

: 
) 

[)< IX 

I>< 

l 
X 

X 

X 

X 

><'. 

1.x, J 

) 

) 

D< 

7., 2. {( 1 f4. 14-
3 1 1 3 1 J{, 3 2, 4-
5 3 t1 3 1 1 1£ 32 4-

X collective movement passivity 
0 collective movement activ1tr 

l 2 l 2 

y 

X 

J 
X 

LX 
')( 

)( 

I>-
,,.,_ 

l:X 

I><: 

J 

X 

'X 

ix; 

IX 

tl 5 
5 
�2 2 5

I
Pupi I 

talk 
., 
- �
C " 

0 ·-

� � 
4' C ... ·-
6 9 

J 

.x; 

.J 

1 

K-
5 

Other 

oil-

cnce 

lC l lZ 

) 

) 

.J 

; 

J 

j 

3 

(HeiniU 1977) 
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APPENDIX D5 

Microteaching course/Heinila, L. -75 
Class n:o 1 2

Student (subject) n:o Name: Model n: o Date: 
--------- ---

Class :information: age of pupils ___y. skill level Subject ma.tter ____ _

calculate the following indices: 

1) Percent teacher talk = 

2) Percent pupil activity = 

3) Teacher response ratio = 

4) Occurance bf mcxlels (frequencies)

5) Percent mcx:1el occurance = 

6) Intensity of teacher quidance = 

100 - (8+9+10+11+12) 
100 

X 100 

100 - ,: X 
100 

1+2+3+11 

X 100 

1+2+3+6+7+11 X 100 

categories in the mcx:1el 
100 

4+6 
1 +2+3+4 +5+6+ 7 X 100 

X 100 

Cbservation instructions for teaching rrodels: 

Way of teaching Model n:O 

Direct teaching 

Information presentation rrodel 

Organization rrcdel 

Initiation variation m:xl.el 

Irrlirect teaching 

Teacher initiations based on 

pupils responses 

Feinforcing pupil initiations, 

surcmarizing rrodel 

Ccmpa.rison making rrodel 

Accepting pupil's feeling -m::rlel 

Cbrrective feedback -mod.el 

0-ianging the level of abstraction 

Teacher's reinforcing and 

extinguishing reactive behavior 

Discrinrination making m::xlel 

1.1. 

1.2. 

1 . 3. 

2. 1 . 

2.2. 

2.3. 

2.4. 

2.5. 

2.6. 

2.7. 

2.8. 

category n:o 

5.1., 4, 6 

5.2., 4, 6 

4.1., 4.2., 5.1. 

3.1. 

3.2. 

3.3. 

1, 2 

2, 3. 1 . 

1, 2, 3, 5. 1 . 

1, 2, 3, 5.2. 

2, 3, 4, 5 

Analyse: 
------------------------------------

Suggestions for improvements: 

date signature 
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APPENDIX E 

<XMPARISCN OF PRCX;RAM 1 (1974) AND PRCX;RAM 2 (1976) 

BY CATED)RY AND INDEX 

Cat. 1. Praises, ermrrages, accepts the feelin] tx::ne of a pc.rpil 

" 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

L1 L2 
p 01 

" 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

-·-······-
-·-· -·-

-74 -76

Cat. 2. Gives correstive feedback, directs, clarifies, answers pc.rpil 's 
questicns 

12 

rn 

8 

6 

4 

------

L1 L2 p <-05 

" 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

' 
·,
... ·, 
...... ·, 

··-.:� ....

-76

cat. 3.1. Makes use of the ideas and movement patterns suggested by a 
pupil or gm.ip of p.ipils. Clarifies, e.xparm, b.Jilds questions 
arrl novarent initiaticns en the ideas expressed by a pc.rpil. 

" 

20 

16 

12 

8 

4 

-

----
-

L1 L2 p <-001 

- - - - f'rogram 1 ( 1974)

---Program 2 (1976)

" 

20 

16 

12 

8 

4 

-74 -76

........ •· r-:icrolesson 1 

-·-· - �icrolesson 2
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Cat. 3. 2. Sunmarizes pupil's ideas or novanent patterns, asks a pupil to 
dem:::ost:ra te 

" 

5 

3 

2 
------

L1 L2 p <. .001 

" 

5 
4 

3 

2 

-74 -76

( Cat. 3.3. Ccmpares the ideas or novenent patters expressed by one pupil 
to th::)se of an:)ther or to th:)se given, repeats p.1pi 1 's ideas, 
asks a p..ipil to dem:nstrate 

� " 

5 
4 

3 

2 

, 

----

---

L1 L2 p <.., 0.1 

5 
4 

3 

2 

1 

/ 
/ 

/ 
"": ...... -�

---

-74 -76

Cat. 4.1. Asks questicns, initiates, terminates activity: Asks questions 
requirirq narrcw answers, initiates sh::>rt-tenn activity, ter
minates activity 

" 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

- ----

L1 L2 1'< .001 

Program 1 (1974) 

Program 2 (1976) 

" 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

-74

� 

-76

�icrole:5:50n 1 

1':icrolesa:,n 2 
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Cat. 4. 2. Broad, open questicns which c 1 ear 1 y pe.rmi t d'Oice in ways of 
an.swe.ring' and ITDV i.n;J 

" " 

� 5 

4 4 

, 3 

2 2 • ..-;;9
/.· 

, 
✓- , 1 .,,..,,. 
/ .,,. 

L1 L2 p (.001 -74 -76

Cat. 5. L Presents infonnation, opinions, demonstrates movement pat
ten.s, makes a p..ipil dem::nstrate 

% 

50 

40 

30 -- -

20 

,0 

L1 L2 p <. 

� 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

.001 

....
........... '·. 

'-'· . . ·, 
...........

-74 -76

Cat. 5.2. Organizes p..ipils, material, divisicn of laror ard. resp:nsi
bility 

" 

12 

10 

8 

6 

" 

12 

10 

8 

--
6 

L1 L2 p na 

4 

Program 1 (1974) 

--- Program 2 (1976) 

····· ······ ....
-·-·-·-

-74 -76

r-:icrolesson 1

r-:icrolesson 2
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Cat. 6. Gives directicns, cx:mnards duri.rg activity (p..rpils expected
c:c:rtl)ly) 

" " 

12 12 

10 ----- 10 �-
··\
,.

':\ \.

6 6 
\\ 

\, 
·.·

\\ 

\� 
2 

L1 L2 
-74 -76

Cat •. 7. Criticizes pupil behavior, rejects m:::,varent pattern, justifies 
authority 

,; 

5 

4 

3 
---

2 

1 

L1 L2 p <,001 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

-74 -76

Cat. 8. Pupil answers questim made by the teacher 

"' 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 
-------
--- - -

L1 L2 p na 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

f-roirram 1 (19,L.} 

Program 2 (1976) 

-74 -76

l✓.icro:esson 

1-:icrolesson ;? 
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Cat. 9. Pupil initiates speech, asks for instructions, expresses own 
ideas or 11Dvarent patterns 

" " 

5 5 

4 4 

3 3 ------ ., -..... 
2 --� 

-...: 

1 1 

L1 l.2 p < . 0 l -74 -76

Cat. 10-12. (10) Teacher follcws pupil's activity, silent guidance, (11) 
Teacher's silent participation in movement activity, (12) 
Ccnfused situatico, uproar 

'6 

50 

40 

30 
....... 

20 ..... , 

10 

L1 L2 p < .001 

Cat. 1. Pupils <X>llectively passive 

" 

65 65 

60 60 

55 55 

50 
-

_...._, 50 
' 

45 45 

L1 L2 t' < n1 

- - -- Program 1 ( 1974)

- PrnrrAm ? (1Q76)

'6 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

--····•:-;;
,/-

/ 

-74 -76

.............. 

'� 

---·� 

-74 -76

••··•••·• • 1':icrolesson 1 

-·-·- v,�ro1,�son 2
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cat. 2. Pupils collectively active 

" '6 

65 6'1 

60 60 

55 55 

� 
-·-·---

so - so ..... -··--
--

45 45 

L1 12 p ns -74 -76

Index 1. Percent teacher talk (TT) 

100 100 

90 90 

80 
80 ------ �-

70 70 '�, 
60 

L1 L2 p < , ool -74 -76

Index 2. Percent PJPil talk (Pr) 

" " 

7 7 

6 
--

--
--

� 
5 

4 

3 3 

L1 12 p ns 

- - -- Progre.a 1 ( 1974)

rrogram 2 (1976) 

... 
�:-• 

"'-1.---
·, -

·,

-74 -76

•··· -· •· - Microlesson 1

-·- -- !"icrol�sson 2
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Index 4. Teacher's silent guidan:.::e arrl. silent participaticn in rrovement 
activity ratio (TSGPR) 

" " 

50 50 

40 40 

30 30 

20 
---

-- 20 

10 10 

L1 L2 p <. • 001 

( Index 5. Teacher re:srxnse ratio. (TRR) 

% " 

120 120 

100 100 

80 
80 

60 ---
60 

--

40 40 

L1 L2 p <.. • 00 l 

l Index 7. Ccntent e:tiphasis ratio ( a::R) 

" 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

---
- -

L1 L2 p <.. 0Ql 

---- Program 1 (1974) 

--- Proeram 2 ( 1976) 

" 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

./ 
/.•" 

/.:•· 
-":;/ 
.. 

-74 -76

✓/ 

-74

-74

-76

-76

�icrolesson 1 

f'.1crolesson 2 
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